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Poland's political fate and the plight of her exiles during the 

nineteenth century evoked a mixed response from various sectors of the 

British population. Five separate aspects of pro-Polish sympathy have been 

analyzed. The Literary Association's efforts to raise money for the relief 

of refugees resident in Great Britain were severly hampered and finally 

crippled by public opinion hostile to charity for foreigners in the midst 

of domestic distress. A,; itation designed to place pressure on the Government 

to intervene by force in order to re-establish the independence of Poland 

was never sufficiently strong between 1832 and 1867 to deflect the 

Government from pursuing a course dictated by national interests. This has 

been illustrated by a study of public opinion and official policy towards 

the restoration of Poland during the Crimean War. The attitude of several 

of the more important religious denominations to the Polish question was 

not uniform. Roman Catholics feared the destruction of Papal possessions 

in the event of Polish revolutionary fervour reaching Italy; A11", lo-Jewry 

tended to be absorbed in the problem of its own disabilities while it was 

difficult for the Poles as a predominantly Catholic nation to avoid giving 

offence to the Established Church and dissenting sects. lui-lo-Polish masonic 

contacts produced a new form of passive Polonophilism quite distinct from 

the conventional pattern of demonstrative sympathy for Poland but equally 

futile from the political point of view. Polish experience of foreign 

oppression was far more relevant for Irish nationalists than for the 

English. A backward agrarian economy and the Roman Catholic religion also 

drew the two nations together. Ireland, however, could offer nothing more 

substantial to the Poles than moral support and in return was able to profit 

from sophisticated Polish theories of insurrection. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There has been a marked tendency among Polish, English and American 

historians to concentrate on both the British Government's attitude towards 

the Polish question and the relations of the working class in Great Britain 

with left-wing exiles from Poland. iio attempt has been made to analyze the 

period between 1832 and 1867 from the point of view of public reaction to 

the arrival of the emigrants in Great Britain and to events in partitioned 

Poland. J. Feldman's U op dstaw stosunköw oolsko-wigielskich 1788-1863 
` 

(Warszawa, 1933) is only a preliminary and superficial study of the problems 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
'or i3ri isii diiilo aacy see: J. üutkiewicz, nLiia a uEruwa 

.L 
of ka w laLach 

1030-1331 (l, ödz, 1967); Z. Jagodziriski, "Rzqd brytyjski wobec Powstania 
Poznaaiskiego 1048 roku", Teki Iiistoryczne, XII (1964-1965), 59-102; 
H. Wereszycki, "Polska dzialalno66 dyplomatyczna w Londynie", Polska 
dzialalno66 dylp omatyczna 1863-1864, II (1963), 291-392; J. II. Harley, 
"Great Britain and the Polish Insurrection of 1863", Slavonic Review, XVI 
(1937-1938), 155-167 and 425-438; S7. E. itosse, "rgland arid the Polish 
Insurrection of 1863", Bnýlish Historical Review, LXXI (1956), 28-55 and 
S. B6br-Tylingo, "Obecny stan badari read historic dyplomatycznD Powstania 
Styczniowego", Teki Historyczne, XII (1962-1963), 73-91" For the attitude 
of the British working class towards the problem of Polish independence 

see: P. Brock, Z dziejow Wiel kiej I ni racji w i1n� lii (Warszawa, 1958); 

L. and it. Ciolkosz, Zarys dziejöw soc, jaliznu polskiezo, I (London, 1966); 

H. G. Weisser, "Polonophilism and the British Workin, Class 1830-1845" and 
"The British Working Class ailu the Cracow Uprising of 1846", Polish Review, 
XII, 2 (1967), 78-96 and XIII, 1 (1968), 3-19; J. P. Kutolowski, "Rnliuh 
Radicals and the Polish Insurrection of 1863-1364", Polish Review, XI, 3 
(1966), 3-28; A. Ciolkosz, "Karol Marks a Fowstanie Styczniowe", Teki 
iiistoryczne, XII (1962-1963), 23-71; H. Katz (Rd. ), Piorwsza 
MiqdzynarodOwka a sprawa polska (Warszawa, 1964) and I. Koberdowa, 
Picrwsza iic,, dzynarodOwka a lewica Wielkiej aii, rracji (sisrszawa, 1964). 

2 
T. Grzebieniowski teas written a cursory article without docu, n, n-tation on 
the early period from 1830 to 1835. See "The Polish Cause in 'i ; land a 
Century Ado", Slavonic Review, XI (1932-1953), 81-87. A detailed but short 
account of i3ritish public opinion and the insurrection of 1863 will be 
found in R. F. Leslie's "Br;; t; rjsi; a opinia publiczna a t'owotunie Styczuiowe", 
Pr"zegle Historyczny, LIV (1963), 206-222. 



involved. The paucity of works on this subject can undoubtedly be 

attributed, in part, to the destruction of a great deal of archival 

material in Poland during the Second World Nothing has survived, for 

example, of the vast manuscript collection of the London Literary 

Association of the Friends of Poland ai hough there are incomplete sets of 
3 

printed a nual reports in London, Paris and Warsaw. Polish archives still 

remain, however, rich in private correspondence reiating- both to the 

emigration in Great Britain and to pro-Polish circles. lost letters writ Len 

by the Poles in exile were polemical and often coloured by political 

conviction and have, therefore, to be used with caution. 

Material concerning the Polish left-wing eiiiigration and particularly the 

Og6l (Committee of the ±olish migration in London) is to be found in the 

Bibliothque Polonaise in Paris, while the correspondence of the right-wing 

emigrants has been deposited in various archives in Poland. Of these, one 

of the richest but hitherto most unexploited sources is the correspondence 

of Leonard hiedzwiecki, housed at the Biblioteka I irnicka at Körnik near 

Poznari. Valuable information can also be gleaned from the correspondence 

of Stanislaw Kozmian in the Library of the Polish Academy of Sciences in 

Krakow and of Antoni Ostrowski in the Archiwum Gldwne Akt Dawnych in Warsaw. 

Adam Czartoryski and Wladyslaw Zamoyski maintained a regular correspondence 

with Dudley Coutts Stuart and Lord Harrowby upon political matters and 

details concerning the welfare of the emigrants in Great Britain. These 

j---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
: iC@ h. liltýCiiowSka (Ed. ), übiol"y ]3c1, t1gnol:; Y1e 1 '1'oWarzY`"LWa ', 

---'j'J; 
LC16x 

Polski tir Lond, ynie. Katalog r(. 2topisöw i3ibiioteki larodotre j, III 
1933), 177-183. 



letters are with the Biblioteka Czartor,; rs&ich in Krakow. 

Relevant manuscript collections in Great Britain are inevitably more 

meagre. A partial reconstruction of the Literary Association ; _-tnd its 

important role in arousing pro-Polish sentiment has been facilitated by the 

papers of Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart and the 2nd Earl of Harrowby at Sandon 

Hall, ýitafford. The Public Record Office in London contains material from 

the Treasury on the turbulent history of the government grant for the 

relief of the Polish refugees. Letters from the archives of the British and 

Forei6n Bible Society and Westminster Cathedral have been used to indicate 

the links between various religious denominations in Britain and the 

emigrants. William Smith O'Brien's papers in the National Library of 

Ireland illustrate the sympathy which existed between the Irish and the 

Poles in their struggle to destroy foreign hegemony. 

Monographs could be written on a variety of aspects of yjro-ilolish 

agitation in Great Britain during the nineteenth century. The period to be 

covered is too long to permit an analysis in depth and for this reason a 

thematic rather than chronological approach has been adopted. Each of the 

five chapters is an independent study of different problems linked only by 

the common theme of support for, or opposition to, the emigration and the 

Polish struggle for independence. While the presence of Polish political 

refugees in Great Britain served as a reminder that Poland existed as a 

nation if not as a political entity, it should be remembered that other 

nationalist movements in Europe, especially in Italy, en,,; aL; ed the attention 



and sympathy of the British nation to a far greater degree. Poland was too 

distant and the emigration too divided in its political convictions and 

interpretations of Polish history for the British public ever to have a 

clear view of what the Polish question really entailed. 

Genuine commitment to the idea of a reconstructed and independent Poland 

was very limited. Popular sympathy coincided with the two Polish 

insurrections of 1830-1831 and 1863-1864. The intervening years were 

characterized by the futile labours of a few Polonophiles to impress upon 

a largely unresponsive nation and government the urgent necessity of 

protecting British interests and those of Europe in general by establishing 

Poland as a bulwark against Russian aggression in the West. Ireland's 

political grievances were akin to those of the Poles and for this reason 

there was some common ground, strengthened by religious identity, between 

the two nationalities. On the other hand, however, the Irish never fully 

understood the social implications of the Polish movement for independence. 

For the purpose of attracting the support of philanthropists, i"'reemasons 

and the various churches, the Polish emigration in Great Britain was 

compelled to shed its political character. 

The Polish question could never commLuid LU uL uouýl Us 

a party weapon in the House of Commons but could be manipulated by the 

government when convenient to embarrass Russia. Polonophile sentiment can 

most easily be understood in terms of Russophobia, humanitarianism, idealism 

in foreign policy, mercantile interests and opportunism. Membership of the 

Literary Association can be analyzed on the basis of these motives. Despite 



the fact that the Association was shunned by the British working class and 

failed to gain the confidence of the Polish left wing, no understanding of 

pro-Polish agitation in Great Britain would be possible without recognizing 

its prominent position before 1848 and the significance of its decline. 

L. Lielii sx: i Is &ni,; rac ja polska w Anglii w latach 1851-18_1.6 (1,6dß, 1964) 

has sought to undermine the importance of the Literary Association's 

activities and has placed undue reliance on the testimony of its oppon, cnL:,. 

Not only Io the book tendentious but it is also marred by errors of facL. 

The Literary Association was never a pressure group in any sense of the 

word but merely a small body of men disunited in political opinion and 

without any real influence over public affairs either within or outside 

Parliament. Benevolent motives or personal relationships cemented together 

members unable to reach agreement upon the fundamental aims and purpose of 
A 

the organization. i; t no time did the Association have a monopoly of, or even 

remote control over, Polonophile sentiment in Great Britain and was 

supported by a minority of refugees resident in Great Britain. While some 

of the left-wing Poles recognized the material benefits bestowed upon them 

by the Association wid were grateful for its philanthropic exertions, they 

were not prepared to allow its members "to assume and monopolize the title 
5 

of exclusive protector and saviour of Polanc". ]b is undeniable that the 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- /1 3-Cz, 7517,1,117-118 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Adam Czar Lury-, ki, 
17 October 1040) and 5695, III (Karol Szulczewski to Wiadyslaw 
Czartoryski, 15 September 1(362). 

5 
B. P. 597/1, : III, No-59 (Bartxomiej Beniowski I, o l, lic ý, i ut. i. on 
of the Frioricl: of Poland, 24 February 1838 . 



Association was all appearances in league with right-wing Poles directed 

by Adam Czartoryski from the HStel Lambert in Paris. Lord Dudley Coutts 

Stuart's unabating admiration for Adam Czartoryski was anathema to those 

emigrants who considered the policy of the r'olish aristocratic party to be 
6 

synonymous with the betrayal of national aspirations,, 

In act, : 'lOt/oVOr, Gi1C iaaiOT'1"u, % of -611)e ic2.. re not 

actively pro-soli h in t:; e l; oliuical sense a, ýc tiaoir va_! ue Uo Lbe 

Association lay rather in the social prestige which their names and purses 

afforded. Otners had joined in the hope of advancing their careers: Henry 

Reeve and Richard Graves HacDonnell, for exanple, wished to be appointed 

British Consul in Krakow while Jwnes Silk Buckingham, writer and M. P., was 
1 

generally considered to be a "political adventurer". in 1841 Gilbert Ainslie 

Young, editor of Tomas Wentworth Beaumont's British and Foreir Review, 

cast a shadow over the motives of some of the earlier members of the 

Association: 

There were other causes as fashionable at Lie time when we 

found this cause advancing by its own weight; and, perhaps 

there might be but little credit due to some of those who 

sur ported it then. 
a 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 6 
B. P. (ra, ley CoutUS LLu Lr' to Julian lun,,, n .! 

i. ciacewwicz, 
24 January 18j6)' ; B. K. 244 0, ý1-52 (Copy of Jan Nepomucen Umi isiii's letter 
to the editor of the Spectator, A February 1839). 

7 
J. K. Lauhton, Memoirs of the Life and Correspondence of Henry ltecve 
(London, 1598), I, ý)u, 58 and 78; H. PISS. XYVI, 16j-166 (Ricnard Graves 
. McDonnell to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 15 June '1844). See also 13. Cz. 5517,1, 
278 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Adam Czartoryski, 24 December 1839). Hacllonnell 
resigned from the Association when he was appointed Chief Justice of Gambia 
in July 1843. See Report of the Eleventh Annual Meeting (1843), 22. For 
J. S. Buckingham see J. Grant, Random Recollections of the house of Comrunons 
from the Year 1830 to the Close of 1! ý2 London, 18 6), 336-337 

8 
ke uort of the Ninth linnual . "leetinF 

(1841), 44. 
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Between "i8ý2 and 1861 ninety-seven ii. i'. Is joined the Literary AcÜociation 

but none of them had any following in the House of Commons and they had 
9 

little political weight. In theory, the accretion of iI. P. ts should have 

strengthened the political standing of the Association; in ;n actice, however, 

Dudley Coutts Stuart was compelled to lament in 1837 that he was "poorly 

supported in Parliament -- pensions and places have neutralized many former 
10 

friends". This was certainly true, for instance, of Robert Cutlar 

Fergusson, M. P. for Kirkudbri ght shire, whose early advocacy of the Polish 

cause in the House of Commons had earned him the reputation of being an 

ardent Polonophile: "His attachment however to liberal principles has 

diminished, as has been so often found in the case of others with his 
11 

accession to office. " H. P. of both parties were unwilling to broach a 

subject generally considered with distaste in ministerial circles, while 

Tory H. P. laboured under an additional disadvantage because the )arty 
12 

confounded the Polish cause with that of democracy and revolution. On the 

other hand, several liberal M. P. Is like Patrick Maxwell Stewart is:.; J Led 

to bring forward distinct motions on the subject out of respect for 
13 

Palmerston. Richard I'Ionckton Milnes was criticized because, although a 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

gee 11,, Zicndix V. Isaac Butt led the i-Iomc tulc 1'; a. r" l, y 1 rd l "J'(1 to 1879. 
10 

B. Cz. 3201, XVII, 183 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Julian Ursyn Niemcewicz, 
25 March 1837). See also B. Cz. 5517, I (Dudley Coutts ituart to Adam 

11 
Czartoryski, 17 May 1839)- 

ie was appointed Judge-Advocate-General in 1834. äee J. urant, oip. cit., 
225. 

12 
B. Cz. 1ä1a., 

1842). 
13 

Ibid. 

501-'>03 (lludleyCou-ct; 
-'tu-I"t to : "; iýjn 
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"Peelite in the Conservative Party strongly inclining towards the Whi,; Ü", 

he liked to be "on good terms with everybody and more especially with those 
14- 

in power". 

The large number of peers belonging to the Literary Association were as 

reticent as the majority of I'I. P. 's to voice their opinions in the House of 

Lords. Dudley Coutts Stuart wrote in despair to Adam Czartoryski in 

There is a shyness, a reluctance to come forward about our 

aristocracy that constitutes a serious fault. About home 

concerns, a cattle show, a Bible Society, where they are 

sure of support and ajplause from those with whom they are 

accustomed to act ... they are ready enough. But on a subject 

where it is necessary to justify themselves by reason and 

when not supported by a crowd of partisans, they shrink from 

trouble and from thoujit and persuade themselves they are 
1 

with-held by an amiable modesty. 
5 

David Urquhart's followers, George Bell, David Ross and the London 

barrister George Fyler were viewed with considerable suspicion by other 

members of the Association. While Russopliobes were welcomed, vituperative 

attacks against Palmerston were a source of great discontent to other 

Polonophiles who believed the latter to have the Polish cause close to 

heart. It was only with difficulty that the co-operation of the merchant 

Frederick Pigou was secured for Bell's Circassian enterprise in 1859 because 

ýý--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3. Cf. 

-)ý)1 
F3,1, 'i üb-1 ü7 Ouclloy (; ouL L: ýAuu1. ' L Lo Adam Czurtor, 

1841). 
15 

1 

Ibid., 81-82 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Adam Czartoi; yoki, --)1 J, uiuur, y 181'(1. 
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he was convinced that the purpose of the expedition was not to embarrass 

the Russians and open up markets for British trade but to oust Palmerston 
16 

from office. )avid Urquhart was not an asset to the Literary Association 

which tried to pursue a policy based on moderation and persuasion in order 

to influence the Government in favour of Polish independence while Urquhart 

was prepared to seize upon the most inopportune moments to deliver tirades 
17 

against ät. Petersburg. Henry Reeve voiced ý i: nural oppi; iion wheii lie 

described Urquhart as a "mad political dervish" and T'ho; nas Wentworth 

Beaumont, whose sanity was equally suspect, wrote in connexion with 

Wladysxaw Zamoys. i's proposal tiiat the British and 1 oreifn Review should 

be amalgamated with the Portfolio: 

I have not a shade of confidence in Urquhart and would 
18 

not have him in the oame bed with me at any price. 

In 1863 Urquhart was determined to exact a high price for his support of 

the Polish agency in London in the form of recognition of his exclusive 

right to direct and control activities in Circassia. The restoration of 
19 

Polish independence was only a means towards the humbling of Russia. 

Members en&a; *ed in literary pursuits were able to indulge in romantic, 

: sentimental but often unhistorical eulogies of the Poles and thus fulfill 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
13. Cz, >ý17,1, ý02 (: Dudley Coutts Stuart to 11dLun 
1840). 

17 
B. Cz. j5"18, j67-r; 66 (Dudley Cuu,, t,., 
1848). 

18 

19 

19 

Julio 

u:, i: 

J. K. Laujiton, op. cit., 1,150; B. C. zLL,; , ý( tzr- i, LO 
Adam Czartoryski, 8 ; 3eZ)tcmber 1t45). 

B. Cz. ý696, III, 1. ýo. 36,489-491 (Antoni Wodzicki to unknown, 19 July 1-,;. 

i 
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Thomas Campbell's initial plans of publicizing Russian aggression and 
20 

dispelling the general ignorance which surrounded all things Polish. At 

a Dinner held by the Literary Association on 9 December 1840 CýLnhbcll 

stated that they "were not seeking physically to revive Poland, they only 

wished to keep alive her orphan children, her memory, and the sacred 
21 

principles to which Poland was a martyr". A similar duty was performed 

by those who had connexions with the Bar but the tendency to argue the 

Polish case on the basis of the violation of the Treaty of Vienna was 

received with despair by left-wing emigrants who demanded the restoration 

of their country within the frontiers of 1772 and not a rcturn to the 

alýrý-n,,, eiaents of 1815. 
22 

The few active members of the Literary Association wore :. cuuel, y con:: ci. ou.; 

of the fact that in the final analysis they represented nothing more 

tangible than a moral protest against the occupying powers of PoLWd. 

Dissolution was only averted by the strength of Dudley Coutts ;; Luart's 

conviction that a cause supported by the dictates of justice and humanity 

could not fail to succeed. His whole life was devoted to unremitting labour 

on behalf of the Poles and despite moments of despair and revulsion with 

the emigration in Great Britain he was prepared to continue because of the 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 20 
B. P. 4.92, I, 69-71 (Adolf Bach to Ludwik Plater, %'0 May 1Uj2) and II, 133 
(Thomas Campbell to Ludwik Plater, 12 October 10j2); The Times (9 March 
1033), 5,5" 

21 
"Dinner of Ur, c 'ric. rulU he `1'aUlet , xxxi (1', ' ik: cc:, uhcr 1 ; 40), 
497,2 and j. 

22 
See, for exai, iple, *ne t;; ecCator (2 February 1839), 106,2 and 107,1 
(J6zafat Boleslaw Oý3i; rowski to the Editor); "Democratic Meeting in .. u; ; %art 
of the Revolution in Poland", Morning Chronicle (j0 iJovember 1039), j, d. 

Iý 

II 

i 
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close ties of friendship forned with Adam Czartory:, ki. For this reason 

alone, the Literary Association surmounted the obstacles which had resulted 

in the disappearance of all the auxiliary provincial associatioiic: 

The admiration which t glishmen felt for Poland, the 

sympathy which they expressed when she was maintaining her 

able but fruitless struggle was glorious to witness. That 

feeling has subsided into respect which is illegible cold 

and actionless. We are too much cut up into coteries to 

have any united plan of general action and principles do 

not possess sufficient vitality in themselves to germinate 

in the public mind unless there be the exciting influence 

of some great action going on (which shall appeal to the 
2 

senses) and call them into life and motion. 
4 

With Stuart's death in 1854 the continued existence of the Literary 

Association was merely symbolic. After the outbreak of the January 

Insurrection its depleted ranks could only be galvanized into activity with 

the greatest dificulty. Debates in Parliament on the Polish question were 

no longer largely conducted by members of the Ascociation ai)t1 iJWuotid Beales, 

who remained loyal to the Association until his death in 16£31, attempted to 

organize pro-Polish sympathy by forming the National League for the 

Independence of Pol: i(i. in short, any political :,. i; -n: ü'icance })Osses:, ed by 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 23 
In Novo Zber 10)0 iýarol jzulczewaai claimed that ,; iual- L was unwi. l l 1111 , ly 
tied to the Polish cause by pride and the fame he had acquired as its 

advocate. See B. K. 2409/2,1015 (Karol =lcsewa: ci to lem nxY Ali H., wi ck: i_, 
21 November 1850). 

24 
This was the exhlai ation put forward L)y aoV : icy . n:; i., cr 
association in Exeter for its inability to uiuiuer expand or ourvivo. Joe 
H. MSS., XXVII, 135 (Krystyn Lach Szyrma to Dudley Coutt� Stuart, 
23 April 1843). 

Krystyn Lach Szyrma claimed that the League had 600,000 adherents in 
November 1363. See B. i. 2410, Lo Lcuuard 
Niedýwiecki, 5 November 1863). 1 
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the Association had been severely undermined after the revolutions of 1648 

and had virtually disappeared after the Crimean War. The sole reason for 

its survival until 1923 was the need for going through the motions of 

relieving the wants of the last waves of refugees who had arrived in Great 

Britain from the Congress Kingdom with the collapse of the insurrection in 

1864 and from Prussia in the late 1880Is. 
26 

Indeed, from the 1860's onwards the Association failed to attract new 
27 

members or even support on any grounds other than those of benevolence. 

The decline of public sympathy, only temporarily arrested in 1863-1b6,, 

was partially responsible for this state of affairs which was also 

a-gravated by a series of weak presidents after 18j4. Thomas 1"Ie: itworth 

Beaumont's long spells of absence abroad niter 1357, me tal in�cability and 

periods of total indifference to the Polish cause had been tolerated simply 

because his fits of generosity often came to the rescue of an impoverished 

exchequer and because Dudley Coutts Stuart was an efficient and willing 
28 

substitute. No i glishman came forward to perform the same duties after 

Stuart's death with the result that the President's chair was occupied by 
a 

men who playedkpassive role. The Marquis of Breadalbane resigned in 1857 

26 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The i]inotieth Report (1923), 2. 
27 

B. K. 2409/2,1695 (Karol Szulczewski to Leonard IJiedzwiecki, 12 i'iay 18o0) 

and 2447,7 (Lord Harrowby to Karol Szulczewski, 24 March 1868). 
28 

Reports of the Eighth, Ninth and Sixteenth Annual Meetings (1840,1841 and 
1849), 30,56 and 9. H. MSS. XXV, 365-366 (; tanislaw Kozmian to Dudley 
Coutts Stuart, 18 September 1842); B. Cz. 516, ; ýý (, luzc; lc, -,, CouLLa ; -Uu Lit 
to Adam Czartorygki, 23 December 184.8). 

27 



and only death prevented the 4th Marquis of Townshend from following the 
29 

same course on the grounds of ill health and boredom with the Poles. In 

1863 the Earl of Ilchester succeeded Townshend after the Earl of Jhaftesbury 

had declined the presidency and the 5th Marquis of Townshend had been 
30 

rejected as "half mad". Ilchester, however, was a sick man when elected 

and refused to accept any responsibility while Lord Kinnaird continued the 

practice of his three predecessors by leaving the work of the Association 
31 

to its Polish secretary, Karol Szulczewski. altor the Tsarist decrees of 

5 January 1867 abolishing "all that remains of i'oland as a separate 

kingdom", the Literary Association was too weak and devoid of influence to 

effectively combat an appeal in The Times of 7 January for peaceful 

co-existence between the Russians and Poles: 

... we may well ask whether peace, at least, if not lovo, 

between the two races may not be established by such 

thorough subjugation as would preclude even the chance of 

a hopeless struggle. Next to any consummation that would 

rescue the Poles from their fate, we ought to hail any 

circumstances likely in any measure to reconcile them to iL. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
iteiiort or the Twen , y-äixth Annual 1vleeting (18ýU), 1: '-13f B. Cz. j1)18, III, 

6j7-6j8 (Karol Szulczewski to Wxadyssaw Czartoryski, 15 : ioptember 1U62). 
30 

B. K. 2409/2,1879 (Karol Szulczewski to Leonard Idiedzwiecl3 November 
1863); B. Cz. j698, III, 274 (Michax Vraligrorski to ,:. iittl: a, 
16 September 1863). 

31 
3. K. 2410,305-; 66 and jü'f-jc3G (1 ry:; t, yii Lucli S-yr;: ia Lo Luoll: il'd 

31 

Niedzwiecki, 8 May and 24 June 1865); J. 
(Krakow, 1890), 26. 

32 
The Times (7 January 1867), 6, b aria '7,1. 
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Chapter I 

The Literary Association: Charity and Public Opinion 

The only pro-Polish organization formed in Great Britain during the 

nineteenth century able to survive the long periods of public apathy and 

even hostility towards the Poles was the London Literary Association of the 
1 

Friends of Poland. 1i. pursued a curious waalgam of literary, political and 

philanthropic acLiviLios. Productivity in the field of literary propaganda 

on behalf of the Poles and against the partitionin, powers was drastically 

curtailed by consistent financial embarrassment. In view of the 

heterogeneous composition of the Literary Association and the conflicting 

interests of its members, it is scarcely conceivable that progress could 

have been made towards the ultimate goal of Polish independence in the face 

of the refusal of successive British governments to proceed beyond the point 

of diplomatic remonstr nice in favour of t. týe 'ol, ý;;. L is not, therefore, 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Tice Ajuoeiation was founucd on L'ý ! 'euruary 1t352. its uetivities caused in 
1923 after the opening of a Polish Consulate in London. Uee The Literaa 

Association of the Friends of Poland. Ninetieth Report (London, 1925), 

Its monthly literary organ, Polonia, railed in 11ove: nLcr 16>2 because ul' 
lack of money after only Cour appearances. Thereafter, i-oiief for the 

refugees took priority over the financing of publications. See 13. Cs:. 17, 

I, 70 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Adam Czurtoryski, 27 April 18,10). 

2 

3 
The attitude of the British Government has beon dealt with in Li, ' 

works: J. Dutkiewicz, AnLlia a )rawa poluka w latach 1050-lbjl (i, udý., lyt, 'O, 

M. 11 ;, 1 :1 : nan, Adam Czarto : ki (Warszawa, 1940-1950), Jacodziiujki, "i'zgd 

brytyjski wobec Powstania Po riaii:; kieý; u 1U48 roku", Teki ili.:;;, oL"yczne, XITI 
(196y-1965), 59-102, R. F. Leslie, tte. I'orm and Insurrection in ltuusian Puland 

1056-1865 (London, '190; ), i7 -202, L. Were;; zycki, "Poluka dzialalnocic 
dyplornatyczria w Londynio", Polska dzialalno66 dyj4lonnatyczna 166J-1864,12 
(Warszawa, 1963), 291-592 and Jencral Ztunoyuki 1803-1568 (Poznan, 1910-1930). 



surprising that the one positive, yet still limited achievement of the 

Literary Association was in the field of relief for the refugees. 

The failure of the Poles to regain national independence in the nineteenth 

century presented the Literary Association with a problem of some magnitude; 

if the refugees were unable or unwilling to return to tie io 7, _l nd cney 

could not be allowed to starve in he country uiiicli had offered them 
4 

political asylum. Working class Polonophiles could contribute little in 

the way of financial assistance while the Literary Association was too small 
5 

to be able to relieve the Poles without public assistance. Unlike the 

auxiliary societies established in Scotland, Sheffield, Birmingham, Hull, 

Norwich, Newcastle and Yarmouth in the early 1830's the Literary Association, 

after Thomas Campbell's resignation of the presidency in May 1853, became 

increasingly aristocratic and upper middle class in composition with a 
n 

strong emphasis on wealth and social presti-e. Jhile the subscription 

fees of the provincial societies were nominal in order to attract numerical 

support, the Literary Association's membership was limited by its relatively 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
B. Cz. '01 , XVII, SL; (: hzc: ley Cou-Uýs ; itu«rt to icL LiC..: r cor;, rÜLi, 10 June 
1834) 

Polodia, I 
6ý 

See 11ýJpendix 4. 
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7 
high annual subscriptions. tlt the beginning of 1833 the Glasgow society 

could claim almost 500 members and Birmingham over 200 while in April 1834 
8 

the Literary Association had a membership of only iBO. . tween 1838 and 

1861 eighty-six :: embers either resigned or died and uray 156 new members 

joined the Association. At no time were the subscriptions alone sufficient 

to cover even the expenses of the Association. This was partly a result of 

the unwillingness of some to pay their annual subscriptions while others 

preferred to make one payment of ¬10-10-0 in order to become a life member. 

Dependence upon the public's response to the Association's appeals for 

funds to relieve the refugees not participating in the government grant was 

9 

7 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
From £1 per annum in 1032 it was raised to ý2 in 1d54. By 1360 it was 
£2-2-0. bee iteport of the Second Annual iieeting (1654), 7 and 10; R-port 

of the Twenty-ýEighth Annual Meeting 3 (1861), 4ý. For the Polish associations 

established in the provinces see: B. P. 492, III, No. 58,255-263 ýd Towarzy- 

stwach polskich w Anglii zalohonych", 1832) and II, 151-155 (no title, 1832); 

Glasgow Free Press, X, 932 (1 December 1032), 1,3; B. P. ibid., 593-595 

("Birmingham Polish Association", extract from the Birmingham Journal of 

30 November 1832); hull Polish Record, III (December 1032), 52 and 56; 

B. P. ibid., III, 105-108 (Thomas Campbell to Ludwik Plater, 9 December 11332). 
8 

B. P., ibid, No. 58,257-258. The Associations in Hull and Birmingham were 
defunct as early as 1835 and all the other provincial societies established 

in 1832 and 1833 had disappeared in 1840. See Reports of the Third, Fifth 

and Eighth Annual Meetings (1835,1837 and 1840), 50; 44; 31 and 44; P"A. bT. 

2210, XII, 7-8 (William Scholefield to Stanislaw Xo mian, 20 November 1855;. 

9 
Of the 180 members in 1833-1834 only 141 paid their subscription; 60 paid 
in 1856-1837 and 71 in 1860-1861. During periods of acute financial crisis, 
the payment of 110-10-0 was encouraged. See, for example, B. K. 

1245 (Karol Szulczewski to Leonard hied: wiecki, 3 August 1855). 



a highly unsatisfactory solution of the problem. Of the 867 persons who made 

donations between 1832 and 1661, ninety-seven were members of the Association. 

Approximately 75 per cent of the donators made only one contribution and 14 

per cent gave money on two separate occasions. The few who gave regularly and 

generously such as Lord Panmure, Thomas Wentworth Beaumont, Joseph Ferguson, 

Frederick Pigou and Dudley Coutts Stuart belonged to the Literary Association. 

British donations did not rise dramatically at moments of political crisis 

for the Poles but tended to decline steadily with a few minor fluctuations 
10 

after 1635, In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it would appear 

that the majority of the contributors were activated by philanthropic reasons 

rather than a desire to support the national aspirations of the refugees. Lord 

Lansdowne, for example, found nothing objectionable in the policy of relieving 

and educating the roles but while willing to subscribe for both purposes, he 

refused to join any institution forned specifically to advance the cause of 
11 

Polish independence. Apart from the fact that the Association was competing 

a;; ainst a plethora of domestic cnarities, periods of economic depression in 

Great Britain were accompanied by increased difficulties in the collection of 

money for the relief of foreig7ners. In April 1b48, for instance", William 

Scholefield was convinced that any atuempt to asic for donations in Birmingham 

"in the face of the real distress of the operatives" would prejudice the 
12 

interests of the Poles. Money was invariably solicited and rarely given 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 10 
See Appendix �I. 

11 
H. MSS. XXVI, 140-144 (Lord Lansdowne to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 6 iiecember 

12 
1553). 

P. A. N. 2210, XII, i18-119 (William Scholefield to Stanislaw Kornian, 
23 April 1848). 



spontaneously. With the arrival of Poles who had fought in Hungary in 

1343-1349 and the Government's refusal to admit them on to the list of 

refugees already in receipt of money voted by Parliament, Dudley Coutts 

; tuart wrote: 

it forces on me the unpleasant necessity of once more 

investing the fortress and laying regular siege to it. 
13 

I feel doubtful of success. 

The large sums of money sent by the Literary Association to the Flötel 

Lambert for the purpose of financing a variety of abortive political misjions 

to the Homeland and the Near East inevitably curtailed donations for the 

relief of emigrants in Great Britain. 

These problems interfere with collections for the 

Association and I cannot apply to persons whom I 

am obliged so often to importune on behalf of Poles 

here for other Polish purposes -- the one acts 

14 
more difficult to get funds for the Association. 
prejudicially on the other and every year it is 

In 1847 alone £2,000 was sent to Paris despite the failure of commercial 

houses and famine in Ireland. This sum had been collected from 28 people. 
15 

T3 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
B. Cz. j201, XVII, No. 7,59 (Dudley CouttL; Ztuur. t to lhauysiaw ZýunoyÜki, 
20 June 1850). 

1 4. 
B. Cz. 5517,569-5'70 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Adam Czartoryski, 20 October 
1843). See also B. Cz. 5518, I, 243-244 (Dudley Goutts Stuart to Adam 
Czartoryski, 4 June 1047). 

15 
Ibid., 309-314 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Aiam Caartor; yoki, 1j November 1b! '1. 



Thomas Wentworth Beaumont gave over £3,000 to Adam Czartoryski between 1833 

and 1848 and the money was frittered away on absurd cloak and dagger 
16 

schemes in Circassia, Montenegro and elsewhere. Beaumont was firmly and 

rightly convinced that Wladyslaw Zamoyski considered nim Uo be "the banter 

in all Polish adventures" and was deeply offended by tie lat er's de: an ie 

that he should accept direction from the H6tel Lambert without question. 

Dudley Coutts Stuart was in a difficult position because while he was 

prepared to believe that Polish affairs should be controlled from Paris 

"we cannot afford to lose any friend, still less one with so long a purse". 

In 1848, however, the Association declined to continue the practice of 

sending such sizeable sums of money out of the country and Czartory s:: i 's 

request to organize the collection of a "loan for Poland" was dismissed. 

The only consolation Dudley Coutts Stuart could offer was that speculators 

might be prepared to help in the event of a provisional government being 

17 

18 
established. In fact, 5UU had been sent in March 1848 but was accompanied IT, 

by a warning that the prevalent economic distress in England would militate 
19 

against further donations of such a nature. 

16---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
B. Cz. 551'l, I, >7-02i 471-4ý8i 5201, ý,: VTI, 57 and 5518, I, : -'51-256 
(Dudley Coutts Stuart to Adam C<<ar -Lor, 7sl, i, 5 July 1 i316 au, u; t 1 6;; 1 

, 
July 1845 and 12 June 1847). 

17 
B. Cz. 5517,443-450 (Dudley CouLts Luart to Adam CzarLor;, % id, 2 July 
1841). See also H. HSS. XXVIIT (I ý: ý: 1 , 1aý"r << no;, r :. ý. to 'i'iornz lk ni; ýiorth 
Beaumont, 25 November ? ). 

18 
B. Cz. 5518,527-541 (DUdley Cou tIc;; otuar'u to ". dun 
1848) o 

19 
Ibid., 515-521 (Dudley Coutts ituart to Adam Czartory. 3ki, 30 March 1848). 



In order to supplement inadequate public donations, the popular expedient 

of charity balls, fetes and dinners was adopted. As early as i"iarch 185 a 

letter to The Times pleaded for the extension to the Poles of relief given 

to the Spanish refugees alter the Peninsular Wars: 

While, however, rendering a willing though humble 

tribute to the instances in which a generous spirit 

has been manifested, justice compels the more reluctant 

avowal that, as regards these noble exiles, the 

exercise of this English virtue has in general fallen 

short of our national character, and a dislike to 

revolutions, or the affectation of "charity at home", 

have been tue too frequent evasion of an application 

in their behalf. ... ! ut might not, in so worthy a 

cause, enjoyment ý. -nd _; enerosity join hands, and as our 

lively neighbours give balls for the Poles, and dance 

their sympathies into fruitfulness, might not we also, 

if need be, have recourse to some such congenial stimulus? 
20 

A condition of success was sponsorship of such entertainments by royalty 

and representatives of the peerage. In 184.0 the chairman of the Polish Ball 

Committee at the Guildhall "declared that if Prince Albert would accept 

their humble invitation, he knew that, even for the tickets which he had 

already been paid for, he should, in some cases, receive three or four 
21 

times, and in others ten times the mount". In order to attract patrons 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 20 

21 
The Times (7 March 1833), 6,2 (Polonophilus to the Editor) 

"The Grand Ball and Concert in Aid of the Polish tiles Tomorrow Night", 
Horning Herald (16 November 1840), 3,4. 



it was found necessary to divest the Association's charitable efforts of all 
22 

political character. In this way support was not confined to members of 

any one party and the Literary Association escaped the public accusation 

levelled by Scottish Tories against the Edinburgh Polish Association in 
23 

1837 that it was organizing a Whig "Revolutionary Ball". The Duke of 

Somerset did, however, privately decline Stuart's invitation to be a patron 

in 1839 on the grounds that the Tories who were the most powerful party in 

Devonshire and even some Whigs in the county had decidedly adverse opinions 
24 

about the Poles. Palmerston felt obliged to mare it clear in 1846 after the 

Austrian annexation of Krakow that his association with the Ball was not to 
25 

be misconstrued as a sign of political sympathy with the Poles. 

The Common Council of the City of London, lour of whose members belonged to 

the Literary Association, was noted for its philanthropic activities in the 
26 

metropolis. Not only did it allow the Association to use the Guildhall for 

balls in aid of the Poles on fourteen occasions but also placed ¬500 at the 

disposal of the Association in December 1836 for the relief of refugees 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 7-2 
II. eISS. ß. V111, u5-u6 (Dudley Counts Stuart Lo Ear aýesty i ie iueen 
Dowager, 29 October 1841)- 

23 
H. MSS. XXV, 5-6 (Roger Aytoun to Dudley CoutLs Stuart, 20 July 18 7) and 
159-160 (William Gibson Craig to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 24 February 137). 

24 
H. MSS. )Q VI, 299-500 (Duchess of Somerset to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 
5 November 1639). 

25 
B. Cz. 5517, I, 721 (i u(. ley Coutts S Luart to A, Ji = Csartory ski, 

26 
3 November 1846). 

The Times (22 October 18q. 0), 4,5. 



without a government allowances William Pritchard's motion for the grant 

of such a sum was only carried by a small majority against strong 
27 

opposition. Dudley Coutts Stuart chose to regard the Council's decision 

as "an event which is perhaps more valuable in its political purpose than 

in the pecuniary" and a "splendid proof of sympathy from the legislature 
28 

of the first civic corporation in the world". Gilbert Ainslie Young, 

criticizing the Government's unwillingness in 1656 to extend the 

parliamentary subsidy to all new arrivals, wrote: 

It may be a satisfaction to the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, to know that it [tie '500] was moved and 

carried by tiie influence oi' uile Radical Party in the 

corporation, and it is I think a practical condemnation 

too, pronounced by the very party he sought, as I 
29 

believe, to conciliate by his misplaced economy. 

Neither sympathy with the charitable functions of the Literary Association 

nor support of its political objectives could, however, be sustained in the 

Common Council in the face of public hostility and violent attacks in the 

. t, 
ress. In 1845 Lord Mayor Johnson categorically refused to entertain any 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2'1 
H. I"IUä. KXVII, 1211 Lack iu, le Coui. U 

17 December 186). 
28 

Ibid., XXV, 28 (. )zuicy Cou t LL; tugtrt to un:. 1nown, 19 decor�uur 1u., )6) quid 
XXVIII, 63-64 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to William Pritchard, 22 December 
1836); "Court of Common Council", The Times (10 March 1837), 6,1 and 2. 

29 
H. MSS. XXVII, 204 (Gilbert Ain:; li(-, Yount, to Dudley Coutto tuarL, 
21 December 1836). 
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suggestion that the Guildhall should be used for a Polish Ball and the 

prevailing feeling in the Common Council was that City charities should be 
50 

given an opportunity to augment their funds. The last Ball held at the 

Guildhall for the Poles and Hungarians combined was in 1853 but by this 

time fourteen years of criticism had taken their toll and pro-Polish 
31 

sentiment in the Common Council had virtually disappeared. 

Opposition expressed in the press was clearly not a matter of 

indifference to the Literary Association because it was never able to 

prevent the recurrence of indigence and misery among the refugees even when 

public entertainments were a brilliant success from the financial point of 
52 

view. it was difficult for the Association to make a good case in public 

for tile need of relief before 1849-1850 when new arrivals were admitted to 

the government grant at irregular intervals and when it was popularly 

believed that all the Polish refugees were in receipt of a small subsidy 

voted annually by Parliament. In this situation the charitable work of the 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 30 
Report of tiie ? ourteenth Annual Ieetii Polish ? 3a11", 
Morning Yost (6 November 1847), 3,4- 

51 
H. MSS. XXVII, 65-86 (Karol Szulcz(n-,. i Lo i)uuluy CuuUL; Luart, 
'] January 1853); H. K. 2409/2,1 7-1ýý (Karol , zulc, cw:;; _i to Leonard 
Niedzwiecki, 6 October 165o). 
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B. Cz. 5517, I, 247 (Dudley Coutts ;.; tuart to wwn Czý-vturyski, 5 November 
1839). : gee also Reports of the Literary Association for the years 
1834-1856. 

55 
H. MSS. YCV (no pagination, end of volume) (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Sir 
Francis Burdett, 26 August 1836); B. Cz. ibid., 407-409 (Dudley Coutts 
Stuart to Adam Czartoryski, 23 June 18110). 



Association was seriously impeded by both the left-wing emigration which 

complained of tyranny and injustice in the distribution of relief and by 

Englishmen who accused the Association of fostering idleness and unworthy 

refugees while i; noring the plight of the impoverished sectors of the 

34 
native population. Public entertainments for the benefit of the Poles 

were specifically designed to attract the support of the wealthy 
35 

aristocracy and upper middle class. The publication of Polish attacks 

against the Association must have done much to cool potential financial 

support for the Poles: 

The getting up of masquerades and fancy balls at the 

Mansion House were not the friends of enslaved Poland. 

... They offered no consolation to the poor exiles nor 

io their brethren in Poland; they were got up by noble 

lords and others who favoured the present aristocratic 

and traitorous government of Poland, and not by the 
76 

friends of democracy. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 34 
B. K. 2409/1,26 (Karol 5zuiczew:.;., j- to Leonard Niedswiocki, 25 November 

342) and 2413,651 (Leonard Niedýwiecki to Eustachy Januszkiewicz, 

27 November 1657)- 

35 
B. K. 2413/1,110-112 (Leonard Niedzwiecki to astachy Januszkiewicz, 
22 April 1836) and 2409 1,210-211 (Karol Ozt:. lcza4rý i to Leonard 

Iiiedzwiecki, 24 May 1844). 

36 
: a1i_l 

,_ 
1i:. VUlLI L1Oýi LY: _`liLýll(L , JJy. t1a;., "De: nocratical Meeting in 

Chronicle (30 November 1839), 3,4" ee also "iiistaizes about i: oiLuld: 
Lord Dudley Stuart and Prince Czartoryski", Spectator (2 February 1839, 
106-107,2 and 1 (J6za: fat Boleslaw Ostrowski to the Editor); B. P. 591/1, 
VI, No. 137,65-68 (Corunittee of the Polish Llnigration in London to the 

Council of the Literary Association, 5 July 1841. 



Declining funds and increasing demands compelled the Association to enforce 

a succession of rules limiting the number of refugees eligible for relief 

out of public donations. They were not designed to eliminate Poles 

professing radical political opinions from participating in these funds but 

were applied equally to all refugees without distinction. Finances were in 

such a critical state by 1841 that no Pole who arrived after 25 February 1841 
37 

was entitled to relief. This rule was never relaxed except in cases of dire 
38 

emergency. On the other hand, only the bad conduct of a refugee was 

considered to be a positive ban to readmission to the Association's 

benevolent list if an advance had been received to go abroad and the 
39 

recipient had failed to depart. In May 1837 the QLro x (Committee of the 

Polish Emigration in London) complained that all refugees were given 
40 

assistance irrespective of their moral character, and in äeptember 1842 

urged the Association to deny relief to drinkers, gamblers and refugees 
41 

convicted for various offences including begging and theft. The 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
57 

B. P. 394, IX (3) (Papers of the Reform Club), 795-799 Iio; oluLions of Cho 
Literary Association from 13 June 1832 to 5 October 1441). 

33 
For example in the case of the forty Poles who escaped in 1343 from the 
Russian ship Irtish bound for Kamchatka. The Association was compelled to 

abstain from all interference with regard to the escape�of which it was 
cognizant, for fear that the public would be deterred from continuing to 

contribute to its benevolent funds. äee B. Cz. 5>17, ')-)-)e37 (ThJ]oy Cout, t 
Stuart to Adam Czartoryski, 23 January 134.4). 

39 
40 

41 

B. K. 21'115,1025-1028 (Leonard Iviedzwiecki to C. `l'tirck, iý üecu; nlbur 

B. P. 596/2, XI, No. 108,108 (Committee of the Polish i-, igration in London 
to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 13 May 1837). 

B. P. 598/1a, XIII, 117 (Piotr �Court, ;, r. ýrtcýnhr. r 
1642). 
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"ignominious practice of begging" in London and the provinces certainly 
42 

alienated public opinion. In November 1841 Frederick Cortazzi wrote to 

Dudley Coutts Stuart that the account of "a riot by pretended or real Polish 

refugees" which had appeared in the police report of The Times of 

18 November was 

a dirty Russian trick played upon the public for Lhe 

sake of an inference: namely that the money collected 

at the Guildhall and elsewhere is spent, nay lavished 

and squandered away among a drunken and worthless crew. 

He advised Stuart to disclaim all responsibility for the affair ü' none of 

the Poles mentioned were relieved by the Association; if, on the other hand, 

"some of our blacksheep have been again at work, then the least said in 
43 

their behalf the soonest amended". Indeed, the conduct of several refugees 

was so notoriously bad that the Ocro x requested permission to assume charge 

over the worst offenders who received relief. In addition, it was suggested 

that Poles guilty of persistent misdemeanours such as Tomasz Bajerski, who 

had been imprisoned in Clerkenwell for begging and regularly drank away 

money received from the Association, should be temporarily suspended from 

the benevolent li.; t. 
44 

, such measures were indispensable because the offences 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 42 
H. MSS. XXVI, 266-26b (Lew Sawaszkiewicz to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 

30 November 1836) and 78-79 (ilenryk lirasiiisiýi Lo Dudley Coutts Wart, 
19 October ? ). 

43 
H. MSS. XXV, 144-145 (Frederick Cortazzi to 

-Dudley 
CouLts )tuart, 

18 November 1841. 
44 

L. P. 591/1, VI, No. 163,119-120 and No. 175,149-151 (Cor: unittee of the 
Polish ani ration in London to the Council of the Literary Association, 

24 October 1841 and 8 March 1842. 



of a few were exploited in letters to the press and thus tainted the 

honour of the whole emigration in Great Britain. A letter, allegedly 

written by an ex-member of the Association, to The Times in October 1643 

was coldly calculated to accentuate public feeling against the refugees: 

Lord Dudley Stuart has indulged the public with another 

long-winded speech in favor of a 
. 
fresh Polish hop at the 

Guildhall and he, no doubt, anticipated a fresh drain 

upon the purses of people, to be distributed to a pack 

of lazy, worthless vagabonds, who surround him as 

admiring satellites; -- but neither Lord Stuart's 

maudlin harangues, nor the artful rascality of his fellow 

sympathy-mongers, wrio get the Lion's share of the 

plunder, can any longer impose upon the generous credulity 

of honest John Bull, whose purse-strings are closed with 

a Gordian Knot against the scoundrelly Poles who irifeL; tuL;. 

Similar criticisms were also expressed in The Times of u June 1U44 when it 

was claimed that the objects of British benevolence were to be found in 
4,6 

the "gamblers' houses, the stews and police reports". 

Articles injurious to attempts to collect money appeared in the press 

before every Ball held by the Association after 1838 and the proceeds of 

these entertainments declined accordingly. Not only were Dudley Coutts Stuart 

and other members of the Association singled out as examples of persons who 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 45 
B. Cz. 5604, IV, 549 (Copy of a letter transmitted to the Editor of the 
Times on 31 October 184.3). See also B. K. 2409/1,117 (Karol : 3zulczewski 

46 
to Leonard Iliedzwiecni, 14 November 1543)" 

The Times (6 June 1844), 7,3 (Philopatris to the Editor); B. K. ibid.., 
219 (Karol Szulczewski to Leonard Niedzwiecki, 7 June 1544). 
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only subscribed to Polish charities and never to funds for the relief of 

their own countrymen but it was also maintained that the Association gave 
4 

priority to the distress of foreigners in the midst of suffering at home. 

Denials were singularly weak and unimpressive in contrast to the invective 

of opponents, Dudley ätuart's only real defence was that the suns of money 
48 

I 

distributed among the refugees were too small to be the object of envy. 

Suggestions that the public could easily be relieved of the unwanted burden 

of supporting the Poles if the latter were to take advantage of various 

amnesties, or if the more wealthy Poles in the ho. aeland and France were 

to stop shirking their obligations towards their poorer countrymen in 

Great Britain were also a cause of the withholding of donations and support 
49 

for the Balls. 

By 1848 it was clear that the Literary Aosociation was being forced to 

reizeat before its enemies. Anti-Polish opinion had been agxavated by 

---------------------------------------------------- 
See, for exzuaple, Age (13 November 18 ; 2), j, 1. or tic reply that tu iey 

Stuart was connected with many metropolitan charities see "Lord Dudley 

Stuart", Morning Chronicle (19 November 1842), j, 1 (A Lover of Truth and 
Justice to the Editor); "The Polish Ball", morning Post (6 November 1847), 

3,4 (A Constant Ecau(-., r to the Editor); The Times (11 November 1848), 4, 

4 and (16 November 1,,, 18), 4, > and reply: 3. K. &, 376 -- ` he Clobe 
(16 November 1843). 

48 
The Times (7 June 1844), 5,1 (i)ucilcy CouUts Stuart to the L; ditor). ., ee 
also Morning Post (11 November 1847), 7,2 (C. L. to the Editor). 

49 
B. Cz. 5517,462 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Adam Czartoryoki, 18 October 
1841); B. K. 2409/1,117 (Karol Szulczewski to Leonard Niedzwiecki, 14 
November 1843); "Polish Ball", The Times (8 November 1843), 6,2; B. Cz. 
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reports in the press from March onwards that the Poles in Prussia had 
50 

committed atrocities against both Germans and Jews. Even Lord Beaumont 

gave credence to the calumnies copied from Prussian newspapers and 

castigated the Poles during his speech at the annual meeting of the 

51 
Literary Association on 3 May 1848. Lie Times, in a leading article of 

27 May took advantage of the occasion to expose the patronesses of the Ball 
52 

to public contempt for giving succour to murderers. Scarcely three months 

after the Ball held on 29 May the continued existence of the Association 

as a charitable institution was in doubt and the necessity of dissolution 
53 

was under discussion. Upper class convictions that the Poles had 

instigated revolution all over Europe were not allayed by the appearance 

of an article in the Morning Post of 6 July alleging that Princess 

Czartoryska had intrigued to "produce the revolution in Berlin and scenes 

of horror at Prague" and that Adam Czartor;; ski presided over "a perfectly 

organized corps of agitators, who keep their emissaries in every port of 
54 

Europe". Thomas Wentworth Beaumont refused to contribute a single shilling 

---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ 
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to the Guildhall Ball in November and only death prevented his resignation 

from the Literary Association. The Duchess of Kent made it plain that she 

no longer wished to be associated as a patroness with Polish Balls and a 
55 

mere 2408 profit was made. A complete and general refusal even to 

consider holding a Ball in 1849 and the desertion of former friends 

coincided with a large influx of poverty-stricken refugees from the Ottoman 
56 

spire, France and Switzerland. Both the Hungarian and Polish causes had 

suffered a locs of prestige in "good society" where every movement against 
57 

reco6nized governments was "confused with Red Republicanism". The 

Literary Association's chances of continuing to dispense relief were further 

damaged by a review article of William Beattie's Life and Letters of 

Thomas Campbell in the Quarterly Review of July 1849, Beattie had described 

the establishment of the Literary Association as "one of the noblest 

triumphs of modern philanthropy" but the reviewer maintained that its 
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original functions had disappeared and it became 

instrumental to the designs of that knot of Republican 

Conspirators who had then their head-quarters in 

London, and who have lately had every opportunity of 

familiarizing the civilized world with their true 

purposes and characters. 
58 

Deprived of material support from the public and inundated by Poles 

without means of subsistence, the activities of the Literary Association 
59 

gradually receded into obscurity. iieinbers of the Association resigned 
60 

and replacements were not forthcoming. Total disintegration under the 

burden of refugees daily pouring into Great Britain on the instructions 

of Jladyslaw Zanoyski but against the wishes of the Association, was only 

averted by an unofficial and temporary wiialgamation of the Polish cause 

with that of the more popular Hungarian exiles. Aware that appeals to the 

public on behalf of the destitute Poles alone would not be tolerated, Dudley 

Stuart organized two balls on the basis of an agreement that the profits 

should be equally divided between the Poles and Hungarians. This step was 
61 

married by a cessation of attacks in the press. 
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Not until 1847 was it forcibly impressed upon the Hotel Lambert that in 

the absence of funds in Great Britain, the Association felt that Poles 

untroubled by the financial difficulties which beset the majority of 

emigrants should make a determined effort to share the burden of relief. 

Ten years earlier Dudley Stuart had been vexed to think 

that the deficiency of British subscriptions should 

have rendered it necessary for you at Paris to make 
62 

sacrifices. It is very noble on your part. 

This feeling of guilt evaporated when it was evident that the British 

public had "a great and reasonable objection to helping those who do not 
63 

show willingness themselves". The refusal of wealthy Poles in France and 

the homeland to meet the Association's demands resulted in a threat in 
64 

1852 to dispense with charitable labours completely. Polish donations 

for the first and last time exceeded British contributions between May 
65 

1852 and May 1853. Dudley Coutts Stuart warned Adam Czartoryski that the 

Association could not survive in Great Britain unless aid was speedily 

received from the Poles: 
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The enthusiasm, the interest, evoked in this country 

by the struggle of 1830-1831 has faded, if not become 

effaced, by time and succeeding events whilst the 

part played by the most active of your countrymen in 

later commotions has not recommended them to the 

generality of people (at least of people able to assist 

them) in this country. Even the Balls and Fetes by dint 

of which, for want of a better mode, contributions have 

been procured for some time past now appear difficult 

if not impossible to be carried on. 

It was not proposed that the Poles should completely finance either the 

Association or the refugees but rather that they should supply supplementary 

aid. Apart from the fact that this was a positive duty, Poles on the 

continent did not appear to be aware that the arbitrary acts of various 

governments might also throw them penniless on the shores of Great Britain. 

The survival of the Association was, therefore, in Stuart's opinion a 
66 

matter of self-interest for all Poles in exile. Continuous exhortations 

to the Poles in Paris and the homeland were of no avail and the financial 

position of both the refugees /and the Association was truly deplorable. 

Philanthropic sympathy for the Poles was at an end and the very suggestion 
67 

of appeals to the public was dismissed as unrealistic. By 18 9 the press 
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was denouncing the Literary Association as an "imposture" because of its 
68 

lethargy, and in 1862 and 1863 its ranks had been so decimated that the 

refugees themselves were considering methods of reconstructing the 

organization along more profitable lines. Napoleon Feliks Zaba believed the 

Association to be so moribund that its dissolution would deprive neither 

the Polish cause nor the emigration of anything indispensable. Relief had 

been curtailed to the absolute minimum but the Marquis of Townshend, in a 

rare burst of enthusiasm and activity, decided that he would appeal to the 

public in a final effort to prevent the Association's collapse for want of 

funds. The result was a mere £101, £45 of which had been given by Townshend, 

his wife and the Earl of Ilchester. 
69 

Once the absurdity and futility of attempts to relieve Lie const it needs 

of an increasing number of refugees by fluctuating donations was apparent, 

the solution most often advocated and equally often resisted by the majority 

of Poles was emigration beyond Britain. Active encouragement and the 

subsidization of the Poles by the Literary Association to leave Great Britain 

were not prompted by political but economic motives. It was never a question 

of a right-wing group using its virtual monopoly over available financial 

resources as a lever to compel the left-wing refugees to leave the country 
70 

by withholding relief. This inimical interpretation of the Association's 

-- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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strong desire to settle the emigrants elsewhere was based on the fallacy 

that discrimination was practised against Poles whose political opinions 

differed from its own. The truth was simply that the generosity of the 

British public was limited and resisted constant appeals to its charity. 

For the greater part of its existence the Association had either insufficient 

or no funds at its 

It was not only the realization that severe strains ocre )lured on ý.; ýivate 

benevolence and that there was a general desire to rid the country of 

Polish paupers but the Association was also activated by a genuine 

humanitarianism and wish to preserve the physical strength of the refugees 

for the future struggle against the partitioning powers. The unceasing vain 

attempts to secure relief for all new arrivals inevitably meant that the 

Association was not in a position to relax in its efforts to persuade the 

Poles that their very survival was dependent upon departure to underpopulated 

countries which offered employment. Poverty bred discontent, demoralization 

and illness and there is little doubt that the emigration in Britain 
71 

suffered severe privations. Before the first government grant was voted 

in 1834 it was candidly admitted by Dudley Coutts Stuart that the enlistment 

of the refugees in the French Foreign Legion was not an ideal solution in 

view of the hopes entertained for a speedy renewal of war with Russia but 
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was, nevertheless, preferable to starvation: 

Alger, il faut en convenir, nest qu'un pis-aller, 

mais c'est le parti le -aoins oesavantak; eu pour la 

cause polonaise. 
72 

The Association was always willing; to concede that the roles h. id tlic i"i(, iit 

to decide their own future and no form of coercion was ever applied to 
73 

force the refugees to leave Great Britain. This was true even during the 

critical years after 1848 when hundreds of refugees entered Britain after 

the collapse of the revolutionary movement in Europe. Not only were the 

Poles expelled from France, Switzerland and the Pru:., sian-occupied 

territories of Poland but the majority of those who had survived the 

Hungarian campaigns also made their way to England from the Ottoman Empire. 

While political asylum was offered in Great Britain the means of gaining a 

livelihood were virtually non-existent and public sympathy was not 

forthcoming. For this reason, the Association exerted all its powers of 

persuasion to convince the Poles that America was the only solution to 

poverty: 

74 
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Not because we were tired of them here, not that we 

did not recognize their claims on our sympathy and 

support, but because we felt that there is a field 

open to them in America which does not exist here, 

namely, the opportunity of their obtaining there an 

honourable and independent existence. In England the 

market is overstocked with labour, in nerica it is 

just the reverse. 
75 

The withdrawal of the government grant from all save the sick and abed 

between 1849 and 1850 meant that not only had the Association to cater for 

the needs of the new but also for a large proportion of the old emigration. 

It was the impossibility of such a task that induced one of the most radical 

and active members of the Council of the Association, Edmond Beales, to 

support the policy of paying for the Poles to proceed to America. He had 

never concealed his dislike for the politics of the Hotel Lambert and had 

gained the confidence of the Polish left wing by his belief in the integrity 
76 

of its political and social principles. He had strenuously and successfully 

opposed the move to admit Krystyn Lach Szyrma, an open supporter of Adam 

Czartoryski, into the governing Council of the Association in 1839 on the 

grounds that the latter's election would be an 

act of complete self-destruction as regards any moral 

influence they may obtain over the minds and feelings 
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of the refugees and paralyze any power they may 

of rendering service to the Polish cause hereafter ... 
Hence the original appointment of Szyrma to the ofice 

of secretary to the Association was materially injurious 

to that body, more injurious than can possibly be conceived 

by persons not conversant with the sentiments and feelings 

of the Refugees in general. The unpopularity under which 

Szyrma laboured, as the agcnt -- and that a very dependent 

one -- and notorious partizan of the opinions of the class 

of politicians to whom I have alluded, extended itself to 

the Association, rendered it the object of great suspicion 

to the Refugees in general, turned its very kindness into 

gall in their eyes, caused much misconstruction as to its 

motives and intentions to prevail, and would infallibly 

have caused the Poles to throw off all adherence to it had 

not the circumstances compelled them to pay it an unwilling 

homage from feelings of gratitude for physical benefits. 

Beales, in fact, had only joined the Council because he was convinced that 

members were not manipulating the Association for political advantage and 

that the suspicions entertained by the left-wing emigrants were without 
Y11 

foundation. It was, however, these erroneous impressions of partiality 
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which at all times prevented plans for the refugees to leave England from 

bearing fruit. Only a s, aall minority took advantage of either the free 

passages given by the Government or the small sums offered by the 

Association to settle in America. 
78 

Not only was the ideological opposition of file roles to hclpinL subdue 

Arabs fighting to overthrow French dominion recognized in the 1830's as 

justifiable but the Association was also willing to concede that arguments 

against the dispersal of the emigration on the peripheries of and beyond 

Europe were strategically sound. By 1850 however, Dudley Coutts Jtuart was 

compel-Lea to wiciGe: "But in this world we must make our feelings and wishes 
79 

often bend to circwnstances ... ". When neither a guarantee nor hope of 

permanent subsistence could b¬ oiic: red to the refugees Stuart stressed that 

the time taken to travel between America and Europe had been so diminished 

by the steam ship that it would be possible for them all to return in the 
8U 

event of renewed insurrection in the homeland. In addition, they would 
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have funds and be in good health while the majority of exiles in Great 

Britain could only look forward to poverty and sickness. It was morally 

wrong for the Poles to expect the working classes, who were only slightly 

better off than the refugees themselves, to finance their residence when 

they could find profitable employment elsewhere. Fifty-five Poles who had 

arrived from Malta at Southampton on 5 June 1850 and refused to proceed to 
81 

America had been supported by workers in London. Unlike the aristocracy 

and middle class, British workers had not been repelled by the participation 

of the emigrants in the revolutionary movements of 1848-1849 and felt no 

less sympathy for their misfortunes than for the Poles who were forced into 

exile after 1830-1831. 
82 

The very fact that Lie zoies in caiic aa(L no L conccnucuted Li. uir :, iii nary 

efforts directly in the interests of Polish independence had been viewed 

with suspicion by some Polonophiles. it was even stated that Wladyslaw 

Zamoyski had agreed to fight in Sardinia because he had lost faith in the 
83 

Polish cause. The British public was extremely loth and the Government was 

adamant in its refusal to provide the means of forwarding Polish volunteers 
84 

to the theatres of war in Europe and more specifically to Hungary. 
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Palmerston's offer to receive all refugees who came to Great Britain on the 

way to Hungary in May 1849 could not be publicized by Dudley Stuart for fear 

that it would be made a ground for refusing to give money and for the House 

of Commons to withhold the vote of the annual grant. 
85 

The failure of varioussrhemes between 1834 and 1849 to resettle the Poles 

in Egypt and other areas of the Ottoman Empire, New Zealand, Crete and even 

the Cape of Good Hope combined with the capitulation of the Hungarians at 

Vilagos in 1849 forced Stuart to reconsider the usefulness of the emigration 
86 

in Great Britain, He came to the conclusion that, in view of the total 

absence of all prapects for the Poles in Britain, their implacable hostility 

to travelling to America and the refusal of other European governments not 

only to admit them but also to allow those regarded as undesirables to 

remain, the only possible solution was for the emigrants to return to the 

homeland: 

If they ever did any good in presenting a living protest 

against the tyranny of the despots, they do so no longer 

-- the protest has ceased to obtain. It is enough to have 

made this kind of protest for a whole generation. They are 

no longer useful as exiles; they had better therefore 
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endeavour to become citizens if allowed to do so. In all 

probability this would be silently conceded Lo them. : iome 

may perhaps be severely dealt with at first -- but the 

greater part of them are too obscure to be much molested. 

Those who are too deeply committed and have played too 

conspicuous a part to be tolerated must, of course, remain 

in exile and these few will be quite enough to form still 

the kind of protest above alluded to. The otiýers will be 

more useful at home. 

If these ideas are adopted, a ; vc, ir or vwo 

before they can be carried into effect. Meantime, how are 

they to be maintained? Sympathy here for the Poles is 

extinct. No more can be done -- right or wrong, natural 
87 

or shameful, such is the case. 

Fear of remonstrations from St. Petersburg if the Poles were to be placed 

in even the more remote areas of the Ottoman Empire in order to promote 

anti-Russian sentiment among the Christian subjects of the Sultan, 

strengthened Stuart in his conviction that Palmerston should be invited to 

negotiate a "general amnesty" for the Poles with Nicholas I. This was not to 

include persons of eminence who were advised to "trust the ITrovidence, which 

will not desert the just, or to one's own talents, or to the future of event;, 
88 

than give such a triumph to the TyranLo". such a course was decidedly 

unpalatable not only to the Hötel Lambert uut to the emigration as a whole:. 

Few took advantage of the amnesty granted by the Tsar in 1651 although iI. 
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was claimed that those who wished to return to the Congress Kingdom would 

not encounter insurmountable obstacles. in April 1850 General Ludwik 

Bystrzonowski argued that since it was clear that a purely charitable 

institution could not cope with the influx of refugees, the Literary 

Association should take steps to form a business organization upon specified 

conditions which would guarantee a certain sum out of its capital and 

interest to send the Poles to work in the gold mines of California. In this 

way "the material stimulus to succeed would be reinforced by political, 
90 

patriotic and philanthropic motives". ; strzonowski evidently had no 

comprehension of the difficulties uridor which the Literary Association was 

labouring in its efforts to counteract anti-Polish opinion in Britain. At 

Stuart's request Wladyslaw Zamoyski had warned the Poles who had fou'Iit in 

Hungary that the hospitality received in Turkey and Malta would not be 

extended to them in Great Britain and that they should go to America at the 
91 

Government's expense. Stuart had previously written to Adam Czartoryski 

that 

The Tories and conservatives hate them as the promoters 

of anarchy all over the world -- the colder liberals think 

they belong to times gone by -- to ancient history -- the 

warmer, acknowledging their claims, feel their interest 

still more engaged by the Hungarians and unless some 
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unforeseen piece of good fortune should occur, i know not 
2 9 

what can save the Poles here from being altogether abandoned. 

While the legend of Kosciuszko was well adapted to Polish and French tastes, 
93 

its sentimentalism was disliked by the British and evoked no response. Dire 

warnings of the poverty awaiting the Poles who remained in Great Britain were 

amply fulfilled and in the late 1850ts and 1860's the refugees were more 

eager to seek their livelihoods elsewhere. By this time, however, e, ai; ration 

on a large scale was not possible because the Literary Association had no 

money for the purpose and the refugees were dependent upon donations from 

Paris and the homeland itself for their travelling expenses. Karol 

Szulczewski remarked bitterly in 1866 that there were no philanthropists 
94 

aaong the great Polish magnates. In June 1066 the Earl of Harrowby gave 

£200 to send distressed Poles to New York; no difficulty was experienced in 

finding 36 refugees to take advantage of the opportunity while others wished 
95 

to go but were without the means. 

From 1834 to 1855 the Literary Association only succeeded in raising 

£17,327 for the benefit of Poles not entitled to receive national chariLg. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 92 
B. Cz. )519,219-298 (Dudley Coutts o tuaart to Adam Czar tory:, ki, 1u April 
1850). Also see B. Cz. 3201, XVII, No. 6,29-55 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to 

Wladyslaw Czartoryski, 8 June 1850). For a translation of this letter see 
B. K. 2476 (no pagination) ('IT-lumaczenie listu Dudley Coutts ; ituart do 

Wladysxawa Czartoryskiego w przedn: iocie Po L iköw ý>rr; v r>ytý ch zi lal L, y Rio 
Southampton", 8 June 1850)- 
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B. K. 2409/2,1080-1081 (Karol izulcrowo :i to Lco and iiicdzswiecki, 
10 January 1852). 
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Ibid., 1907 (Karol Szulczewski to Leonard Niedhwiecki, 20 January 1666). 

H. MSS. XXVIII, 183-186 (Karol Szuiczewski to Lord riarrowuy, 8 January 
1867). 
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After the Crimean War funds were severely circumscribed by the Association's 

inability to appeal to the public. In this situation it was clearly a matter 

of urgency for the Association to place as many refugees as possible on the 

government list in order to reduce the pressure on private benevolence. The 

government grant for the relief of distressed Polish refugees was first 

voted on 9 June 1834 and did not cease until the death of Captain Jerzy 
96 

RcQczyriski in Londonderry on 24 February 1 3l; . During this period the 

----------------------- --------------- ------------------------------------- 96 
J. H. üle;.:, uti tiiaý, mi 3 Laken in belic: v_n6 Li: ai Li. e 'rant ended in 1652. ;; ce 
The Genesis of Hussoph obia in Great Britain (Cambridge, Ylass., 1950), 1-ý1. 
For the annual sums voted see Accounts and Papers, XLII, 475 (1834), 455; 

856 , 417s XL, 148 (1657), 568; XXXVIII, 481 (1835), 541; XXXVIII, 159 7-1-856), - 
XXXVII, 315 (1837-1838), 385; XXXI, 142 (1839), 683; XXX, 179 (1840), 847; 
XIV, 224 (1841), 454; XXVII, 130 (1842), 522; XXXI, 91 (1843), 487; XXXlll, 
108 (1644), 601; XXIX, 257 (1845), 434; XXVI, 266 (1846), 751; XXXV, 229 

1847), 399; XL, 52'7 (1847-1848), 421; XXXI, 268 (1849), 46(; XXXIV, 256 
1850), 453; XXXII, 211 (1851), 459; XXix, 238 (1852), 492; LVIII, 261 
1852-1853), 512; XL, 172 (1854), 516; XXXI, 140 (1Sýq-1855), 598; XXXIX, 

90 (1856), 629; XXVI, 56 (1857-Il), 577; XXXVI, 162 (1857-1858), 397; XVI, 
58 (1859-II), 669; XLIII, 203 (1860), 291; XXXix, 151 (1861), 526; 1au, 
112 (1862), 333; XXXVII, 55 (11363), 344; XXXIX, 103 (1864), 561; XXXVI, 9 
(1865), 352; XLVIII, 48 1866), 341; XLVII, 43 (1867), 348; XLVII, 98 
(1868), 329; XLII, 1221 (1868-1669), 417; XLVIII, 145 (1870), 454; XLV1, 
125 (1671), 464; XLI, 112 (1872), 475; XLVII, 74 (1873), 489; XLII, 7 
(1874), 485; XLIX, 100 (1875), 489; XLIX, 15 (1876), 483; LVII, 9 (1877), 
494; LIII, 62 (1878), 506; XLVIII, 23 (1878-1879), 520; XLV, 1 (1860), 533; 
LXII, 92 (1881), 558; XLII, 26 ('1882), 562; XLIII, 6 (1883), 576; LII, 57 
(1884), 496; L, 48 (1684-1885), 501; XLIII, 25 (1886-1), 574; LIV, 53 
(1887), 505; LXX, 72 (1888), 520; LII, 49 (1889), 512; XLVI, 6 (1690), 474; 
LIII, 50 (1891), 477; LIII, 6 (1892), 477; LVI, 7 (1895-1694), 485; LV, 5 
(1894), 493; LXVI, 6 (1895), 496; LV, 7 (1696), 501; LVII, 6 (1897), 500; 
LVII, 6 (1898), 495 and LVI, 6 (1899), 508. Also see Journals of the House 
of Commons, LXXXIX-CXXVI, 563,539, '780,525,766,517,541,575,50ý, 21'7, 
345,865,1152-1153,849,970,360,555,575,280,512,364,216,143,311, 
305,319,483,394,355,141,141 and 376,205 and 358,151 and 318,115 
and 371 and 126 end 244. The Literary Association claimed that while the 
grant was under its supervision from 10 June 1834 to 23 October 1838 none d' 
the money was diverted from relief towards covering the salaries of 
officials. See Hansard, CI (23 August 1848), 454. It would appear that the 
Association itself financed the administration of the grant because with 
its transfer to the Treasury in 1838 four paid officials whose salaries 
amounted to £225-18-0 were made redundant. See Report of the Proceedings 
of the Seventh Annual General Fleeting (1839), 20. 



greater part of £232,335 was distributed among the emigrants while the 

remainder covered the cost of administering the subsidy. Of this sum 

approximately 71 per cent was paid out in the first sixteen years from 1834 

to 1849. After the recommendations of the Bellew-Pennington Report of 2 May 

1849 were put into operation, the sums voted by the House of Commons and the 
97 

number of Poles afforded relief were dratbi. cally reduced. From 1850 to 

1867 £46,442 or 20 per cent of the total sum was voted, while for the last 

32 years up to 1899 the money granted was only 9 per cent of the whole 
98 

amount. 

It has been contended that the L33L e: ni;; crants vw. io l, uHoL i ýuýl il"o, a 1,; ie 

government grant between 1834 and 1899 represented "the vast majority of 

Poles who, after the Polish-Russian war of 1850-1851, found refuge in the 
99 100 

British Isles. " This statement is patently untrue. In reality there 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 97 
Accounts and Papers, XXXIII, 27 (1850), 586-588. 
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There does, however, appear to be some discrepancy between the money voted 
and the actual sum issued. According to a return of 1841, £8,041 was 
issued in 1834 whereas £10,000 was voted. The corresponding sums for 1835 
were £10,245 and X0,000, for 1836 -- £10,450 and 5! 0,000,1for 1837 -- 
£10,950 and £10,000, for 1838 -- £8,950 and £10,000, for 1839 -- £14,172 
and £15,000 and for 1840 -- £11,954 and £13,000. See "A Return of the 
Annual Sums of Honey Issued Towards the Relief of Italian, Spanish, Polish 
or Portuguese Refugees Emigrating to This Country, In Consequence of 
Internal Insurrections in Their Own Countries, from the Year 1815 to the 
Present Period", ibid., XIII, 1 (1841), 523. It is, however, clear from 
a Treasury Memorandum of 20 March 1835 that the whole 210,000 -ranLed 
was issued before the expiration of the year beginning 9 June , ee 
P. R. O. T. 1.44099, I, No-5000 (Treasury Memorandum, 20 March 1835). 
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See M. Paszkiewicz, "Lista emigrantöw polskich w Wielkiej Brytanii 
otrzyMujqcych zasilki od rzqdu brytyjskiego w latach 1834-1849", 
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Materialy do bio; arafii, (, -enealoFii i heraldyki polsicie. l, II (1964), 109. 

See Appendix XII. 
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were only three days in sixty-five years when the number of Poles present 

in Great Britain asking for an allowance coincided with the number relieved 
101 

by the government subsidy: 9 June and 27 June 1834 and 5 October 18358. In 

order to cover the cost of supporting the two hundred Poles added to the 

list in October 1838, £15,000 was voted in 1839 and this sum was never 

exceeded or given again. An estimated 620 Poles drew allowances for the 

month ending 11 February 1839 and this was the largest number for any month 
102 

in the sixty-five years. Yet the number of Poles reached its peak at one 

period between Huy 1850 and May 1851 when almost 1,000 were present in Great 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 101 
P. I. O. T. 1 . 4099, T, IJo. 14 5UO (Dudley Coutts Stuart Is i-ieiaoranda on the 
Polish Refugees, 1834 and 1855,1-5); Accounts and Papers, XXXIII, 27 
(1850), 582-584 (K. F. H. Mackenzie to James Stewart, 2'( June 1834 and 
Treasury Minute, 1 July 1834); Jenerax Zamoyski, IV, 12 (ýdxadysiaw 
Zamoyski to Adam Czartoryski, 21 August 1838); B. P. 591/2, VI, No. 24.5, 
110-111 (27 June 1843); Report of the Proceedings of the Seventh 
Annual General Meeting (1839 

, 15 
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The number of Poles relieved each month from June 1834 to April 1841 has 
been based on the estimates submitted to the Treasury. See P. R. U. 
7.1.4099, I. Although the estimates are missing for the months of April, 
May and June 1855, May and June 1836 and 1837, March, April, May and 
September 1538, December 1839 and October 1640 and March and April 1841, 
the actual pay lists for the period 1854-1841 are even more incomplete. 
Pay lists only exist for the period 10 June 1634 to May 1856. 
M. Paszkiewicz overcame this obstacle by completely omitting the period 
from May '1856 to 1 January 1837 and filling in the gap between 1 January 
1837 and 20 September 184.1 by using "A Return of All Persons Receiving 
Pensions, or Any Assistance, From the Grant Voted by Parliament for the 
Relief of Polish Refugees; Specifying the Name and Amount Paid in iach 
Year to Each Individual, From the Year 1837 Inclusive to the Present 
Time, 8 and 23 March 1842", Accounts and Papers, XXVI, 1 (1842), 644-655. 
It is not clear from these returns, however, which Poles drew the 
government allowance. For the period from April 1541 to March 1856 the 
Treasury pay lists have been used. See P. I. O. T. 50.81 to T050.97. There 
are no pay lists at the P. R. O. between March 1856 and 14 March 1860. The 
statistics for this period have been taken from the Annual Reports of the 
Literary Association. See Report of the Annual Meeting (1856), (1857), 
(1858) and (1859), 4,18,9 and 7. The pay lists of the Paymaster General 
have been used from 13 March 1860 to 20 March 1899. See P. R. O. P. M. G. 
53.2 to P. M. G. 55.8. 



Britain as a result of the influx of refugees who had served in the 
103 

Hungarian campaign of 1849. In May 1852 there were approximately 820 

emigrants while the grant voted was only 23,000 and the number in receipt 
104 

of the subsidy was 201. In fact, after 1849 the govcr"u1.1c: n Uilows ; ce 

afforded relief to only a small minority of the emigranLs. 

A distinction must be drawn between sympathy in the 
. 
Hou.; e of COnmLon; 

for the Polish cause as a political objective and advocacy of, or 

opposition to, government relief for the refugees in Great Britain. It 

did not necessarily follow that if an M. P. was convinced of the justice 

or necessity of the re-establishment of the independence of Poland, he 

automatically sought to ameliorate the material condition of the remnants 

of its army by means of a parliamentary grant. This is borne out by the 

division lists. Only seventeen M. P. 's supported the issue of a government 

allowance between 1833 and 1841 and twelve voted for and four against 

Robert Cutlar Fergusson's motion of 9 July 1833 that no recognition or 

sanction should be given to the "political state and condition of Poland" 

after Russia's violation of the Treaty of Vienna to which Great Britain was 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 103 
Report of the dirie teenth Annual Meeting (18)51), 15- 
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The only source for calculating the number of Poles in Great Britain 
is the Reports of the Literary Association. Figures given are 
approximate and relate to May of each year. No details are available 
for the years 1839 and 1848 and there are no extant reports for 
1862-1867. See Reports of the Literary Association for 1835-1838, 
1840-1847 and 1849-1861,44,45,47 and 49; 8 and 14-15,38; 7 and 23-21j; 
26; 339 26; 17; 8; 10; 133 9; 139 11; 83 7; 24; 4; 17; 7; 7; 7 and 7. 
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a party. On the other hand, two opponents of the grant, Thomas Spring 

106 
Rice and Sir Edward Knatchbull also voted against the motion. The second 

and last division on the Polish question in the nineteenth century of 22 

June 1863 suggests a similar pattern. Joseph Warner Henley, M. P. for 

Oxfordshire and William Cox, 1,1. il. for r i: 6sbury voted for the motion "that 

the Orders of tie Day be postponed till after the Notice of Motion on the 
107 

Affairs of Poland". ±n 1848 Henley wished to abolish the grant for the 

Poles while Cox in 1b6 bought Poland and not Great Britain was the proper 
108 

place for the emigrants in view of the outbreak of insurrection. 

Marked hostility on the : Ljj-t o1-' the . icie'ry and the lukewarm enthusiasm 

of various M. P. Is towurciu Lire ýr riLin -; of public money to the impoverished 

7p-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There Jere 95 votes or Li: e motion and 177 a ainot. -:: , card, XIX 
(9 July i3 ), 463-465. T lose wno voted for the motion were: Colonel 
George de Lacy Evans, . i. P. for Westminster, James Silk Buckingham, ß.. c. 
for Sheffield, Dudley Coutts Stuart, M. P. for Arundel, Thomas Attwood, 
H. P. for Birmingham, William Joseph Denison, M. P. for Best Surrey, 
Joseph Hume, M. P. for Middlesex, Daniel O'Connell, M. P. for Dublin Uity, 
Sir Robert Harry Inglis, M. P. for Oxford University, Robert Cutlar 
Fergusson, M. P. for Kirkudbrightshire, Sir Harry Verney, M. P. for 
Buckingham, Sir Samuel Whalley, M. P. for Marylebone and George Sinclair, 
H. P. for Caithness. The four who voted against the motion were: John 
Ivatt Briscoe, M. P. for East Surrey, Sir Charles Wood, H. P. for lialifax, 
Lord Sandon, M. P. for Liverpool and George Wilbraham, M. P. for South 
Cheshire. The latter never spoke in the House in favour of the grant but 
according to the Annual Report of the Literary Association of 1841, he 
was prepared to support the vote of a sufficient sum to enable the 
Government to relieve all Poles resident in Great Britain. See Report 
of the Proceedings of the Ninth Annual General Meeting (1841), 32. 
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Hansard, XIX (9 July 1833), 463-465. Thomas Spring Rice, M. P. for 
Cambridge was Chancellor of the Exchequer from 1835 to 1839 when he was 
created 1st Baron I-Ionteagle. According to Dudley Stuart Sir Edward 
Knatchbull, M. P. for Kent and John Arthur Roebuck, M. P. for Bath greatly 
damaged the prestige of the Polish cause in 1836 by disputing the grant 
of £10,000. See B. Cz. 55i'/, 1, eQ uI U i; o :, (i a 
Czartoryski, 25 July 1836). 
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refugees in 1834 was openly attributed by General Jözef Dwernicki to the 

treacherous policy of the Hotel Lambert. In short, it was allebed that the 

Polish right wing's determination both to refuse to accept any responsibility 

for the conduct of the Polish soldiers and to persuade those at Harwich and 

Portsmouth to enter the French Foreign Legion in Algiers or to proceed to 

America, convinced the British Government and some M. P. 's that such a course 

was preferable to their burdening the national economy. It was for this 

reason that Polonophiles like Cutlar Fergusson did not participate in the 

debate of 5 June 1834 which resulted in the official assent of the Ministry 
1o9 

for the first grant. It is certainly true that Adam Czartoryski and 

Wladyslaw Zarnoyski did not relax their efforts to rid Great Britain of Poles 

in the lower military ranks but this was rather a result of their recognition 
110 

that the British Government had no desire to relieve the refugees. The 

Government's fear that relief would attract other Poles to the country was 

misinterpreted by left-wing emigrants as a deliberate attempt by the Hotel 

Lambert to force those with different political ideals to leave Britain by 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 109 
W. tiukaszewicz and W. Lewaidowski (Eds. ), eostý ; owa lýutý ic; ýs yi; a 

emigracyjna (Wroclaw, 1961), 149-152. Dwernicki, however, omitted to 

mention that after the debate Fergusson stated that he "was heartily 

grateful to His Majesty's Ministers for their assent to this Motion". He 

also "cordially expressed his approbation of the restrictions imposed by 
Government, as well as his gratitude for the liberal and generous spirit 

which hud t iuced the Ministers to accede to the request of his noble 
friend Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart' ". Joe Hansard, XXIV (3 June 1834), 142. 

110 
See, for example, letters from J. M. Phillips to the Mayor of Portsmouth, 
25 February 1834 and from Dudley Coutts Stuart to Major Wincenty Nowicki, 
4 March 1834. Transcripts of both letters in P. Brock, op. cit., 118 and 
120-122. 
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employing the method of systematic starvation. Indeed, this theory gained 

such wide currency that in 1834 and 1835 ýi adyslaw Zamoyski hesitated to 

travel to London at the request of the Association in order to influence the 

Government in favour of relief because he realized that in the event of 

failure he would be accLwwea of intrigues to prevent any subsistence being 
111 

offered. 

The very functions of the Literary Association were exposed to internal 

criticism as a result of its self-interested desire to see the Poles relieved 

by the nation. In 1836 William Horton Lloyd could not "conscientiously admit 

the propriety of relieving private misfortunes by a public grant". He 

maintained that the Association should be a body devoted to the relief of 

foreigners in distress and that its purpose was to administer "pure charity" 

because public money only served to stem the flow of private benevolence. 

While Lloyd contended that both the Tories and beggars had just cause to 

complain of the grant, Dudley Stuart, with not a little exaggeration, 

declared that it "was a free gift of the whole nation voted by the unanimous 

assent of their representatives in the House of Commons". Divergent political 

views had been united on the question of the grant and this was proof that 

the Polish cause had justice on i t:, side. 

112 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 111 
Jeneral Zu. moj iri, III, 232 and 302 (Wlaayslaw 2 aoycici to Zofia Zamoyska, 
6 June 1835 

112 
Report of the Proceedings of the Fourth Annual General Meeting (1836), 

According to Leonard Ni edhwiecki, Lloyd's argument was that the Literary 
Association was only necessary because the Foreign Charitable Society 
excluded political refugees from its benevolence. ; See B. K. 2413, IV, 118 
(Leonard Niedýwiecki's account of the Jinnual electing of the Literary 
Association, 26 April 1836). 



In the following year, however, Stuart felt no inhibitions in telling the 

Poles that it was "perfectly possible to be a Friend to Poland and yet to be 

with-held from advocating such an extension 
Co the grant] ". In May 1837 

forty i, i. P. 1s belonged to the Literary Asoociation and the refugees, not 

aturally, felt that their combined weight would be sufficient to persuade 

the Ministry to extend the government allowance to Poles not already on the 
113 

list. It is quite clear that many -I. P. 's who were genuinely interested in 

the roiisü question were confronted by a dilemma: continuous entreaties to 

an obstinate government were not merely irksome but also highly injudicious 
114 

because offensive to those having it in their power to assist the cause. 

An additional complication was the problem of party loyalties. In June 1835 

Thomas Wentworth Beaumont emphasized his support for Melbourne's Government 

and apologized for pressing for the renewal of the grant in his capacity as 

President of the Literary Association because he realized that it might be 
115 

disagreeable to the Ministry. Prior to Lord Sandon's motion in the house 

of Commons on 27 July 1838 for all increase in the annual grant from £10,000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 113 
13. P, 596/2, XI, 103 (Committee of the Loliý; h ni; ration in London to 

Dudley Coutts Stuart, 2 May 1837). 
114 

H. MSS. CCCCLIII, 58-59 (Dudley Coutts .; tuart to Uhu (, 'ocmaittee OL the 
Poli 'i I:,. ifration in London, 5 May 1857)- 

115 
P. R. O. '2-1-4099, I, No. 14300 (Thomas Wentworth Beaumont to 'T'homas spring 
Rice, j June 1835). Beaumont's political views were, however, notoriously 
fickle. By August 1836 he was writing to Dudley Stuart about the Whigs: 
"I wish to God, you hated that Faction as I do, those false friends of 
liberty and humanity" with their "d-d poor law and conduct to the Poles". 
See H. MSS. XXV, 42-44 (Thomas Wentworth Beaumont to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 
27 August 1836). 
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to ¬12,000, the Literary Association campaigned for support among PM. P. 's and 

in addition to apathy it was found that some Whigs were unwilling to demand 

something the Goveriunent was clearly averse to while the conservatives were 

loth to adopt a common policy with their political opponents. 
11 E> 

The Literary Association and various provincial committees established 

for the relief of the Poles were initially able to cope with the basic needs 

of the emigrants. In October 1833 there were no more than ten Poles in 

London but by November thirty were present at a meeting held at Sussex 
117 

Chambers. In April 1834 over 100 Poles who had arrived from Dresden, 

Trieste and Gdansk were in the capital and 212 in Portsmouth. By June 1£334 
118 

the total number had risen to almost 500. As far as the Literary 

Association was concerned the arrival in Portsmouth on 6 January 1834 of 

212 Poles on board the Marianne followed by 233 on board the Union which 

docked in Harwich was an event akin to tragedy. All previous efforts to 

persuade the Government that a subsidy was indispensable had met with 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 116 
Hansard, XLIV (27 July 1838), 729-737; Report of the T'rocecdin s of the 

Seventh Annual General meeting (1839), 9- 
117 

B. K. 1572 ("Dziennik J6zefy Szyrmy, 1833-18>5"), 
118 

Report of the Proceedings of the Third Annual General Meeting (1035), 

44-45. Different figures have been given for April 1834: 2j roles at 
Dover, 12 in London, 212 at Portsmouth and 19 in other ports. See H. U. 
5.21,211 ("A Return of the Number of Polish and Italian Refugees who 
have arrived in England since 1 January 1834", 28 April 1834; signed 
P. F. C. ). In 1832 the stay of many Poles in England was only temporary 

and tue majority went to France, others to America and some to Portugal 
to serve in Don Pedro's legion. See L. Zielinski, iigracja pow lska w 
AnE-lii w latach 1851-1846 (Gdansk, 1964), 24. 
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categoric refusals. Wladyslaw Zamoyski claimed in September 1 852 that 

because the French Government had given shelter to all the Poles on French 
119 

soil, Creat iiri_tain refused to consider tue adoption of a similar policy. 

The ecolioriýc cü l iculties of the country and heavy taxation were cited by 

Dudley Stuart in March 1833 to justify his unwillingness to support any 
120 

petitions to Parliament asking for the relief of the Poles. Julian Ursyn 

Niemcewicz's task of collecting money for the refugees was scarcely 

f acilihted by an article which appeared in The Times on 9 March 1835 

disclaiming any obligation on the part of the British Government or people 

to give pecuniary aid to the Poles. While maintaining; that sympathy in 

Britain for the defeated insurgents was equally as warm as that shown in 

France, The Times was eager to emphasize that the i, rench Government's 

generosity was merely the repayment of a debt of gratitude: "The Polish 

insurrection was likewise not only the child of the late r'--ench revolution 

but its immediate protection against a meditated Muscovite attack". 
121 

In March 1834 Lord Grey curtly refused to afford public relief to 

left-wing Poles who had been expelled from the Continent as a result of their 

association with revolutionary movements. This applied, in particular, to 

those who had participated in the abortive Javoy expedition, organized by 

11y-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Jeneral 6ano,, , i, i, III, ý1 (, y3a, dysxaw Zwnoyyki Lo Adam Czartory ski, 

120 
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1: '2 
the Carbonari and led by General Ramorino. Princess Lieven, wife of the 

Russian Ambassador in London, hoped that Lhia episode would undermine the 

position and popularity of the refueeÜ in Great Britain: 

I an delighted to hear that the Poles have been trying 

to get up a revolution in Savoy. In time the world will 

learn what to think of that 'canaille'. 

In April 1834 the Home Office had received notification that the 

greater part of the Poles who have arrived direct from 

France have been sent away by order of the French 

Government, for various disturbances that they joined in 
124 

whilst in receipt of an Allowance from France. 

The so-called "Orlov Law" passed by the French Parliament in April 1832 

gave the Government the necessary authority to expel Poles for various 

offences and the majority of those affected by its frequent application held 

the most radical political opinions within the emigration. 
125 

Once it was evident that the Poles in Portsmouth had no intention of 

complying with the British Government's wish for their immediate departure, 
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H. fhSS. XXV, 2)9-300 (Lord Grey to ihLd. ley Coutts tuart, a ch 1834); 
Jeneral Lamoyski, III, 230; B. K. 2522,9 ("Biographie du prince Adam 
Czartoryski", July 1834; in Leonard Niedzwieckits handwriting). 
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1834-1846 (Toruri, 1966), 40-41, 
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the problem of maintenance assumed urgency. If they were not to die of 

hunger on British soil, responsibility for their relief had either to lay 

with the inhabitants of Portsmouth helped by the Literary Association, the 

parish workhouse or with the nation as a whole. The problem was clearly one 

of time; the refugees could not be supported indefinitely by private charity 

and once they have rejected the Governments ultimatum to depart or starve, 

their situation had to be reviewed. As long as the Ministry had hopes that 

the intransigent soldiers would finally realize that their survival was 

dependent upon following their countrymen from the Union which had sailed 

to Oran in March 1834, all overtures suggesting a government subsidy were 

rejected. lifter the resolution of the Literary Association on 19 February 

1834 to bring the matter to the attention of Parliament it was decided that 

Colonel George de Lacy Evans and James Silk Buckingham should introduce 

motions to this effect. Wladysxaw Zamoyski mistakenly believed that the 

Government's opposition was based on the fact that debate on the question 
127 

of relief was initiated by 'radicals'. This was clearly untrue. On 25 

March 1834 Evans had secured the general sympathy of the House and was 

strongly supported by Sir Harry Verney, George Sinclair, Daniel O'Connell, 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 126 
The only concession Lord Melbourne lied becn p, rc; rared to make was to 

grant temporary relief strictly on the condition that the Poles left 
1]ngland. See H. MSS. XXVIII, 25-26 (i. udley Coutts Stuart to Lord Grey, 
1 March 1834); Report of the Second Annual Meetin (1854), 6; B. Cz. 
It 5 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Adam Czartoryski, 14 April 1854). . for the 
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87-170. Vor the view that the Government's policy only benefited Russia 
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Thomas Attwood, Sir Samuel Whalley and Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart. Jinisters 

did not hesitate to express their concern for the Poles but the points made 

by Palmerston were that 

the feelings which himself and colleagues might 

entertain on the subject, as individuals, were a 

matter very different from voting away the public 

money in tioir capacity as responsible Ministers of the 

Crow. ... if the principle were once established, that 

foreign refugees were entitled to pecuniary relief, it 

would be found afterwards to be a very difficult matter 

to draw the line of distinction between those individuals 

and other foreigners, who, at a future time, might present 

their alleged claims for similar aid. 

Thomas Spring Rice opposed the grant on the grounds that it would attract 

foreigners to Great Britain but was prepared to reconsider the problem on 

the condition that a ; guarantee could be given that a subsidy, if granted, 
128 

would only be temporary and not permanent relief. 

Junes Silk Buckingham intended to try to reverse the Government's decision 

by introducing a motion on 24 April 1634 but a long debate on the repeal of 

the Irish Union engrossed the attention of the House and ruined his plan. 

Stuart had realized, however, that hopes of success were illusory because 
129 

the Ministry had decided in advance that it would not relent. 
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By June 1834 the Government was not only besieged with appeals for a 

grant from the Literary Association and the lötel Lambert but also had to 

take into consideration the temper of the House of Commons and the nation 

on the question of an allowance. Popular demand in France had compelled an 

unwilling Government to give financial support to the Poles but this 

demonstration of national sympathy was not repeated in Great Britain. Public 

opinion was never aroused by the plight of the emigration and relief was 

requested from areas where Polonophile organizations had already been 

established. Between 25 March and 13 June 1834 only eleven petitions 

accompanied by 2,646 signatures were presented to Parliament in an effort 

to force the Government to take over the task of relieving the indigent 

refugees. Although a relatively small number of Poles had settled in 

Scotland eight of the petitions were drawn up by Scottish committees formed 

primarily for the purpose of alleviating the privations of the emigrants. 
1 30 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 13U 
Petitions from icotland were sent by the co; uiittee of the Polish 

Association of Dundee; the inhabitants of the town and neighbourhood of 
Ayr, the auxiliary committee of Leith for supporting the Central 

Association of Scotland, the Central Association of Scotland for 

relieving the distress of tue Polish exiles, the Association in Aberdeen 
in aid of the Central Association of Scotland, the General Association 
in Edinburgh on behalf of the Poles, the Glasgow Polish association and 
the inhabitants of the town and parish of Dumfries. The remaining, three 

petitions were drawn up at a public meeting held at the f'reemasons' 
Tavern on 19 February 1834 and by the inhabitants of Birmingham and 
Kingston-upon-Hull. See Reports of the Select Committee of the House 

of Commons on Public Petitions (1354. ), 122,196,226,264,289,303, 

383 and 418, 



The point stressed in the petitions was that even if the number of Poles in 

Great Britain were to remain static, private generosity could not maintain 

the refugees indefinitely. Objectionu that a government allowance would 

create a precedent could not be sustained in view of the relief already 

given by the Government to other persecuted exiles such as the French, 
1 31 

Spaniards and Italians. Britain's obligations "in virtue of solemn 

treaties regarding Poland" were invoked in an ati; empt to put forward a 

reasoned argument in favour of the Poles being accepted as a national rather 

than a local burden. The petition presented to the House by Colonel de Lacy 

Evans on behalf of the meeting held at the Freemasons' Tavern claimed 

that nations as well as individuals owe a certain duty 

of humanity towards each other which no artificial 

distinctions or divisions of mankind can abrogate. When 

one human being sees another suffering injury from an 

oppressor, or a combination of oppressors, a sense of 

humanity and justice impels him to assist the weaker and 

the wronged. On nations this duty is more incumbent because 

individuals may seek protection and redress of injury from 

the tribunals which society has established for the ends of 

justice; but nations, when they suffer unjust aggression, 

have no tribunal under heaven to which they can appeal for 

redress, except the sense of honour, justice, and humanity 
1 32 

of other nations. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 31 
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Appeals to the treaty obligations undertaken by Britain and the parallel 

drawn between the position of the Poles and other exiles relieved by Britain 

consistently received very short shrift at the hands of the Government even 

when the grant had been allowed. In answer to the petition drafted after 

the meeting at the Freemasons' Tavern, Palmerston declaxed that 

the mere fact of this country being a party to the Treaty 

of Vienna, was not as synonymous with our guaranteeing that 

there would be no infraction of that Treaty by Russia. 

The Spaniards and the French had a right to government assistance: the 

former because they had fought with the British army during the Peninsular 

War and the latter because their rebellion had been advised by the 

Government of Great Britain. 
133 

The necessity of securing the Ministry's approval before introducing 

questions of finance in the House of Commons was overcome by Stuart on 

3 June 1834 by employing the simple expedient of describing the distressed 

condition of the Poles. In this way he was able to move that the House 

should be resolved into a committee to consider the propriety of an Address 

to the King for pecuniary aid to the emigrants. General Roman Soxtyk 

attributed the success of the motion to the resignation of Lord Grey and the 

formation of a new Ministry under Lord Melbourne. This explanation is 

scarcely credible. Apart from the fact that Melbourne had no particular 

Uy]upathy for the'Poles, the department most concerned with the grant was the 

Treasury and Lord Althorp was Chancellor of the Exchequer under both Grey 

1jý-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
H u_ iÜ_ azdý 1ý:, II (2; i"Iarch 16A), 6ý5-656. 
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and Melbourne. About fifty M. P. 's lei't the House when Stuart began to 

speak at midnight and the remaining 100 appeared, despite their initial 
1 iii. 

boredom, to be favourable to a grant. Althorp was prepared to agree to 

the motion on two conditions: that uiie allowance would be limited to one 
135 

year and to Poles already in Great Britain. Stuart had previously 

accepted these limitations and based his speech upon them because he 

realized that their rejection would result in the withdrawal of the Treasur s 

good will. In short, they were a guarantee for the Government that the 

grant would not be open to the suspicion of attracting a further influx 
1 36 

of Poles to the country. The amount voted by Parliament for the Poles 

was a compromise: Althorp considered £5i000 to be sufficient while Stuart 

had wanted to ask for £15,000 or at least £12,000 but to avoid acrimonious 

discussion on the subject he proposed £10,000 and this was accepted despite 

Thomas Attwoodts assertion that £16,000 would have been a more realistic 

sum* 
137 

The Treasury's precautions did riot have the desired effect of acting as 

a deterrent to Poles on the Continent contemplating residence in Great 

---------------------------- --------------------------------------------- 134- 
J nerax 'Lanioyshi, III, '-'j2 (ltomwn äoktyk to ti-llady:; saw Gwaoyski, 
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4 June 1834). 
"The Polish 15nifr arts", Hanjard, tiXIV (ý June 1d 1), 1 jý-l 2. 

B. Cz. 5517, I, 15-16 (Dudley Couttc ;; tuart to Adam Czartoryski, 
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4 June 1054), 

Ibid.; "The rolish isxiles", Mansard, a IV (9 June 1054), j40-54.1. Dudley 
Stuart was unwilling to sacrifice "the moral advantage of an unanimous 
decision" by asking for more than he was sure of receiving. See B. Cz. 
3201, XVII, 94 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Wladyslaw Zamoyski, 24 July 1u54). 
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Britain. This placed the Literary Association in an exceedinjZly difficult 

position. By 19 June 1835 there were 83 Poles without a government allowance 

and only 116 of the original 485 had taken advantage of the Treasury's offer 

of commutation which would allow the recipient to receive the balance for 
139 

the whole year. Urgent applications for both the renewal of the grant 

and the inclusion of new arrivals upon the list were not favourably received 

at the Treasury, where it was feared that refugees had been enticed to the 

country in the hope that relief would be extended to them. Dudley Coutts 

Stuart, in view of the conditions he had accepted in 1854, was scarcely 

in an advantageous position to plead the cause of the Poles at the Treasury. 

In a private letter to Thomas Spring Rice of 9 July 1855 htuart emphasized 

that even if all the Poles then present in the country were relieved, the 

number on the list would still be smaller than in 1834: 

You will reply that you care not for a few thousands 

but for the principle of not encouraging an influx of 

refugees into the country and that this stands in the 

way of your liberalizing. I don't dispute the principle 

-- it is one however which if rigorously enforced would 

prevent the exercise of all charity whatever; and the 

extreme and jealous anxiety to maintain it in a case 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 138 
The Treas;, iry did, in fact, lift the restrictions limiting; relief to the 
485 Poles in Great Britain on 9 June 1834 to include fifty who arrived 
shortly a. 'turwards. See Accounts and Papers, XXXIII, 27 (1850), 561-584 

rid P. h. O. T. 1.4099, I, No. 14300,4 (iiudley Coutts ; 3tuart's Memorandum 
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on Polish 1te udees, 1835), 

P. H. O. T. 1.4099, I, No. 14ýu0 (A statement signed by Dudley Coutts J(I-uart, 
19 June 1835). 



where experience and reason make it evident that a 

departure from it would not occasion the inconvenience 

apprehended, might also induce persons having a less 

firm confidence in the ministry to suppose the Government 

must be influenced by some lurking indisposition towards 
140 

the Poles or some leaning towards their enemies. 

Polonophiles advocating the grant and the Hotel Lambert alwaý, o Look Liieir 

stand on the highly suspect theory that new arrivals were compelled to 

leave the Continent because of the despotic acts of other governments. It 

was claimed that Poles did not view exile in Great Britain with much 

sympathy because of language and employment difficulties and the high cost 
141 

of living. Not only did some Poles decide to settle in Britain of their 
142 

own volition, but there is also evidence that several refugees travelled 

specially to the country in the hope of being placed on the government li: jt. 

This was clearly the case in 16j8. Leonard Niedýwiecki in London advised 

Major Jan Gielgud in Belgium to leave at once for Ligland because of rumours 

that the Government would take steps to prevent the allowance being given 

to refugees not in the country to receive it. He added that Jan Ledöchowski 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 140 
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P. R. O. T. 1 . 4099, I, ido. l4 3O (J)udley Cou t t., tug rt to Thomus Jpring 
Rice, 9 July 1835)0 

Ibid., : 2u-27 (Dudley Coutts W tuart's iMi(-,: aorauciwa on the ioiish kei u ; ees, 
1835); Jeneral Zamo;; c!: i, III, 304 (Wladyslaw Zamoyski to Adam Czartoryski, 
15 June 1835); P. R. O., ibid., No. 19544 (Joseph Hume to Lord Melbourne, 
8 September 1b36); H. M80. ri: CViII, 1O (jiowa IL-0 
Spring Rice, 25 May 1838). 

For example, approximately twc ty 
. holes wrfived ai'ter Lfle , _iislý, uiürnent 

of the foreign legion in Portugal. See P. R. O., ibid., No. 14300,8-9 
(Dudley Coutts 5tuart's Memorandum on the Polish Refugees, 1835). 



"and many other Poles" with the same thought in mind had already arrived 
143 

and would probably be added to the list. In fact, Ledöchowski began to 
144 

draw the subsidy on 20 August 1838 and Gieiý,, zd on 29 August 1858. It 

appears that doubts still persisted in some quarters in 1841 with regard 

to the coincidence of the sums allocated for relief and the number of 

arrivals and Stuart ordered his secretary, Stanislaw Kozmian, to draw up 

a table indicating the amount of money raised at specific times by various 

means and the dates of arrival of the emigrants. 
145 

It was the "peculiar and distressing circumstances" of the refugees which 

finally prompted Thomas Spring Rice in July 1835 to recommend to the Lords 

of the Treasury the renewal of the grant, On 28 March 1835 Gilbert Ainslie 

Young had exhorted members of the Council of the Literary Association to 

induce the country to support Stuart's application in the House of Commons 

for a second grant by sending petitions and Stuart himself believed that 

the Treasury might be softened if petitions were sent from large urban 
146 

centres. A mere five petitions with 1,795 signatures were collected for 

this purpose and these had to be held back until the Treasury had agreed to 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 143 
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raise the question in Parliament, and the King's approval had been 

148 

signified. All the petitions emphasized the lamentable consequences 

which would inevitably follow the Government's refusal to renew the 
149 

allowance to the Poles. If Spring Rice, however, was compelled for 

humanitarian reasons to agree to the extension of the subsidy for another 

year he was determined that the original principle laid down in the Treasury 

Minute of 25 June 1854 of admitting no new names to the list should be 

honoured. For this reason the only concession he made to those Poles who 

had arrived after 1 July 1834 was the offer of a lump sum of money, the 

maximum amount being the equivalent of one year's allowance, provided that 
150 

they left Great Britain. It would appear that Spring Rice was overruled 

because the estimates for July and August 1835 required sufficient money 

to relieve 452 Poles whereas there were only 369 Poles in Great Britain 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 147 
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The petitions were sent from Birmiu3h<un, Leeds, Cambrid,; e, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne and the Central Polish Association of Jcotland. See Reports 

of the Select Cormnittee (1835), 272 and 281; Journals of the House of 
Commons, XC (1835), 5: '1,527 and 528; H. MSS. XXVI, 223 (George Rawson 
to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 1'j June-1855); P. R. O. ni'. 1.1.099, I, No. 14300 
(Thomas Wentworth Beaumont to Thomas Spring Rice, 3 June 1835). 

Journals of the house of Commons, ibid., 527-528. A petition from 
Edinburgh drawn up at a meeting attended by 2,000 people in April 1837 

praying for an increase in the government grant was not presented 
because the Government refused to accept any petitions which concerned 
money. See Report of the Fifth Annual General Meeting (1837), 15. 

See, for example, the petition from the Central Polish Association of 
Scotland, presented by the Lord-Advocate, in Reports of the Select 
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Committee (1835), Appendix 1668,1257-1258. 

Accounts and Papers, XXXIII, ý7 (1850), 584 (Copy of Treasury Minute, 
17 July 1835). 
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151 
who had been on the original list. New arrivals were also admitted to 

the list in 1835 in the place of Poles who had either died or left the 
152 

country. 

There is little doubt that the hostility of the Treasury was closely 

associated with the policy of the French Government in particular, and of 

continental governments in general, of expelling undesirable Poles who were 

thus forced to proceed to England@ As early as July 13j5 Palmerston was 

requested by the Treasury -to "take such steps with the ministers of foreign 
1 53 

powers as may check the continuance of this practice". Stuart expressed 

his regret that the French Government should take advantage of British 
154 

liberality in this fashion. He maintained in 1859 that expulsion for 

-f-or indictable offences was either no punishment at all or an excessively 

severe sentence depending upon the temper of the Treasury when the Poles 

arrived in Britain. At times when new arrivals were allowed relief they 

escaped retribution while condemnation to starvation was an extreme penalty 
155 

for any misdemeanour. This problem was particularly acute in 1837 when 

the Literary Association was pestered by hungry refugees on the one hand 
156 

and was faced with the stringency of the Treasury on the other. ring 
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Rice was the most ardent exponent of the theory that the 

subsidy must be fixed and the number of Poles in receipt 

of the grant must be stable because otherwise, other 

countries would take advantage of the British Government's 

generosity to relieve themselves of the burden of Polish 

refugees and place an additional burden on Great Britain. 
1ý7 

Not even General Dwernicki's entreaties for help addressed to Queen 

Victoria in 1837 on behalf of 100 destitute refugees would induce Spring 

Rice to depart from this principle. 
1 58 

Pressure from all interested parties, however, was intensified in 1838 

principally because by June two hundred Poles were dependent upon the 
1 1; 9 

Literary Association's funds which were almost exhausted. apring Rice's 

tendency towards economy was so well-known that Dudley Coutts Stuart was 

not optimistic that the Chancellor of the Exchequer would relent 
160 

sufficiently to extend the grant to Poles who had arrived after July 13j5. 

His promise in May 1838 to give an annual donation of £5 to the Literary 

Association had been interpreted as a sign of willingness to relax the 

Treasury regulations and Stuart urged Adam Czartoryski to write to Spring 
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Rice personally. The latter's approval was necessary before the question 

of increasing the grant from £10,000 to £12,000 could be raised in the 

Committee of Supply and it was believed that the representations of the 
162 

HBtel Lambert would not be without effect. The major obstacle according 

to Spring Rice was the number of refugees arriving from France. I. ' the 

French Government could be persuaded to desist from its policy of expulsion, 

the government subsidy would be extended to all refugees who had arrived 

during the previous year. It was, therefore, agreed that protests would be 

addressed to the Quai d'Orsay by both Adam Czartoryski and Lord Granville 
163 

in Paris. The French Government claimed that it had only sent eight Poles 

to England in 183(-1838 but agreed not to embarrass the British Government 
164 

in the future by abstaining from forcibly expelling its Polish refugees. 

Palmerston, satisfied by these assurances and convinced that the number of 

Poles forced to leave France would be minikal, favoured an augmentation of 

the grant in addition to providing relief for another two hundred Poles. 

Spring Rice, however, refused to consider the vote of an extra £2,000. 
165 
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On 27 July he stated in the House of Commons that he was not prepared 

"to commence an interminable system of &a-ants" and did not think that the 

country should be pledged to provide for the needs of the Poles: 

... it was not any want of sympathy that induced him 

to oppose the increase; but because he knew, that if 

in 1838 they went beyond the principle originally 

proposed, they would not know where to stop. 

Indeed, spring Rice maintained that reluÜal was a )ai. a, ul duty and asked 

the douse to give him 

credit for the motives with which he acted, for he 

felt, in his position, that in the disposal of the 

public money, he ought not to be actuated by any 

feelings as to the popularity of the claim; but 

whether the disposal of it in a particula16wway was 

or was not for the benefit of the public. 

Three weeks before this speech Dudley Stuart had heard that Spring Rice had 

made it known privately that he would refuse to augment the grant on the 

grounds that he objected 

to have E land made a place d'arines for the rendezvous 

and machinations of the disaffected towards other Governments. 

It is obvious that all political Refugees must be disaffected 

towards the Government which has caused their exile: and 

no one can doubt that they will always take any measures 

in their 
_power wherever they may be to bring about its overthrow. 

Stuart wrote angrily to Palmerston that this appreciation of the emigrants 

ýýý------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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was a monstrous perversion of the truth but that even had they wished to 

engage in subversive activities the government grant of a few shillings 

would not give them the power to do so and had they the power, tie refusal 
167 

of the allowance would not deprive them of it. 

The Literary Association had thus gained only a partial victory in 188. 

All Poles resident in Great Britain and relying upon the Association for 

financial support were transferred to the government grant, the adriinistr-atiai 
16g 

of which was taken over by the Treasury. ihuaours inunediately began to 

circulate that the Russian Ambassador in London had been instrumental in 

placing two hundred Poles on the government list. It was alleged that his 

motive was to eliminate the necessity of the Literary Association having 

recourse to the public for donations because appeals not only drew attention 
169 

to the emigration itself but also evoked sympathy for the Polish cause, 

This misconception probably originated with Wladyslaw Zw. ioyski who was 

convinced that the apparent generosity of the Government was merely a move 

designed to appease both Moscow and British 12ussophiles who felt uneasy 

about the strength of response to appeals in aid of the Poles. In Zamoyski's 

mind this suspicion was confirmed by the fact that Edmund Ellice, who was 

friendly with the Lievens and Lord Durham, had shown considerable interest 
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170 
in the question. she real truth of the matter appears to have been that 

Lamoyski was dissatisfied with the concessions made by the Government. Had 

public sympathy been as strong as he claimed, the Literary Association would 

not have been so frequently on the verge of bankruptcy. Indeed, the 

emigrants in London had been complaining since 1837 of the lack of interest 

shown in their sad condition. 
171 

If Melbourne had been annoyed by Stuart's persicteiit requests and 

considered him to be "quite mad about the Poles", relations between the 
17,2 

Treasury and Stuart were no less strained. In October 1839 Lord Seymour 

was replaced by the Polonophil Henry Tufnell as a Lord of the Treasury and 

Stuart hoped for a change in the Treasury's attitude that the Poles were a 
173 

nuisance to be tolerated but not encouraged. The greatest opportunity 

presented to the advocates of the grant, however, appeared to be the 

appointment of Thomas Wyse as a Lord of the Treasury in 1839, an office held 
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until the formation of Sir Robert Peel's administration in September 1841. 

Although not an active member of the Literary Association, Wyse had been a 

Vice-President in 1852. In conversation with Stuart in October 1838 Wyse 

expressed concern for the financial situation of the refugees but 

remembering Spring Rice's initial enthusiasm, Stuart was inclined to be 

sceptical of all professions of sympathy emanating from the Treasury. For 

this reason he urged Adam Czartoryski to make a special effort to meet Wyse 
1 74 

in Paris. In view of the hostility shown at the Treasury for the Poles, 

it was to be impressed upon Wyse that the grant had been voted as a result 

of benevolent intentions and ought, therefore, to be administered with 

"humanity, indulgence and kindness". In short, it was hoped that Wyse might 

combat the "spirit prevailing at the Treasury and imparted to Tebbs that the 

more disagreeable their situation is made in this country, the more quickly 
175 

they will depart". 

The object of the Treasury was at all times to encourao tho Poles Go 

commute their allowance and renounce all claims to the grant so that the sum 

voted for relief could be reduced in accordance with the number on the list 

whereas the Literary Association was only concerned with obtaining a 

relaxation of the restrictions in order to admit various emigrants who had 

arrived after the grant had been voted in X838 and whose maintenance fell 

upon its funds. Poles who were sleeping in the streets, without shoes on 

their feet and dying of hunger believed that Stuart entertained feelings of 

1T4-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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animosity towards them when he failed to obtain the Treasury's approval for 
176 

their participation in the grant. Sir Francis T. 'Baring, Chancellor of 

the 11cchequer from August 18 59 to ý; el) Lomber 1341 , stubbornly refused all 

requests for more money and for the admission on the list of one new 
177 

arrival for every three or four ceasing to draw the allowance. Hunry 

Goulburn succeeded Baring in 1841 but did not succumb to the pressure of the 

Literary Association until 1844 when he promised Stuart that one Pole should 

be removed from the care of the Association for every three vacancies on 
178 

the government list. The grant was not administered without humane 

feelings on the part of the Treasury. Seriously ill Poles like Grzegorz 

Domadski were allowed to draw their allowances outside Great Britain and 

Father Brzeziriski, chaplain to the emigration in London, was permitted to 

surrender his allowance to his successor from Paris. 
179 

The genesis of Spring Rice's denunciation of the Literary Association in 

December 1838 as a "committee of irresponsible gentlemen" was closely 

connected with the arrival of forty Poles from Krakow in 1836. It was alleged 
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that between 1836 and 1837 two hundred Poles were admitted to the list by 

the Association on the grounds that they were all from Krak6w, refugees who 

had commuted their allowances were replaced on the list and that names had 

been altered for the express purpose of affording government allowance to 
180 

more Poles. On behalf of the Literary Association Stuart denied all three 

charges but when Spring Rice was prepared to end the controversy on the note 

that the Association had administered the grant on the basis of relaxed 

principles "for humane and kind motives" the Council of the Association 

refused to accept what it considered to be a summary and dishonourable 

dismissal. An impartial inquiry was demanded because it was felt that the 

motives attributed to the Association could quite well be compatible with 
181 

"verj üross misconduct". On 22 January 1839 the Council demanded that 

Spring Rice should either withdraw all charges of misconduct unconditionally 

or bring them forward "in some shape or other" so that they could be met 
1 12 

publicly. The Char-icellor of the Exchequer excused himself from a public 

examination on the grounds that he did not wish to appear in the position of 

accusing the Association of maladministration of the government grant 

especially since it had been taken over by the Treasury in October 1838. He 

continued, however, to insist that there has been a serious departure from 

the minutes issued by the Treasury because the grant had been administered 
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in a relaxed way for the benefit of the Poles. It was conceded that Stuart 

had not signed any application which he (lid riot believe to be strictly 
183 

true. This reply was not particularly satisfactory because it was clear 

that Spring Rice still believed that a large number of refugees not eligible 

for relief had been given an allowance although the Association was 

officially absolved from any suspicion of conniving with Poles to change 

their names. The Association finally closed the subject by regarding Spring 

Rice's letter of 24 January 1839 as a positive contradiction of allegations 

made in relation to "matters of fact" and the Council stated that it 

understood him "to acknowledge the erroneousness of such allegations". It 

was a matter of opinion whether the Association had interpreted instructions 

more favourably than was warranted with regard to refugees who had computed 

their allowances and then returned to England. 
1 ; ný 

There is little doubt that there was some substance in ::; piing Rice's 

accusations against the Association. It was the intention of the 'T'reasury 

that the grant should be made in thirteen instalments "as will secure the 

whole of the emigrants from absolute want during the year". Advances, in the 

form of the balance of the year's allowance, were only to be made in order 
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to render the emigrants independent of any further assistance, either by 

departure or helping them to provide for their uwn subsistence. On no 
1, 0j 

account could those who received the balance be replaced on the lilt. it 

would appear that this rule was evaded by giving the balance without 
186 

requiring the recipient to sign the declaration of commutation. This is 

proved by the three cases of Jan Haciriski and Waclaw Brodowski who received 

their allowances without a break from 9 June 1835 to 10 November 1848 and 

from 10 June 1634 to 27 July 1849, respectively and Karol Izdebski who was 

on the list from 10 June 1834 to 6 July 1849. In 1835 the first two left 

England with the balance of their subsidy for the year 1835-1836 and did not 

return until August 1836, or the second of the thirteen periods of the new 

grant for the year ending in July 1837. Not only did they claim that they 

had never been removed from the government list but also demanded their 

allowance for July 1836, Jan Marcin Bansemer was clearly perturbed by the 

situation and wrote to Stuart that the very circumstance of the Association 

giving advances and allowing refugees going abroad to take the balance 

showed that the Poles had "shares in the Government grant rather than a 

definite monthly relief" which was what the Treasury had intended. The claims 

of Haciriski and Brodowski were based on the fact that Stuart had allowed 

Karol Izdebski in similar circumstances to draw his payment for the whole 
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187 
year. Technically, these Poles had not completed the necessary 

fol,: ialities for commutation but were wrongly re-admitted to the government 

grant at the same time as the Poles from iýrai: uw were newly placed on Lhe 

list. 

The problem of persuading -tae CovormAent to roilove w=ee ýoies who had 

fled from the Free City of Krakow after its occupation by the partitioning 

powers was greatly complicated by the presence in Great Britain of other 

refugees who had arrived after One 1835 which was the deadline for 

receiving the government subsidy. £10,000 was voted in 1836 but while the 

Council of the Association argued that this sum was sufficient to relieve 

475 Poles and not only the 400 who had been in Britain since June 1; 5, 
188 

Melbourne contended that any surplus should not be distributed. iSy 26 

liuhust 1836 approximately 100 Poles were deprived of a share in hie 'rant 

and Stuart complained to Sir irancis Burdett that private donations wore 

insufficient to support this number because nobody would believe "that our 
log 

liberal Government its really behaved in such a manner". A deputation 

of twenty-one X. P. 's to Melbourne on 10 August was nog: ruccived and Stuart 
the 

accused him of acting contrary to the wishes of the countryv/intentions of 

Parliament and the dictates of humanity and only in accordance with "the 

principles of a rigorous and exar,,, erated economy totally uncalled. for quid 
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unworthy of you". It was only on Palmerstonts initiative that the 

Treasury was finally induced to drop its opposition. On 23 August Palmerston 

wrote to Melbourne that the Poles from Krakow had not left voluntarily and 

that M. P. Is had not expected to make a saving out of the money voted for 

the refugees: 

The principle on which last year you limited the Relief 

to those who were already here does not apply to these 

people; you did so to prevent any of tl;. u: e in France 

from coming over to receive our chariLy. ... But these 

men were sent here by force, & do not comae wiL, iin your 

principle. I do not know what good reason could be given 

next session for having exluded these Cracow people from 

the relief; and to do so would expose us to the imputation 
191 

however unjust of fearing to offend Russia & Austria. 

As a result of this communication it was agreed at the Treasury on 29 August 

that regulations concerning distribution would not be affected provided that 
192 

only Poles from Krakow were admitted to the list. This new departure was 

approved by both Melbourne and Spring Rice on the strict understanding that 
193 

the grant of x; 10,000 was not to be exceeded in the course of the year. 
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ujý fro. äein, deliz, iced by boo J re i ur;, ' ý aec L non, the Literary 

Association felt that its efforts to gain admission onto the list for all 
194 

the refugees had been frustrated. 'Whereas the Government had at its 

disposal sufficient money to support another forty emigrants in addition to 

those expelled from Krakow, the Literary Association was compelled to make 

humiliating and unavailing appeals to public generosity. On 19 September 

Stuart wrote to Palmerston that even if the Poles from Krakow were relieved 

he would still only be "comparatively satisfied". In fact, Stuart would have 

preferred a separate and additional allowance to be set aside for their use 

because they were the victims of a "separate aggression of Russia distinct 

from that which drove the others here". lie claimed that a few hundred pounds 

would suffice for this purpose 

but to relieve the Cracovites by giving them part of this 

grant is of all ways the shabbiest; for it is nothing more 

nor less, than to take it from other Poles, for whom it was 

intended by Parliament and to give it to them. 
195 

Palmerston's advice was to wait before proceeding to male further apnjiications 

i'or the miscellaneous arrivals: 

I do not ask so long an interval as lapsed between the 

Treaty of Adrianople and Ankiar and Kelessi, but I would 

suggest a little breathing time, to allow Melbourne and 

Rice to enjoy undisturbed for a while the pleasure efof 

reflecting on the good deed they have done before you 
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dispel their agreeable illusions by informing them, that 

what they have conceded is nothing worth mentioning, and 

only valuable as leading to something more. 

Stuart was warned that he should expect strmng opposition from tie Chancellor 

of the Exchequer whose argumetit would be that a concession to the Poles from 

Krakow did not entitle the other emigrants to expect any departure from the 
196 

date fixed in June 1835. The obvious answer to this was that the Treasury 

had already set a precedent at the Association's request by waiving the 

original date established in 1834 in order to admit new Poles onto the list 

in 1835. According to Stuart much of the value and all the grace of the 

Government's bounty had been destroyed by the restrictions, re:; ervations 
197 

and delay of the Treasury. 

Official permission was never given i'or any roles not already on tiie list, 

apart from those who had arrived from Krak6w, to be given relief in 1856 

and As early as April 1636 Lew Sawaszkiewicz had hoped that the 

Ministry understood the Cracovians to mean all the emigrants without a 
1 98 

government allowance. When it was made clear that the Treasury drew a 

line of distinction between the Poles from Krakow and other arrivals from 

elsewhere that division was conveniently forgotten. Jan Marcin Bansemer's 

suggestion to Stuart of 2 November 1856 that Poles of Krakow origin should 
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also be included on the list was put into practice. Jincenty Lipski, Adolf 

Zaleski, Lissowski, Ernest liwejde and Beyer were cited as possible 
199 

recipients, Of these five, only Beyer and Lissowski failed to appear on 

the list of Poles who drew an allowance. Awejde although born in Mariampol, 

had arrived in gland after the failure of Jözef Zaliwski is plans to invade 
200 

the Congress Kingdom in 165. On the other hand, Zaleski had been 

implicated in the murder of the Russian agent, Behrens-Pawlowski, on 6 

January 1836 and it was this incident which the partitioning powers had 

exploited in order to occupy Krakow. He was born in the Congress Kingdom and 

had emigrated to trance after the failure of the insurrection in 1831 and 
201 

did not go to Galicia until the summer of 1835. On 30 November 1836 

Sawaszkiewicz, secretary of the Literary Association, informed Stuart that 

during his absence from London, Gilbert Ainslie Young, Frederick Pigou and 

Charles Brinsley Sheridan, three of the most active members of the Council, 

had placed all the refugees who had been in Great Britain for the past two 

or three years on the Parliamentary list, including the later arrivals from 
202 

Krakow. Although the decision was not taken by Stuart, he was clearly 

made aware of it. 
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One refugee who had benefited by the laxity with which the Association 

administered the grant during this period was Harro-Harring. In April 1836 

he petitioned the Association for relief and was admitted to the government 
203 

list under the name Harro-Harring Kazitmierowicz. He was ineligible for 

relief on two counts: he had not been expelled from Krakow and he was not a 

Pole. His credentials must have been scrutinized by the Association and his 

claim to be a native of Poland duly accepted. It was not until 1839 after 

the Treasury had taken over the administration of the grant that the 

paymaster John Tebbs began to suspect that there was "some iniquity in the 

business". In answer to an inquiry from Tebbs, the Lord Mayor of Jersey wrote 

on 24 I"Iay 1839 that Harro-Harring had arrived in Jersey in July 1838 and had 

been issued with a passport on 28 March 1839 to return to the British 
204 

possession of Heligoland. further investigations revealed that Harring 

wash native of Jutland in Denmark, had served in the Russian army and had 

first arrived in Heligoland in late November 1637. The authorities of the 

island were aware that Barring was a political refugee who "had interfered 

with many European Governments and frivolously abused the character of 

crowned heads in consequence of which he had been arrested several times but 

had escaped". In April 1630 he had been expelled from Heligoland for failing 

to keep iii,, dog under control and for abuse of the mag istrates but arrived 
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a second time from Jersey on 1 May 1839 "to create riotous feelings in the 

lower class of people". The Lieutenant-Governor of Heligoland, Sir Henry 

King, endorsed the opinion of the magistrates that Harring was a "bad and 
205 

dangerous character" and he was shipped off the island. On 27 June 1639 

Tebbs presented to the Treasury Harring's application to commute his 

allowance and requested the Chancellor of the Exchequer to give him 
zo6 

directions because Harring's return to Great Britain was imminent. 

According to the Treasury pay lists, the last allowance drawn by Harro 
207 

Hai-ring Kazimierowicz was on 16 July 1839. 

Some abuse in the distribution of public money was perhaps inevitable 

because the Literary Association was completely dependent upon a body of 

refugees elected to sift the applications of new arrivals. The Treasury 

itselfl however, did not always act strictly in accordance with the letter 

of the regulations. Claims for arrears which had accumulated while on the 

Continent were made by Leonard Niediwiecki, Count Jan Ledöchowski, Leon and 

Wincenty Stempowski and Edward Trzciriski, and although their validity was 

considered extremely doubtful by Francis Baring in 1839, he was "inclined 

to be indulgent". Stuart was well aware that the relaxation of the rules 

was only due to the private requests made on the claimants' behalf by Adam 
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Czartoryski and Daniel O'Connell because the Treasury had already expres. 3ed 

its lack of confidence in him personally and in the Literary Association 
206 

as a body. 

After 1839 the Treasury was forced to accept the fact that, in view of 

the precarious existence of the Polish emigrants, the annual Parliamentary 

grant would be a permanent feature of expenditure until the recipients then 

on the list either departed or died. Government responsibility was openly 

recognized after the ruthless pruning of the list as a result of the 

Bellew-Pennington Report drawn up in 1849. When the Treasury ceased to be 

actively opposed to the gaant, the attack was taken up by the House of 

Corn ons. 

Dissentient voices in the House of Commons gore few until 168. in 1i; j6 

Thomas Attwood could say that "not a pauper in Birmingham would oppose the 

;r nt" and Daniel O'Connell that M. P. 's "were assembled there to represent 
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every grade and variety of opinion, but he believed there was no man on 

either side unrestrained by official duty who would be afraid to answer to 
209 

his constituents for voting in favour of this grant", Yet as early as 

August 1836 the Hampshire Advertiser and Salisbury Guardian had inserted in 

its columns a letter to the editor calling for the abolition of the grant. 

This attack was dictated by disgust at the behaviour of the Polish soldiers 

in ortsmouth: 

... is it not a disgrace to this country, Lnut while our 

poor are, many of them, in great distress and unable to 

gain a livlihood by the sweat of their brow, a set of 
foreigners, one of whom can afford, at a moment's notice 

to pay £2.10s as a fine for gross assault and most of 

whom can afford to get drunk nightly at the public-houses, 

and kick up rows in our streets, should be supported by 

a grant bom our Government, aided by a local subscription 

to a large amount. Sir, I care not what your sham patriots 

may say, about generosity, and so forth: I say it is a 
210 

scandalous shame. Charity begins at home. 

This theme had been repeated so often that the Hotel Lambert felt 

compelled to issue a statement on the subject and attempted to show that 

Great Britain had less cause than France to complain of excessive favour 

being showered upon the refugees. These were fruitless comparisons. The fact 

that 11333 per cent of the total French budget was allocated to the Poles 
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whereas only 1/5000 per cent of the British budget was given to certain 

roles resident in Great Britain, could hardly have impressed theiglish 
211 

poor. Although it had no relevance for the latter, this kind of 

was seized upon avidly in support of arguments put forward in 
212 

the House in favour of a subsidy for the emigrants. 

In 1842 William Adam Smith, one of the first and most active members of 

the Literary Association, recognized the strength of public feeling against 

financial support for the Poles and admitted the truth of statements with 

regard to the poverty of the English working class. He argued, however, that 
213 

as strangers, the Polish exiles had an additional claim upon Britain. 

Gilbert Ainslie Young had manage to salve his conscience in 1836 by pointing 

out that the native poor were legally provided for under the Poor Law and 

were not reliant upon private donations while the Poles had established a 

valid claim on Parliamentary aid because Great Britain had been bound by the 
214 

Treaty of Vienna to support the survival of "Polish nationality". The 

Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 had abolished outdoor relief for the 

able-bodied poor and forced them into the workhouse and the very harshness 
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of its administration was contrasted in the press wit. i t: e relative comforts 

afforded by the Government to the Poles: 

It is very easy for Lord Dudley Stuart to "deny" that the 

Poles are set forth as objects of benevolence in preference 

to our own destitute countrymen; but will he try to procure 

a Parliamentary grant for the latter as for the former -- 

a paid physician and medecines for them ..,, 
lien ill -- liberty 

to move from place to place in idleness -- no doling out 

of provisions as in workhouses -- no supaý-aLion of wives 

and families? It is truly disgusting to see these displays 

of sympathy with foreign refugees, while proved destitution 

from mere misfortune, in the case of a native Englishman, 

is coolly consigned to imprisonment, labour and discipline. 
215 

Out upon the spurious humanity. 

Not until 1848 was the an ry mood of the country, reflected mn numerous 

articles and letters to the press, transferred to the House of Commons. The 
and 

balance of sympathy changed iR/the Treasury found itself in the unusual 

position of defending the grant against the wrath of M. P. 's. When John 

Bright, Ralph Bernal Osborne and Joseph Warner Henley alluded to the 

economic and social distress in the country, Stuart maintained that the 

withdrawal of the allowance would not result in the funds being applied to 

the relief of the English poor but would increase the burden of the 

ratepayers in localities inhabited by the refugees. If measures of economy 

were desired, he suggested that it would be more profitable to curtail 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 21j 
The Times (8 June 1844), 7,4 (Indign is to the isditor). 
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court expenses. 
216 

The Literary Association had not been taken by surprise because opposition 

to the continuation of the grant had been accumulating for some time in 
217 

parliamentary circles as a result of public agitation. The debate, however, 

proved to be more disastrous for the Poles than had ever been foreseen. One 

of the major points at issue was the ability of the refugees to maintain 

themselves independently of the subsidy. In support of this argument Bernal 

Osborne read out a list of "Polish pensioners, upwards of twenty in number, 

who kept large and flourishing shops", while John Bright stated that "John 

Bull was considered a great milch cow, for everybody to draw from". The vote 

was only allowed on the condition that the list would be strictly revised 
218 

to include only those Poles who were real objects of charity. In a letter 

to Adam Czartoryski of 23 August, Stuart blamed himself for , ioLmaking the 

House "ashamed of its mean, pitiful, useless economy" but at the same time 

expressed his fear that an inquiry would be discreditable for the Poles 
21 9 

because it would reveal that several had no strict right to the grant. In 

fact, Stuart realized by the tone of the debate that had the discussion been 

deliberately prolonged and a division forced upon the House the grant would 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 216 
Hansard, CI (25 týugust 1848), 433-439" H. Bernal Osborne was closely 
associated with many Polonophiles in 1849 in the movement for Hungarian 
independence. See B. K. 2409/2,854 (Circular entitled "Independence of 
Hungary"). As early as May 1835 William Cobbett had denounced the 
government pensions given to Spanish refugees on the -routids that it 
would be more proper for parliamentary charity to ue H vu )i ,oL LU native 

217 
poor. See Hansard, XXVI (15 May 1855), 1153-1154. 

B. K. 2432,304-306 (Karol Szulczewski to Wladys>aw 1u juno 16.50. 
216 

Hanse , CI (23 August 1848), 433 and 437-439. 
219 

B. Cz. 5518,471-414 (medley Coutts Stuart Lo Adam Czartor,; yski, 
23 August 1848). 
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have been abolished immediately because Tories, Whigs and Radicals 
220 

preferred to give priority to the E glish poor. 

According to John. Bright only one Pole, Adam Zaba had voluntarily resigned 

his allowance in the period between 1834 and 1£317. This would appear to 

be true on the basis of the Treasury paylists but several rofuLees in 1836 

and 1837 gave up their allowances upon finding employmeit. In 1837 there 

had been complaints that two Poles in Edinburgh should have withdrawn their 

naves from the list in deference to the poorer Poles because they were 

drawing the government allowance at a time when they earned sufficient to 

enable them to manage without relief. `Lhe Poles themselves were willing 

to concede that a limited number oT' emitrants were able to supply the basic 

necessities by their own exertions. This admission, however, was invariably 

qualified by the argument that the roles lacked security of employment and 

because the means of providing for themselves were so precarious it would be 

unjust to require them to relinquish their claims to government relief. The 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 220 
B. Cz. 5518,483-436 (j udley Couut;, : tuact to 

13 September 1848). 
221 

Hansaxd, CI (23 August 1840), 4j7. ndwil Zaba was Oil uvuriimli: 
from 10 June 1834 to 1 May 1844. See ii. Paszkiewicz, op. cit., 105; B. K. 

2409/1,201 (Karol Szulczewski to Leonard hiedzwiecki, 30 Aril 184/1). 
222 

Report of the Fifth Annual Fleeting (1837), 12. Also see Report of the 

Tenth Annual Meeting (1842), ; _3 and 25. 
223 

e Teodor Weber had an annual salary of ä. 1OO and was boaoded free u1 ciiLa-, r 
but Captain Leon Jablonski only commanded a temporary post which gave 1: 60 

per annum and had to provide aiu own accomodation. See H. MSS, XXV, 7-8 
(William Aytoun to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 21 January 188). 
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emigrants were also quick to justify their unwillingness to renounce a 

relatively stable source of income by claiming that they preferred to help 

their more unfortunate countrymen with any surplus money rather than to leave 

the whole burden of relief with the Literary Association and individual 
_24 

donations. 

This line of reasoning, however, was viewed with ý, rowin, - ,, uo picion in 

1848-1849 when approximtaely 130 Poles were confronted with the dilemma of 

either giving up their allowances with good grace or of waiting to be struck 

off the list. Dudley Coutts Stuart wrote to Stanislaw Kozmian on 26 August 

1848 that he had always believed that it would be far better for the Poles 

to relinquish the allowance voluntarily if they were able to do so *hat than 

wait to be removed from the list because the latter course would diminish 
225 

"the lustre of the Polish name", Karol Szulczewsl: i regarded the reduction 

of the government pay list as a sign that the Polish cause in Great Britain 
226 

was in a state of decline and in danger of a complete collapse. Despite 

Stuart's entreaties and the campaign undertaken by Szulczewski to induce 

the more favourably situated Poles to resign their allowances, only two 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 224 
B. P. 596/2, XI, No. 108,108 (Co:, LaiL ee of the Poli: ýh . 

i: ai,, raLion in 

London to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 1ý May 1837). 
225 

P. A. N. 2210, XIV, 69 (Dudley CouLts Stuart Lo JLariiý3iaw i Damian, 
26 August 1848). 

226 
B. K. 2409/2,757-758 (Karol S , ulc.; cýr _. 

i Lo Leonard i'i1ccl_1wi. cc.: i, 
15 December 184 8). 
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caw fit to give up £26 per annum and one £18-4-0 per annum. Szulczewski 

felt very bitter about this lack of response because he believed that it 

would reflect unfavourably on the Polish body as a whole. Poles like 

Tomasz Edward Hernulewicz who had an income of £150 per annum, Jözef 

Michalski who owned a tobacconist's shop in Iider's Court, Leicester Square, 

Wincenty F. Kuczynski, a clerk in H. M. State Papezs Office and Krystyn Lach 

Szyrma, whose English wife had an income of £150, preferred to receive the 

subsidy until struck off the list by the Treasury. 
' 28 

The critical and hostile feeling prevailing in the Houue of Commons not 

only resulted in a large reduction of the grant but also adversely affected 

the Polish cause. Active opposition and not more indifference made it 
229 

impossible after the debate to introduce any public discussion on Poland. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 227 
i'hcy wore: idrol Jzulczewski, Secretary o-i' be Lii; er: Lrý Associa Lion, 

O 

Captu. in Leon Jablonski and Napoleon Feliks Zaba. See Accounts and Papers, 

XXXIII, 27 (1850), 387; H. MSS. XXVII, 44-45 (Karol Szulczewski to 
Dudley Coutts Stuart, 25 September 1848); B. K. 2409/2,732 (Karol 

Szulczewski to Leonard Iliedzwiecki, 29 August 1848) and H. I-ISS. ibid., 
42-43 (Karol Szulczewski to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 11 September 1848)- 

228 
For Hernulewicz see H. MSS. ibid., 47 (Karol Szulczewski to Dudley Coutts 
Stuart, 28 September 1848), for Kuczynski -- ibid., 43 (Karol Szulczewski 
to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 11 September 1848) and M. Paszkiewicz, op. cit., 
82-83. For Michalski see H. MSS. ibid., 44 (Karol Szulczewsci to Dudley 
Coutts Stuart, 25 September 1848) and M. Paszkiewicz, op. cit., 85-86. 
For Lach Szyrma see H. MSS. ibid., 43 (Karol Szulczelcdi Lo Dudley Coutts 
Stuart, 11 September 1848) and M. Paszkiewicz, op. cit., 99. 
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B. Cz. 5518,179 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Adam Czartory:; ki, %'ý Au;, u:, t 
1848); B. K. 24092,730 (Karol Szulczewski to Leonard Ilied:: wiecki, 
25 August 1848); P. A. N. 2210, XIV, 68 (Dudley Coutts ' tu:, rt to 
Koämian, 26 August 1848). 
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Between 1848 and 1849 the move:: lent against the grant had been strengthened 

by external events. While eulogy of patriotism and military virtue had 

previously served the interests of the Poles, participation in the 
230 

revolutionary disturbances on the Continent militated ajainst them, On 

19 March 1849 Lord Eglinton delivered a scathing attack in the House of 

Lords against the part played by the Poles on the barricades of Europe. 

Karol Szulczewski was convinced that this was a veiled attack a;; ainst 
251 

Generals Bem and Dembinski in Hungary. Possibly even more detrimental 

for the Poles, however, was Eglinton's demand for an inquiry into the 

medical expenses of the refugees for the preceding year. It was insinuated 

that, in some cases, the nature of the disease was such that the British 
2j2 

public should not be required to pay for treatment. On 51 March Lord 

Lansdowne indicated that there had only been two cases of venereal disease 

but Stuart felt that the very fact that an inquiry had been felt necessary 

"may have chilled public sympathy for the Poles". Edmond Beales referred to 

"this foul and filthy attack" and stated that the charge against the 

refugees was calculated 

in the present instance, to deprive the accused parties 

of all that countenance and protection, national, social 

and individual, which they have hitherto met with in a 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
230 

Hangrad, CI (2;, iuLust 1848), 434- 
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B. K. L; iyl2,793 (Karol Szulczewski to Leonard idied, wiecki, 21 ifarch 
1849)- 

232 
Hansard, CIII (19 March 1849), 950; The Times (20 March 1649), 5,5; 
S. Lubiewa, ýJspomnienia o emig-rac ji op Iskiej 

powstania z roku 1830-1831 (1'oznari, 1890), >ý. 
- 
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foreign country, and calculated consecuently to deprive 
205 

them of the very means of subsistence. 

Allowances for the Poles were only able to urvive lurtlier aLn aults in 

the House of Commons in 1849,183,1863 and 1867 because of assurances 

, iven by the Chancellor of the Exchequer that the grant was in rapid 

process of diminution and would cease with the death of the emigrants then 

on the list. In June 1849 George William John Repton, Conservative M. P. for 

St. Albano and Grandson of the 1st Earl of Eldon, contended that tile grant 

was out of place at a time when a movement for financial reform was 

sweeping the country: "when they looked at the prominent part the Poles 

had taken in the affairs of Europe, the impropriety of this vote became 
234 

more glaringly perceptible". Strong feelings against the subsidy were 

not confined to any one party but Edmond Beales singled out the Liberal 

1"1 
. Is for particular condemnation both in 1848 and 1849: 

... Liberal principles seem on some occasions to mean, 

---i Lite conduct of their professors, freedom and wealth 

for one's self, slavery and penury acid starvation for 
255 

others. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2» 
Report of the $eventecnth Annual Meeting; (13.9), and 52. 'fide only 
riediical reports for the Poles at the P. li. O. are thooe for 185U-16,10. 

Durint this period twenty cases of venereal ciiscace were Ure; tted by 
Dr. Blundell. äce, A. PLu zkiewicz, op. cit., 01. 
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iianoard, CV (4 June 18; 19), 1109. The Couu ell of the Literary jn; cc at, lo. n 
preferred to attribute the reduction of the grant to "the weak financial 

state of the country". See Report of the Lit; hi: eenth Annual illectino; 
(1850), 2. 

235 
Re-, )ort oi' Lho Seventeenth Annual Meetin,; (1 J ýry) 9 51 ; 
EiLýhteen Lir Annual Me,. ting (1850), 50- 

tort u' Lite 
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Karol Szulczewski wrongly believed the Ministry to be "utter scoundrels" 

and responsible for tie increased impoverishment of the emigrations 

had we won instead of being defeated we should have 

been flattered and praised -- now they not only 
216 

insult us but deprive us of our bread. 

Repton again led the attack in May 1853 when the question of the grant 

came up for discussion in the Committee of Supply. He was supported by 

Charles Hindley, President of the Peace Society and a M. P. for Ashton-under- 

Lyne and Sir William George Hylton Jolliffe, M. P. for Petersfield. he 

latter, although rejecting the necessity for the vote, stressed that Great 

Britain should not refuse asylum to political refugees. 
237 

One of the major causes of grievance against the subsidy in 1848 had been 

that Britain was maintaining emigrants who were not legally debarred from 
258 

returning to the homeland. This charge was not denied in Parliament until 

May 1853 when Stuart stated that only the Polish territories under Austrian 

and Prussian rule in 1848 had been willing to receive the refugees whereas 

all the emigrants on the government list had come from the Congress 
2 59 

Kingdom. An estimate of 75 per cent given in the annual report of the 

Literary Association for 1849 was much nearer the true figure and it seems 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 236 
H. K. 2%109/2,8ý'9 (Karol Szulczewski Lo Leonard i! iod:. wiechi, 6 June 1L49). 
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Han-sard, CXXVII (20 May 1853), 465-467; itoport of the Twenty-Second 

238 
Annual Meeting; (1854), 2. 

Hansard, CI (25 August 1848), 451; 13. Cz. 5518,188-190 (Dudley ("ou t, t 

239 
Stuart to Adam Czartoryski, 13 Septernber 1848). 

Hansard, CXXVII (20 May 1853), 466. 
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that Stuart deliberately distorted the facts when the grant was under heavy 

240 ?,? 1 

attack. Many Poles did leave Great Britain in 1t: It was claimed 

that approximately 400 refugees, including wives am c. LiL. ýren, were averse 

to remaining a burden on the country and were ready to go to Poznaii and 
11ii 1-1 L'C 

Galicia if the British public would provide them with the necessary funds. 

Poles dependent upon the Literary Association for support had willingly been 

given, when funds sufficed, the means to return to the homeland because it 

was "a most natural and meritorious object; ". -long others, General Jözef 
Lei J 

Bem had received financial assistance. Lu : ur as the Government was 

concerned, however, commutation of the allowance, if financially expedient, 

was clearly politically inex: edient in 1848. The only time at which 

commutation was positively forbidden throughout the whole period of the 

grant from 1834 to 1899 was after the outbreak of the February revolution 
244 

in Paris until the pacification of the Continent. Palmerston was anxious 

not to appear sympathetic to any movements for indeperidence in Poland. For 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
24 U 

Iter)or_t of the Seventeenth Annual Meeting (1U49), >5. 
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B. K. 2409/1,694 (Karol Szulczewoki to Leonard 
1848). 

242 
Colonel George Lewis of the Literary Association was the chairman and 
treasurer of the committee set up to collect the money. See B. U. W. Druki 

ulotne. Ze zbioru Gocla z lat 1846-1849,14 ("An Appeal from the ]cited 

Poles, who are anxious to reuurn to their Native Country", 18 April 1848), 

Stanislaw Kozmian had warned the emigrants that they would only be 

welcome in Prussian Poland if they had money. See B. K. 2409/1,694 
(Karol Szulczewski to Leonard Niedzwiecki, 18 April 18,1s). 
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Papers, XXXIII, 27 (1850), 



this reason, signs that several emigrants wished to take advantage of the 

possibility of commutation in order to return to the homeland or neighbouring 

territories were met by the suspension of the Treasury rule. 'i'he Foreign 

Secretary remained unmoved by the protests of Stuart and other H. P. ts that 

such a decision "was incompatible with professions of British neutrality". 

Stuart was in a difficult position because he realized that if he made any 

attempt to raise public opinion on the issue, an impression would be given 

that the Government was less favourably disposed towards the Polish cause 

than was really the case. 
245 

The French Government, on the other hand, had been eager to help the 

Poles resident in France to leave for Polish territories and this was a 

source of great dissatisfaction and irritation for the emigrants in Great 
246 

Britain. Two possible explanations have been advanced for Palmerston's 

decision: either he did not wish to embarrass ; A- Petersburg or he foresaw 

that the Poles would be compelled to return to Great Britain upon the 

restoration of order in E'zrope and having commuted their allowances would 
247 

once more be without the means of subsistence. On behalf of the Literary 

Association, Edmond Beales condemned the 

unnecessarily and ridiculously punctilious conduct of the 

Government upon this occasion, conduct in my opinion as 

pusillanimous and unworthy of this great nation, as it 

was harsh and cruel to the Poles ... 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1n5 
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By the late 1850ts the forces of parliamentary opposition to the grant 

had been spent. In 1867 George Hammond whalley's strictures against the 

Roman Catholic priesthood as instigators of Polish insurrections found no 

echo in the House of Commons. William E. Forster, M. P. for Bradford, declared 

that the discontinuance of the dwindling subsidy would constitute a breach 
249 

of faith with the emigrants. Acrimonious debates in the Committee of 

Supply in the 1860's were concentrated on the vote for non-conforming, 
250 

seceding and Protestant dissn'p}ting ministers in Ireland. 

From 1834 the Treasury consistently maintained that any money voted by 

Parliament for the "distressed Poles" was purely a matter of charity given 

for humanitarian reasons, 
251 

Such motives were, however, somewhat tempered 

by the realization that refusal of national relief would throw the refucees 
252 

onto the parish rates as casual poor. In April 1834 Robert Cutler 
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Fergusson, a member of the Council of the Literary Association, received a 

communication from the HBtel Lambert on the question of a government grant 

for the Poles in which it was contended that relief could not be withheld 
253 

from 'tie victims of the Holy Alliance". political theme was further 

elaborated by Dudley Coutts Stuart i; i 1i, 5: 

they the Poles fought for the maintenance of that order 

of things, which was ; uranteed by this country, which was 

considered as most important in a political point of view 

to the whole of Europe, so much so indeed as to form the 

first Article in the Treaty of Vienna, and for the support 

of which therefore it was the duty of this country to 

interfere with all the weight of her influence and power. 

It is impossible then to avoid t;: e conclusion, that we 

have a debt to discharge -- a claim upon us, that no 

sophistry can get rid of, -- and which, considering what 

ought to have been done, :: iay be considered as advantageously 

compromised by the Grant of a few thousand pounds, merely 

to prevent the victims of our ow-m political infirmity from 

starving in the streets -- a fate more cruel than could be 

anticipated even by their Grand Oppressorl254 

The concept of a national debt which could not have been repudiated without 

dishonour or Great Britain, had previously been put lurward by Stuart in a 

letter to Count Antoni Ostrowski in Paris of 5 July 1834 after the motion 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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B. Cz. 5281, IV, 1b1 ("11ote co:;; ununiqud ä i4. PcrCus;, on cl, 1'Aosociation 
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by Dudley Coutts Stuart, 1835). 
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for a subsidy had been accepted in the House of Commons. 
255 

As a result of Wladyslaw ZamoyskiIs connexions with The Times an article 

appeared in August 1835 to the effect that the government grant was a 

national demonstration against the Tsar whose most recent ukaz had 

confiscated the estates of certain Polish landowners thereby condemning many 
256 

people to starvation. Such views, however, were never entertained by the 

Lords of the Treasury. On the contrary, L-iic Board went to great lcn the to 

refute the idea that the money allocated by Parliament was in any way a 
257 

political subsidy. This clarification of the grounds upon which the Poles 

received financial support was prompted by an appeal from the soldiers in 

Portsmouth in May 1836 for either a more equitable distribution of the grant 

or for an increased allowance. Their demands were buttressed by allusions 

to the alleged political significance of the subsidy and the letter was sent 

by Francis Baring at the Treasury to Dudley Stuart for his opinion. In 

complete contrast to views expressed in 1835, Stuart wrote of the Polish 

soldiers: 

... �hen they presume to mistrust the Lords of the Treasury 

as to the real intentions of Parliament, and to inform their 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A. G. A. D., No. 475,213-215 (Dudley Coutts Utuart Lo Antorii Ustrowski, 
5 July 1334). For a copy of this letter see H. MSS. XXVIII, 39-40. 
"Polish Exiles", Hansard, XXIV (9 June 1634), 340-341. 

Jeneral 'Lamoysl i, III, 306. The author or' this ar uicie was Thomas 14'assa 
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The 1ü t of The Times 1841-1084, II (London, 1)3)), 10_25. 
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Lordships that the grant was voted not so much for the 

relief of the indigent, as for a political object they 

enter on a course of reasoning so untenable and assume 

a tone at once so improper and so absurd that it would 

almost be right to make this a reason for rejecting their 

petition even if it were thought right to accede to it 
258 

on other grounds. 

It is clear that the Literary Association did not wish to. incur the 

displeasure of the Treasury by failing in its administration of the grant 

to conform to the feeling prevailing at the Board. In addition, Stuart had 

no desire to be associated with the Portsmouth 'demago{; uec' whose et; alitariajn 

views filled him with abhorrence. 
Jý 

Dudley Coutts tua. rt's staterients on this subject were hiühly inconuistent. 

On 26 April 1836 he declared that if Parliament were to agree to an 

additional allowance for the Poles forced to leave Krakow, it would be a 
260 

worthy protest a, ainst the proceedings of aggressive powers. The Poles 

themselves were unwilling to accept the idea that they were in receipt of 

charity. Count Jan Ledochowski, for example, refused to apply to the 

Literary Association for financial assistance because the funds at its 

disposal cause from private individuals. He regarded the government `; rant, on 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 258 
l'. ß. 0, T-1-4099, II, ido. 11293 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to i0rancis 
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the other hand, as a debt contracted by Poland to be repaid once 
261 

inde, 
-; endence had been secured. In 1837 General J6zef Dwernicki, President 

of the Committee of the Polish Lbigration in London, attributed the serious 

decline of sympathy and private donations for the refugees to a "false 

a, I; rcciation of our political character". He claimed that the majority of 

H. P. is who voted for the subsidy from 1034 onwards 

do not consider that the bran Led support is not a charity 

but a deserved help, and should be considered not a gift, 

but a loan which will be readily and gratefully repaid by 

our country at its restoration. A sympathy devoid of such 

a basis, wanting the incitement of higher and nobler 

motives, but being merely a degrading pity, like that 

shown to beggars, must necessarily die away. This manner 

of considering us, originating perhaps in the efforts to 

avoid any allusion to our political station, when appeals 

were made to the public on our behalf, is now impressed 

on the public mind so forcibly, that it seems to us to be 

impossible to obliterate it, and we venture to presume 

that every attempt to excite private benevolence will 
262 

only increase the evilo 

This letter was intended for insertion in the British press but its 

unfavourable reception by Stuart precluded all hope of publication. The 

arguments put forward by Stuart against insisting on the removal of public 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 261 
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"misapprehension" with retard to the situation of the emigrants were closely 

linked with the general unwillingness to recognize that the Poles in exile 

had been endowed with a political mission: 

... in order to comprehend fully the intimate union of 

Polish and British interests it is necessary to bestow 

more attention on the subject than the majority are willing 

to afford. Those who would endeavour to demonstrate it, at 

the same time that they asked for pecuniary assistance, 

would be subject to much misrepresentation and would shock 

many prejudices, convince few understandings, and often 
X63 

still fewer purses. 

The very urgency of the need to secure financial help for the refugees meant 

that the Literary Association was compelled to limit the publicization of 

its political activities in support of movements to regain the independence 

of Poland. Iyper-sensitive to their ignominious position as supplicants, 

many Poles in Great Britain would have preferred to see all the refugees on 

the government list and the liquidation of the Association's benevolent 
264 

fund. 'T'his solution would also have been welcomed by the Association but 

all arguments with political connotations in favour of the rrarit were 

anathema to the Treasury and the majority of M. P. 's. In the debate which 

followed Lord Sandon's motion on 27 July 1838 for the renewal of the subsidy, 

Daniel O'Connell had urged the necessity of winning the {gratitude of the 
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emi, ; rants : 

The future was pregnant with prospects which made it 

expedient that we should have Poland and the Poles on 

our side. From Gibraltar to the Persian Gulf events 

were approaching which made the alliance of a brave 

people a thing not to be despised. 

such a contingency was dismissed by Thomas spring Mice who relilied that the 

grant was given "without a view to any political consequences whatever" 

while John Ivatt Briscoe, M. P. for Westbury, maintained that the subsidy was 
265 

"no party or political question, but one of need and destitution ... ". 

Such clear pronouncements on the subject could scarcely have left the 

roles in doubt as to the reasons motivating the vote of the grant. In order 

to preserve their pride the refugees continued to foster the notion that 

supplies were voted by Parliament to political exiles and therefore 

whilst they enable us to preserve our moral and physical 

powers for the future service of our country, constitute 

at the same time an indirect acknowledgement of the rights 

of Poland and a faint protest against the proceedings of 
266 

our invaders. 

The political affiliations of the Polish emigration in Great Britain could 

riot be a matter of indifference to orGanizations responsible for the 

maintenance of law and order. In May 1839 John Tebbs received a notification 
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from Colonel Rowan of the Metropolitan Police that approximately sixty 

Poles had joined the Chartists and were "engaged in training them to the 

use of arms". Rowan asked for the addresses of Poles in receipt of 

government relief and Baring authorized Tebbs to call upon the Poles to 

state their place of residence. 
67 

This attempt at police surveillance did not meet with the approval of all 

the Poles but when Jözef Dybowski refused to give his address to the 

Government his allowance was stopped and he finally furnished the name of 
268 

a public brothel. On 6 June 1839 the Treasury issued a general warning 

to the emigration that any Pole receiving a subsidy and found guilty of 

political "misconduct" would be deprived of his allowance. It wac stated 

that it had been brought to the notice of the 't'reasury that certain 

individuals among the Poles drawing the 

bounty of Great Britain have lately taken an active part 

in certain political Associations and Meetings dangerous 

to the public peace, and hostile to the Constitution of 

this Kingdom, whereby they have committed a breach of 

good faith towards the Government and shewn themselves 
_b9 

undeserving of the protection and favour they have received. 

Major Bartiomiej Beniowski had, in fact, been struck of the government 

list on 4 June 1839 as a result of his contacts with British left-wing 
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movements. As early as 17 May 1839 Lord John Russell had asked the 

Treasury to remove Beniowskits name from the government grant on the grounds 

that he was taking an active part at Chartist meetings and had written a 

series of five articles on the Polish revolution and military science 
'j 1 

between 13 April and 11 May 1839 for the London Democrat. Although the 

Government chose to regard these articles as subversive tnuy wore not 

considered to be an impediment to Beniowski's application for British 
272 

citizenship in 1b5,;. is activities had prompted Leonard ýiedzwiecki 

to write to Karol icri.. ieýricz on 7 june 1839: 

The English police have now fallen upon the Poles 

like an "Egyptian plague". Chartist meetings annoy 

the Government and are the cause of disquiet while 

blind Polish cattle unnecessarily put their fingers 
273 

where they are most likely to get burnto 

13iýht-wing and moderate Poles could not tolerate Beniowski whose attacks 

on Dudley Coutts Stuart, the Literary Association and its more illustrious 

patrons like the Duchess of Sutherland were the source of acute 
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discoml'u1-t. It was particularly necessary in 188 not to antagonize what 

remained of British sympathy because the existence of many emigrants was 
275 

dependent upon public good will and donations. 

The British press was quick to criticize the involvement of Poles in the 

country's domestic politics and this form of adverse publicity was keenly 

felt by the refugees who supported the Literary Association. A conspicuously 

pro-Polish paper, the Sun, in a leader of 13 July 

3enio, "rýki's fate: 

8j9 rejoiced in 

For persons like the Polish refugees, who are not only 

enjoying the protection of the State, and actually 

receiving their subsistence from it, to take an active 

part in politics, siding against the Government, is 

ungrateful and indecent, and it is also to the last 

degree stupid. Most heartily must the Russians rejoice 

when they see their opponents acting in a manner so 

calculated to render them both odious and contemptible. 

The Sun, however, graciously pointed out that absence of political dissent 

in a free country was impossible and expressed the hope that the misguided 

activities of the few, who had been described by the Duke of Sussex in 

June as "wolves in sheep's clothing", would not be confused in the British 
276 

mind with the Polish emigration as a body. On 24 July 1839 a letter from 
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an anonymous Pole to the editor of the Sun maintained that only two Poles 

had ever been associated with the internal concerns of Great Britain. It 

was stated that Beniowski was a Jew who had joined the Poles when, as a 

surgeon in the Russian army, "the cholera exposed him to a greater danger 

in a tussian hospital than ne was likely to meet with on the field of 
277 

battle". This "healthy article about Beniowski" was hailed with glee by 

Niedzwiecki who thought it worth inserting in the Kronika for the benefit 
278 

and delectation of Poles resident in Paris. The second instance cited in 

the letter to the iun referred to a certain 3houltz "who was reported to be 

a role" and was hanged for his participation in the Canadian troubles of 
279 

1838-1839. Several Poles transported to America at British cost had, in 

fact, joined the rebels in Canada and for this reason -Dudley 
Coutts Stuart 

was unable in February 1839 to utilize the surplus money from the government 

grant for the year 1838-1839 for the purpose of sending the more refractory 
280 

refugees to New York. Some British advocates of the Canadian cause had 

re, aarked on the parallel with Poland. This a1le,; ed affinity was vehemently 

denied by Niedäwiecki in January 1838 on the grounds that Canada, unlike 
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Poland, was and always had been a colony, whereas the latter, although 

"oppressed de facto" de jure preserved "all her titles to independent 
281 

nationality", Conservative Poles diel. not favour interlerence on uehalf 

of the Canadians. 

Strong public indignation had also been aroused in February 1858 as a 

result of an appeal issued by the Committee of the Polish Emigration in 

London calling upon the electors of Marylebone to choose General Peronnet 

'2hoiap:;. on as their M. P. The press accused the ernidrants of abusing British 
282 

hospitality by interfering in domestic politics. Dudley Coutts Stuart 

wrote to Adam Czartoryski that the Marylebone affair, "detestable in 

principle", had done more harm to the Polish cause in Great Britain than 

the ludicrous expedition to Savoy. Five members immediately withdrew in 

protest from the Literary Association but all save Patrick Maxwell Stewart, 
283 

former M. P. for Lancaster, were prevailed upon to return. It was, however, 

needlessly feared that the 

Government will be mean enough to suffer this inconsiderate 

act of a handful of ignorant men to influence them in their 

conduct towards the Poles, and to refuse that augmentation 

of the grant to which they lately seemed to incline. 
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One of the gravest allegations brought against the Literary Association 

by the left-wing Poles was that of gross political partiality not only in 

distribution of private donations but also in the administration of the 

government grant. The validity of this accu, uation has been accepted by 
X85 

modern historians. The more articulate among the emigrants in Portsmouth 

led at various times by Franciszek Stawiarski, Stanislaw Worcell, Tadeusz 

Krcpowiecki, Father Wincenty Zienkiewicz, Jeweryn Dzieiricki and Adam 

Sobolewski were convinced after June 184 that the right-wing Literary 

Association wished to secure control, on behalf of the HStel Lambert, over 

all the refugees by removing Adam Czartoryski's political opponents from 

the country. In reality, the Association was merely putting into effect 

Treasury instructions to encourage commutation and self-support among the 
286 

refugees. In August 1834 Kenneth F. H. Mackenzie's attempts to persuade 

the Portsmouth soldiers to take the balance of their allowance and proceed 

to Aiýierica were frustrated by uhe angry protests of Stawiarski, Sobolewski 

and Zienkiewicz who were promptly suspended for their pains from the 
287 

government list. What was considered by the Literary Association to be 

wilful obstruction designed to prevent the fulfilment of the Treasury's 

wishes was seen by the Portsmouth group as calculated bias in favour of 
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"Poles who insist on respect for the Treaty of Vienna which, in reality, 
286 

is detrimental to the true interests of Poland". The Association 

repeatedly denied all accusations "that the allowance was only given to 

those Poles whose political opinions tended towards the aristocrats to the 
ß=Ü9 

exclusion of all others". 

Poles who were not in receipt of ;; overly: c: nt relief were only too willing 

to attribute their omission from the grant to the political predilections 

of the Association. In June 1337, for example, Augustus H. Beaumont wrote 

to Colonel Peronnet Thompson for his help in placing a certain Bokczyiiski 

on the list: 

The circumstance that 13okczyriski is a democrat will operate 

powerfully against him with the Bonapartist and oligarchical 

portion of the Committee and will cause his exclusion from 

the public grant, if your goodness does not interfere on 

his behalf. 
290 

In a letter of 25 June to Colonel Leicester Stanhope Dudley Stuart 

clarified the position with regard to Beaumont's request. The Literary 

Association was "bound by the peremptory rules of the Treasury" and no Pole 

who was not already in Great Britain before the renewal of the grant in June 
291 

1835 could hope to participate in the subsidy. 
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It has been falsely claimed, on the basis of a private letter from Kenneth 

F. H. Mackenzie to Dudley Stuart of 9 June 1834, that the Literary Association 

used its position as administrator of the grant to control the more radical 

groupsiin the emigration. ''lie letter is undoubtedly damning but its 

recommendations were never put into practice. 

The chief and really important matter for consideration is 

the surveillance to be exercised over the moral and political 

conduct of the Polish emigrants. ... P: iare is no question, 

1M1y Lord, but that too many of the Poles now here are ready 

to act upon the very worst radical principles. It requires 

little enquiry to be satisfied of this -- as also of the 

fact of their being strictly connected with the Society of 

Amis des Droits at Paris. That Society is in constant and 

close communication with, and even remits money to the 

leaders of our Unions, who have emissaries over all Prance 

and in some parts of Germany. The influence, as regards the 

Poles, is plain, and one condition therefore should be, that 
292 

the Poles receiving aid shall not belong; to any Union. 

Beniowski was removed from the government list as a result of his Chartist 

connexions but not at the request of the Literary Association which 

tolerated the close relations existing between the Committee of the Polish 

Emigration in London, the Birmingham Political Union and Working Men's 
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Associations in Great Britain, L'here is no evidence that a Pole was ever 

enrolled as a member in one of the latter orý, "anizations but an invitation 

to do so was offered on 5 October 1837: 

... that as no legal communication can be held with the 

Coiaiittee of the Polish &igration, because of the infamous 

laws of our country -- the members of this dorking Men's 

Association recommend to the Committee, as the most 

efficient means of generating a brotherly feeling, and of 

serving; the cause of their unfortunate country -- that one 

of their body should join our Association, providing he 

is eligible according to our rules -- that is, a working 

man, and a good moral character. 
294 

Indeed, had Mactenzie's suggestion been adopted, one of the most ardent 

Polonophiles would have been alienated from the work of the Association. 

Thomas Attwood was the leading founder of the Birmingham Political Union 

in 1830 and had also helped to establish the Birmignhwn Polish Association 
295 

in Iaovernt cr 1652. hl LAou ; ii e invwriýýaly acted in con juric dolt with the 
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Literary Association, Attwood strongly advocated the restoration of Poland 

within the frontiers of 1772 and his Russophobia proved at times to be an 

embarrassment for the more conservative followers of the Hbtel Lambert when 
296 

the grant was under discussion in Parliament. 

Money voted by Parliament for the relief of the Poles was not equally 

distributed among the recipients and the Portsmouth soldiers considered 

this to be another facet of the Association's tendencies towards political 
297 

bias, It was alleged that they were given the smallest allowances in 

order to make them completely dependent on the Literary Association if they 

refused to go abroad. It is certainly true that the presence in England of 

a body of largely illiterate peasants, with neither a trade nor education 

to facilitate their quest for employment, was viewed with concern by the 

Association. This anxiety was accentuated by the knowledge that the 

government grant was not intended to be a permanent source of relief, 
298 

contrary to the belief of the soldiers. A Treasury Minute of 25 June 1034 

stated that "the Poles should be made distinctly to understand that no 

expectation can be held out to them of receiving any allowance after the 
299 

expiration of the year". 'ven more emphatic vac; bile 
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. 55 that if the House were to vote a second subsidy it would of Duly 183 

definitely be the last. This information was not officially communicated 

to the emigrants because of LJladyslaw Zarnoyski's plea of 9 August 1835 that 

the grant should be given in the least unpleasant manner possible in order 
300 

that the self-respect of the Poles should not be destroyed. 

The majority of members of the Literary Association clearly had no 

sympathy for attacks on the existing hierarchical :, tructure of society. 

Precedents were already well established for a division of the grant based 

on military rank both in France and Great Britain and neitner iiuci. enzie nor 
501 

Stuart were prepared to depart from this procedure. On 9 June 18A 

Mackenzie wrote: 

There ought to be no hesitation in making a scale of 

payment according to rank, both for the reasons which 

we talked over, and also that the principle of Equality 

is pressed by the democratical part of the Poles only; 

and this they do with the view of acquiring popularity 

and even of making it serve as a precedent hereafter 

and on graver occasions. 
502 

In May 1836 the activities of the leaders among the Portsmouth soldiers 

were condemned by Stuart who considered them to be 
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turbulent and hot-headed, if not designing and unprincipled 

men, professing most extreme opinions who by telling the 

soldiers of the great services rendered by them to the cause 

of liberty all over the world, and declaiming to them about 

universal equality have succeeded in filling their heads 

with notions so wild and extravagant that each man considers 

himself on a par with the officer of the highest rank, 

no station, no character is respected, and the most coanlete 
>O3 

anarchy prevails in the Barracks. 

Before it was known how much money would be voted for the Poles in June 

1834 Stuart had been prepared to jettison the Portsmouth soldiers rued 

exclude them from government relief if less than £10,000 were given. On 

the other hand, when a committee of five M. P. Is had been set up to doline 

the scale of payments to be adopted by the Treasury, Stuart had insisted 

that non-commissioned officers and privates should receive 28 shillings 

per month and not 19 as in France because of the high cost of living in 
305 

Great Britain. It was also recommended that for all military ranks above 

that of Major, the allowance in Britain should be considerably less than in 

France and £4 was suggested while other officers were to be given £2 per 

month. This scale proved unacceptable to the Treasury because its adoption 

would necessitate more than £10,000 and a revision of the scale was ordered. 
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A satisfactory solution of the problem was only reached at the expense of 

both the first and third classes. The allowance of the higher military ranks 

was reduced to £3 and that of the Portsmouth soldiers to 21 shillings 

although this "totally inadequate sum" was supplemented in kind: the 

Government offered the free use of an old hospital which had formerly housed 

the victims of cholera. This meant that the soldiers not only had free 

accomodation but were also able to live more cheaply in a community than 
306 

would : lave been posjible otherwise. 

The commission had thought it neither practicable nor desirable to af'f'ord 

the refugees sufficient to enable them to live comfortably "but only such 

temporary assistance as may suffice for their bare subsistence, and in some 

degree alleviate the hardships of their melancholy situation". It was feared 

that recommendations for more liberal assistance would not meet with the 
307 

views of the Government or the approbation of the country. The soldiers 

in Portsmouth complained that 5s. jd. per week was scarcely sufficient for 

one meal a day while the £764-8-0 saved by the Goverment in return for the 

barracks was more than enough to ensure private lodgings for all the 
308 

soldiers, Demands for a minimum of 28 shillings per month were linked 
309 

with appeals to the Treasury for a more equitable distribution of the ', rant. 
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Stuart's reply to their petitions was that arguments for an increase on 

the grounds of the rising cost of provisions would have been plausible had 

it been the intention of Parliament to provide them with "adequate 

maintenance": 

In point of fact, if their allowance be compared to the 

sum expended per head on able bodied men in different 

workhouses, it will be evident that, even at the present 

prices it is enough to procure them food and such articles 

of clothing as are indispensably necessary. 

In addition, coal, blankets and clothes had been supplied by the Literary 

Association in the winter of 1834-1835 but more than two thirds of the 

soldiers had rejected the clothes "out of some izmciful objection to tree 
510 

form of the offer". 

Few of the Portsmouth soldiers benefited Ubo only conce;.. ýiori , nade 

to their appeals. It had been decided in 1836 that those who could prove 

they had held cmploynent for three months would receive 26 ohillings per 

month. ithnond Beales had strongly opposed this decision on the brounds that 
X11 

it favoured those with additional means of support. The problem of 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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P. I. U. `i. 1 . 4099, , lI> Ido. 11293(ýdy CouLts Auurt to 1 T. üarn`ý 
26 May 1836). See also I3. P. 596/3, XI, N o. 61 (. Dudley Coutts ituaYt to the 
Committee of the Polish thiiý,; ration in London, 8 April 1u37). The history 
of the trousers' episode had, in fact, been linked kith the rLrag le in 
Portsmouth for leadership over the soldiers. Originally the emigrants had 
demanded the money but I'ranciszek Stawiarski, in an attempt to wrest 
control from Worcell and Krepowiecki, persuaded a few to accept the offer 
and thereafter they were dubbed the "ar. tstocrats" and treated as outcasts 
by the rest of the Portsmouth commiunity. See B. K. 2/11319 68-'10 (Leonard 
iýiedzwiecki to Eustachy Januszkiewicz, 10 July 1336). 

Report of the Fifth Annual bicetinE (i J)7) , 35-36. 
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employment was indeed critical because the Treasury had intended that the 

small government allowance hnould be supplemented by an earned income. It 

had even been envisaged by the Hotel Lambert as early as April 1834 that the 

Government would give an extraordinary, as opposed to a monthly, subsidy to 

enable the refugees to be apprenticed in factories on the condition that the 

owners would promise to allow the Poles to earn the price of their labour 
X12 

after a specified period. Difficulties in obtaining employment had not 

been taken into consideration and it was suggested that no refugee/ would 

have the right to claim a monthly subsidy unless he could satisfy four 

conditions: incapacity to work because of age, infirmity or serious wounds, 

irreproachable moral conduct, good quality as an emigrant and possession of 
X13 

certificates of ability and good conduct from places of employment. 

There were two conflicting opinions with regard to employment: that the 

Poles did not make sufficient effort to maintain themselves and that jobs 

were severely limited by the hostile attitude of the British workers and the 

saturation of the labour market. According to S. Lubiewa, lazy Poles were 

in a minority in Great Britain where most of the refugees sought employment 

in order not to be a burden upon the country. Until 1838, when all Poles 

resident in Britain were relieved by the Government, the emigrants tended to 

be unselective in their choice of work: a philologist made shoes and many 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 312 
B. Cz. 5281, IVY 177-1b4 ("Note caimnunirlue ý. M. I ul:,, 'U:; _on ut 1'A; $ : ociation 
Litteraire de Londres", 21 Al, rii 1d)4). Commutation was designed by the 
Treasury to cover this contingency. See Accounts and Papers, XLXIII, 27 
(1850), 582. 
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B. Cz., ibid. 



officers worked on the construction of railways at Paddington. Language 

teachers encountered competition from German and French exiles while 

talented officers from the artillery and engineers had no training for any 
314 

other occupation. Individual members of the Literary Association were 

successful in procuring employment for a substantial number of Poles and 

their efforts were designed to make the refugees less dependent on both 
315 

1puolic charity and the government grant. pith constant arrivals and 

departures, however, the task oi' finding; jobs i'or L ie refu,.; ees became 

increasingly difficult and by 1858 well over half of the total emigration 
j16 

in Great Britain was unemployed. The majority of refugees worked as 

common labourers but assistance was given by the Association to Poles 

wishing to set up in business. Most of these establishments had failed by 

1840 largely because they had been patronized by refugees who were unable 

to u.: i:; ciiarge their debts. 
3 17 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
äo Lubiewa, op. Cit., 4. ill;; o See E. il. 1luxldley, un hjiueal to "ill, 1i:; Iunenn 
in Behalf of the Polish Exiles with a Brief Statement of their Claims 

Upon Our Generosity (London, 183jn? ), 25-26. 
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See, for example, B. P. 591/1, VI, No. 168,128 (Cor, u, iittee of tie rolish 

ni6ration in London to the Council of the Literary Association, 5 
December 1841); H. MSS. XXV, 17 (Jan Marcin Bansemer Lo Dudley Coutts 
Stuart, 10 October 1836); B. K. 2413,235 (Leonard Nied. zwiecki to 
Dr. Dionysius Lardner, 21 December 1837); B. J. 3774,8 (Dudley Coutts 
Stuart to Piotr Falkenhagen Zaleski, 23 August 1& 7); B. Cz. X201, Xvii , 
125-127 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to li adysiaw Zamoyski, 15 December 1835) 

and 181-184 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Julian Ursyn bieincewicz, 25 March 
1837). The annual reports of the Literary Association from 1837 onwards 
also give information about employment. 
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Report of the Twenty-Sixth Annual Meeting; k ib7U), ye 

B. Cz. 5517, I, 341-343 (, Dudley CouLts Stuart to Adam Czartorycki, 5 
March 1040); B. K. 2413,420 (Leonard Niedzwiecki to Karol Sie. nkiewicz, 
March 1837) and 2410,193 (Krystyn Lach Szyrma to Leonard Niedzwiecki, 
28 February 1840); B. P, 598/la, XIII, 117 (Piotr Ilarkowski to Dudley 
Coutts Stuart, September 1842). 
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Not only the Portsmouth soldiers but also the emigrants in London 

complained of both the impossibility of finding any form of employment and 

the antagonism aroused by their desire to work among the British 
318 

population. Stuart was inclined to think that the Portsmouth soldiers' 

appreciation of the situation was slightly coloured by exaggeration but was 

prepared to admit that "undoubtedly such a feeling must be expected to 
3 19 

prevail in areas where there are large groups of foreigners". In May 1837 

with the increasing demands of new arrivals and the refusal of the Government 

to increase the grant, Stuart felt that the only solution to poverty was 

for the refugees to assist themselves by finding employment and resigning 

their allowance to the more needy: "This advice may be unpalatable but it 
320 

is sound". : ýc Poles themselves asked the leading British papers in 

October i6ý'; to insert an appeal for the opportunity to be allowed to earn 

their own living while at the same time insisting that they desired neither 
321 

pity nor charity. There was, however, still room for scepticism. Karol 

Szulczewski claimed in 1646 that the reduction of the grant should not be 

regarded as a disaster for the Poles because it would force those able to 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ý18 
L. Zielirisi. i, op. cit., 39; Jeneral Zamoyski, III, r j6 (I r styn Lach 
Szyrma to Wladysiaw Zamoyski, 23 September 1834); P. R. O. T. 1. ý099, II, 
No. 11212 (Poles in Portsmouth to the Treasury, 22 May 1859). 
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P. B. O0, ibid., No. 11293 (Dudley Coutts tuart to lirancis T. Baring, 
26 May 1836). 

320 
H. I-ISS. CCCCLIII, 59 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to the Coinmitteo of the 

321 
Polish Emigration in London, 5 May 1837). 

B. P. 5963, XI, 494 (Committee of the 1? oli. h ý, tui6wation in London to 
the British Nation, 21 October 1837). 
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work to start thinking about their own maintenance. 
322 

The initial conviction of many Poles that exile was merely a temporary 

respite before the resumption of battle was not calculated to induce 

serious thoughts upon the means of maintaining themselves. This was 

particularly true of the emigration in France until 1534 but also applied 
323 

to the Poles in Great Britain. In An Epitome of the History 21 ' Poland, 

Leon Szadurski wrote in 1842: 

It required a long time to work such a wildness of mind 

away; hence the sprightly working imagination, constantly 

building new ideas, distracted the minds of many at the 

outset, and caused them to fly on the wings of hope after 

some vision at a distance -- home -- a new insurrection 

-- some peremptory interference -- renewed war and the 

like; thus many were thrown into a life of constant 

perplexity and suspense, who, unmindful how they lived, 

overlooked the possibility, if a proper course were taken, 

of ameliorating their deplorable condition, and neglected 

to pursue those various ways to comfort, and even substantial 

happiness, which their several talents rendered them capable 

of obtaining. It was a disease, and a dangerous disease, 

because it was a moral one. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 322 
B. is. L4o911 f 437 ýtaýT'ol uiCLewsü LO LI: C)Y1u T'd IýiE'. (1: - 44 leciýi, 

23 Januarj 1846). 
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W. Lukaszewicz and W. Lewandowski, op. cij;. , xiii. 
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L. Szadurski, An Epitome of the History of Poland (Glasgow, 1382), 13_14 
Szadurski drew a government allowance from 10 June 1834 to 50 June 18/x) 

when he was removed from the list because he was under 45 years of age 
and able to support himself. Ile had taught drawing and ý_Zmnastics for 
three years and ave it up to give public lectures on Pol.:; nd 1;., rcu;, flout 
Great Britain. 
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The acute hardships suffered by Portsmouth group of soldiers were so 

glaringly obvious that Thomas Attwood wrote to the Treasury on their 

behalf in October 1838 urging a larger allowance in compliance with their 

request. In 1841 Thomas Slingsby Duncombe placed a petition before the 

House of Commons from John Joseph Schell Viettinghoff praying for "an equal 

distribution of the funds raised for the benefit of the Poles without 
326 

distinction of rank". The dilemma confronting the Literary Association 

was clear: if the Chancellor of the Exchecuer was not prepared to increase 

the grant, large allowances for the Portsmouth soldiers were only feasible 

if those of the officers were reduced. This solution was rejected by Stuart 

>27 
as unjust. Although resolute in the belief that Parliament had not 

intended the Poles at Portsmouth to be comfortable in their state of 

idleness, enforced or otherwise, Stuart suggested to Prencis T. Baring in 

September 1838 that the £3 per , ionth drawn by three Polish Generals was a 

"very scanty pittance for any one who has ever been in the situation of a 

gentleman" and should be supplemented because of their desperate financial 
328 

situation. 
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P. R. O. T. 1409, II, No. 20b50 ('1'iiouas Attwood to Charles '; tajiiey, 
Secretary to the Treasury, 10 October 1838 and (Petition of the 
Portsmouth Soldiers to the Treasury, received on 2 October 1838). 

Reports of the Select Committee (10,11), 295; Jou1: nalýý of tilt llou. _e of 
Coummons, XCVI (1841), 236. 

B. P. 596/3, XI, No. 61 (JJüdie, )' 
to 

Polish rani¬3ration in London, 8 April 1837). 

P. H. O. T. 1.4099, II, No-19756 (Dudley Coutts Stuart to Francis T. 
Baring, 14 September 1838); B. K. 2413,886-869 (Leonard Niud.. vriecki Lo 
Karol Sienkiewicz, 7 September 1836). 
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The turbulent internal dissensions which characterized the Polish 

community at Portsmouth, the arrogance displayed and the insults hurled 

at the paymaster, J. W. Williams, and the Literary Association by Seweryn 

Dziewicki and other leaders only succeeded in alienating British public 
329 

opinion against the refugees. In July 1836 Williams wrote bitterly to 

Stuart that it would soon be impossible for any "gentleman" to transact 

affairs with the soldiers while "this junta of maligners remain in 

JJý 
Portsmouth". Leonard Niedzwiecki feared that if Dziewicki's letter of 

July 1636 to Williams were published in the press, the whole emigration 
331 

would be expelled from Great Britain. By November 1836 Williams was 

completely disillusioned: "I have keenly felt that the men whose cause we 

have espoused have not acknowledged us as friends -- we have been deemed 
332 

enemies". 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 329 
In March 1834, Franciszek ýtatriar i had counted , jiliiams anorithe 
friends of the Poles in Portsmouth. See P. Brock, op. cit., 65. Vor the 
history of the Polish community in Portsmouth see P. Brock, op. cit., 
and Z dzie jöw Wielkiej 11iigracji w An-Iii (Warszawa, 1958), H. Temkin 

-T, Lud Polski. Ybdr doi=(-ntöw Warszawa, 1957) and W. Knapowska, (Ed 
"Lud Polski -- Gror., ada ciewolucj jna Load n" , týtrartalnik L i: ýi, or', czny, 
LXII, 2 (1955), 63-97. 
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The roles had objected to collectin, i_zeir . 11o,; ance uL L_ic ; ýrivcL Le 
residence of Williwis. See H. MSS. ýxXVII, 180-181 (J. W. 1JilliLu, is to 
Dudley Coutts Stuart, 14 July 1836). 

B. K. 2413/1,182 (Leonard i, iedzwiecki to i, ustac: iy Janus :.: iewicz, 
15 July 1836). 
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H. MSS. XXVII, 184-185 (J. W. 01illisns to Dudley Cou tts Jtuart, 
14 November 1836). Williams was only too pleased to surrender his 
"trouble some duties as paymaster" in 1838 when the 'T'reasury took over 
the administration of the grant. See ibid. (J. W. Williams to Dudley 
Coutts Stuart, 29 October 1839). The Portsmouth Poles, however, were 
equally insulting to J. Tebbs, who was appointed paymaster in October 
1838 by the Treasury and not the Literary Association. See, for example, 
B. K. 2401,474 (Kryspin Baszcz'aewicz to Leonard Niedzwiecki, 11 May 
1840) and 2410, X10-21 1 (it ye Lach äz r; aa to Leok1aT'd L i(2üaw ec i, 
12 May 1840). 
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The conduct of the soldiers was not only a cause for concern at the 

Literary Association but also at the Treasury. While the french Government 

had dispersed the Poles in specified provincial areas in order to prevent 
>53 

the strengthening of the French revolutionary movement, Stuart wished 

to separate the Portsmouth soldiers by sending them to places where there 

was a demand for labour and in this way to convert them "from discontented 

idlers into useful members of society". Stuart had always recognized that 

the behaviour of soldiers suddenly released from strict military discipline 

into a life of idleness could not be beyond reproach. In addition, he 

claimed that the vast majority of the illiterate soldiers could not be held 

responsible for their activities because they had been "misled and deluded 

by a small group of Poles possessing considerable intellectual ability and 

strong tendencies towards social revolution". It is clear, however, that 

Francis Baring had raised objections to the dispersal of the soldiers. 

Treasury officials feared that Poles entertaining radical political views 
334 

would be a source of disaffection among the native population. Stuart 

denied that this was a possibility worthy of serious consideration because 

the soldiers were unable to communicate in the English language. If, on the 

other hand, the soldiers were allowed to remain in the barracks they would 

inevitably be 

betrayed by the demagogues who rule them into some absurd 

step wiiick being the act of the whole body will lower the 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3ý3 
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B. Cygler, Zjednoczeriie 
. 
Lmigracji 1'olskiej 1857-164_6 (Gdarisk, 196j), 19; 

W. !, ukaszewicz and W. Lewandowski, op. cit., xii and xiii. 

B. Cz. 5517, I, 53_56 (Dudley Coutts ;; tuart to Adam CzartorYjki, 
27 May 1836). 
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Poles in the esteem of the nation much more than any 

offences committed by individuals. 
335 

Stuart's plan was never adopted but the Committee of the Polish ! migration 

in London had plans in 1857 to bring several of the Poles from Portsmouth 

to London where it was thought they would be entitled to a larger allowance 
:; 

of 28 shillings per month. to e Poles were not expelled from the barracks 

in Portsmouth until late in 1645 but by this time their numbers had dwindled 
337 

considerably as a result of death and departure. 

Acute political discord within the emigration did not facilitate the 

Literary Association's administration of the grant. Any advisory body of 

Poles invited by the Association to collaborate in the task of checking the 

credentials of applicants would immediately be open to the suspicion of 

working against the interests of its political opponents. The only organized 

group in London to which the Association could turn for help was the 

Committee of the Polish migration in London. T, iis initially appeared to be 

a judicious choice because the fundamental aim of the Committee in 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 335 
(Dudley Coutts Stuart to 

T. 26 May 1836). i'his letter was Stuart's reoly to i: ne ooj ;c Li one 
put i onward by Baring aainst dispersing the Poles. 
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In fact, only 28 of the soldiers at Portsmouth were c,: ýi; er s of the 
Committee and it was therefore unlikely that more than ualis numibur 
transferred their residence to London. hee B. P. 593/3, VIII, No. 2, 
431-435 (Extraordinary meeting of the Committee, 1 June 1837) and 435 
(Poles in Portsmouth to Wincenty Zienkiewicz, 50 May 1857); B. K. 2413/1, 
478 (Leonard Niedzwiecki to Eastachy Januszkiewicz) 13 June 1837). 
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B. K. 2431,40 (Stanislaw Brzezinski to Wladyslaw Zamoysici, 1 December 
1845). Between 1834 and 1853 forty-four Poles died in Portsmouth. See 
B. P. 594 (4), IX, 1119-1120 (List of Poles who died in Portsmouth 
between 1834 and 1853). 



June 1,934 was to unite the whole emigration in Great Britain. The Literary 

Association soon realized, however, that political solidarity was not a 

Polish virtue. Although the Committee did not openly support the Hötel 

Lambert until 1840, after a chequered existence in which almost every 

conceivable shade of left-wing political opinion had held sway for some 

tiiae, its bitterest opponents were Worcell, Krepowiecki and Pulawskio 
»8 

On 29 June 1335 Stuart appealed to the Committee to set up a "Court of 

Honour" for the purpose of obtaining accurate information with regard to 

reports that the conduct of some Poles in Great Britain was discreditable 

to the emigration and that several had been expelled from the Continent for 

various offences. A broad and deep line of demarcation was to separate these 

unworthy individuals from the rest in the interests of the emigration itself 

and in justice to the Literary Association and the British Government. ; tuart 

hastened to add: 

Let it not, for one moment, be imagined that in Life 

suggestion we make, we are likely to erect a system of 

espionage, s 
[illegible] 

and inquisiLorial, in which 

private enmity or personal pique may take the place of 

truth and justice. It is to guard ourselves against 

even the suspicion of partiality, it is to prevent the 

possibility of our entertaining charges made by individuals 

aainst individuals that we appeal to you, in order that 

you yourselves may be the means of purifying the Polish 

lnigration, if necessary, from the unjust ebii obloquy 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
rn. 

ýýe; r r; ad aeccded on 29 a; u; t ij 4r to found the Wrd ii . 
Lorid; y-L; ka. nor 

tine history of the Committee see L. Lieliiiski, op. cit. 
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which may be cast upon it, in consequence of the 

delinquency of one or two individuals. 
339 

It was finally decided after a division of opinion that an elected body 

composed of three members of the Committee and two members of the Polish 

Democratic Society should suggest to the Literary Association that the Poles 

themselves would decide on the validity of applicants' claims to participate 
340 

in the government grant. The Association firmly rejected this proposition 

on the grounds that it alone was responsible to the `reasury for the 

administration of the grant. An understanding was reached between the 

Association and the Committee only in 1837 when the latter was charged with 

the duty of supplying the Council of the Association with the biographical 

data of the refugees. From this period onwards, the Association was 

subjected to severe pressure from the Committee to give relief only to 
3,12 

Poles of unimpeachable character. The veritable witch hunt for Russian 

spies which began in the late 1830's was conducted by the Polish advisory 

body and the Literary Association proved to be far more tolerant and just 

in its views than the Poles themselves. On 13 September 1838 the Council 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- j59 
B. P. 596/2, XI, 213-216 (iludley Coutts Stuart to tee 'oiish it i, r: ition 
in London, 29 June 1855)0 

3'0 
B. P. 598/1c, 195-204 (no, iitle, 30 June 
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B. P. 598/1 a, XII, 3 (Report of the delegation from the Com: li t Lee of the 
Polish iämi, ration in London after the delivery of the note to the 
Literary Association, 9 July 1835)- 
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bee, for example, B. P, 596, XI, 454-444, No. 100 and No. 208 (Committee of 
the Polish , migration in London to the Literary Association, 15 May and 
23 September 1837) and 596/2, XI, No. 26,183 (Edward Blundell to the 
Committee of the Polish Emigration in London, 2 February 1838). 



of the Association refused to take any action on the basis of the 

Cornmitteets list of alleged spies because of the lack of "anything like 

satisfactory evidence" and was of the opinion that the charge of espionage 

"appeared" to be established only against Konstanty Kumpikiewicz, Adam 

Dydyriski and Teofil Pietraszetrski. The Association had already removed these 

three from the government list on the Committee's recommendation on the 
343 

grounds of bad conduct. On 7 August "1838 twelve Poles had been deemed 

unworthy of the government subsidy and eleven were subsequently deprived 
344 

of the allowance. In most cases this meant that the emigrants concerned 

had no source of income whatsoever and the consequences were therefore 

grave. It was the Literary Association's decision and not the Committee's 

advice which was ultimately accepted by the Treasury and right-wing 

Polonophiles were thus compelled to bear the odium of virulent attacks in 

the press and accusations of partiality. 
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B. F. >94, IX (3), 869 (Edward 151undell to the äccretary of the Committee 
of the Polish !, Yd ; ration in London, 13 September 1838). Both 
Pietraszewski and Kumpikiewicz stronz; ly denied the charues of being in 
the pay of the Russian Ambassador. See B. Cz. 5541, II, 347-348,375-376 
and 321-322 (Teofil Pietraszewski to Wladyssaw Zarnoyski, 5,6 and 8 
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R'-"L of the seventh t. ruiuai Heeting (1839), 13; H. i JJ. 1::: v, 201 
(L. G. von Dydyriski to Dudley Coutts Stua. r"t, 26 July 184.3). 
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In 1840 and 1841 the Association suffered the humiliation of having one 

of its members, Thomas Slingsby buncombe, the radical M. P. for Finsbury, 

taking up in Parliwnent the cause of the Poles denied support of the 
346 

Association and struck off the government list. He presented four 

petitions with ten si,; natures on their behalf in the House in 1840. The 

petition from la. r tha Schell-Viettinghoff not only asked for the 

reinstatement on the list of the Poles deprived of their grant but also 
347 

that the subsidy should not be denied without trial by jury. This was 

clearly a vote of no confidence in the Association. In the following year, 

despite the attempts of the Association to convi , cpe buncombe of the bad 

character of the Poles involved, he again presented three petitions 
348 

complaining of unjust removal from the grant and asking for an inquiry. 

Unable to gain satisfaction alter the Association had been publicly 

vindicated of all charges, the Poles inserted a series of slanderous letters 

in the press against the Association but the refutations and counter- 

accusations of the Committee that the disaffected Poles were merely the 

tools of Moscow, were hardly calculated to raise the Polish cause in the 
Jai 

timation of the British public. 
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B. K. 2410,2)2 (IirysLyn Lacli ozyrma 1o Leonard dedýwiecki, 
9 February 1842). 
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Reports of the Select Committee (184.0), 900 and 497; Journals of the 
douse of Commons 1840), 95, z76 and 459, 

Reports of the Select Committee (1841), 270 wicl 295; Journals of the 
House 
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, XCVI, 236 and 219.349 
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Report of the Ninth Annual Meeting (1841), 21 ijd 22; B. K. 2410,214-215 

Krystyn Lach izyrrna to Leonard dieýl. rýriecki. ; L3 jeDtember 1840); 21.2. 
59111, VI, No-153,6U-63 (Piotr I. Ior sowski to tlic Editors of the orninE 
Herald and Sun, 21 June 1841). 
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Between 23 October 1638 and 29 September 1641 ten Poles lost tAeir 

government allowance as a result of recognizable offences such as felony, 
550 

assault, rape and the forgery of passports. `travelling on false 

documents was particularly prevalent because iluropean governments not 

wishing to accept the refugees refused to give them passports. Aware of 

the difficulties facing the refugees whp wished to leave the country, the 

Liýerary Association did not discourage the practice while it administered 

L- C grant. After October 1838 the Treasury demanded that refugees wishing 

to commute their allowance should show their passports as proof of their 

intention to depart and no mercy was shown to the holders of papers which 
351 

were not valid despite Dudley Coutts Stuart's plea for clemency. 

While the Poles were welcomed in Great Britain as political exiles they 

were never wanted as paupers. Even at the height of pro-Polish sympathy in 

the period immediately following the defeat of the November insurrection, 

the Literary Association had to force the country against its will to accept 

some measure of responsibility for the mai:: ' of the refugees. National 

obligations, whether political or financial, only existed in the minds of 

the Poles themselves and a few Polonophiles such as Dudley Couttw JLuart 
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Account.; and Papers, XXVI, 1 ('1842), 6, j s-655. 

H. MSS. XXVIII, 318-319 (no date or signature but in Dudley Coutts 
Stuart's handwriting). After 1856 Poles who commuted for the purpose 
of residing abroad received a portion of the balance from the consul 
nearest to the place of intended residence. This regulation was designed 
to ensure that the refugees actually left Great Britain. See Y. R. U. 
Y. M. G. 53/4 (Instructions regulating the payment of the allowances 
granted by Parliament to Polish refugees and distressed Spaniards). 
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1848 was the crucial turning point as far as British charity was concerned. 

Public hostility forced a reduction of the government grant and the number 

of Poles relieved and effectively crippled the Literary Association's 

charitable activities. Strong opposition to the Poles reached its climax 

at precisely the time when the influx of refugees was larger than at any 

other period in the nineteenth century. The decline of the Literary 

Association was accelerated after 1854 and the Poles who failed to find 

employment or leave Great Britain were virtually abandoned to their fate 

and the workhouse. 
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Chapter II 

The Crimea and Polish Disillusionment 

1853-1857 

Pro-Polish sentiment reached its nadir in Great Britain in the period 

after 1848 and before the outbreak of the Crimean War. The defeat of 

continental revolutions in 1848-1849 reflected the bankruptcy of Polish 

hopes for the restoration of Poland by means of a general European political 

upheaval. Polish emigrants were compelled to reassess the situation in the 

light of realities and to formulate their policy accordingly. This resulted 

in an attempt to manipulate the situation created both by the second French 

Empire's violation of the implicit compromise established at the 1841 

Straits Convention and the subsequent formation of an anti-Russian 

coalition. Russophobic tendencies, engendered by the Crimean War within 

various social and political groups in Great Britain, gave rise to a new, 

but equally futile, phase in the climate of pro-Polish sympathy: 

The melancholy image of the Polish refugee, the knight 

errant of national independence, has long survived in 

the popular memory, and was not weakened by twenty years 
1 

of exile. 

Differing concepts within the Polish emigration, with regard to the 

methods of exploiting the Near Eastern crisis, had the one unifying theme 

of the restoration of Poland's national independence. Aristocratic and 

right-wing demands for the formation of a distinct Polish military force 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1 
A. Herzen, MAY Past and Thoughts (London, 1924-1927), IV, 206-207. 
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under British aegis could only result in false hopes of diplomatic support 

for the revival of Poland. Unlike the H6tel Lambert, Polish democrats and 

revolutionaries realized quite clearly that Britain's bellicose policy 

would not alter the continuity of the Government's attitude to the Polish 

question, which was a regional crisis outside British political and 

material interests. 

The historical concept of the formation of Polish legions dated from 

Jan Henryk D4browski, who bequeathed to the emigration the idea of a 

military and political dlite in exile as the vanguard of Polish 

independence. In 1855 General Ludwik Mieroslawski defined the nature of 

the emigration as a composite body: 

That emigration is not, like so many others, either a 

party vanquished in civil war, or some noble remnant 

of a noble army, or a surplus population proceeding to 

colonize foreign lands, or yet a particular and limited 

caste: it is, on the contrary, the inexhaustible, illimitable 

and perpetual 4lite of the entire Polish society; it is 

the free and faithful manifestation abroad of all the 

internal thoughts and forces of the fatherland paralysed 

by tyranny. Consequently, that emigration has neither 

fixed age nor fixed numbers; for it represents in 

succession every generation that has endeavoured to cast 

off the yoke of the foreigner since 1830, and it will 

represent all those that are able to follow until their 

continual martyrdom tires the continual rigours of 
Providence. Keeping for its home use only its representations 

of grief, patience and servitude, the Polish nation 

communicates to the other nations her militant and 
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resurrectional hopes by this perpetual embassy. Thus, 

when you would know what entire Poland hopes, desires 

and promises, it is useless to turn to the nation still 

gagged and bound; her emigration replies and acts for 

her until such time as the nation may freely dispose 
2 

of itself. 

The idea of a legion as the nucleus of a future Polish army, however, 

could not succeed in concentrating the emigration under a unified political 

and military command which, by virtue of its subordination to a western 

government, had to be conservative in nature. Democratic and left-wing 

Poles refused to be silenced by the discipline imposed by the H8tel 

Lambert. No support was forthcoming from the British Cabinet for Polish 

revolutionary circles because Aberdeen, Derby and Clarendon preferred 

evolution to revolution in Russia and for this reason were not willing to 

embarrass her internal and foreign policy. On the other hand, Palmerston's 

concept of the Tsarist Empire as a stabilizing factor in Europe eliminated 

any Polish hopes that a legion under British control would ultimately lead 

to the restoration of Poland as an independent state, either within the 

pre-1772 frontiers or those of 1815. Not only democrats such as Stanislaw 

Worcell and Antoni Zabicki but also right-wing Poles like Count Walerian 

Krasinski sincerely believed that from the British point of view, the 

only real need for a Polish legion would be as a source of manpower to 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 
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(Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1855), 19. 
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3 
supplement allied troops in the Crimea. Poles were to be mercenaries 

indistinguishable from the German and Swiss legions formed by the War 

Office in London. migrd Poles occupied three different positions as far 

as the establishment of a Polish legion was concerned: that of the 

Centralizacja or the Central Committee of the Polish Democratic Society, 

of Mieroslawski's Parisian Kozo Polskie or the Polish Circle, and of the 

H6tel Lambert. 

Expelled from Paris in 1849 as a result of connexions with the European 

revolutions of 1848, the Centralizacja had transferred its operations to 
4 

London. Unlike other emigrant factions, it opposed the absorption of 

revolutionary elements on the Crimean battlefield, whether under General 

Jözef Wysocki or Wladyslaw Zamoyski. The main objectives of the Society 

were to utilize Polish soldiers in the preparation of a general uprising 

in the homeland and to prevent their dispersal in the Near East, as an 

instrument of British foreign policy, far from the expected scene of 
5 

revolution in Poland. For this purpose Karol Stolzman, a theorist of the 

need for mass national forces in movements of independence, gave a series 

of lectures in London on the use of artillery, but few preparations of 
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a practical nature were considered. 
6 

With the intensification of the Polish conservatives campaign in 1855 

to secure the Government's permission to form a legion financed by the 

British, the Polish democrats, at an August rally in London, expressed 

the fear that Wladyslaw Zamoyski would set up a gendarmerie to protect 

his own political and social interests during the initial days of Poland's 
7 

future independence. In order to forestall the initiative of the so-called 

monarchists, the Centralizacja mounted an attack in the Ottoman Empire, 

Polish territories and England against the idea of a legion. Jan Terlecki's 

memorandum of 23 October 1855 reported the suspicion that 

Polish socialists and democrats with the help of others 

in England, have sent a Polish emissary to Turkey -- as 

yet anonymous -- with the aim of discouraging Poles in 

the Sultan's Cossack troops and of persuading them to 
8 

disperse. 

This was a policy of infiltration and organized disaffection. 

The efforts of the German legion's agents to recruit volunteers in 

Polish areas of Prussia for the Polish legion were seriously impeded by 
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Polish democrats in Jersey and England. To avoid conscription into the 

Russian army groups of Poles from the Congress Kingdom, Vilna and other 

Lithuanian districts closer to the Prussian border tried to reach Gdansk 

from where they could travel to England by sea. Instead of being directed 

to the Literary Association of the Friends of Poland in London, Michal 

Makowski, in his capacity as Zenon Swigtoslawski's agent, issued them with 
9 

the names of democrats in England. Joseph Cowen, the Newcastle pro-Polish 

radical, had been instrumental in using his wealth and commercial position 

to smuggle illegal revolutionary propaganda from Herzen's London press 
10 

and the Jersey socialist press into the Prussian region of Poland. The 

H8tel Lambert was strongly advised to seek methods which would effectively 

prevent the drain of potential manpower from the right-wing dominated 
11 

Polish legion. 

Polish conservatives did not underestimate the importance of propaganda 

directed against the legion. The number of volunteers was so drastically 

affected that Terlecki equated the activities of Polish socialists and 
12 

democrats with those of Moscow. Between 3 May 1854 and 3 May 1855,139 

Poles left England for Turkey and France. At Adam Czartoryski's request, 
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the British Government allowed 254 Poles, captured at Bomarsund while 

fighting in the Russian army, to leave the Milbay barracks in Plymouth to 
15 

join the Cossack division. On 16 May 1857 the Literary Association gave 

the total number of Poles who left England to enter allied service in the 

Ottoman Empire as 450. Of this number only 242 were not Polish prisoners 
14 

of war. In short, less than one third of the emigration in Great Britain 

volunteered for active service. It seems quite clear that those Poles 

assured of regular financial support had no inclination to relinquish 
15 

security in order to fight the Russians. On 1 May 1854 there were about 
16 

804 Poles in Britain and of this number 189 drew a government allowance. 

Of approximately 753 Poles in Britain in May 1855,181 were in receipt of 

permanent government relief and in the following year 157 out of 639 were 
17 

still on the government list. In short, between May 1854 and May 1856 

the number of refugees receiving the subsidy was only reduced by 32. Death 

and commutation of the grant to leave Great Britain for countries other 
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18 
than the Ottoman Eknpire must account for a proportion of this figure. 

For example, not one of the twenty-four volunteers sent to Sadyk Pasha 

in September 1854 by the Committee of the Polish migration in London 
19 

was registered as a recipient of government relief. The Treasury had, 

in fact, issued several warnings to the Poles that no names would be added 

to the list and that commutation would be regarded as final. An exception 

had been allowed in the case of Ignacy Terlecki because he had 

relinquished his post as Assistant to the Paymaster of the Polish refugees 

in order to work for the Ministry of War. 
20 

Karol Szulczewski, Secretary of the Literary Association, even went so 

far as to advise the Poles in America who wished to go to Turkey, to 

remain where they were because they had some means of subsistence. The 

Association obviously feared that an influx of destitute Poles into 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 18 
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21 
England would mean an additional burden on overstrained resources. It 

is certainly true, on the other hand, that the high incidence of 

unemployment among the Poles in Great Britain acted as a stimulus to 
22 

signing up both with Sadyk Pasha's Cossack corps and the legion. Military 

employment was regarded by some as a safeguard against hunger and poverty. 

In July 1853 General Jerzy Bulharyn, who had arrived in England from 

Hungary in 1851, begged Wladyslaw Zamoyski for assistance to travel to 

Turkey. In the event of Polish plans in Turkey proving abortive, he 

requested Adam Czartoryskits good offices in the form of arranging with 

Dudley Coutts Stuart to have him placed on the government list. 
23 

It is difficult to establish whether all recruits for the legion had 

been resident in Great Britain for any length of time or whether some had 

been dispatched, immediately upon arrival at Hull or Grimsby, by 

Zamoyski's agents. England may have been used on certain occasions merely 
24 

as a transit depot for volunteers travelling from Polish areas to Turkey. 

A rally held at St. Martin's Hall on 8 August 1855 under Lord 

Harrington's chairmanship confirmed in right-wing Poles the conviction 
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that there were two incompatible conceptions of Poland in existence. Adam 

Czartoryski had originally intended to use the meeting as a means of 

concentrating the Polish emigration in Great Britain in a Polish legion 

under the leadership of the HStel Lambert. The presence of Urquhartites, 

London Chartists and Polish democrats resulted in a repetition of the 

anti-government slogans produced after a lecture given at a Kennington 

public house. At the latter meeting, resolutions had been passed to the 

effect that the English people should obstruct the formation of a legion 
25 

because Palmerston would undoubtedly betray the Poles at some point. 

During the annual meeting of the Literary Association in 1855 David 

Urquhart had threatened to resign after twelve years' membership if the 

Poles were sent to assist the "nefarious schemes of wax now raging". In 

his view, a Polish legion would do nothing to alter the reality of a 

partitioned Poland: 

I have always endeavoured to convince the Poles that 

their grand mistake has been in coming to the West for 

sympathy and succour. I have shown that in the East 
26 

alone was there any ground of hope for Poland. 

Urquhart advocated the rupture of diplomatic relations with Russia, but 

his activities should be considered in the light of insular individualism. 

He did not consciously support the theories of any one Polish or pro-Polish 

group. 
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The idea of a "Democratic Legion" was propagated in Great Britain as 

a result of the contacts established by Mieroslawski with Joseph Cowen 
27 

and George Julian Harney on 1 January 1855. Cowen virtually transferred 

his allegiance from the Centralizacja to the Kolo Polskie, the French 

branch of the Polish Democratic Society, established in the middle of 

1853 as a result of the schism between the Centralizacja and the French 

group. This was an attempt to direct the efforts of the whole democratic 

body in Great Britain and France towards the formation of a legion in 
28 

Turkey under the military leadership of the so-called "Generals' Club". 

Both foreign and Turkish legions were bitterly denounced in Deinokrata 

Polski, the literary organ of the Centralizacja, as "anti-nationalist" and 
29 

"counter-revolutionary". 

Mieroslawski's appeal to Cowen as the "mouthpiece" of pro-Polish sympathy 

in England was designed to gain over the main centres of British 
30 

Polonophilism for the Kolo. Cowen's Newcastle Committee presented 

Mieroslawski's memorial to a public meeting in March 1855 in the hope that 

public opinion would be sufficiently vocal to induce the Cabinet to yield 

to demands for arms to equip a 5,000 strong expeditionary corps of Poles 
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who were to land on the Russian shore of the Baltic. This plan was to be 

supplemented by simultaneous Anglo-French naval attacks on Riga and Odessa 
31 

which were to serve as a base for the liberation of Poland. Harney, 

however, was sufficiently realistic to warn Mieroslawski that hopes of 

British public donations to finance a Polish legion for this purpose were 
52 

delusory. Nothing concrete emerged from the approaches of Mieroslawski 

because of a general lack of interest. 

Stanislaw Worcell was unable to impose his authority on the Polish left 

wing in Great Britain and part or the group finally volunteered to join 

Wladyslaw Zamoyski in Varna. Two hundred and seventy-one Poles had settled 

in Britain between June 1850 and March 1851 after serving in the 1849 
33 

Hungarian campaign under General Jözef Wysocki. There was, therefore, 

little possibility of the Centralizacja absorbing them within its ranks, 

even when the conflict crystallized into a clear struggle between the 

principles of monarchy and democracy with the formation of Zamoyski's 

legion in October 1855. Wadyslaw Lizowski and Adam Koziell, both 

associated with the most radical section of French and Polish political 

opinion, applied in January 1856 to join the legion from Sheffield, which 

was the largest centre in Great Britain of Polish exiles who had served 
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with the Hungarian legion. Adam Gleinich and Janowski, recruiting agents 

for Zamoyski's division, hoped that approval for the acceptance of 

Lizowski would be followed by the recruitment of all the former 
34 

legionaries. By this time, however, the end of war was in sight. 

The Centralizacja's solution to the problem of independence, in the form 

of insurrection in the homeland supported by the British Government, was 

totally unrelated to political circumstances, both in Great Britain and 

in Poland. Its impatience to accelerate events within Poland was a result 

of the Centralizacja's attempt to undermine the influence of the Hotel 

Lambert and prepare the ground for the future government of Poland by the 
35 

Polish Democratic Party. This policy merely reflected a lack of 4mi rd 

understanding of the existing left-wing apathy in Polish territories. Poles 

in both Galicia and Poznan had been disillusioned by lack of success in 

1848-1849 and looked for concessions from Vienna and Berlin. In the 

Congress Kingdom landlords were more intent on profiting from the high 

prices resulting from war conditions than on scheming for independence. 

The idea that a few outsiders could bring Poland to arms when she was 

incapable of revolting by her own internal forces, was politically immoral 

in the sense that defeat was certain. 
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Karl Marx pointed to the incongruity of a "revolutionary call to an 

anti-revolutionary British Government", the result of which only succeeded 

in perpetuating the mistaken view that British foreign policy would take 

the Polish issue into consideration. According to Marx, Polish and British 

revolutionary activity ought, logically, to have sought both to prove the 

invalidity of such a concept and to organize a campaign to indicate that 
36 

success lay in energetic opposition to British government policy. Aliens 

in Great Britain, the Polish emigrants were becoming increasingly out of 

touch with the homeland. This partly explains why distorted information 

was disseminated among pro-Polish sympathizers in Britain and why Cowen, 

briefed in Polish affairs by Konstanty hckawski and in contact with 

Worcell, helped Ludwik Bulewski to travel to Prussian Poland in October 

1853 for the purpose of organizing a conspiratorial network. 
37 

Polish democrats in Britain requested assistance from persons irrespective 

of their political and social affiliations. The inevitable result of such 

tactics was to weaken the ideological basis and limit the effectiveness 

of the democratic campaign. Varying degrees of support were offered by 

middle-class radicals, the working class and continental political exiles 

but it was always tacitly understood that their sympathy was, of necessity, 

circumscribed by more immediate objectives related to their own lives. The 
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Polish left wing was itself a heterogeneous body incapable of directing 

a national movement because of internal rivalries and exhaustion. Refusal 

to accept the authority of the Centralizacja meant that about 200 members 

of the London Section of the Polish Democratic Society were isolated from 

the main group of Polish democrats in Great Britain. Under the leadership 

of Lew Sawaszkiewicz and Jan Nepomucen Janowski, the London Section 

linked Polish independence with socialism. 
38 

As far as the Centralizacja was concerned, alliance with the radicals 

had priority over theories of class war. In a period of liberal, middle-class 

internationalism associated with republicanism, especially in the provinces, 

Worcell was prepared and even anxious to attract the support of such 

Polonophils as Joseph Cowen, P. A. Taylor, George Dawson in Birmingham, 

Thomas Slingsby Duncombe, M. P. for Finsbury, Dr. Bowring in Bolton, 
39 

Charles Attwood and James Stansfeld. Polish independence was an axiom 

of British and European democratic faith and was regarded as synonymous 

with the revision of the 1815 Treaty of Vienna and the end of the Holy 

Alliance. 
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The anniversary of the November Insurrection was celebrated with 

religious regularity every year on 29 November by all sympathetic to the 

Polish cause and the occasion became a means of expressing feelings of 

solidarity. Reports of the address of Newcastle-upon-Tyne's inhabitants 

to the Polish nation of 29 November 1854 were printed by Worcell in 

Demokrata Polski, but such demonstrations calling for a war in Poland's 
40 

favour were of a local rather than national character. Despite the 

tenuous links of the Foreign Affairs Committee in Newcastle with 

P. A. Taylor's Anglo-Polish Committee established in London on 8 December 

1854, Cowen's campaigns were never designed to coincide with agitation 

organized by other centres of Polonophilism in the North, Midlands and 

London. In addition, it was obvious that more than paper appeals for the 

restoration of Poland were necessary. 

Urquhart's network of Foreign Affairs Committees, organized in former 

strongholds of Chartism, tended to divert support from Cowen and thus 

undermined any political strength pro-Polish action might have had in 

Great Britain. Charles Attwood and George Crawshay were attracted by 

Urquhart's advocacy of Poland's independence but the main theme of the 

latter's meetings in Yorkshire, the Midlands and the South-West was 

Palmerston's alleged betrayal of Great Britain to the Cossack hordes. 

Urquhart never led a national movement and it is clear that his 
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Polonophilism was an unimportant offshoot of his Russophobia and rabid 

chauvinism. After 1853 he again supplied, in a new political situation, 

the anti-Russian sentiment dominant in the 1830's until the conclusion 
41 

of the Straits Convention in 1841. Pro-Polish feeling thrived in such 

a climate of opinion but the negative aspect of Urquhart's activities on 

behalf of Poland during the Crimean War is illustrated by the fact that 

no petition asking for the restoration of the Polish state was presented 

to Parliament by a Foreign Affairs Committee, whereas between 1861 and 

1863 there were 26 petitions from 17 Committees. 
42 

The failure of the Polish democrats to command widespread support in 

British society in order to lift them out of the position of theorizing, 

was not offset by a unanimity of aims and national interests among their 

sympathizers. A variety of objectives splintered and immobilized pro-Polish 

agitation. For Urquhart, Mazzini and Kossuth, Polish independence was a 

relatively minor problem in the broader perspective of national priorities. 

The former was primarily anti-Russian while the two latter advocated a 

Panslav movement to destroy the Habsburg Empire and liberate Italians and 

Hungarians from Austrian dominion. On the other hand, Panslavism was 

equated by Urquhart and right-wing Poles with Russian hegemony in the 

Balkans and was, therefore, to be avoided. 
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Despite the abortive revolutions of 1848-1849, Carbonarist ideas of a 

general European revolution which did not allow the Polish question 

preferential treatment, were not completely rejected in favour of 

concentrating upon the national revolution as advocated by Maurycy 
43 

INochnacki and Joachim Lelewel in the 1830's. The Centralizacja had been 

drawn into the international revolutionary movement in London when the 

European Central Committee was formed to work for democracy in Europe. 

Marx strongly criticized the close ties established between the 

Centralizacja and both Kossuth and Mazzini for their "formal 

republicanism", "idealistic views" and lack of an agrarian programme. Ideas 

of a war of "freedom" against despotism were chimerical. In the event of 

a Russian defeat Napoleon III and Queen Victoria would represent this 

mythical liberty. In effect, this would mean the maintenance of the 

European status quo, the Treaty of Vienna and approval for the subjection 
4. 

of nationalism. The inconsistency of the Centralizacja was evident; it 

had publicly denounced the Bonapartist tendencies of the Kolo Polskie and 

General Maciej Rybifiski's proposal in 1852 for placing the whole emigration 

at the disposal of Napoleon, while the French Empire was equated with war 
45 

and the oppression of nations. 
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The strategy of public rallies undertaken by the Polish democrats was 

doomed before it started: 

There was in the meetings held by Kossuth and Worcell 

nothing definite, nothing forcible enough to induce 

the Government and Parliament to acknowledge the rights 

of Poland and to express sympathy with the Polish cause. 

The terrible reply of the Conservatives was unanswerable: 

'All is quiet in Poland'. The English Government would 

have had not to recognize an accomplished fact, but to 

bring it about, to take the initiative in revolution, 

to rouse Poland. Public opinion in England does not 

go so far as that. 
46 

The anti-Austrian tone of Kossuth's speeches annoyed the Globe, Morning 

Chronicle and The Times but the right-wing Jan Terlecki was prepared to 

admit that the public meetings held in Sheffield and Nottingham by Kossuth 

had done much towards popularizing the Polish cause. 
47 

Republican links between continental democratic leaders and the English 

radicals excluded the necessity for the Centralizacja to seek an alliance 

with the British proletariat. This is documented by Worcell's rupture of 

relations with Alexander Herzen in London in order to maintain contact 
48 

with his "half-baked revolutionaries". Poland's cause was placed under 
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English patronage on 20 November 1854 when Sir Joshua Walmesley was 

requested by Worcell to take the chair at the meeting. To prevent speeches 

favouring Poland being too extreme, Worcell sent letters to more radical 

sympathizers, including Herzen, begging them not to compromise the Poles 

by speaking at the gathering: "the war and the necessity for securing 

English support compel us to give a somewhat different tone to the 
49 

meeting". Such political expediency and concessionary tactics, however, 

had no positive results. Sir Joshua Walmesley donated a small sum but 

stated that in his capacity as an M. P. he could not officially participate 

in any activities designed to raise funds for an object not sanctioned by 

the Government. In fact, both Napoleon Feliks Zaba and Karol zulczewski 

had taken steps to warn him of the character and political views of the 

men who would be on the platform at the meeting. According to Gaba, the 

Centralizacja would have dropped into obscurity had it not been able to 

maintain its prestige by close association with Kossuth: "In order to 

take advantage of this contact and to lure the inexperienced and show 

them how influential the Centralizacja was, a meeting was arranged with 

Sir Joshua Walmesley as chairman. " 
50 

Collaboration between the Polish democrats and the Chartists had 

noticeably declined in the 1850's. International proletarian solidarity 
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in Great Britain had virtually disappeared with the collapse in 1852 of 

Harney's Fraternal Democrats. Piecemeal domestic reform by negotiation 

and bargaining had assumed precedence over the concept of a Europe 

reconstituted along more democratic lines. The lock-out in Preston, bread 

riots, heavy war taxation and widespread working class distress, did not 

infuse the proletariat with enthusiasm for the expansion of the war in the 

interests of Poland. 

English social and political conventions determined the attitudes of 

republicans such as J. Watson, W. J. Linton and G. Holyoake, editor of the 

Reasoner, which published the appeals of the Centralizacja. These democratic 

circulars called for British agitation to stir the legislature to restore 

the Poland of 1768; it was claimed that this would secure the ultimate 
51 

triumph of liberty and progress on the Continent. The argument contained 

in the appeal of 10 April 1854 to the British nation was that British 

maintenance of the territorial integrity of the Ottoman Empire against 

Russian aggression "legitimates thereby the insurrection of Poland, which 

has previously been invaded by that same Russia in a still more infamous 
52 

manner". Linton understood that meetings in favour of Poland were 

beneficial "but they are protest and not power". Excluded from the franchise, 

the working classes could not act within the 1332 constitution with any 

effect: 
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It is the franchise that we want in order to direct 

the war. The franchise even because we are at war. 

The suffrage question is a part and the most important 

part of the war. Why have the two points been kept 

asunder? 
53 

The working class vote would enable them, by virtue of numerical 

superiority, to compel the war to be waged along lines set out by the 

people and not the Government. 

Insurrectionary Europe doubts if there is an English 

people; looks now with more hope to the Russian serf 

than to the descendant of the Hampdens and the Cromwells; 

for Russia could proclaim her sympathy with freedom 

through the attempts of a Pestel, a Mouravieff, and a 

Bakunin; and English sympathy finds vent through a 

Palmerston or a dancing Dudley Stuart .,. 
54 

Linton was accused of exciting unnecessary dissension among the Polish 

emigration by his strong support for the Centralizacja and his denunciation 

of the "monarchical, the Czartoryski party, supported by Lord Dudley Stuart's 

55 
Literary Society of the Friends of Poland, the dancing and dining Poles". 

Despite the barrage of pro-Polish propaganda emanating from the Republican 

and the Northern Tribune, and Linton's warnings that "the insurrection is 
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in permanence", the Government realized that a conservative policy abroad 

could be pursued without the fear of revolution in England. 

According to the Council of the Literary Association in 1854, the 

failure of the Government to adopt measures for the re-establishment of 

the Kingdom of Poland, was a result of "the false impressions which 

generally prevail in the community respecting the history and present 

conditions of the Polish nation". The Council therefore resolved to 

"promote as much as possible the delivery of instructive and well 
56 

considered lectures on this subject". This explains Napoleon Zaba's 

lecture tour which was primarily aimed at arousing, stimulating or reviving 

sufficient sympathy for Poland to make the sending of petitions to 

Parliament a feasible project. Indeed, Zaba claimed that most of the areas 

visited, including Liverpool, Manchester, Stafford and Sheffield, later 
57 

petitioned the House of Commons for the restoration of Poland. It should 

be remembered, however, that Zaba, Edmond Beales, Dr. Levison and other 

agents of the Literary Association were not the only people canvassing for 

Poland in Great Britain. Friends of the Centralizacja, especially Mazzini 

and Kossuth, also undertook exhaustive tours of the provinces. Kossuth 

alone organized meetings and speeches in Scotland, Newcastle, Sheffield, 

Preston, Rochdale, Oldham, Birmingham, Leicester and elsewhere. 
58 
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It is difficult to determine whether the pro-Polish left or right wing 

made more impact on British opinion but it would seem true to state, with 

certain modifications, that adherents of the Centralizacja could boast of 

greater success in the industrial centres of the Midlands and the North 

while the Literary Association controlled opinion in the home Counties, 

parts of Scotland and the spa belt. Kossuth attracted large audiences 

wherever he spoke; on 5 June 1854, for example, more than 14,000 attended 
59 

a meeting in Sheffield and 18,000 in Nottingham on 12 June. The Friends 

of European Freedom, after a meeting held in Sheffield on 7 March 1855, 
60 

petitioned the House of Commons for the restoration of Poland. Similar 

petitions from Birmingham and Paisley in 1855 clearly stated the 

fundamental tenets of European democratic faith and illustrated left-wing 

idealism in foreign policy: 

That in prosecuting the war against Russia, and in 

forming alliances with European Governments to the 

exclusion of the oppressed nationalities, the conduct 

of Her Majesty's late Ministers have 121c] fixed a 

brand of incapacity and disqualification upon one and 

all of them, as hostile to the cause of freedoo1 in 

Europe, and too favourable to its despotisms. 

Followers of the H6tel Lambert in Great Britain made strenuous efforts 

to undermine the undoubted strength of the opposition by linking the 
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Polish cause with the name of Adam Czartoryski. Zaba's policy of 

persuading towns to send private addresses of sympathy for Poland to the 

Prince in Paris was not totally without success. Between January and May 

1855 the inhabitants of Oxford, Reading, Banbury, Brighton, Bridgwater, 

Bath, Stafford, Tamworth, Wolverhampton, Doncaster, Lincoln, Liverpool 
62 

and Manchester, declared their support for the Polish right wing. In all 

letters of reply, which were to be inserted in the British press as a 
63 

deliberate move to raise the prestige of the Hdtel Lambert, Czartoryski 

not only stressed the need to vindicate the law of nations but also 

attempted to harden displays of sympathy by pointing out the benefits 

which would accrue to various local interests once independence were 

achieved. Manchester's Address of 5 March expressed the desire to 

compensate for "political error" by a manifestation of support for the 

Poles. In an accompanying letter, William Martin described the partitions 

as a dangerous precedent in international politics and "a grave outrage on 

morals" while Czartoryski's reply of 22 March largely dwelt on the theme 

that peace, free trade, the curtailment of military expenditure and a 

collateral alleviation on taxes in Great Britain, were all dependent upon 
64 

the restoration of Poland. This line of argument was clearly and 
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deliberately calculated to appeal to the industrial and commercial 

interests of Manchester. Zaba was convinced, quite wrongly, that 

Manchester's support was absolutely indispensable for the cause of Poland 

in Great Britain because once a petition had been sent to Parliament from 
65 

that city "the whole of England will be moved". 

Earlier agitation among the mercantile classes, especially in Manchester, 

Hull, Glasgow and Newcastle had resulted in strong pro-Polish sympathy 

because trade in the Near and Middle East was more important than the 

declining Anglo-Russian trade, struggling against protective Russian 
66 

tariffs. British exports of hardware and textiles to Polish areas and 

the Russian Empire and Russia's exports of corn and timber to Great Britain 

were, however, sufficiently important for the two countries to sign 

treaties of reciprocal freedom of commerce and navigation in January 1843 
67 

and January 1859. During the Crimean War, only three petitions having a 

bearing on commerce were presented to the Commons. Twenty-three London 

merchants signed a petition on 12 March 1855 for the restoration of Poland; 

John Epps drafted four petitions which included a demand for "the freedom 

of the Baltic and all other waters which Russia has laboured to keep closed" 

and on 3 August 1855 members of the Sheffield Association for investigating 
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the Action of Diplomacy signed a petition asking the House of Commons 

... to take immediate steps for restoring British 

commerce to its ancient rights in Poland; for 

opening the navigation of the Danube, and for 

relieving the Turkish Empire from the commercial 
68 

restrictions imposed upon it. 

The total number of petitions presented to the riouse of Commons in 1854 

was 10,387 of which only 13 asked for the' restoration of Polish 
69 

independence. In 1855 only 46 petitions were related to Poland while 
70 

9,990 were concerned with other problems. It is clear from these figures 

that the general public was not passionately interested in the Polish 

question; the repeal of the Sale of Beer Act (1854) on Sundays produced 
71 

601 petitions with 443,572 signatures. Neither the number of petitions 

nor of accompanying signatures were impressive and certainly do not suggest 

a widespread demand for the adoption by the Government of the 

re-establishment of a sovereign Polish state as a definite war aim. In 
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cases where petitions were the outcome of public meetings held 

specifically as demonstrations of sympathy for Poland, signatures tended 

to be limited to that of the chairman. There is, thus, no accurate index 

of numerical support in various towns for an independent Poland. It would 

be unwise to assume, for example, that pro-Polish feeling in Glasgow in 

1854 was stronger than in a total of twelve other towns on the basis that 

the former's petition had 14,176 signatures while the latter towns could 
72 

only produce 3,647 signatures of which 3,636 came from Leicester. 

Similarly, in 1855 the only petitions with over 1,000 signatures were from 
73 

Manchester, Coventry and Bath. 

The salient feature of the petitions was their inLerpreýaLion of the 

partitions of Poland as a subversion of international law. Independence for 

Poland would not only be an act of justice but would also serve to restore 

the balance of power in Europe by reducing Russia's ability to pursue a 

policy of territorial expansion at the expense of the West and the Ottoman 
74 

Empire. Some disparity was evident with regard to the extent to which 

principles of liberty were to replace despotism. The Rochdale petition was 

prepared to insist that Poland, Hungary and Italy should only be established 

by Great Britain and France as separate and independent kingdoms if a peace 

settlement could not be secured on the basis of extracting a material 
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guarantee from Russia "against future robberies and aggressions, a 

disgorging of some of its former plunder, and a compelling that power to 

75 
repay our expenditure incurred in resisting its grasping propensities". 

Paisley, on the other hand, demanded the immediate restoration of Polish 

and Hungarian independence, guarantees for the future independence of 

Circassia and Georgia, the international navigation of the Baltic and the 
'l6 

return of certain territories to Sweden and Turkey. In short, no petition 

was solely concerned with the political status of Poland as a problem in 

its own right. 

From the point of view of one section of British public opinion, 

nationalities dominated by the Tsarist Empire could perform an essential 

service to the allied cause. Three petitions from Birmingham, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Bath argued the military value of Polish troops, 

both as a diversionary force in the homeland and as a legion fighting in 
77 

the Crimea. For utilitarian reasons, therefore, there was some support 

for I adyslaw Zamoyski's efforts to organize a Polish legion in Turkey. 

One significant omission from the list of sixteen petitions sent from 

London was that of Marylebone, which had been represented in Parliament by 

Dudley Coutts Stuart from 31 July 1847 until his death on 17 November 1854. 
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2aba had organized meetings and lectures in Marylebone with the co-operation 

of Sir Benjamin Hoare and Lord Ebrington in order that it should be the 

first constituency in London to present Parliament with a petition on behalf 
78 

of Poland. Stuart had himself complained on 20 June 1854 of the lack of 

positive results achieved by the Literary Association's efforts in the field 

of spreading information about Poland. He claimed that "the slight coverage 

by the press of the lectures and the deficiency of attendance of persons 

of consequence", resulted in the relatively small impact made on public 

opinion. 

Had persons with easy access to London salons canvassed 

the lectures, many ladies of rank and fashion might 

have attended to swell the meetings and give them an 

acceptable social label. 
79 

Stuart himself was unable to undertake such work because of parliamentary 

duties and domestic difficulties and no other Englishman was willing to 

take his place. The absence of influential right-wing supporters of the 

Polish cause was characteristic of the emigration's position in Great 

Britain during'the Crimean War and partially explains the failure of public 

opinion to exert effective pressure on the British Government. In Utuart's 

opinion the situation could only be improved by the permanent or, at least, 
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frequent presence in London of a Pole "sufficiently high placed to 

influence society". The obvious choice was that of Prince Wladyslaw 
80 

Czartoryski but no help was forthcoming from this quarter. 

Karol Szulczewski maintained that the lectures would have been useful had 

their number not been strictly limited to the length of Adam Czartoryski's 

purse strings. Provincial newspapers were more eager than the London press 

to give some coverage to the project "but apart from sentiment, not one 

penny has been sent to the Literary Association". In Szulczewski's view, 

nothing short of a military victory or a battle would force the British 

public to express its opinion or "perhaps its will" with regard to the 
81 

problem of Poland's restoration. Wladyslaw Czartoryski had initially put 

forward the idea of lecture tours in the provinces and had promised to 

finance the scheme with ¬500 or even ¬1,000. By 22 August 1854, however, 

only ¬100 had been received from the H6tel Lambert and Dudley Stuart had 

been forced to advance ¬50 out of his own pocket. No appeals could be made 

to the public in the name of the Literary Association because of the fear 

that subscriptions would drop at a time when "the Association could only 
82 

survive by judicious management". Requests could not be presented in 
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either 1853 or 1854 for the use of the Guildhall to hold the annual Polish 

Ball in order to supplement funds for fear of inviting adverse public 

comment. The Council of the Literary Association was even forced to 

consider whether Sussex Chambers should be retained, such was the state 

of financial exhaustion. 
83 

At the beginning of the Near Eastern crisis, therefore, the Association 

was scarcely in a position to give positive direction to the Polish cause 

in Great Britain. In October 1853 Stuart had bitterly accused the Poles 

resident in England of being apathetic in matters concerning their own 
84 

vital interests. A great deal of resentment had been aroused among the 

members of the Association as a result of the public calumnies of the Polish 

left wing, lack of encouragement from Paris and the indifference of the 

wealthy Polish upper class both to the cause and to the poverty-stricken 

exiles. At best, it was felt that the Association had persevered if it had 
85 

not progressed. In May 1853 Dudley Coutts etuart acknowledged that the 

prospects of the Association were "not very brilliant". 
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It is a fact that in the progress of time the public 

get tired of appeals to their sympathy, no matter 
86 

how good a cause. 

Although the general public had begun to speak publicly of Polish 

independence, no attempt was made throughout the Crimean War to give 

substance to the idea. The negligence of the HStel Lambert in not sending 

to England a permanent emissary of political standing to urge the adoption 

of positive measures, deprived conservative Polonophils of desperately 

needed assistance. 

Not only was there a lack of financial help for the Poles in Britain 

but they were also warned by the Literary Association "to wait patiently 

and moderately for the appropriate moment -- that remembering the examples 

and experience of the past, we should begin action in concord and unity 
87 

when we are called". When events in the Near East showed signs of 

developing into a general European crisis, the Association was not slow 

to advise the Poles on the kind of government that should be established 

in the event of Polish independence being achieved. Richard Monckton Milnes, 

M. P. for Pontefract from 1837 to 1863, regarded the restoration of Poland 

as desirable but thought that Poles "should not greatly consider at first 
88 

what form of Government they should adopt". The Earl of Harrington, 
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a Vice-President of the Association, went much further: 

Poland, I confess, is a nation which is placed in 

exceedingly difficult circumstances -- for if Poland 

were to rise in a body, so would Hungary and Italy 

at the same time rise, and I much fear that Red 

Radicalism, or Red Republicanism as it is called, 

would become triumphant, and destroy the cause of Poland. 
89 

Harrington believed that one great battle and defeat would be the end of 

Russian despotism and that British statesmen would be culpably negligent 

if they refused to help Dudley Coutts Stuart in securing that object. At 

the same time, however, he warned: 

I would as soon see the imperial despotism of Russia 

in existence, as I would see the Red Radicalism, Red 

Republicanism, or the Republic of a mob triumphant. 

I would, I think, rather be placed under the discipline 

existing under the reign of NICHOLAS, or "Old Nick" as 

he has been properly termed -- than I would be placed 

under the reign of a ROBESPIERRE. 
go 

The Literary Association had clearly been indoctrinated with the 

political aspirations of Adam Czartoryski but such views coincided with 

the social and political concepts of the majority of its members. 6tuart 

denied that there was in Poland even "the slightest sympathy with, or 

the slightest inclination towards the principles of Robespierre, or to 
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91 

any violent democratic, socialist or red republican opinions". Such 

convictions had nothing in common with the existing situation in the 

homeland, which was to produce the revolutionary events of 1863-1864. The 

Polish question was never merely a problem of political freedom but like 

the Centralizacja, the Literary Association found it more convenient to 

place acute social divisions between the peasantry and the landlords, well 
92 

into the background or to ignore them entirely. Stuart thought it 

the duty of Poles not to look to the establishment 

at once of that sort of government, which they most 

wish, but to set about the establishment of that sort 

of government, which appears to be the most practicable 

and that government will, under existing circumstances, 

prove best for the country, which will enlist the largest 

support of the other governments of harope. Let them not 

care, at first, if the government should be less liberal 

than they could desire, so that it be really a Polish 

government, and a national government. 
93 
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It was the desire of the h6tel Lambert to unite the emigration on the 

sole platform of national independence and this wish was fervently echoed 

by the Literary Association, which tended to regard as criminal and 

unpatriotic, demands which overstepped this limit, thus imperilling 

Polish solidarity. 

On the advice of the Hotel Lambert, Polonophile circles tried to 

accentuate the climate of Russophobia in Great Britain in the 1850's by 

giving renewed and exaggerated publicity to both Russian expansion in 
94 

the Caucasus and the alleged Tsarist threat to India. This policy had 

been outlined by Adam Czartoryski as early as 1845: 

De grands dvenbments se preparent daps 1'Asie centrale. 

I1 sly forme contre 1'Inde Anglaise une vaste 

conf4deration dont la Russie est 1'1ne et qui embrasse 

la Perse, Bokhara et tout 1'Afghaniste. Le sibge 

actuel de Herat annonce la prochaine importance de 

ces even'bments. Its touchent de trop pros d'Angleterre 

pour qu'ils n'dveillent ä la fin toute son attention. 

On peut donc espdrer que t6t ou tard le moment viendra 

otl eile fournera ses regards sur la Circassie et nous 

oifrira eile meme des appuis. 
95 
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Czartoryski's plans were, in fact, initially assisted by the new diplomatic 

alignments of 1853 which resulted in sporadic but vain efforts by the 

Government to reverse Britain's policy of non-intervention in the Caucasus. 

With the aid of Dudley Coutts Stuart, the Polish right wing wished to 

put pressure on the British Cabinet in 1854 to agree to proposals for 

France to fight on the Danube in Europe while British forces attacked 
97 

Russia in Georgia. From the military point of view, both were vulnerable 

areas of the Russian Empire. The idea of creating a diversion on the left 

flank of the Russian army by an expedition to the Caucasus was mooted in 

British Government and military circles but there was great dissension 
98 

and scepticism regarding the real military value of the area. Following 

an abortive naval mission to the Circassian coast in 1854, Admiral Lyons 

expressed his inability to visualize any tangible means of gaining Polish 
99 

independence by an exploitation of the Circassian problem. Pro-Polish 

notions that there was a coincidence of Polish and Circassian interests, 

in the sense that both sought a limitation of Russian power, were used 

as a highly charged emotional issue of foreign affairs in the hope that 
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public opinion would be sufficiently aroused to place pressure on the 

House of Commons to adopt a more favourable policy towards the Polish 

question. This was particularly important in the years 1850-1856 when 
100 

weak Cabinets were regularly overthrown by an adverse vote in Parliament. 

During the Crimean War, however, the Government had no difficulty in 

maintaining that the destruction of the Russian fleet and the neutralization 

of the Black Sea took priority in British military calculations and 

objectives. 

Austria's adverse reaction towards the prospect of organized Polish 

divisions in Europe resulted in the British Government being prepared to 

consider, in principle, the idea of the formation of t'olish legions in 

Circassia. As far as the Government was concerned, however, such iegions 

would have no connexion with any plans of the emigration for securing 
101 

Polish independence. Any Polish formation would merely be used to 

immobilize a part of the Russian army in Asia while the allies were 

attacking in the Crimean peninsula. Wladyslaw Zamoyski's own reluctance 

to fight in the Caucasus, far from Polish territories, was ultimately 

supported by Clarendon on the basis that the Government would be compelled 

to bear the costs of transporting the Poles back to Europe with the 
102 

conclusion of peace. 
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The chimera of a Russian invasion of India received scant attention in 

Government circles during this period compared with the volume of 

parliamentary debates upon internal Indian discontent, which finally 
103 

erupted in the mutiny of 1857. In 1853 Adam Czartoryski tried to make 

capital out of the alarmist reports which had been circulating since 1829 
104 

concerning the security of Indian frontiers. Dudley Coutts Stuart was 

urged to brief the Cabinet on the critical situation which had arisen as 

a result of Britain's acceptance of Russian influence in Persia, extending 
105 

as far as Afghanistan and thus threatening the approaches to India. In 

reality, Russia was not even within striking distance of any of these 

areas until the construction of the Trans-. Caspian railway in 1884. Before 

that date the military problem of the north-west frontier was not one of 

crucial importance. During the Crimean War it was recognized that any 

threat offered by the Russians to India could only materialize if Russia 

were to control the Straits and command the Euphrates Valley. British 
106 

communications with India would then be interrupted. The only way in 

which India could, indirectly, be of some use to Polish desires for a 

permanently crippled Russia was if raw Turkish troops could be trained by 
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able officers in the employ of the Fast India Company which had ample 

experience in commanding Muslims. In December 1853 Dudley Coutts Stuart 

strongly recommended this idea to Clarendon and asked that the number of 

such officers already in the Porte's service should be increased by 
107 

active encouragement on the part of the British Government. 

Anti-Russian sentiment, largely artificially inspired by Polonophiles, 

denied any possibility of a neutral attitude uo the politically conscious 

sectors of British public opinion. Not only did the Literary Association 

encounter Government opposition to plans for the revival of Poland, but 

it also had to contend with the vocal hostility and pacifism of the 

Manchester school of economists. This group had vested interests in the 

European political status quo and believed that Britain's world economic 

position could be forwarded only by conditions of peace. Edmond Beales 

delivered a sharp attack against the "course of reasoning and policy 

pursued by certain professed philanthropists and friends of freedom and 

peace, with reference to the present crisis". He opposed the idea that 

British relations with Russia were dictated solely by commercial and 

pecuniary interests and that the war was not "a problem of justice, humanity, 

liberty of nations and the prevention of tyranny and oppression". 
108 
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In a pacifist broadsheet addressed to all M. P. 's in December 1854 

R. H. Greg, a former M. P. for Manchester, declared that public feeling 

against Russia was of an exaggerated nature, unwarranted by facts and 

should be regarded with suspicion as being the creation of persons with 
log 

an interest in seeing Russia humiliated. Richard Cobden refused to 

believe that either Poland or Great Britain would derive any benefit from 

"our joining the Crescent against the Cross". in a letter of September 

1853 to Dudley Coutts Stuart, Cobden facetiously wrote that 

the European frontiers of the Ottoman Empire could 

only be saved by the Sultan's conversion to Christainity, 

marriage with a German and the simultaneous issue of a 

Manifesto which would set Exeter Hall in a flame. 

strangely enough, this antipathy to war did not prevent Cobden giving 
110 

¬10 to Stuart for the Polish cause. John Bright's opposition to the 

war, which all sympathetic to the idea of independence for Poland were 

ardently promoting, resulted in his being burnt in effigy by his 

constituents at New Cross. Yet the justification he offered in October 

1854 was eminently logical and far more realistic than any arguments 

produced by the Literary Association: 

The danger of the Russian power was a phantom; the 

necessity of permanently upholding the Mahometan 
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rule in Europe is an absurdity. Our love for civilization, 

when we subject the Greeks and Christians to the 'urks, 

is a sham; and our sacrifices for freedom, when working 

out the behests of the Emperor of the French, and 
111 

coaxing Austria to help us, are pitiful imposture. 

British investments in the Congress Kingdom were minimal and little 

incentive existed for exerting influence on the City to support or oppose 

an anti-Russian war and the restoration of Poland. Wars were costly and 

the approach of a pressure group having direct implications on public 

finances, was certain to meet difficulties. In November 1853 Clarendon's 

brother, Charles Villiers, warned Zamoyski that although British public 

opinion opposed Russia, any desire for military action had been enutralized 

by the realization that a war had to be financed. A general lack of 

capital and consequent high rates of interest meant that loans could only 
112 

be raised in the City under unfavourable conditions. The economic 

situation was such that Karol Szulczewski was convinced in January 1854 

that negotiations with Russia would be advocated immediately once the 
11 

question of taxes to finance a war was raised in Parliament. 
3 

In order to induce a more positive policy in Great Britain towards the 
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question of Polish independence, right-wing Poles sought an English 

aristocrat as candidate for the non-existent throne of Poland. Only an 

insignificant minority supported the concept of monarchy in the Polish 

emigration and Adam Czartoryski was compelled to issue several statements 

during the Crimean War renouncing his own dynastic ambitions. Stratford 

Canning had attacked the monarchical idea because it had merely served to 

create internal discontent within the ranks of potential legionaries in 
114 

Turkey. Walerian Krasifiski vainly suggested the arch-conservative 
115 

Duke of Cambridge for a crown already refused by Prince Napoleon. 

As early as November 1853 the H6te1 Lambert, through the good offices 

of Napoleon Zaba and Juliusz Przyjemski, had sounded Dudley Coutts Stuart 

to see if he would be prepared to unite the Polish emigration under his 

leadership. This, supposedly, was the universal wish of Poland as a 
116 

nation. An English name at the head of the Polish cause both in Great 

Britain and the Ottoman Empire would command respect and there were 

additional attractions in the form of financial help. The courtship of 

Stuart by the Polish right wing was based on the fallacy that he would 

produce cohesion within the emigration. Although flattered, Stuart 

regarded the offer as incongruous: he could no more accept than take 
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117 
the place "of the man in the moon". On the other hand, the vision of 

Stuart as the "Byron of Poland" met with Adam Czartoryski's approval and 
118 

support. It is clear that the H6tel Lambert was trying to exploit 

Stuart's identification of himself with the Polish cause in order to 

send an expedition, financed by conservative British Polonophiles, to 

Turkey. On 22 November 1853 WladyslawZamoyski wrote: 

I think my Colonel would find 50 men in England worthy 

¬6 and ¬8 each to us and to the Sultan. And I would 

not hesitate to assist largely in their expedition, 

provided it could have the character of a thing done 

by English friends and under your patronage. They must 

not be a body which alone could be met by any Act of 

Parliament. They must be 50 emigrants for Turkey. Pray, 
119 

pray, try to get a few subscribers. 

The breakdown of international relations during the Crimean War once 

more permitted the Polish question to become an issue of practical 

politics. It is impossible to examine the problem of the Crimean War, in 

relation to Polish and British war objectives, in a political vacuum. The 

Queen's Government was never willing to sacrifice its imperial interests 
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for the restoration of Poland whose geographical location raised further 

difficulties. Non-intervention in Polish affairs was, therefore, tempered 

only by a certain willingness on specific occasions to manipulate the 

Polish question in favour of the allied cause in order to embarrass and 

place pressure on Russia. This policy of expediency, although facilitated 

by the climate of Russophobia, was never a result of pro-Polish sympathy 

finding expression in a large section of the press. 

Total lack of understanding between the powers gave Turkey and the 

Polish emigration the opportunity to pursue a bellicose policy. Czartoryski 

believed that the immediate pacification of the Near East would be ruinous 

to Polish interests because only war could rescue Turkey and revive 
120 

Poland. In short, the opening of hostilities by Turkey on 23 October 

1853 was not only a victory for Prance who had destroyed the understanding 

of 1841, but also for the Polish right wing working for an Anglo-French 

alliance against Russia. 
121 

In a series of letters on the Eastern Question, Viscount Ponsonby claimed 

that any British coercion of the Turks, as a result of their refusal to 

recognize Russia's treaty rights with regard to the Balkan Christians, 

would force the Porte to instigate rebellion in both Poland and Hungary. 

If, on the other hand, the security of the Ottoman Empire were to be 
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achieved by a reconquest of ancient territories under Tsarist control, 

the Turks would have no motive for disturbing the internal stability of 

neighbouring states. By this line of argument, Ponsonby sought to ridicule 

the fear that a Turkish victory over Russia would automatically lead to 

insurrection in the Congress Kingdom. He questioned the very existence of 

a Polish army and maintained that the Poles had been suppressed in 1831 

because the unity of command had been disrupted by the "FULLY of the 

people of Warsaw, with their Clubs, and all the other usual nonsense of 

Democratic Revolutionists". 
122 

Ponsonby, who had been the British Ambassador to Constantinople from 

1833 to 1841, was notoriously anti-Russian. Lord Melbourne had spoken of 

his "ridiculous Russophobia which leads him to shut his eyes to everything 
123 

else". He merely tried to use the Polish question as a lever to compel 

the Government to throw its support behind Turkish aggression. On 

29 November 1853, Ponsonby expanded his theme and admitted the possibility 

of the Poles taking advantage of a Russian defeat to regain independence 

but optimistically stressed that the struggle would be localized: 

No liberal, no revolutionary partisan, will raise, 

or endeavour to raise up a disturbance against 

those who have opposed his [Nicholas's] 
views of 

conquest. They, on the contrary, will be gratified 
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by his failure, rather than excited to aid or to 

avenge him. If he shall be weakened by this failure 

of his plans against Turkey, he may be attacked in 

Poland; but that attack would not, by any means, 

necessarily involve us or Europe in the conflict. The 

Hungarian mountebanks, like Kossuth, might exult and 

make a noise; but Austria need have no fear of that. 

There would be Newspaper Insurrections in Italy. The 

power of France, under the influence of Napoleon, 

would be fully sufficient to keep down all really 

demagoguish movements, that had no more solid support 

than the intrigues of disappointed intriguers, or foolish 

philosophers. But give to the mass of ambitious 

malcontents a substratum, such as the natural and national 

discontent of the Turkish Government and People, and 

those who in their scattered state must be physically 

feeble, might, having a head and a growing nucleus, 
124 

become formidable. 

There is little doubt that Ponsonby's alarmist assessment of the situation 

was not taken into serious consideration by the Government. 

The Cabinet was basically pro-Russian in sentiment as was the Court, 

which the Hötel Lambert suspected of pro-Russian intrigues in conjunction 
125 

with King Leopold of Belgium. Tactics of bluff could be utilized by 

the Government to inject the fear of a Polish revolution into Russia but, 
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as the Poles realized, had the bluff been called, the problem of French 

expansionism in Europe would have prevented Britain substantiating her 
126 

threats by military force. France was the central problem in British 

foreign policy after 1815 and not Russia or Poland. For this reason, there 

always existed the possibility of needing Russian support. At most, the 

Cabinet could manipulate Polish pleas for independence as a diplomatic 

wedge to separate the contracting parties to the MtinchengrRtz Agreement 

of September 1853 and thus gain advantages in non-Polish questions. 
12 7 

In 1853 Dudley Coutts Stuart and the Literary Association were directing 

an offensive campaign designed to accentuate the Near Eastern crisis and 

force the British Government to take a decisive anti-Russian stand. Adam 

Czartoryski claimed that Cabinet indecision gave Russia a breathing space 
128 

in which to fortify her position. Already in July 1853 he was prematurely 

speaking of war as an actuality while Clarendon continued to stress the 
129 

importance of peace negotiations. The Poles, anxious to put forward 

ideas for the formation of a legion in Turkey and to raise the question 

of independence, rapidly grew impatient with Aberdeen's policy of making 
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every effort to prevent a rupture of relations with Russia. By 

3 November 1853 Adam Czartoryski found the conduct of Great Britain 
131 

completely "inexplicable and painful". 

Despite the fact that in July 1853 seventeen peers and eighteen K. P. 's 

belonged to the Literary Association, Dudley Coutts Stuart was the only 

one willing to speak overtly in support of Poland and to criticize 
132 

England's desertion of weaker allies. The motion prepared by Adam 

Czartoryski, demanding the publication of negotiations with Russia, 

collapsed because even opposition memeýýs supported the Government's 

decision not to produce the documents while negotiations with Russia were 
133 

still in progress. Great Britain wanted to maintain the letter and 

spirit of the Straits Convention on the principle that it was better to 

have no entry to the Black Sea than for Russia to have exit from the 

Bosphorus. Polish conservatives, on the other hand, hoped that the 1841 

Treaty would be discarded on the grounds that Turkish security was 

dependent on the presence of an Anglo-French fleet in the Black Sea. 
1 34 
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It was, however, Austrian fears for the security of her frontiers and 

not primarily the objection, in principle, of the British Cabinet which 

was to prove the greatest obstacle to the realization of the Hotel 

Lambert's aims in the early phases of the Crimean War. Britain preferred 

to set the Polish question aside in order to further her own interests 

by attracting Austrian co-operation to an anti-Russian coalition. 

Unfortunately, right-wing Poles and their sympathizers in Great Britain 

could never understand that diplomacy was not based on principles of 

naive idealism but rather upon raison d'etat. In the unshakeable belief 

that the Habsburgs could not fail to see that an independent Poland would 

be a guarantee against Tsarist aggression, a memorandum drafted by Lenoir, 

entitled Projet sur la question d'echange territorial, was presented to 

British ministers during Adam Czartoryski's mission to London in June and 
135 

July 1853. It was not favourably received by Palmerston but was 
136 

unofficially accorded approval by British political circles. Lenoir 

subtly argued that a sovereign Polish state would undermine Russia's 

position as the head of the Panslav movement which was designed to call 

into question the validity of the southern frontiers of the Austrian 
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Empire. In return for the Danubian Principalities, Austria would be 

required to cede Galicia as a separate Polish kingdom to which both 

Prussian Poland, as a result of an international agreement, and eventually 

the Congress Kingdom would be added. Palmerston gave Bernstorff to 

understand that Prussia could exist without her Polish territories of 

Poznania. 
1 37 

The British Government, however, was not seriously thinking of 

fulfilling Polish dreams. Its policy was dictated by the wish to 

compromise both Austria and Prussia in war against Russia for fear that 

they would appear as arbiters in the latter's favour during the peace 

negotiations following the cessation of hostilities. As early as June 

1853, Krystyn Lach Szyrma complained that it was impossible to publish 

Walerian Kalinka's Galicia i Kraköw pod panowaniem austriackim, because 

even British booksellers were censoring material which might be construed 
138 

as anti-Austrian in sentiment. On 28 April 1854 the Duke of Cambridge 

issued a warning from Vienna that if the Polish problem were raised, it 
1 39 

would meet with strong opposition from Austria. The latter's aversion 

to the subject had already been made quite plain by the conclusion of the 
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Austro-Prussian Treaty and Military Convention on 20 April. This was, 

in effect, a mutual guarantee of both German and non-German possessions. 

France had stated on 7 January 1854 that neither she nor Britain intended 

to restore Poland and in April Napoleon III gave assurances that even if 

the western allies were forced by Russia to consider the eventuality, any 

such project would be confined to Russian Poland. In short, it would be 

an anti-Russian and not an anti-Austrian measure. 
140 

Dudley Coutts Stuart was even less realistic than the Hotel Lambert 

with regard to the territories Austria would be prepared or forced to 

cede. While Wladyslaw Zamoyski thought that the Austrians should be 

placated by a guarantee of all their possessions with the exception of 

Galicia, Stuart categorically stated: 

I would give no guarantee and I have said so in 

Parliament. Drouyn de L*huys said it faut gu'elle 

soit avec nous ou elle est perdue. I believe this 

to be true, and that she knows it, and that feeling 

her danger from Russia, however great, to be less 

than her danger from the Western Powers, the latter 

will be sure of her support if only they will determine 

to throw away their timid councils and act with 141 
boldness and vigour. 

Adam Czartoryski had already realized by July 1854 that the need to 

allay Austrian fears was fatal for Polish hopes. As soon as Vienna had 
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given Britain cause to believe that she would join the western alliance, 

the reaction of both politicians and military commanders in the East was 
142 

to allow the question of Poland to retreat quietly into the background. 

In August 1854 false hopes were raised in conservative Polish circles that 

the Austrians had finally come to their senses and made the restoration 

of Poland the condition upon which they would join the western allies. 
1 43 

Colonel Gustave Du Plat, British Consul in Warsaw from 1841 to 1854, 

alleged that he had actually seen a dispatch to this effect in Paris but 

Adam Czartoryski had misunderstood him to say that the dispatch had been 

sent to London. When Dudley Coutts Stuart made immediate enquiries, Lord 

John Russell denied all knowledge of the affair. Stuart wrote to the 

Mel Lambert that he believed Russell to be lying and that perhaps the 

denial only covered the rejection and not the transmission of the 
144 

proposal. These illusions were, however, dispelled when the territorial 

arrangements of the Treaty of Vienna with regard to Poland, Italy and 

Hungary were confirmed and accepted by the British Government on 

2 December 1854 in return for Austria's support. 
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Britain's caution to avoid driving Austria into an active alliance with 

Russia during the Crimean War did not only affect the question of Poland's 

independence but also extended to the problem of a Polish military 

formation. In 1853 the Turkish Government was equally loth to take the 

risk of incurring Austrian hostility by employing Polish officers in the 
145 

Ottoman army. Dudley Coutts Stuart attempted to allay these fears and 

at the same time to promote both Polish and British aims by putting 

forward the idea that the organization of a Polish legion in the Ottoman 

Empire would be a pacific measure, "for whatever tends to inspire an 

adversary threatening to attack you with an opinion of your power of 

inspiring him, must have a tendency to cause him to desist, and thereby 

146 
to preserve peace". This meant quite simply that Russia would not open 

hostilities in order to forestall the Porte's ability to procure the 

desertion of Poles from Russian ranks by putting a Polish corps into the 

field of battle "and still more by promoting insurrection in his the Tsar's 

dominions". Poles were to be recruited with the maximum ostentation but 

neither Hungarian nor Italian services were to be accepted. This was not 

so much a concession to Austria as a salutory warning not to ally with 

Russia against the Turks in order to repay a debt of gratitude owed to 

the Tsar since 1849. The most effective deterrent to such an alliance 

would be a threat by the West to support revolutionary groups in Europe 

and thus facilitate the dissolution of the multinational Habsburg Empire. 
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In the event of a peaceful solution, the Porte could use the Polish 

legion as a bargaining instrument during the peace negotiations. The 

Poles could easily be conceded without any sacrifice by the Turks in 

exchange for Russian concessions. If, on the other hand, war was 

unavoidable, the presence of Polish Generals, officers and men would 

materially improve the military capacity of the Ottoman Empire. 
147 

In November 1853 Stuart delightedly reported to Adam Czartoryski that 

Palmerston's attitude towards Turkey was "excellent". Mussures, the 

Turkish Ambassador in London, had been told by Palmerston that a Polish 

legion should be formed in Turkey. At Stuart's request, Palmerston also 

helped Hale with his journey to Turkey and gave him a letter of 
148 

introduction to Stratford Canning in Constantinople. Hale was, in fact, 

a rocket manufacturer with a police record who had been persuaded by 

Wladyslaw Zamoyski and General Wojciech Chrzanowski to offer a supply of 

rockets to the Porte. Gunpowder and rockets, commissioned by Kossuth and 

intended for Italy and Hungary, had been seized by the police on Hale's 
149 

premises at Rotherhithe on 13 April 1853. 
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In order to strengthen his position in Parliament by gaining first 

hand information of the situation in the Near East, Stuart consented 

to Zamoyski's suggestion that he should make a personal visit to Turkey. 

Palmerston's opinion was that Stuart might give the Turks "good advice". 

Before going, however, Stuart made it clear to the HStel Lambert that 

as an Englishman, his position with regard to the formation of a Polish 

legion differed from that of Zamoyski and Czartoryski. Zamoyski's 

expectations that money could be raised in Great Britain to send Poles 

to Turkey were merely dreams. Panmure at the Ministry of War, maintained 

that the Porte should cover the expense and similar arguments would be 

used by the public while Palmerston, "our best friend", refused to give 

permission for the money allocated by the Government to send Poles to 
151 

America, to be used for other purposes. Both the lawyer, William 

Birkbeck, who was Secretary of the Literary Association and Stuart were 

opposed to such an expedition because without the Government's express 
152 

consent, it would contravene the Foreign Enlistment Act. In addition, 

Stuart was not prepared to go to Constantinople at the head of a body of 

Poles enlisting in the Sultan's services on the grounds that it would 

lead to insinuations that he was organizing Polish revolutionaries. This 
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would impair his ability to help the polish cause in England. Any advice 

he might offer to the Turks or the British Government would be undermined 

by the suspicion that he had a vested interest in having a certain measure 

adopted while in the salons and among the "superior classes" he would be 

accused of 

quixotic enterprise, love of notoriety, unjustifiable 

revolutionary attempts ... To follow a course generally 

condemned does not strengthen a man's position and to 

do so unless it be a positive duty, or unless it offers 

clearly a countervailing advantage would be a mistake. 
153 

Stuart understood the limitations of his importance: "I cannot change 

the direction of affairs at Constantinople. " Even though the enrolment 

of a Polish legion was both important and desirable, it was not the 

essence of the Eastern question and Stuart sincerely believed that his 

influence on the Porte and the western powers would be greater if he 

were to appear in Constantinople as a disinterested and independent 

British M. P. travelling for his own instruction and pleasure. An arrival 

accompanied by Polish officers would be "tantamount to proclaiming an 

interest distinct and separate from that of Tureey", while the most 

prudent policy would be to present himself in the capacity of a person 

"above all things anxious for the success of Turkey". 
154 
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Fully aware that this statement of intention would fail to satisfy 

Zamoyski's demands, Dudley Coutts Stuart added that in his opinion, the 
155 

former always wanted "to fill his boat too full". Patrick Johnstone, 

a member of the Literary Association, travelled with Stuart to Turkey 

in the Christmas parliamentary recess of 1853-1854. The mission was 

ostensibly undertaken as a working holiday but in reality, Stuart was 

acting as Czartoryski's agent 

to reaffirm Turkish confidence in the intentions 

of the Governments and of the English Parliament, 

at present insufficiently reassuring and uncertain, 

an impression heightened by the contradictory words 
156 

of Stratford Canning. 

The British Ambassador in Constantinople had put pressure on the Turks 

to accept Russian rights under the various treaties since 1774 and had 

tried to limit the Porte's desire for war. In opposition to official 

British policy, Stuart's instructions were to persuade the Turks that 

only a vigorous pursuit of the war against Russia would bring Great 

Britain and France into the conflict. He was to make a special point of 

telling the Porte that only persons recommended by Adam Czartoryski should 

be employed in order to end the anarchy reigning in the Polish emigration 

in Turkey and unite all Poles under the leadership of the Hotel Lambert. 
157 
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A grave warning was issued to Stuart before he left England that the 

Constantinople mission would end in disaster and all hopes of Polish 

restoration would be ruined if he did not discontinue his relations with 

Kossuth in the East. Czartoryski's policy of relying upon European 

diplomats and governments to further the interests of Poland inevitably 

implied support for existing social and political forms. Governments were 

opposed to the principles represented by Kossuth and Mazzini "who have 

lost and will lose the whole cause which they would like to lead". 

According to Czartoryski, the Porte's confidence had only been gained 

by stressing that the Poles were defenders of order and unity. It was 

more expedient for the right wing to conduct Polish affairs in the East 

because England, France and Turkey would not tolerate the introduction 
158 

of revolution and disorder. Stuart agreed with these observations and 
159 

promised to restrict his activities to promoting conservative aims. 

In December 1853 two conversations with Stratford Canning in 

Constantinople convinced Stuart that a bridge was being erected to enable 

Russia to retreat. The British Ambassador opposed the idea of a Polish 

legion as premature in the existing state of diplomatic negotiations. 

Stuart's strategy was, therefore, to impress upon the Grand Vizier and 

Refik Bey the necessity for active preparations during the winter season 
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in order to be able to pursue the war with renewed energy against Russia 

in the spring or to negotiate from a position of strength in the event of 

peace. If the Porte were to employ "some thousands of Poles" commanded by 

experienced officers, the Russian army would be disorganized as a result 

of desertion. Under these circumstances Russia's best soldiers, the Poles, 

could not be used in Turkey. Stuart claimed that this would not be the 

only advantage for the Turks because the presence of Poles in the Ottoman 

Empire would also incite unrest in Russian-occupied Poland and 

St. Petersburg would thus be compelled to divert forces to these areas. 

Great pains were taken by Stuart to emphasize that his aim was to further 

the interests of the Turks and not the Poles. 
160 

Stratford Canning paralysed Stuart's activities in Constantinople by 

his warning of 25 December 1853 that he would advise the Porte against 

using the Poles before the rupture of Anglo-Russian diplomatic relations. 

Canning refused to be convinced that the so-called "preventative" qualities 
161 

of the legion were of any significance. Despite Canning's unwillingness 

to aggravate international tension in the Near East, it seems doubtful 

whether the Poles were correct in their accusations that he alone was 

obstructing plans for a Polish corps. Stuart himself had been greatly 

disappointed by the lethargy of the Turks and there is no evidence to 
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support the view that had Canning actively supported the formation in 
162 

1853 and 1854, the Porte would have been more impressed by the idea. 

Not even the allied declaration of war against Russia on 31 March 1854 

increased the willingness of either the British Government to finance a 

Polish legion or of Stratford Canning to accept the H8tel Lambert's 

direction of the emigration in Turkey. The Government did, however, make 

several concessions to the Poles before that date. Although Clarendon 

refused to send arms to the Cossack corps under Michax Czajkowski, he 

finally agreed in February to allow the balance of Malmesbury's funds 

for transporting Poles to America to be used for the purpose of sending 
163 

Poles to Turkey. Lack of money was to prove a great embarrassment; the 

¬700 allocated by Clarendon was only sufficient to cover the expenses of 

seventy Poles whereas Dudley Coutts Stuart maintained that between 400 and 
164 

500 would be ready to travel to Turkey. Palmerston was not prepared to 

give permission for the Poles to sail to the East in British troop ships. 
165 
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A few were able to reach Constantinople with a 50 per cent reduction in 

fares as a result of the kindness of a shipping company before all ships 
166 

were commandeered by the Government for the transportation of troops. 

Stuart was determined that the money made available by the Government 

should only be spent on sending "reliable" Poles to Turkey and that they 

should be dispatched to the Cossack corps until a separate Polish legion 
167 

had been formed under Zamoyski. A memorandum issued from Paris on 

22 February 1854 had estimated that the combined emigration in Great 

Britain and France was approximately 6,000, of which only 2,000 were fit 

for military service. Acute shortage of money therefore forced the Hotel 

Lambert to stipulate the formation of an 41ite corps, for which officers 
168 

and other Poles of proved military ability would be recruited first. 

Zamoyski did not wish the legion to be incapacitated by insubordination or 

political rivalries and planned to inject military discipline by initially 

accepting a carefully selected body of Polish officers and men serving in 

the French Foreign Legion in Algiers. They were to form the nucleus of the 

legion and volunteers from France and Britain would then supplement their 
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169 
numbers. Clarendon had agreed in principle to the expediency of a 

Polish i'ornation but scepticism with regard to the real intentions of the 

western governments was apparent among conservative 6migrds. Karol 

Szulczewski refused to entertain any hope that something concrete would 

be done for the Poles and believed that "dust was merely being thrown 
170 

into the eyes of the emigration". 

Conversations between Dudley Coutts Stuart and Clarendon were a clear 

indication that the British Government had no intention of developing the 

question of Poland to the stage of advocating an independent state. Lenoir 

urged Wladyslaw Zamoyski not to place faith in Clarendon's "faked 

enthusiasm and contribution of X700, with the stipulation that it was the 

last English donation". British policy should be to convince the Turks 

that without Polish military support, the Ottoman Empire was doomed 

because the Anglo-French alliance was "not a good marriage from a long 
171 

term point of view". This was a realistic appreciation of the 

contemporary political situation which was characterized by mutual 

Anglo-French distrust and fear. 

An unambiguous statement of the British Government's policy appeared 

on 29 April 1854: "The legion, as far as the British government is 
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concerned, must in no way be connected with the resuscitation of the 
172 

Kingdom of Poland. " Lord Harrowby publicly declared at the annual 

meeting of the Literary Association on 3 May that he was unwilling to 

censure the Government "if they do not at once determine on carrying out 

this war solely for the advantage of Poland, without being able to 

foresee what circumstances they may have to contend with in the prosecution 
173 

of the war". Dudley Coutts Stuart could only regret that the "Cabinets 

of Europe still regard the re-establishment of Poland as an event too 

bright and too dazzling, to be looked to, or for statesmen to think 

upon ... ". 
174 

As a result of continuous entreaties by Stuart, the Government finally 
17 

agreed to give official support to the Hotel Lambert in the Near East. 
5 

Clarendon also promised to give orders to Stratford Canning to press upon 
176 

the Turks the desirability of organizing a legion under Zamoyski. The 

Duke of Newcastle sent 5,000 muskets to Raglan to be made over to a 
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properly constituted Polish legion under Zamoyski at Constantinople, but 

stipulated that the raising of the legion had to be devoid of any reference 
177 

to ulterior aims of restoring Poland in order to avoid Canning's veto. 

It is evident that Stuart recognized the contingency to be a real danger. 

For this reason he failed to comply with Adam Czartoryski's request to 

transmit a copy of the Note sur la legion auxilibre polonaise to the 

British Government, feeling that the document authorized the belief that 

the Cabinet would look upon the policy of utilizing Polish national 

feeling as a weapon against Russia with approbation or, at least, without 

any sense of alarm. This idea "so plainly and directly enunciated" might 

have the effect of forcing the Cabinet to support instead of oppose 

Stratford Canning. 
176 

It was generally considered in London that Canning 

was pursuing an independent line in Constantinople and in response to 

Stuart's repeated complaints Clarendon declared: "You must know Lord 

Stratford well enough to be aware that he receives instructions and acts 
179 

as he thinks proper. " 

Responsibility for the anarchy reigning among the Poles in the Near East 

cannot, however, be attributed to Canning. The situation was greatly 

complicated by the existence of Michal Czajkowski's Cossack corps and by 

the arrival in Turkey of Jözef Wysocki on 4 January 1854 as the official 
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emissary of the Kolo Polskie and of -ladys-law Zamoyski on 26 January 
180 

1854. Although the Cossack corps was composed of a mixture of Christian 

Balkan nationalities, it was largely officered by Poles who had fought in 

the Hungarian campaigns of 1848-1849. Omer Pasha believed it to be far 
181 

superior to the Turkish cavalry as a reconnaisance force. The British 

commissioner at Rustchuk, Colonel Simmons, was so confident of the value 
182 

of Czajkowski's corps that he insisted Zamoyski should remain with it. 

Mutual animosity and differing political aims ultimately made co-operation 

impossible. Zamoyski was prepared to reduce his maximum demands for a 

legion wholly Polish in character, in order to acquire a military 

formation of Poles cemented by Catholicism and dependent on the I18tel 

Lambert, as an instrument to be wielded in foreign diplomatic negotiations 

in the interests of Poland. This emphasis on the necessity of a 'Catholic 

legion' was intended as a criticism of Poles serving under Czajkowski. 
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Zamoyski's taunts of renegadism and the religious propaganda he directed 

against the Cossacks had resulted in the latter being exposed to foreign 

ridicule. Czajkowski and others suspected that Zamoyski's disparaging 

remarks were occasioned by his fear of competition in the event of Poland 

regaining independence. 
1 83 

In January 1854 Stratford Canning did, in fact, advocate Polish service 

in the Turkish ranks under Sadyk Pasha as a means of avoiding the vexatious 
1 84 

and diplomatically inexpedient plan of raising a purely Polish legion. 

General Bystrzonowski wrote from Trebizond on 25 January 1854 that if war 

broke out, Polish activity would automatically be concentrated around 
185 

Sadyk Pasha. Cavalry and guns should therefore be sent to the Cossacks. 

Canning also tried to have the Cossacks removed from the Danube to Asia 
186 

but was thwarted by Omer Pasha's categoric refusal. The transportation 

of Poles from Great Britain to Turkey was deliberately delayed by Stuart 

and then by the Literary Association until the conflict between Zamoyski 

and Czajkowski's Cossacks had been resolved by the British Government's 

decision of 24 September 1855 to finance a Polish legion. In addition, it 
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was felt that Poles in Constantinople would have been "a heavy drag on 

an already drained purse". 
1 87 

The acrimonious struggle between the Hotel Lambert and the Kolo Polskie 

for the right to exclusive leadership over a Polish legion in Turkey 

revealed a basic discord in the views of the British Government and Adam 

Czartoryski with regard to the Polish question. Dudley Coutts Stuart found 

himself in the unenviable position of an intermediary unable to satisfy 

both parties and eventually, pleasing neither. Jözef Wysocki's appearance 

in Turkey and the support given to the Polish democrats by Prince Napoleon 
188 

virtually produced a climate of hysteria within the emigration. Stuart 

persistently demanded that Clarendon should discourage the Porte from 
189 

employing Wysocki and "the foes of order". By April 1854 it appeared 

that Stratford Canning was not averse to establishing contacts with 
190 

democratic leaders or even to promising support for their demands. 

Wysocki had stressed on 18 April that he did not demand guarantees for 

Poland but permission to act in her interests. According to Canning in 

August, Austria's sincerity was suspect and no reliance could be placed 

upon her support, while other unspecified influences were stronger than 
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191 
his own desire to see a Polish legion organized. Vienna's vacillations 

and indecision had to be taken into consideration but Canning was anxious 

to extract information from Wysocki with regard to Prince Napoleon's 

dynastic aspirations. A French prince on the Polish throne could upset 

the balance of power in Europe. 
192 

There is little doubt that Adam Czartoryski deliberately tried to 

minimize the very real social and political differences dividing the 

emigration. It was essential to stress the unity of the Poles in order to 

strengthen his argument that important advantages were to be derived from 

the re-establishment of a strong and independent Poland. Not only would 

Prussia and Austria regain their liberty of action, so vital to Europe as 

a whole, by having their frontiers removed from immediate contact with the 

Russian Empire, but all European governments had a "conservative interest" 

in the restoration of Poland as a defender of order, morality and justice. 

A sincere return to the most sacred principles which 

have been violated would be the most powerful means 

of opposing the revolutionary spirit and upheavals 

to which Europe is constantly exposed. 
193 

This exposition of conservative Polish policy was necessitated by the 

claims of the democrats in Turkey that they were the true representatives 
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of the emigration. Dudley Coutts stuart's frank recognition that the Poles 

in exile were not a homogeneous body was received with great displeasure 

at the HStel Lambert. At a loss to discover the best line of defence to be 

used with the British Government in favour of the Polish conservatives, 

Stuart, in conversation with Lord John Russell, distinguished between the 

emigration and its "predominantly democratic tendencies so feared and 

distrusted by established governments", and the political opinions within 

the homeland itself. Russell in reply remarked that the democratic party 

had gained the upper hand in the Congress Kingdom in 1830-1851. Stuart 

immediately wrote to Adam Czartoryski: "If there is a satisfactory answer 
194 

to this, it seems important that it should be given. " 

On 30 March 1854 Czartoryski accused Dudley Coutts Stuart of perpetuating 

the error that Polish democrats constituted a significant group in the 

emigration. He maintained that lack of harmony was no longer a serious 

problem and that the situation was improving to the advantage of the 
195 

conservatives. Despite this totally unwarranted and suspect criticism, 

Stuart continued to insist that the democrats were a force to be feared. 

In a letter to the Duke of Newcastle of 15 April 1854 he wrote that there 

was an active and vocal group of Poles professing democratic principles 

which were countenanced by Prince Napoleon. Violently opposed to Czartoryski, 

they claimed the right to select their own commanders in chief. Under these 
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trying circumstances, Stuart requested that Lord Raglan and other 

commanding officers should be informed of the situation and ordered to 

adopt the same favourable attitude towards the conservative Poles as that 
196 

taken by General St. Arnaud and Drouyhn de L'huys. Even had Raglan been 

concerned about the schism within the emigration, he certainly attached 

little value to the idea of a Polish legion from the military point of 

view. Stuart's reaction to this information given by Clarendon was one of 

intense annoyance: "It is provoking to hear such an observation made when 

the legion has always been recommended more on political than military 

grounds. " 
1 97 

It was impossible for Czartoryski to keep up the pretence that the Hotel 

Lambert was in full control of the emigrants. The damage done to the Polish 

cause in Great Britain by the publication in the press of a letter by 

Major Franciszek Stawiarski to Lord Aberdeen condemning the 116tel Lambert's 

plans to organize and direct a legion in Turkey, was too obvious to be 

denied. Czartoryski described the Portsmouth soldiers as "notorious for 
198 

their turbulent behaviour and indiscipline". By August 1854, Czartoryski 

was so concerned about the possibility of an insurrection being planned in 

Poland by the Centralizacja that he asked Stuart to have inserted in the 

British press his letter to Poles in the homeland warning them against all 
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false suggestions which might emanate from Russia, Austria or the 

"anarchists". The Poles were implored to prevent as far as possible the 
199 

division of the nation. Although the Daily News and other papers were 

willing to publish articles about Poland and letters written by Poles, 

both conservatives and democrats, Stuart had already informed Czartoryski 
200 

in April that The Times was completely inaccessible. In Stuartfs opinion, 

"to publish in any other paper (as far as the salons are concerned) is, 

in fact, little better than a coup d'epde Bans l'eau, and has no effect". 
201 

Stuart was scrupulously honest in his relations with the British 

Government and could not bring himself to endorse Czartoryski's policy of 

denying the existence of conflicts among the Poles in order to gain support 

for Polish dreams of independence. When Colonel Du Plat concurred in 

Czartoryski's belief that principles of democracy were absent in foland, 

Stuart wrote: 

If I have appeared to entertain a contrary opinion 

that is attributable to my anxiety to ascertain the 

real truth and to avoid adopting any unfounded, 
202 

however agreeable, impressions. 
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Richard Monckton Milnes was convinced that the independence of Poland 

could only be established on "a solid basis that is likely to last for 
203 

the future", with the co-operation and consent of Austria and Prussia. 

Lenoir also utilized this argument but for different reasons. Some Polish 

conservatives thought it better to sacrifice the possibility of raising the 

question of Polish independence because 

the path chosen by England and France to lead Germany 

by means of argument, persuasion and disinterested 

motives to associate herself with Western civilization, 

is more reliable and safe and for our future more 

promising, especially in protecting Poland from the 

fires of civil war than wars of arrogant violence, 

German attack, propaganda, stormy political upheavals 
204 

and revolutionary banners. 

Behind every obstacle encountered by the Poles in the Ottoman Empire 

was seen the malign influence of Stratford Canning. Suspicions that General 

Guyon, commander of the Erzerum army, was jealous of the Poles prompted 

General Ludwik Bystrzonowski to ask the HStel Lambert whether it was not 

possible that Guyon would try to interfere with Polish plans "either as 
205 

Lord Redcliffe's agent or as a proud adversary from Hungary". jar more 

serious, however, was Canning's suggestion that an aristocratic legion 

under Wladyslaw Zamoyski and a democratic legion under Wysocki should be 
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formed on the Danubian and Asiatic fronts. Dudley Coutts Stuart felt that 

Canning was attempting to accentuate the political differences of the 

emigration in order to completely paralyse Polish action, while Clarendon 
206 

described the plan as "the height of absurdity". It was not acceptable 

to either Wysocki or Zamoyski but the recriminations levelled against 

Canning did not take into account his efforts of 17 March 1854 to persuade 
207 

the Poles that co-operation would be more fruitful than dissension. 

Canning was not averse to the idea of the Poles serving in an auxiliary 

corps without the Polish flag and the title of a Polish legion nor did he 

oppose Zamoyski's suggestion that they should serve in the Turkish ranks. 

Wysocki's reply to these overtures was that such ideas were worthless from 
208 

a purely Polish point of view. The undoubted hostility engendered among 

the Poles by the concept of two legions was not sufficiently strong to result 

in a common protest. Zamoyski was prepared to sacrifice his ambitions for 

leadership over the whole emigration and allow Wysocki equal rights to claim 

command and a voice in the direction of policy in order "to prevent civil 

war from being transported to the homeland". The two parties were, however, 

irreconcileable and Lenoir thought that the emigration could only be united 

when the democrats were disillusioned with the promises of Prince Napoleon 
209 

and Count Ksawery Branicki. 
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Lack of Government enthusiasm to pronounce either for or against the 

H8te1 Lambert in this dispute or to completely dismiss the idea of two 

legions prompted Dudley Coutts Stuart in his inclination to believe that 
210 

the best solution would be a reconciliation between Zamoyski and Wysocki. 

Clarendon expressed fear of jealousy and feuds and concern for the future 

of the Polish democrats already in Turkey as a justification for avoiding 

a decision which would mean the severance of all relations with the Kolo 

Polskie. According to Stuart, the problem would never have arisen had the 

Government sanctioned the organization of a legion under Zamoyski earlier 

when there were no democrats of note in the Ottoman Empire. If it were to 

be made known that a legion was to be formed and that admission would only 

be possible by a promise to obey the HStel Lambert, all except the leaders 

of the democratic party would enlist. The Porte would also be better advised 

to conduct negotiations with men in whom it already placed confidence and 

who were talented and of good character than with those "enemies of order 
211 

in every country and who have shown themselves to be so in their own". 

On 5 May Stuart wrote to Czartoryski that he expected the Government to 

issue an order for the formation of a legion. This letter lucidly described 

the Government's attitude with regard to Canning's plan for two legions: 
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I much fear that the obstacles now arise only from the 

Poles. The Morning Chronicle already speaks of their 

rivalities and dissensions. These if not put a stop to 

will have, in every way, a most injurious effect. Zamoyski 

presses me to dissuade Lord Stratford from countenancing 

the Democrats, and to induce the Government here to direct 

him not to do so. But I confess I feel it difficult to 

find arguments likely to prevail with the Ambassador or 

the Cabinets. ... Now I understand that, to a person who 

looks at the employment of Poles in the Turkish army from 

your point of view and who considers iti as an engine 

tending ultimately to the restoration of Poland, the idea 

of two legions independent of each other may appear most 

objectionable. But, to persons, who look upon it, as our 

Government does, only as a means of strengthening the Turks, 

and possibly of disorganizing the Russian army, it does 

not seem unreasonable. They find among the Poles two parties 

both ready to serve -- but unwilling to serve together. 

They say therefore we will employ both, but separately, and 

at such a distance as that they cannot come in contact -- 

the one party contains brave and good men as well as the 

other. The one party will produce desertion from the Russian 

ranks as well as the other -- we will avail ourselves of the 

services of both, because they may be useful tow'ds our 

present purpose, the discomfiture of Russia. As to their 

motives we enquire not -- if they are to be found in the 

hope and desire of contributing to the restoration of their 

country we participate neither the hope nor the desire -- 

with their motives we have no concern -- we only seek to 

use their swords, and their desertionary influence on the 
212 

army of our enemies. 
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Dudley Coutts Stuart felt that he could no longer further Czartoryski's 

interests because he was talking a language which the ministers "could not 

and would not understand". The Government considered that the restoration 

of Poland was nothing more than a dream and for this reason Stuart was 

compelled to base his requests for a legion on the benefits to Great 

Britain and Turkey alone. This approach was severely censured by Czartoryski 

but Stuart insisted that it was the most effective. Britain would finally 

discover that an independent Poland was the only solution for success and 

this happy state of affairs could be accelerated by Polish sacrifices and 

suffering. A great deal of sympathy would be evoked in Britain and France 
213 

if an insurrectionary movement in the homeland were to show signs of life. 

This is exactly what the Hdte1 Lambert wished to avoid and the Centralizacja 

desired to promote. 

Unable to make any headway wi the Government and having incurred the 

displeasure of Czartoryski, otuart made a final attempt on 13 May to 

demonstrate the weak points in Canning's plan: "I cannot help saying that 

the course he has pursued appears to be exactly that which Russia would 
214 

have wished him to follow. " The Duke of Newcastle had suggested that 

Canning's policy was based on three separate considerations: the need to 

conciliate Austria, the demand for more soldiers in the field of battle 
215 

and the necessity of declining to raise the question of Polish independence. 
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As far as Austria was concerned, Stuart asked whether she would be 

less offended if side by side with men whose patriotism 

is tempered (so to speak) by a profound attachment to 

order, and who in their aspirations for the re-establishment 

of their country earnestly desire that it should be based 

on principles which may command the approval of the 

Governments of Europe, there should be placed, in equal 

authority, the partisans of a fierce democracy, whose 

avowed object is the triumph of republicanism and the 
216 

overthrow of every throne? 

It was pointed out to Clarendon that the problem was not one of Zamoyski 

r 
versus Wysocki but of Zamoyski and "an absurd and implacticable scheme 

wholly incompatible with military strength and inconsistent with the 

rights and dignity of the Sultan". This referred, of course, to demands 
217 

made by the democrats to appoint their own military leader. 

According to Stuart the belief that two legions would ensure a larger 

supply of men for Turkish service was based on a misunderstanding of the 

whole concept of the Polish legion. He mainained that since the number 

of emigrants was limited, recruits were expected to be drawn largely from 

the Russian army: "In that consists the chief value of the legion and that 

makes the number that can, in the first instance, be brought against the 

enemy, a point of minor importance. " 
218 
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Canning's fear that a Polish legion under Zamoyski might eventually lead 

to the restoration of Poland against the wishes and policy of the British 

Government was ridiculed by Stuart. No legion could ever produce such a 

result, even if it were extended and assisted by the inhabitants of Poland 

unless it received the support of the European great powers. He admitted 

that the legion could be a means of carrying on an unequal and hopeless 

struggle for a short length of time, but this would be more likely if it 

were commanded by Wysocki than a conservative Pole. Stuart optimistically 

added: 

If, on the other hand, it should ever be the policy of 

this country to restore Poland to independence, it is 

impossible but that it should strive, in doing so, to 

give support to men of moderate views, and to discourage 

the extreme party -- but if that party should have had 

importance and power conferred upon it by such a course 

as Lord Stratford would pursue, it may, hereafter, give 

a great deal of trouble and be a serious obstacle to 
219 

the establishment of good government. 

a 

These strenuous exertions to combat the influence of Canning's counsels 

on the British Government look rather strange when viewed in the light of a 

statement issued at the annual meeting of the Literary Association on 3 May 

1854: "The Council are however happy in being able to state that this 

formidable opposition 
[of Stratford Canning] is now converted into active 

220 
co-operation. " Conservative Poles in Rustchuk generally recognized 
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that Canning had performed invaluable services before the declaration of 

war by preventing the Turks making concessions to Russia but considered 

that his efforts to hinder any steps being taken at all "stopped the good 

as well as the bad". The same was true of his activities in 1854. 
221 

Unfruitful discussions between Stuart and members of the Cabinet continued 

in desultory fashion throughout June when the major point at issue was once 

again Austria. The Duke of Newcastle's view was that 

it was of importance to secure the good will and 

co-operation of Austria -- that she would have felt 

no objection to the employment of a Polish force in 

Asia but that was not what was desired or contemplated 
222 

by the Poles. 

Stuart's letter to Clarendon of 4 March 1854 had, in fact, advocated a 

united Polish legion under Zamoyski to fight in Asia because of the presence 

of Czajkowski's quasi-Polish corps on the Danube and Austrian unwillingness 
223 

to see armed Poles in Europe. Un 28 June Stuart repeated that Zamoyski 
224 

would be happy to serve on the Asiatic front. 
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At no time did the British Government use Droughn de L'huys's argument 

that as many Poles as possible should be sent to the Near East in order to 
225 

restrain them from "demagogic" activities within France. Karol Szulczewski 

did maintain, however, that the British were prepared to accept Stratford 

Canning's "Russian-inspired suggestion" of an aristocratic and a democratic 

legion as being better than no legion at all, because they wished to remove 
226 

the Poles from England. The Literary Association was aware that the 

employment of Poles in Turkey would not only be a valuable asset for the 

Turks but would also provide "immediate subsistence to a large body of 

refugees" and thus relieve the pressure on the charitable functions of the 
227 

Association. 

Relief was a particularly acute problem during the Crimean War because 
228 

the number of Poles had increased considerably since 1851. On 1 May 1854 

615 emigrants were without an allowance from the Government while the 

Association could only give permanent relief to two who were insane. This 
229 

meant that 613 Poles were without any permanent means of support. The 

situation was little better in May 1855 when 569 Poles had to survive 

without regular relief from either the Government or the Association. 
230 
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It had been decided on 4 June 1849 that the government grant would cease 

when the existing recipients had either died or commuted their pensions 
231 

and no more names would be added to the list. British donations to the 

Association had dropped from ¬220-10-0 in 1853-1854 to ¬93-17-0 in 1854-1855 

and then rose to ¬248-15-0 in 1855-1856. Polish donations were ¬102-2-09 

¬42 and ¬20 for the same years. No-additional funds were raised in 1853-1854 

but a public dinner held at the London Tavern produced ¬905-12-6 on 
232 

30 March 1854 and a matinee musicale ¬485-18-6 on 17 July 1855- It is 

quite clear that the war against Russia did not result in any additional 

financial support for the Poles; on the contrary, at the time of greatest 

need, public donations in 1854-1855 reached their lowest point since 1832. 

This lack of interest was matched by the refusal of M. P. 's to be rabidly 

anti-Russian or to bring the Polish question before the parliamentary forum. 

Despite Adam Czartoryski's eagerness to prepare the necessary material, 

there was a paucity of discussion on Polish affairs during the Crimean War. 

The Earl of Harrington's motion in the House of Lords on 21 July 1854 

advocating an Anglo-Polish alliance as the only means of a decisive victory 

over Russia was coldly received and according to Stuart made no impact on 
233 

the House. Harrington maintained that the basic requirements for a 
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Russian defeat were the restoration to independence of 13 million Poles 

and the establishment of a "Panslavonian Empire" based on liberal, 
234 

constitutional principles. In more realistic vein Dudley Coutts Stuart 

moved for leave to introduce a Bill making it an offence to purchase 

Russian securities issued during the war. The measure was designed to 
235 

cripple Russia's financial resources. Strong opposition to this motion, 

which was finally passed by a majority of 38 votes on 8 August, by James 

Wilson, Secretary to the Treasury, Thomas Baring the banker, Bright and 

other M. P. 's representing trading and commercial interests, indicated the 
236 

unpopularity of the war. Stuart's attempt to suspend the payment of the 

Russo-Dutch loan on the grounds of Russia's violation of the Treaty of 

Vienna by obstructing navigation on the Danube, was defeated by a margin 
237 

of 52 votes on 1 August 1854. In a letter to Czartoryski of 29 July 1854 

Stuart revealed that his objective was to turn out the Government in order 

to secure "the return to power of Lord John Russell as head of the Cabinet 

with Palmerston and Clarendon and without Aberdeen". He had failed to 

succeed but was confident that the result of his endeavours would be a more 
2 38 

vigorous pursuit of the war. It was, of course, generally known that 

British conservatives, especially Aberdeen, tended to look with more 
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approval on Russia than did Palmerston whose support came from radicals, 

largely anti-Russian in their views. The annihilation of Russia, however, 

was never considered by any British minister. Palmerston had told the Poles 

that there would be no war ä outrance, and even Stuart was careful to 

insist on 1 August that he would acquiesce in the continued payment of the 
239 

loan should it be found compatible with obligations undertaken by Britain. 

In its official capacity, the Government always took care to give no false 

hopes to the Poles. That this was recognized by the emigration is clearly 

borne out by Stuart's correspondence with Czartoryski. Ministerial 

indifference was such that the memoranda concerning the war and military 

strategy submitted by Wladyslaw Zamoyski, General Wojciech Chrzanowski and 
240 

Adam Czartoryski were not even read. The Government's views on this form 

of pressure were summarized in Clarendon's letter to Harrowby of 

2 December 1854: 

I have read them [the Papers] with much interest. Those 

from Wallachia are curious but every Pole thinks that 

Poland is the only panacea for European ills and that the 

Government or the individual who is not prepared to attempt 

what is certain to fail is shortsighted and without entrails. 

... Their time is not come but it is perhaps approaching and 
241 

nobody will rejoice more than I shall when it arrives. 
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In August 1854 when Palmerston was belatedly presented with a medal in 

gratitude for his protest in 1846 against the Austrian occupation of 

Krakow, he stated categorically that it was received from the Poles in 

a private capacity and not as a member of the Cabinet. Stuart wrote to 

Czartoryski: 

I cannot say that I believe Ministers here to contemplate 

for a moment the realization of our hopes but I trust 

that the obstinacy of the Czar and the course of events 

may bring them to it -- in other words, I have faith 
242 

in Providence. 

Previously, the united demonstration of the Cabinet in March 1054 in 

refusing to attend the dinner given by the Literary Association, clearly 

emphasized that the Polish question was not a matter of vital British 
243 

interests. In a speech of 29 November 1854, Adam Czartoryski showed 

that this was completely understood: "The name of Poland was nowhere 
244 

pronounced, by no government. " 

Zamoyskils victory over the democrats in Constantinople was finally 

decided by the Austro-Turkish agreement of June 1854 which forced Wysocki's 

return to Paris in January 1855. A firman was issued in November 1854 for 

the formation of a second Polish regiment to be organized by Zamoyski in 
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the Dobrudja and then to be sent to Bessarabia to support the Porte's plan 

of organizing an uprising in Russian territories. This regiment, however, 
245 

was not to approach the Austrian frontiers. Turkey was financially 

unable to equip and maintain the regiment and this explains Zamoyski's 

mission to London to gain official recognition for a Polish legion to be 

formed under the auspices of the British Government. The Polish cause in 

Great Britain, however, had lost much of its impetus with the death in 

Stockholm of Dudley Coutts Stuart on 17 November 1854. 
246 

William Lloyd Birkbeck's obituary of Stuart written for the Examiner 

stated that although cautious and deliberate in decision, "he never, when 

a course of action had been once adopted, relaxed for an instant in its 

pursuit while a chance of success remained". In short, Stuart's persistence 

kept Polish demands in the forefront and did not allow British ministers 

to forget that they existed. 

He would undoubtedly have been a still more popular 

man than he actually was, if he had confined his 

attention exclusively to home politics, and could 
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have looked upon foreign affairs with that eye of 

indifference which till lately has characterized 

the great majority of M. P. 's. his views respecting 

the dangers of Russian aggression were laughed at 

as idle dreams, and his ideas respecting the 

re-establishment of Poland were pronounced as quixotic. 
247 

The Weekly News and Chronicle pointed out that while Stuart was an honest 

and sincere liberal respected by all, he was neither particularly eloquent 

nor intelligent and never had much weight in Parliament except as the 

representative of the large and important metropolitan constituency of 
248 

Maryybone. Adam Czartoryski undoubtedly exaggerated the influence and 

importance of Stuart: 

It is grievious to think that the death of Lord 

Dudley Stuart should have happened just at a time 

when the high qualities of his mind had attained 

their point of maturity by accurate observation and 

experience -- when his influence among the members 

of the House was daily increasing, when the steadiness 

of his purpose was acquiring more and more appreciation. .. 0 

249 

The period immediately following the death of Stuart was characterized 

by a lull in the agitation on behalf of Poland. Lack of activity on the 

part of the allied governments was attributed by Czartoryski to the fact 

that "the development of their good wishes is sadly impeded by the hitherto 
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insuperable obstacles of general policy, so that as regards exterior 

influences our cause is still kept up in an irksome and painful suspense". 

A new element was introduced into the situation on 2 March 1855 with the 

death of Nicholas I. This was regarded by the H6tel Lambert as an 

unfavourable event for Poland because it was thought that the British 

Government might expect changes and improvements to be forthcoming from 

Alexander II in favour of his Polish subjects. If this policy were pursued 

250 

British public opinion would be appeased and all pro-Polish activities 
251 

would be temporarily frozen. Prussia, fearing an outbreak of insurrection 

in Poland in the event of the war being transferred to Russia's norhtern 

and western frontiers, demanded a guarantee of her non-German possessions. 

The Prussian request that the Polish question should not be raised was 

refused in London because the Government was aware that the moment was 
252 

opportune for using Polish demands in its own interests. Palmerston was 

able to undermine the French initiative in connexion with Poland and 

simultaneously to direct a threat at the German states: "If there was no 

discussion of the restoration of Poland in the present conferences at 

Vienna, there would probably be mention of it, if peace was not forthcoming 
253 

as a result of the Conference. " 
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On 26 March 1855 France proposed that the restoration of Poland should 

be included in the conditions for peace. Although this proposal was 

rejected by the Government two days later, it was supported by Thomas Phinn, 

M. P. for Bath and William Scholefield, M. P. for Birmingham. Both were 

members of the Literary Association. The temper of political circles was 

summed up by Phinn: 

A very strong opinion appeared to prevail that the 

idea of attempting to restore Poland to its former 

rank and independence was a quixotic notion, that it 

was speculative and theoretical and that it was a 

matter fitter for Utopia than for the calm consideration 

of reflective men, and also because there had always 

been a certain amount of ridicule thrown upon those 

who had formed strong and decided opinions on the 
254 

subject. 

In reply, Lord Robert Cecil stressed the inadvisability of going to war 
255 

for Poland against a combined alliance of Russia, Austria and Prussia. 

Palmerston based his opposition to the motion on the fact that the 

restoration of Poland within her pre-17f2 limits did not form part of the 

Four Points, would complicate negotiations for peace and might lead to 

the continuation of hostilities: 

The question of Poland (the importance and interest 

of which to Germany and through Germany to Europe 

and through European interests to this country, I do 

not wish to underrate) is a question not of yesterday 
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or the day before -- not of this year or that year 

-- but it is dated, as my Hon. and Learned Friend's 

historical narrative shows, from a former, earlier 

and more remote period. That is not the danger that 

has suddenly or recently grown upon the world, and 

enters not into the motives that justified and 

required the present appeal to arms ... 
ý, 56 

Palmerston's belief that Austria and Prussia should decide in the 

interests of their own safety, what measures should be taken with regard 

to Poland, found an echo in the Westminster Review. If peace were made with 

Russia on the basis of the Four Points, not only would Russian supremacy 

be checked but the German states would be allowed to advance in strength 

until a united Germany could redress the balance of power in Eastern Europe 

by restoring Poland to independence. This task "would cost &igland and 
257 

France too severe an effort to accomplish ... ". Such an appreciation of 
n 

Austrian and Prussian willigness to surrender their Polish territories was 

clearly unrealistic. The Review had consistently maintained that Polish 

independence was not a question of "sentimentalism, or of abstract belief 

in the doctrine of nationality" but a problem affecting the peace of hrope. 

Articles published by the Westminster Review demanded far more than Britain 

could or ever wished to do: 

wherever our armies tread, they must not merely leave 

a carnage of Russians behind them; they must plant 

permanent political arrangements inconsistent with the 

re-extension of Russian power in that region. ... 
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The author of this article, entitled "Poland: Her History and Prospects", 

believed that opposition to the restoration of Poland was partly a result 

of the Government's aversion to all "large measures" and partly because it 

was felt that the Poles were incapable of self-government. 
258 

It was not utnil the change of British Cabinet and the military necessity 

for more troops in the Crimea that the situation was reassessed in 

government circles. The conclusion reached was to increase the forces in 

the Near East and "to do what is useful and agreeable to efficient Poles 

without incurring undue expense or giving them hopes that we may be unable 
259 

to realize". Thsi decision was a great contrast to Du Plat's highly 

confidential statement to Dudley Coutts Stuart in May 1854 that the idea 
260 

of a Polish legion was "distasteful" in high quarters. Polish value, 

in terms of military help, intensified the importance of the Polish 

question in official circles in Great Britain. Lord Harrowby was given full 

powers to negotiate with Adam Czartoryski in London on 24 April 1855 in 

order to agree on a common policy with regard to the Polish legion. Orders 

were also given to the War Office for the transference to the Cossacks of 

all Polish deserters and prisoners of war in Constantinople and of the 
261 

Poles captured at Bomarsund and imprisoned in Britain. The H8te1 Lambert 
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had continually urged this step upon the British Government after the 
262 

French had agreed to similar proposals in August 1854. 

Dudley Coutts Stuart was not important in the political sense, but his 

brother-in-law, the second Earl of Harrowby was distinguished by his 

general lack of interest in politics and for this reason his nomination to 
263 

Palmerston's Cabinet as Privy Councillor on 51 March had cuh'sed surprise. 

Handelsman stated, incorrectly, that Harrowby entered the Cabinet as the 

official Polish representative and intermediary between Palmerston and the 
264 

Hötel Lambert. The Council of the Literary Association considered his 

appointment to be a "happy augury" because he had made two speeches in the 

House of Lords advocating the re-establishment of Poland and had presided 

at a lecture given by Edmond Beales at St. Martin's Hall when he 

energetically supported the latter's view that Russia's preponderance in 

Europe could be effectively limited only by restoring Poland as an 
265 

independent state. John Abel Smith claimed that this opinion had by 

May 1855 been adopted by the majority of people in Great Britain and by 

"all statesmen, whose opinions are worth anything throughout the civilized 
266 

world". Harrowby, however, was determined not to succumb to pressure 
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of any type exerted by the Association, of which he was a vice-president. 

Nor did he intend to support in government circles Prince Wladyslaw 

Czartoryski's naive statement that "in Poland this Association is idolized. 

In Poland the Poles look towards this Association as the star of hope for 
267 

the restoration of Polish nationality". Essentially a realist, Harrowby 

sincerely wished to reach agreement with the Hotel Lambert on the question 

of employing the Poles in Turkish service but refused to condone the 

Association's tactics of organizing Anglo-Polish meetings to demand the 

formation of Polish regiments in the Crimea because he had no desire to 
268 

"rouse false hopes or false alarms". On 23 June 1855 the Government 

transmitted to Czartoryski an outline of the concessions it was prepared 

to make with regard to the employment of Poles. It conceded the H6tel 

Lambert's request for some mark of distinction which would signify the 

national origins of the corps but firmly declined to allow the use of the 

Polish flag: 

le Gouvernement Anglais ne saurait leur laisser 

arborer le pavillion polonais, pavillion qui ne 

represente aucune nationalit6 reconnue. Les 

Polonais peuvent ttre employ6s si les `. i'urz6 les 

envoyent comme partie de leur contingent. 
9 

Czartoryski urged the British Government to consider the possibility 

of part of the Cossack legion passing into British pay. As far as the Poles 
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were concerned this would be a convenient solution because the Porte had 

already approved of the name, authorized its formation and fixed its number 

at 10,000 men. Privileges allowed to the Cossacks by the Sultan should be 

continued by the British Government; Polish to be the language of command, 

Polish internal organization and "chefs immediats des corps". 
270 

Although these negotiations appeared to be encouraging, Zamoyski's 

arrival in London in July 1855 was received without enthusiasm. On 12 August 

he complained that the Government wanted nothing from the Poles and still 
271 

less to do anything for Poland. Lord John Russell had told the House of 

Commons on 7 August that the case of Poland was hopeless because the 

Government's duty was not to extend the war but to consider proposals for 
272 

the conclusion of peace. London had vetoed the French proposal received 

on 16 September to engage not to make peace until the constitution of the 

Congress Kingdom, defined by the Treaty of Vienna, had been restored. 

Clarendon not only thought the moment inopportune and the proposal 

ill-advised but believed that an independent Poland would be a better 

bulwark against Russia. The idea was anathema to the peace party in Britain: 

"There's a dainty dish for Gladstone and Co., who, Palmerston writes word, 

have just signed a treaty with Dizzy and Co. upon the peace principle! " 
273 
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When it was evident that the Austrians had no intention of sending a 

military force against Russia, who had evacuated Sebastopol on 8 August 

without offering peace terms, the British Government finally took the 

decision on 24 September to employ, equip and clothe a Polish division and 
274 

to promote Zamoyski to the rank of General. On 16 November Panmure 

informed Zamoyski that the Porte had agreed to place the second and third 

regiments of the Cossacks of the Sultan at the service of her Majesty's 

Government until further orders. The second regiment was to be the nucleus 

of a body of Poles who were to form a Division of the Cossacks of the 

Sultan. This force of 4,000 Poles was to constitute a distinct unit to be 

attached to the Turkish contingent and placed under the orders of the 

British General in command. A credit of ¬10,000 would be given to Zamoyski 

for the expenses incurred in finding officers, non-commissioned officers 

and soldiers to form the division. Poles were expected to volunteer and for 

this reason no bounty would be paid on employment. Officers and 

non-commissioned officers would be paid according to the rates of the French 

army and soldiers would receive the same pay as their Turkish equivalents. 

The most important point of Panmure's letter was a declaration of the 

Government's intention to 

undertake to maintain this force during the war, and 

at its close to transfer it with the Turkish Contingent 

275 
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to the Ottoman Government; and, further, to use its 

best endeavour to induce the Ottoman Government to 

maintain the force after the termination of the war. 

Should the Sultan's Government, however, decline to 

do so, and, on the restoration of peace, should the 

officers and men of the Division of Cossacks of the 

Sultan not be allowed to return to their native country, 

the British Government will then allow them free 

passages to some Western Country, and a gratuity of 

one year's pay to non-commissioned officers and men, 

the officers to receive a gratuity equal to what is 

allowed to each rank in the French army and "entred 

en campagne". 
276 

Although the western allies were labouring under diplomatic difficulties 

because of their inability to end the war, Zamoyski's activities were 

circumscribed by the British fear of offending Vienna. He was not allowed 

to recruit from Moldavia or Wallachia or any other Turkish provinces 

bordering on the Austrian Empire. On 28 November 1855, General Peel, 

Under-Secretary of State for War, warned Zamoyski that the Government would 

not give open support to Polish agents on the Continent. They would be paid 

from r glish funds but could not, under any circumstances, appear as 
277 

collaborators of the British Government. Palmerston's idea was that 

Polish troops were employed merely to embarrass Russian Generals in their 
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operations and cripple them in means of attack and defence by their 
278 

"apprehension of desertion in the Russian-Polish corps". The Austrian 

ultimatum to Russia of 15 December was followed by Palmerston's letter to 

Panmure of 16 December asking that Zamoyski should be dispatched immediately 

to Constantinople to form the Polish division of Cossacks. It was to be a 

lever of political blackmail to force Russia to accept the Five Points: 

"If he is at work before we begin, his levy will be a very useful instrument 

of pressure upon Russia. " In the event of negotiations beginning before 

Zamoyski's departure from London it would automatically be assumed that 

Britain wished to impede the discussions. 
279 

Zamoyski was well aware that no securely negotiated benefits had been 

given by Britain in exchange for the proposed Polish contribution to the 

allied war effort. In a speech to the Poles in London on 29 November 1855 

he declared that without calling into existence the concept of Polish 

independence and the recreation of Poland as a political unit, the whole 

idea of a Polish division of the Cossacks of the Sultan would be sheer 

hypocrisy. The moment, however, was unpropitious and the very name given to 

the division was a warning that Poland's opportunity had not yet arrived. 

For this reason, Zamoyski reiterated Adam Czartoryski's appeal that "the 

homeland should maintain its wise and decent silence". The Poles could not 
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stipulate conditions which no government was able to fulfill but this did 

not mean that the 4migrds should delay their actions: 

Is not the present division, in reality, our armed 

Polish force? It is true that it does not bear its 

name and colours but at the same time no other flag 

has been imposed upon us. As long as we cannot have 

our own, we do not want any. A separate force 

consisting only of Poles is indeed the nucleus of a 

Polish army in which all of us has a place. Would it 

be possible for us, when this army is at war against 

our enemies, not to join it? 

Zamoyski tried to inject morale into the disillusioned emigration in Great 

Britain by proclaiming that the legion was not a creation without a past 

or tradition but the old Polish army which had left the homeland to prevent 

a break in the open war with Russia. Just as the allies had placed their 

confidence in him he asked the Poles to trust him and serve Adam 

Czartoryski. 
280 

Despite these nostalgic appeals to the past, the number of recruits from 

Great Britain was limited by apathy, fears of an immediate conclusion of 

peace and by the disparaging remarks of Bertold Wiercinski and Juliusz 

Przyjemski about both the division and the Polish agencies established in 
281 

Britain. It was clear that the Government wanted peace and that 
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Palmerston's intentions were basically pacific: 

As Austria is bent upon drawing us into negotiations, 

the formation of a good Polish corps would be a powerful 

instrument of negotiation, and be as good as a demonstration 

coercitive upon Russia, as the occupation of Kinburn, 

it would have a good effect also upon Austria. It would 

be a hint to all of those European Powers that peace 

ought to be made soon, while at the same time it commits 

us to nothing and gives none of them the slightest ground 
2ü2 

for saying a word of remonstrance. 

Colloredo, however, did not interpret Britain's policy of forming a Polish 

legion as a means to force Russia to sign a peace treaty. The sense of his 

report to Vienna of 6 November 1855 was that Britain needed peace because 

of the fear that America would take advantage of the engagement of the 

British fleet in the war against Russia to form a Franco-American alliance 
283 

and destroy Britain's world trading position. 

Lord Harrowby was equally concerned to discourage Polish hopes of a 

protracted war. Zamoyski described him as pro-Polish but with a tendency to 

judge problems in a practical and cold light. The Poles were to be used as 

a means to end the war. It would seem that as far as the H6tel Lambert was 

concerned, Harrowby had failed to take the place of Dudley Coutts Stuart 

because he was too cold and pragmatic and insufficiently respected in 
284 

government circles to be of any use to Polish aspirations for independence. 
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The Literary Association and other Englishmen of different political 

opinions but professing pro-Polish sentiments had continually warned 

against ephemeral expedience in the cessation of the war with Russia. 

Official British policy, however, was always concerned with the territorial 

integrity of the Ottoman Empire; Russia's defeat was a means to that end 

and not an end in itself. Herbert Stanmore epitomized Palmerston's 

attitude towards Poland: 

I never saw a man so pliable. ... And on foreign policy, 

though he has occasionally talked about Poland, lie has 

never embodied any of his ideas on the map of Europe in 
285 

a proposal to the cabinet. 

Peace could not be a premature event for Britain because great military 
286 

victories over Russia were not required. Zamoyski could accuse the 

Government of "icy egoism" and of "selling Poland" in order to attract 

Russia as an ally against France but this was a complete misunderstanding 

of British policy. 
287 

The Hötel Lambert and Polonophile circles in Britain had always 

exaggerated the importance of the Polish issue in European diplomacy. 

Zamoyski suspected that the Tsar had come to the conference table in order 

to prevent the restoration of Poland. In a letter to his wife of 21 

February 1856, Zamoyski recorded a conversation with Clarendon in which 
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the latter was alleged to have admitted that Britain had agreed to the 

French proposal in the summer of 1855 that the restoration of Poland should 

be a war aim and necessary condition of peace but had wanted to prepare 
288 

the country before the decision was publicly announced. If this 

distortion of British views was the result of Polish bitterness and sense 
b 

of betrayal, the British were not to blame. Unamiguous official 

pronouncements and marked restraint could not have led to inadvertent 

misrepresentation by the Poles that England, under circumstances specific 

or undefined, would link the Eastern question with the problem of Polish 

independence. 

Clarendon's maximum concession, within the sphere of purely Polish 

interests, was his willingness to mention the Polish issue at the peace 

conference to be held in Paris. The Times had published an article on 

"the long-concerted and well known plan of the Powers to administer Poland" 

and Stratford Canning requested that the whole situation should be discussed 

in Parliament. The limits to which Canning was prepared to go, however, 

were merely that 

Poland should be connected with Russia but not 

identified with her -- Poor Polandl Her revival 

is a regular flying Dutchman! -- never is -- always 

to bel289 
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Without favourable publicity, Karol bzulczewski realized that the Polish 

cause would soon be forgotten in Great Britain. On 19 March an article in 

The Times condemned the repetition of pro-Polish agitation within the 

contemporary context of political forces as ridiculous. Poland was not a 

living entity: "It is unnecessary to have illusions counting on a 

non-existent force. " This was, essentially, an attack on the articles 
290 

which had appeared in the British press since 1853. Despite the 

anti-Polish sentiment of The Times, strong pressure was placed on the 

Government to raise the Polish problem. In talks with Prince Witold 

Czartoryski in March 1856 Clarendon promised to allude to Poland at the 

conference even if only "to increase the importance of my government". 

Speaking hypothetically, Clarendon said that, had the war been prolonged, 

Poland would have become a powerful weapon against Russia in any future 

campaigns. The real point at issue, however, was whether it would be better 

to accept Russian assurances of concessions to Poland or whether the 

British Government should recognize the validity of Tsarist rights to 

Poland, only on the condition that Russia observed the obligations imposed 
291 

by the Treaty of Vienna. Both solutions were unacceptable to the Polish 

emigration because it was believed that there would be no decisive 

intervention by Britain or France to produce tangible results for the 

Poles. Once a peace treaty had been signed, the Tsar would be at liberty 
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to treat the affair as an internal matter of the Russian Empire. 

The decision of the Literary Association, acting on the strength of 

Czartoryski's letter to Karol Szulczewski, to request the Queen to order 

the British envoy at the peace congress to introduce the Polish question, 

was linked with a memorandum on Poland composed by William Fox Strangways 
292 

and presented to Palmerston. Lord Breadalbane, who had succeeded Dudley 

Coutts Stuart as President of the Association, was to present the proposal 

to Queen Victoria. His main utility for the Poles was his access to 

aristocratic circles in Britain; he held no position among men of political 

importance and with the exception of Szulczewski had no Polish contacts 

in Great Britain. 
293 

PalmerstonIs reaction to the delegation he received in March was a 

promise to draw the Government's attention to the petition. He made a 

statement to the effect that had Austria and Prussia allied with France 

and Britain at the beginning of the war, the situation would have been 

entirely different because an independent Poland could then have been 

established as an effective bulwark against Russia. Palmerston added that 

he had raised the issue several times with the Austrians but in vain. The 

deputation from the Literary Association was, however, specifically 

requested not to print this conversation, the tenor of which suggested 

that a positive policy towards Poland would have been adopted if a solid 
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coalition of the western and German powers had been constructed against 
294 

Russia early in 1854. This view, first voiced by Palmerston in 1555, 

was taken up by the Globe in its leader of 18 March 1856 and the general 

tone of the press including the Sun, Morning Advertiser, Examiner and 
295 

tandard, but with the exception of The Times, was favourable. 

The British plenipotentiaries at the Paris peace negotiations were 

instructed by Palmerston to draw attention to European problems and to 

Poland with the specific object of creating a source of conflict between 

Russia and France and thus preventing an imminent alliance. De Morny had 

already seen the possiblities of French commercial expansion in the Russian 

Empire. Adam Czartoryski prepared documents and tried to persuade Napoleon 

to common action at a time of latent Anglo-French antagonism and mutual 

distrust. The Polish issue, however, was merely formal and neither London 

nor Paris were prepared to incur Russian enmity by pursuing an object which 

Palmerston had already said in 1855 "might be out of the power of any means 
296 

England could supply to obtain". 

British interests would not be jeopardized if Poland did not regain 

independence and according to Clarendon's letter to Palmerston from Paris 

on 15 April 1856, the raising of the Polish question would be disadvantageous 

for the Poles themselves. Clarendon's object at Paris was 
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to obtain some expression of opinion on the subject 

from that body, or some assurance from the 

representatives of the Emperor of Russia that His 

Majesty intended to adopt a more conciliatory policy 

towards his Polish subjects. 

Even this innocuous aim was abandoned after conversations held between 

Clarendon and Orlov on 9 April at Walewski's request. In Clarendon's 

view, the organization of Poland had been determined at the Congress of 

Vienna and the Paris conference could not be indifferent to the question 

but the Poles would be "tolerably well satisfied" with the restoration of 

national institutions, the use of the Polish language in the administration, 

Polish education in the schools and Russian respect for Catholicism. A 

voluntary declaration in the part of the Tsar to the peace conference was 

to be preferred to a proclamation to Poland at some future, unspecified 

date, because it would prove to Europe that he desired to conaliate his 

Polish subjects. The agreement reached by Clarendon and Walewski not to 

raise the Polish question at all was dictated by Orlov's argument that a 

discussion of Poland at the conference would result in Russians regarding 

any future conciliatory policy towards the Poles, to be the result of 

Anglo-French pressure on the Tsar and not a spontaneous act of voluntary 

generosity. Orlov received instructions from St. Petersburg and was ordered 

not to make any declaration at the peace conference because a comprehensive 

amnesty and other acts of conciliation towards the Poles were to accompany 

the coronation of Alexander II. It was then implied by Orlov that if 

mention were made of Poland in Paris he would be obliged to give a negative 
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reply and this would lead to the postponement or a diminution of the 

Tsar's proposed concessions. The British Foreign Office acceded to 
297 

Ciarendon's decision on 17 April 18560 

The Polish view of the peace treaty was that it contained a victory for 
298 

Russia over Europe and was only a temporary settlement. Russia's refusal 

to discuss the problem of Poland left the emigration in a political and 

intellectual void and discredited the Hötel Lambert's tactics of securing 

diplomatic alliances. Stratford Canning's reaction was to preach 

resignation. Even if the present generation of Poles were not prepared to 

accept the situation the new generation would have to succumb to political 

realities and consider themselves as Russians, Prussians or Austrians. 
299 

Lord Harrowby could offer no more consolation to the Poles than the advice 

"de se maintenir, de rester toujours Polonais" and to prove their 
300 

superiority to or, at least, equality with the partitioning powers. 

Czartoryski had already written to Harrowby in May claiming that 

Alexander's concessions to Poland would be neither sincere nor 
301 

substantial. It has been suggested that Czartoryski's forebodings were 
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confirmed on 23 and 26 May 1856 when the Tsar warned Polish delegates in 

Warsaw: "point de r&veries -- tout ce gue mon pre a fait est Bien fait". 

The truth seems to be, however, that although nothing of a national or 

political nature was conceded, Alexander was prepared to consult the 

Polish aristocracy in matters relevant to the Congress Kingdom, simply 

because Polish discontent could not be tolerated at a time of internal 

reform within Russia. 
303 
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Czartoryski's assessment of the situation was uncritically accepted 

within Polonophile circles and the Foreign Office decision of 17 April 1856 

did not pass without a small measure of protest in Britain. Although 

parliamentary opinion regarding Poland was largely passive after the Peace 

of Paris of 30 March 1856, Lord Lynhurst, acting in the capacity of an 

independent and not a party member, asked for a copy of the Russian amnesty 

to belaid before the house of Lords. His speech was inspired by Adam 

Czartoryski and Karol Szulczewski supplied him with information about the 
304 

amnesty and with a speech published in the Wiadomosci. Szulczewski was 

very dubious about the outcome: "written and powerful documents frighten 
305 

him -- we demand too much from such a senile man". Lyndhurst criticized 
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the unsatisfactory results of the British representations made to the 

Russian plenipotentiaries in Paris and also the Tsar's Warsaw speech which 

was not indicative of a conciliatory policy in it. Petersburg towards the 

Poles. The H6tel Lambert's evaluation of the amnesty, as synonymous with 

a recognition that the November Insurrection of 1830 was a heinous crime, 

was supported by Lyndhurst. He maintained that the "specious" political 

pardon which had appeared in several of the English papers must not only 

be "mortifying to him [Clarendon] 
but offensive to the government which 

3o6 
he represented". In reply, Clarendon's defence was that "we had every 

reason to believe that the intentions of the Emperor of Russia towards 

Poland were generous and benevolent" and he believed the Tsar to be 

desirous of promoting Polish happiness. The amnesty was a restricted act 

of clemency and would be inoperative but the Poles should be prepared to 

wait for other "spontaneous" acts from Alexander. Clarendon's emphasis on 

the necessity of Russian concessions being "freely made" without external 
0 

pressure, was clearly meant to warn British Polonphiles that "Poland would 

derive no benefit from Parliamentary discussion or expression of individual 
307 

opinion". This was a virtual abdication of any pretence of government 

responsibility towards the Polish issue. 

The Hotel Lambert was never prepared to accept without reserve the 

British Governments insistence that the Poles would benefit from Russian 

----------------"------------------------------------------------------------- ý06 
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concessions. Czartoryski was convinced that material advantages could only 

be purchased at the price of Russification which was precisely what the 
308 

Treaty of Vienna wished to prevent. Lord Harrowby had justified his own 

inactivity by stating that 

le silence mgme est une sorte d'hommage ä. 11importance 

des int6r&ts compromis. On ne pourrait rien dire qui 

fGt utile. Tout p6nible qu'il est d'attendre de la 

bonne volont6 d'une autocrate ce qu'on croit pouvoir 

et devoir r4clamer comme droit, dans les circonstances 
09 

je ne vois pas d'alternatif utile. 
5 

At Palmerston's instigation, Lord John Russell even refused Czartoryskits 

request of 13 June to make a declaration in the House of Commons to the 

effect that Russia should honour the stipulations of the Treaty of Vienna 

with regard to Poland. 
310 

The Hotel Lambert still hoped that something could be rescued for the 

Poles after the tragedy of the peace conference. Entreaties, however, to 

the British Government to continue to finance the Polish legion in Turkey 

were in vain. Harrowby had made it clear to Czartoryski on 15 April 1856 

that all expenses had to be justified before Parliament and that the 
311 

Government did not have a free hand in questions of finance. A month 
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later, Harrowby was forced to declare that he doubted 

qu'il soit Bien qu'une ldgion polonaise fflt mise sous 

la protection spdciale de l'Angleterre. Cela ne 

menerait qu'a des complications qui lui nuirait, en 

suscitant contre eile les Polonais des autres puissances. 

He also foresaw complications if any attempt were made to finance a 
312 

military force in the service of another power. 

Everything possible was done by the Government to fulfill its promise 

of 16 November 1855 to transfer the Cossacks of the Sultan to the Porte 
51 

and to persuade the Turks to maintain them. Strong pressure from Austria 

and Prussia, however, forced the Porte to stipulate conditions difficult 

for the Poles to accept; namely, that they should become Turkish citizens. 

The Turkish Government finally declared that it could not maintain a Polish 
514 

legion in peace-time conditions. Czartoryski wanted to keep the Poles 

in Turkey occupied by constructing roads and railways because he felt that 

their presence in the Danubian Principalities and other parts of the 

Ottoman Empire would act as a counter-weight to Russia's influence over 
315 

the Slavs in those areas. If this were possible, Czartoryski thought 
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that it would not only be a sign to the Tsar that Great Britain had not 

relinquished its interest in the Poles or its belief that the restoration 

of Poland was vital to the security, liberty and civilization of the 

Christian world, but would also serve the aims of purely British policy 
316 

in the Ottoman Empire. 

Attempts by the HStel Lambert to save the legion from dispersion 

encountered much hostility from the Centralizacja in London. Worcell 

protested to Sir Joshua Walmesley that Czartoryski was trying to force 
317 

unwilling Poles into Turkish service. This was exactly the kind of 

objection Czartoryski most feared. In January 1856 he had written to 

Palmerston that the Poles would try to convince the allies that they were 

worthy of support by an exhibition of order and discipline and a 
318 

renunciation of demagogic fervour and violent passions. Similar promises 

were made in May when the very existence of the division was at stake. 

Czartoryski told Harrowby that he would attempt to prevent any outburst of 

recriminations and animosity among the Poles which might complicate 

arrangements for the continuation of the Cossacks of the Sultan and serve 
319 

as a pretext for Russia to limit her concessions. On 26 April 1856 it 

was suggested to Lord Breadalbane that the more influential members of the 
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Literary Association could play a vital role in the conservation of the 

division by defending the Government on this issue from the attacks not 

only of Russia and Austria but from the strongest form of opposition which 

was expected to come from the economists in the House of Commons. 
520 

Neither the efforts of the Poles nor of their sympathizers in Britain 

could save the legion from being officially disbanded on 31 July 1856 

without having seen active military service. The major problem facing the 

Literary Association in 1856 and 1857 was to prevent the returning 

soldiers from becoming a permanent burden upon funds which were totally 

inadequate to meet the needs of emigrants normally resident in Great 

Britain. It was, therefore, a question of finance rather than strategic or 

political considerations which induced the Association to press for the 

maintenance of the legion in Turkey, or failing that, for the Poles to 

remain in the East on their own initiative. Major hapiriski's detachment 

which joined an expedition to the Ottoman Empire and the small Polish 

colony of approximately 150 men established in Thessaly were highly praised 
321 

and the "mild sway" of the Sultan's rule much exaggerated. 

Nor were the western governments any more willing to allow an influx of 

unemployed Poles into their capital cities when there was no hope of their 

absorption in industry. Harrowby wrote to Czartoryski that this would be 
322 

true even of those Poles who could prove that they had relatives in Europe. 
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Approximately 500 Poles left Turkey for France and Great Britain to swell 
32 3 

the number of poverty-stricken emigrants. The demoralization of the 

Poles in Britain was so complete that it was greatly feared that many 

would take advantage of the Russian amnesty, leaving the emigration to 
324 

disintegrate completely. Large numbers of the older exiles in France 

and a few of the most politically active right-wing exiles in Britain such 

as Jan Terlecki and Ignacy Jackowski, returned to the Congress Kingdom and 
325 

Lithuania in 1857. Several Poles were later recruited from Britain into 
326 

Czajkowski's formation by Napoleon Zaba and Bertold Wiercinski. Of the 

160 Poles who arrived in England on the ship Alma, 41 were persuaded to 

enter the service of the Dutch in Batavia and approximately 40 went to 
327 

America at the expense of the British Government. In November 1856 about 

15 Poles agreed to join the Dutch army in India having received assurances 

from the Dutch Consul in London that they would not be handed over to the 
328 

Russiand. Plans were also mooted in right-wing Polish circles for 
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sending Poles to the Cape of Good Hope and to the Argentine. The 

Literary Association gave ¬42-1-0 to help 19 emigrants leave Britain but 

still found that by May 1857 there were 746 Poles in Great Britain; that 
330 

is, 107 more than in May 1856. In 1856 157 Poles received government 

relief and 153 in 1857 but it was made clear by the Secretary to the 

Treasury that Poles who had enlisted in British service during the Crimean 
331 

War would not be admitted as new claimants upon this fund. By February 

1857 many of the soldiesr who had served in the division, regretted their 

earlier decision not to leave Great Britain. Financial support from the 

Literary Association was strictly limited to those who were ill and without 

money or employment and the Poles were wandering round the streets in 

London. Clarendon and Harrowby supported their request for government aid 

to go to America but when official approval was given only 40 finally 

decided to go and Szulczewski added the names of nineteen Poles who had 

not enlisted in the division. At this time the Government was already 

financing the transportation of ten Poles to America each week. The Foreign 

Office, however, quickly tired of the indecision and vacillations of the 

emigrants and in March refused further appeals for money while making it 

plain that if the Poles were to die in the streets, no more free passages 
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to New York would be granted. Hammond, Under-Secretary of State at the 

Foreign Office, pointed out that much expense and misery would have been 
532 

avoided had the Poles been sent to America direct from Turkey. 

It is difficult to determine whether there was any definite connexion 

between the sharp increase in the number of Poles receiving British 

citizenship in the years 1857-1862 and disappointed hopes after the Peace 
333 

of Paris. After 1856 it would not have been extraordinary had the 

refugees resigned themselves to the idea that exile was more likely to be 

permanent than temporary and that hopes of returning, arms in hand, to 

liberate the homeland were becoming more unrealistic with the passage of 

time and the mounting number of abortive attempts to achieve independence. 

On the other hand, it would be impossible to deny that the vast majority 

of Poles in Great Britain were more concerned with earning their daily 

bread than with active involvement in political activities. This was 

particularly true after 1848 when the Treasury's drastic revision of the 

government allowance compelled many of the emigrants to seek full-time 
534 

employment in order to avert starvation. This did not mean that the Poles 

were generally lacking in decided opinions upon the Polish question but 

that such views were confined to the realms of thought rather than action. 

It is easier to understand why five Poles with English wives and several 

Poles married with children should wish to take British citizenship than 
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to offer an explanation for the decision of at least 18 bachelors and 

one widower. Age may have been an important factor for the Poles because 

four were over 50 years, fifteen over 40, fifteen over 30 and only five 

in their twenties. 

Considerably more than fifty per cent of those who received British 

citizenship during this period were Jews from Polish territories and 

cannot be regarded as political refugees. Of the remainder, not including 

three who lived in Ireland, 22 arrived in Britain in 1851 or later, eight 

between 1842 and 1850 and only nine in the period from 1834 to 1839. In 

short, only eight Poles had been resident in the country for over 20 years 

before applying for citizenship while 24 had been in Britain for ten or 

less years and eight of these for five or less years. Three Poles had been 

in the Crimea and several had had definite political affiliations earlier 

in their careers but with the exception of Jan Ludwik Konstanty Bobczyriski 

and Ludwik Bulewski all had withdrawn from political activities some years 
535 

before taking British citizenship. The two latter were prominent in 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 335 Juliusz Nadmiller, Walery Teofil Obutulewicz and Jerzy Franciszek 
Waclawski had served in the Hungarian campaign of 1849 and it seems 
probable that all of them applied for membership of the Polish 
Democratic Society while interned at Szumla. See M. Tyrowicz, op. cit., 
463,482 and 720-721. Both Seweryn Boleslaw Dziewicki and Napoleon 
Aleksander Ploszczyriski took part in the Savoy expedition of 1834. The 
latter signed the declaration denouncing the politics of Adam 
Czartoryski in 1854 as did Hieronim Artur Raczyiski, while the former 
was very active in the foundation of the peasant communes in Portsmouth 
and Jersey but retired from political life in 1837. (Ibid., 155,531 and 
560). Franciszek Napoleon Szostakowski ceased to be a member of the 
Polish Democratic Society in 1835. (Ibid., 668). Adam Sperczyriski took 
part in Zaliwski's expedition to Galicia in 1853. Was expelled from 
France and took the job of secretary to the Polish Democratic Society in 
London. Went on a mission to Krakow in 1837 but returned to England. 
(Ibid., 634)0 
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left-wing movements in Great Britain during and after the 1863 Insurrection 
336 

but both died on Polish soil. 

Karol Szulczewski's letters had been full of forebodings of the imminent 

collapse of the Literary Association throughout the Crimean War and these 
337 

feelings were intensified after the conclusion of the Peace of Paris. 

His own position at the War Office was insecure and he was unable to live 

on his salary as Secretary of the Association. By May 1856 he was begging 

Zamoyski to recommend him to Clarendon for the post of "consul or 
»8 

vice-consul in the East". The situation of the Association was indeed 

critical and there were voices demanding its liquidation. Bitterness and 

a dilution of Polonophilism in Britain had their origins in the disappointed 

hopes of many that an outbreak of insurrection on Polish soil would give 

powerful military support to the war against Russia. The part played by the 
339 

Poles in the Crimean War had punctured the temporary bubble of popularity. 

Czartoryski pleaded that the existence of the Association was indispensable 

to show the Poles that they still retained the sympathy of British public 

opinion. Lord Breadalbane and the members of the Association were urged 

not to abandon the Polish cause at a time of crisis: 
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L'association aura toujours le temps de renoncer a la 

täche g4ndreuse quelle s'est prescrite quand eile en 

verra une ndcessitd impdrieuse, absolue. Mais je 

croirais qu'il serait peu digne de sa conduite passed 

de le faire Bans un moment si critique et ddja si 
0 

douloureux, pour les Polonais. 
34 

Little more than a year after this appeal, Breadalbane resigned the 

presidency of the Association on the grounds that the duties of office 
541 

were incompatible with his other commitments. His successor, the 

Marquis of Townshend who had been related to Dudley Coutts Stuart, wrote 

to Adam Czartoryski in July 1857 that 

Gloomy and almost hopeless as the present political 

state of Poland appears at the present time, there is 

more reason than ever that her friends and admirers 
2 

should not relax their efforts on her behalf. 
34 

By May 1857, however, Szulczewski was angrily accusing Zamoyski of lack 

of concern for the survival of the Association in London, the collapse of 

which would be tantamount to the political death of the emigration in 

England. Szulczewski's only consolation was that William Fox Strangways 

had proved himself to be "a second Stuart in the Polish cause and one of 
54 3 

the strongest pillars in the Association". The number of active Poles 
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in Great Britain who professed sole allegiance to the H6tel Lambert was 

gradually diminishing and if no money were forthcoming to sustain 

Czartoryski's prestige, the right-wing group would forfeit its value in 

the eyes of the Poles themselves. According to Szulczewski, it was not a 

question of being unable to provide a few thousand pounds to conduct the 

cause in England but a problem of unwillingness on the part of the more 

wealthy Poles in France. 
344 

The anti-French climate of opinion prevalent in Britain after the war 

was also detrimental to the Polish cause. In December 1856 Harrowby 

exaggerated the strength of public opinion in favour of Polish independence 

as the only solution for tranquillity in Europe but added that it could 

not be put to practical purpose because 

les Anglais sont un peuple qui ne sait s'occuper et 

prendre en main, qu'un objet qu'il voit imm4diatement 

pratique dans lequel il a moyen d'agir clairment et sur 

le champ. La question polonaise qui se perd dans un 

lointain douteux ne peut aujourd'hui avpir d'actualit6 

pour 1'esprit anglais, eile est done mise de c6t6. Les 

coquetteries de la France envers la Russie, oil peuvent 

renaTtre quelques unes des anciennes combinaisons de 

Tilsit, obligent Angieterre de ciiercher de son c6t6 ä 

se mettre bien avec la Russie, si cette puissance se 

conduit convenablement. 
j45 
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Lack of sustained parliamentary debate concerning Poland and the 

overwhelming financial difficulties of the emigrants were an accurate 

index of British support for the Poles. The Government was adept at 

gauging whether public opinion was merely stirred or insistent. Sympathy 

had indeed been evoked during the war but never reached any great 

dimensions. The last dying spasm of support was based on both the right 

and left-wing Polish protests against the amnesty and pro-Polish sympathy 

did not revive until 1861. Basically, the Government's attitude towards 

the Poles in Britain could be summed up in Herzen's words: 

They are attracted by the mysterious twilights in which 

outlines are blurred and phantoms hover, in which one can 

imagine infinite distance, infinite height, because nothing 

can be seen distinctly. They can live in this half-dreaming 

state without analysis, without cold investigation, 

without gnawing doubts, 
346 

The only hope after 1856 for the restoration of Poland was linked with 

the situation created by Russian defeat and not with either the Polish 

emigration or Great Britain. Russia's internal weakness, resulting from 

the need to modernize the Jnpire by emancipating the serfs, facilitated 

the rise of new revolutionary conspiracies within both Russian and Polish 

territories. The centre of action and direction was transferred from London 

and Paris to Poznan and Warsaw. Polonophile circles in Britain had even 

less understanding of what was happening in the homeland while the 

emigration itself was compelled to concentrate on the quest for survival. 
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Relifrious Denominations in Great Britain and the Polish question 

Religious bodies in Great Britain were faced with the problem that 

the nineteenth century Polish emigration was primarily political and 

military in character. Any relief for the Poles was, therefore, in 

practice if not in theory, condoning the tactics of the majority of 

Poles who thought of their exile as being only an enforced interval 

before a further attack on the partitioning powers. The only platform 

on which all the Churches could agree was that of pure charity, but it 

proved impossible to isolate the mitigation of private misfortunes from 

the raison d'Ctre of the Polish emigration. Although deprived of the 

consistent political support of the Papacy, it was difficult for the 

Poles as a predominantly Catholic nation to avoid giving offence to 

both the Established Church and dissenting sects. The sympathy of the 

Catholic Church in England for the persecuted Catholics and Uniates in 

Poland was, for all practical purposes, outbalanced by the fear that 

the revolutionary fervour of the Poles would spread to Italy and destroy 

the Papal possessions. Anglo-Jewry, on the other hand, was not :; resented 

with any ideological obstacles to prevent it helping the Jews from 

Poland. The Jews in England, however, were absorbed in the 'Problem of 

their own disabilities and status in society. 

The traditional view that Polish eii; -rants as su;: pocted 'red' 

revolutionaries were regarded with disdain and virtually ignored by the 
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Roman Catholic Church in Great Britain can no longer be accented as 
1 

completely valid. Investigation reveals a fundamental division in 
2 

Catholic thinking with regard to the Polish ouestion. The Church was 

confronted with the dilemma either of losing prestige if it failed to 

support, on principle, a basically Catholic nation, or of advocating 

a war for Pplish independence, fully aware of the fact that such a conflict 

could only be revolutionary in character and detrimental to Papal interests 

in Italy. Catholic reaction to the problem was not uniform, but even 

the most progressive and sympathetic elements could. not advance a colution 

wholly or even partially acceptable to the Poles. 

Russian persecution of the Catholic Church in Poland was the first 

argument used by The Tablet in 1840 to induce 'inglish Catholics to 

support the Literary Association's efforts to raise money for the 
4 

poverty-stricken Polish emigrants. In May 1842 William Arthur White 

met Monsi, nor Cappucini at St. Mary's College, Oscott and was authorized 

to assure the clergy in Poland that, if their discretion could be relied 

upon, the Holy See would not cease to protest and defend t'.; e rid°hts of 
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the Church in Poland. It was, however, forcefully impressed upon 

Wlacs. yslaw Zamoysici in December 1841 that Rome could do nothing for the 
6 

Poles. A fortnight later, 1,1onsiu-nor Cappucini was ready to admit that 

the Pope placed excessive faith in Russian flattery, althou; h the official 

and apologetic line taken by the Papacy had been that any interference 
7 

would only serve to intensify the persecution of Polish Catholics. 

The measures taken by Russia in 1839 to abolish the Uniate religion 

were belatedly condemned in a Consistorial Allocution of July 1842. This 

was an attempt by the ultra conservative Gregory XVI to vindicate his 

failure to support the persecuted Catholic Church in Poland and to 

eradicate the bitter memories of the Superiori anno. The Pope denounced 

"the fraudulency responsible for a rumour that the Holy See has betrayed 

the Catholic cause". Recriminations against Russian deception with regard 

to the real state of religious matters in the Congress Kingdom scarcely 

appear sincere when viewed in the light of the negotiations between 

Nicholas I and the Papacy begun in December 1845 and culminating in the 
8 

Concordat of 1847. Papal sympathy for Poland could have little meaning 

when it had been intimated to St. Petersburg that Bone mould not e;; ih rra: s 
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Russia politically. Although the Poles had been treated harshly by the 

Pope, both Wladyslaw Zamoyski and Thomas Chisholme Anstey contended that 
9 

no other power had dared to be so openly critical of the Tsarist r6gime. 

Largely as a result ofZanoyski's exertions several British papers discussed 

the event as one of importance, but The Protestant, the monthly organ of 

the British LDor: ýation Society, in a review of the Morning Herald's 

articles concerning the Allocution accused the Herald of supporting 

Antichrist and exhorted British Protestants to look to Russia for 

protection against Rome and "Polish Romanists". 
10 

Account in English of forcible conversions of Catholics to Russian 

Orthodoxy were taken both from Czartoryski's Paris organ, Trzeci T_Iaj, 

and from the French Catholic paper, Univers. The Tablet also printed an 

appeal, which had first appeared in the Journal des Ddbats in October 
11 

1845, for religious toleration and the renunciation of all intentions 

of calling for a holy crusade against the Tsar. It is difficult to 

estimate the influence of The Tablet on Catholic readers in Great Britain, 

but conservative Catholics must have been shocked in November 1845 when 

the paper's usual circumspection on Polish political affairs was replaced 

by a definite advocacy of, and approval for, insurrection. Despite the 
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news, which had reached London from Paris in October 1845, of alleged 

Russian brutalities towards the Basilian nuns at Hirisk, Pope Gregory XVI 

felt no compunction in receiving the Tsar in Rome and thus betrayed 

assurances given in 1842. On 22 November 1845 The Tablet wrote that 

if powerful Church persecutors are to be caressed 

by the Papacy there would be a dancer that persecuted 

Catholics will not appeal to Rome for protection but 

might endeavour to secure it by overturning their 

Governments to show the Pope that strength is not 

all on the enemy side. We honestly confess that, were 
the case ours -- ouch under present circumstances 

would be our course. 

The Resurrectionist Order, which was virtually a Church agency of the 

li8tel Lambert in France, first conceived the idea of exploiting the 

story of the Abbess of the Minsk Convent in 1846 as an instrument to 

exert pressure on Western governments in the interests of Poland. In 

short, the sufferings related by Mother iiakryna IZieczyssawska were to be 

manipulated to induce a cli;. iate of Russophobia especially in Trance and 

England. The Tablet's revelations, however, were not opportune. Parliament 

was absorbed in the problem of the Corn Laws and discontent in Ireland. 

John Henry New. nan's conversion to Catholicism in 1845 and the consequent 

fears of the Oxford Movement had resulted in the closing of Anglican doors 

against the perils and encroachments of the Papacy. The Literary Association 
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tried to organize action by placing a precis of the events in The Time^. 

John T. Delane, the editor, however, found B;; strzonowskils account so 

obscure as to be impossible to understand and the Abbess's interview 

with the Pope was not mentioned in the i fish press. 
13 

In view of the domestic crisis in ; gland it was clear that the House 

of Commons did not wish to incur Russian hostility by making a pronouncement 

on the Iliiisk affair. As early as 16 December 1845 William Fox Strangways, 

the 3ritish envoy and minister plenipotentiary at Frankfurt from March 

164.0 to January 1849, had suggested to Dudley Coutts Stuart that Lord 

Sandon should take up the question in Parliament. Fox Strangways believed 

the story to be possible "and in the circumstances that is very near 

believing the fact". He was always searching for "a -ood thesis to be 

expiated on" which, if publicized, would advance the Polish cause. This 

was especially necessary since he was very conscious of Papal apathy 

towards Polish Catholics. 
14 

The Literary Association could only depend on its ow-m members to raise 

the question of Minsk in the House of Commons. Lord rinnaird, unimportant 

in political circles but an active Polonophile and advocate of the abolition 

of the Corn Laws, asked Aberdeen in the House of Lords on 10 February 1,546 

for information on ILinnaird was careful to emphasize that his 
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intentions were not hostile to Russia and that an inquiry was desirable 

for humane and benevolent purposes. Aberdeen regarded the accounts as 

grossly exaggerated and thought that Nicholas's assurances to the Pope 

that he would order an inquiry and punish the guilty were infinitely 
1 ý- 

preferable to British interference. This speech was virtually an 
16 

expression of confidence in the Tsar. W. P. Cowper, H. P. for Hertford, 

asked Peel on 5 March for copies of the dispatches concerning the 

persecutions, and the motion was seconded by Thomas Wyse, a prominent 

Irish Catholic. 11yse did not seek to interfere in the domestic policies 

of Russia, but held that the House should express its sympathy with the 

nuns. Peel found no difficulty in persuading the House of Commons to be 

satisfied with the Russian Government's assurances. The speech made by 

1rlyse was remarkably cautious and this, in conjunction with Daniel 

O'Connell's failure to speak during the debate, probably suggests a 

deliberate Irish policy of not antagonizing the Government on a relatively 

unimportant matter when more vital Irish questions were awaiting solution. 

Both Thomas Milner Gibson and the Catholic Philip Howard, M. P. for Carlisle, 

protested that the British Government had interfered in the internal 

affairs of other countries, but it would appear that only the latter 
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17 
really believed the story to be true. . gents in Krakow diverted 

attention from the Minsk revelations : hich could not be exploited to 

maximum effect in Great Britain because of the lack of substantial 

evidence. In the face of strong pressure from Wladyslaw Za. -noyski not to 

let the occasion pass unnoticed, Dudley Coutts Stuart was forced to reply 

in January 1846 that any attempt to present the British public with a 

statement unsupported by incontrovertible facts would merely be to invite 

ridicule. Zamoyski thought that the "attempted" denials which had appeared 

in the Russian press should be sufficient proof of Euilt. Although there 

was a slight shift in February 1846 from the general refusal in Britain 

to give credence to Tother Makryna's story, no real sympathy was ever 
18 

evoked. Shortly before the outbreak of the Second World :; ar, :, l: r, was 

exposed as an hysterical impostor by the Polish priest, Father Jan Urban. 

In April 1818 The Tablet pressed En-lish Catholics to open their purses 

in so "laudable, humane and Christian a work" as financing the projected 

return of about 400 Poles to Galicia and the Grand Duchy of Pozna 
?o 

Several Catholic priests, including; Monsignor Eyre of St. I"ILLry's 
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Church, Chelsea, were prepared to receive subscriptions which were to be 

handed over to a general committee expressly established for this purpose 
21 

by the Poles. There were no editorial comments on the disturbances in 
22 

Poland in 1848, but the tone of The Tablet was definitely anti-revolutionary. 

It is ironic that the Protestant !; 'illiam Fox Strangways was more alive 

to the importance of English Catholic support for the Poles and more 
23 

energetic in pursuing this aim than most Catholics. He advocated the 

opening of official English relations with Rome: 

the step contemplated, would I believe, place 

our representative above the Russian which might be 

advantageous not only gratifying. ... The position 

thus established of the British representative 

could not be unfavourable to the cultivation of 

a cordial feeling between him and the Polish 

interest at Rome, which I am more and more convinced 

might be turned to some good use. 
24 

The death of the reactionary Gregory XVI on 1 June 1846 was followed by 

the election of Cardinal Mastai-Ferretti as Pius IX. His early measures, 

and in particular, a political amnesty, had given the impression that he 

wished to pursue a more liberal policy than his predecessor, althou{~h his 
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first encyclical, ui lp uribus, of 9 November 1846 should have been 

sufficient warning that he had no intention of supporting nationalist 
25 

movements anywhere in Europe. It was against this background that a 

Bill for the establishment of diplomatic relations with the Court of 

Rome was first introduced in Parliament on 14 December 1847 by the 

Marquis of Lansdowne. Unlike Fox Strangways, Catholics, both in En land 

and Ireland, strenuously opposed the Bill on the grounds that it would 

"serve as a base handle for Her Majesty's Ministers in dealing with the 
26 

Roman Catholic Church in Ireland". Neither Palmerston nor the Government 

had the Poles in mind when advocating the Bill, which was put forward 

because of the alleged injury caused to commercial interests by the 
27 

absence of diplomatic relations. The real case for the Bill, however, 

was the necessity for giving official recognition to persons sent to 

Rome on various missions -- in William Gladstone's words: "the pretence 

ought to be made conformable to the reality, and the profession to what 
28 

was the practice". Royal Assent was finally given to the Bill on 
2 

4 September 1848. 
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On 17 May 1847 Fox Strangways wrote of his meeting with one hundred 

Poles and their sympathizers in Rome and asked Dudley Coutts Stuart 

"whether the English Catholics are well-disposed to the Poles -- in 

particular the Shrewsburys and Dorias and it might be an interest worth 

their cultivating, if as reported we are to have an Embassy to the 
30 

Poles". Fox Strang; ays, who was to become the President of the 

Literary Association in 1864 as Lord Ilchester, was clearly uninformed 

with regard to the deep internal divisions of the Roman Catholics as 

a body in Great Britain. Few Catholics were influential in a political 

sense and the maximum support expected from such quarters by the Literary 

Association was in the form of charitable donations. The Council of the 

Association, with some bitterness, emphasized, on the occasion of the 

death of the 14th Duke of Norfolk in 1861, that the latter had virtually 

occupied a solitary position among his more important co-reli::, donists 

in advocating the claims of Poland. As the Earl of Arundel and : surrey 

he had joined the Association between 1846 and 1847, had served for a 

total of four years on the Council, and from 1858 until his death had 

been a Vice-President. The Report of the Twenty-Ninth Annual Meeting 

of the Literary Association claimed that the Council 

always considered themselves fortunate in obtaining 
the co-operation of the Duke of Norfolk as the head 

of the Roman Catholics in n-: land; a 1>od; " connected 
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with the great bulk of the Polish nation by 

community of religion, and particularly distinguished 

for the munificence of their charity; a body, 

therefore, to whom the unfortunate Poles, who have 

been driven to England through their attachment 

to their country and religion, might not unreasonably 

look for sympathy and relief. The Duke of dorfolk 

personally felt the strength of their claims, and 

on many occasions afforded refugees who addressed 
31 

themselves to hire most ready and generous assistance. 

The Polish insurrection of 1863 crystallized the political views of 

The Tablet and forced the editor to take a definite stand on questions 

of national independence and revolution. Catholics had an obligation 

to agitate in order to keep the Polish issue in the public mind and, 

if necessary, to force it on the attention of European governments: 

Catholics can't help feeling they have a special 

duty towards Poland because they know how much the 

very fact that the Polish cause is both national 

and religious has deadened the sympathies and 

alienated the feelings of thousands whose enthusiasm 

for Poland would have known no bounds if the Polish 

nation had been as false to their Faith as they have 
32 

been true to their country. 
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The Tablet was vaguely and suspiciously aware of the social implications 

of the insurrection. It favoured the success of the insurrection and 

Polish independence but considered it unfortunate that "the revolutionary 

and democratic party among the Poles were in league with the Revolutionists 

and Mazzinist faction in Europe". The paper piously hoped that, once 

Poland had remained her liberty, the left-wing group would be powerless 

to direct the course of internal events. 
33 

In July 1863 The Tablet demanded war with Russia "irith no more delay 
34 

than is absolutely necessary", but by 8 AuLust doubts and reservations 

were being entertained. The Polish National Government's proclamation 

of 25 July had announced the appointment of 'Citizen' lfl adyslaw 

Czartoryski as diplomatic agent to London and Paris. Even more repulsive 

for The Tablet was the declaration of 31 July that the National Government 

would be guided by principles of equality and religious, political and 

social liberty. The leader commented that the use of a term "so odious" 

as "equality" was highly suspicious and the designation of W adyslaw 

Czartoryski as "citizen" cu"gested "unpleasant associations". G; ome 

comfort, however, was derived from the belief that Czartoryski's selection 

implied "the ascendancy of conservative elements over revolutionary 

C-:. ýi. C: 1EY: tS". 
35 
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The reactionary Dublin Review also adopted the policy of condemning 

any changes in the structure of society, but differed radically from 

The Tablet in its views on the settlement of the Polish question. The 

latter paper was clearly conscious of the grave risks a war directed 

by France against Russia on behalf of Poland would entail for any 

solution favourable to the Papacy of the Italian and Roman questions. 

To avoid the destruction of the Pope's temporal power, The Tablet 

urged the joint execution of a European war against Russia in the hope 

that French designs for territorial ag6randizement would thus be checked. 

In short, the problem was not only to defeat Russia and liberate the 

Congress Kingdom, but also to safeguard the grossly misgoverned Papal 

states from similar nationalist and revolutionary aspirations. On the 

other hand, the Dublin Review, which had a fairly extensive circulation 

in England, was willing to refuse national independence to the Poles 

in order to save Papal Italy from the consequences of revolutionary 

ferment. It was suggested that a recognition of the rights of the 

Catholic Church in Poland would more easily defeat the ir.; urients than 

gunpowder: 

such a signal act of justice alone would deprive the 

ambitious clique of discontented nobles of their power 

to do mischief, and take away for ever lro; 1 the determined 

revolutionist the sympathy of Dzrope. ... '. r'hat we have 

to contend for, then, is not the vicious roject of 

36 
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a reconstituted Poland as it was before 1772, but 

the full recoÜnition by Russia of the rights and 

liberties of the Catholic Church, a settled and 

constitutional system of government for Poland, 

and respect for her distinctive nationality as 

complete and liberal as that now shown by Austria 

to the hereditary usages and traditional rights 

of her various subject races. 
57 

Justice for Poland was thought to be quite compatible with respect for 

the existing rights of Russia. The Dublin Review put forward the view 

that Polish loyalty could only be gained if Pius IX's Allocution of 

22 April 1863, calling on Russia to uphold the liberty of the Church 

in Poland, were to be accepted and implemented by the Tsar. 
38 

In 1859 and 1860 the problem of the Pope's temporal power had divided 

the Polish emigration into two hostile groups. Wladyslaw Zamoysni's 

opinion was that the question of the Papal states involved the Italians 

alone, but that there should be no hostility on the part of the Poles 

towards the Papacy. This appreciation of the situation inevitably created 
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difficulties for the Polish cause in Great Britain where public sympathy 

was rabidly anti-Papal and decidedly in favour of Italian unification 

and the secularization of the Pope's territorial dominions. Zamoyski was 

acutely conscious of the dilemma and on 5 April 1864 asked whether Edmond 

Beales would advise the Poles in r gland to participate in meetings 

to be held in honour of Garibaldi. Any popular demonstrations in Protestant 

England, even if their genuine purpose was to acclaim the bravery of the 

Italian patriot, would turn against Pius IX. The Hotel Lambert clearly 

could not afford to alienate British public opinion at a time when the 

Polish insurrection was losing its initial momentum. On the other hand, 

however, the Polish right wing did not wish to be Jdeified with 

anti-Papal manifestations, especially since Zamoyski claimed that Pius IX 

was the only Luropean monarch who had dared to make statements to the 

effect that both "right and reason" were on the Polish and not the Russian 
39 

side. It was also known that Cardinal Wiseman had declared his 

opposition to the enthusiasm aroused by Garibaldi's visit. The sympathy 

of the Anglican hierarchy "thus gave the impression that militant atheism 
40 

was a small price to pay for anti-Papalism". Beales, who had joined the 

Literary Association in 1832 and remained a : ne: nber until his death in 1881, 

was, as the President of the National League for the Independence of 

Poland in 1863, affected by Polish right-wing policy Frith regard to Italy. 
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He was not concerned with religious scruples, but realized in March 1864 

that the cause of Polish independence would not be advanced by the 

governments of France and Britain but might be furthered by a "conjoint 

movement of Italians, Poles and Hungarians" under the leadership of 

Garibaldi. Prince ti'ý-adyslaw Czartoryski was warned that "opposition to 

this movement on the part of any body of the Poles would, I fear, be 
4 1 

greatly damaging to them". After a month's delay the Prince replied 

that the Poles in the homeland would never accept a foreigner as the 
42 

leader of the national movement at, ainst Russian despotism. It was 

already clear that the emiCration could not decisively influence events 

in Poland. 

In the columns of the Dublin Review the interests of the Catholic 

Church in Poland were clearly given precedence to the general welfare 

of the nation. Revolutionary thought was denounced as "stirring up in 

the hearts of the people revenge and ambition, and invoking on behalf 

of its lawless projects the intervention of France". According to the 

Review, Polonophile Catholic sentiment in both Great Britain and Europe 

had been led astray and its political judgement had been formed "not by 

studying the principles of the Catholic Church but by looking to the 

immediate interests of the Catholic population". It was for this very 

reason that so many of the Polish clergy were "wrongly" opposed to the 
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civil power of Russia. Catholics were warned against the chicanery of 

Polish revolutionary tactics which traded on the Catholic sentiment of 

Europe by temporarily withdrawing more prominent leaders in order to 

conciliate the "clericals". 
43 

Although the English Catholic Weekly Register and the Irish Catholic 

Nation had for a long time depreciated the work of James Pope Hennessy, 

the more liberal Tablet in Narch 1863 offered its congratulations to 

Hennessy for having earned for the Catholic body the credit of leading 
44 

the pro-Polish movement. 

Many insinuations were made, both by Poles and prominent Polonophiles 

in Great Britain, that the Catholic Church failed to respond to appeals 

for political, religious or charitable support for the Polish emigration.. 

These accusations were far from being a complete distortion of the facts. 

In 1849 Karol Szulczewski wrote to Leonard Niedzwiecki that one source 

of potential employment and help in finding work was denied to the Poles, 
45 

because they had no access to the Roman Catholic group in eland. When 

the ex-Capuchin monk, Romanowski, was looking for a post among; C tiiolics 

in 1836, the Polish secretary of the Literary Association asked the 

. n6 
Protestant Dudley Coutts Stuart to find him emplo; pnent in Irelt.: nd. 
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Although the majority of English Roman Catholics were unwilling to 

associate themselves with the Poles there were isolated instances of 

sympathy and help. Philip Henry Howard of Corby Castle and M. P. for 

Carlisle paid the fees of Polish youths at the Roman Catholic College 
47 

of Sedgely Hall, Staffordshire. The Howards were an eminent Catholic 

and very pro-Polish family. Henry P. Howard, a Whig favouring parliannetary 

reform and repeal of the penal laws against Roman Catholics, was first 

introduced to Polish history at the end of the eighteenth century when 

he studied in Vienna. In December 1836 Leonard Niedzwiecki referred to 

Corby Castle as "an hospitable Polish castle" containing Polish books 
48 

and pictures. Philip Howard strongly urged the Government in July 1838 

to approve of the renewal of the parliamentary grant for the relief of 
49 

Poles resident in England, and also tried to help the Poles by lending 
50 

his frank to facilitate their correspondence. The agitation caused by 

Philip Howard's support for the assumption of iiglish titles by Roman 
51 

Catholic bishops forced him to retire from politics in 1852. Catherine 
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Mary Howard, the second wife of Henry Howard, corresponded with Dudley 

Coutts Stuart on the subject of Poland, but always maintained that the 
52 

Irish had a greater claim on English charity. 

By 1850 the Literary Association was experiencing great difficulties in 

raising sufficient funds to support Polish refugees suffering from old age 

and sickness. William Lloyd Birkbeck, Secretary of the Association, wrote 

that as the number of Poles in Great Britain diminished so did the circle 

of Polish sympathizers: 

There is one class of the community from whom a priori 

we night have cx; ected the greatest help, the English 

Roman Catholics -- but I believe I am correct in saying 

that for the last ten years we have not received five 

pounds from the whole of them -- and the cause of this 

c nnot be ignorance of our wants for some fifteen years 

ago I wrote a letter fully detailing them to one of the 

newspapers (The Tablet I think) which circulate exclusively 

among Catholics. The reply was subscriptions to the amount 

of less than two pounds and these from friends of my own. 

... As the En; lish Catholics are eminently charitable to 

, »crÜons of their own faith and as they almost invariably 

act as a body, it is clear that there must be some sinister 

influence of a powerful nature which occasions this conduct. 

It cannot proceed from Berlin, Paris or Vienna -- it must 

originate with St. Petersburg or Rome. 
53 
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Birkbeck suggested in the same letter that Cardinal Ledöchowski might 

make representations in Rome to the effect that English Catholics should 

receive a timely reminder that their Polish co-religionists had some 

claims to their charity. This was essential at a time when even the 

Polish priest Brzeziriski had been compelled to apply to the Association 

for relief. The reports of the Literary Association show that less than 

thirty pounds was donated by eminent English Catholics between 184.0 and 

1850, and both before and after this period contributions were negligible. 

An appeal from the Council of the Literary Association was widely 

circulated in the Roman Catholic Dress in 1861, but the final result was 

a mere one pound ten shillings. Pains had been taken to stress the 

"destitute condition of these forei; -; ners, the difficulty they experience 

in obtaining parochial assistance, the comparatively slight claim they 

possess on the Protestant clergy, and the fact that many have suffered 

in defence of their faith as well as of their country". 
54 

English Catholics did not enjoy any political standing in the House 

of Corunons. The Emancipation Act of 1829 failed to result in any 

appreciable numbers of Roman Catholics being returned to Parliament; 

by 1 a. ̂1 there were only six Catholic H. P. Is repre;; cntin .: rr ; 
lich seats. 

55 
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According to The Tablet most of them preferred to be imovm as "gentlemen 

of property" rather than Catholics and for this reason they did not 
I 

constitute a united group pursuing specifically Catholic interests. In 

this situation it was impossible either for the Poles or the Literary 

Association to exert pressure on them to forward the Polish cause in 

Parliament by appealing to religious feeling. 

Politically conscious Catholics in nineteenth-century , eland were an 

heterogeneous group. From the middle of the century onwards a large and 

influential section of the Catholic population repudiated the policy of 

procuring places and favours from the ldhigs. By 1864 The Tablet could 

write that the Liberals were "the allies and supporters of a pernicious 

liberalism both at home and abroad" and that among Catholics there was 

"a moderate, temperate and relative preference for the Conservative party". 

A large number of Catholics had taken for their political rule "not the 

petty interests of a few place hunters, but the political principles on 

the triumph or defeat of which the Church and civil society, seem under 
57 

God at this moment to depend". It was patently obvious even before 

the 1860's that many Poles would not be satisfied with independence without 

also obtaining a large measure of social reform. Since the very heart of 

the Catholic Church was exposed to attack and. established society ever^, whcre 

in Europe was being warned to reform of its own volition or be reformed by 
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revolution, it is hardly surprising that conservative Catholic groups 

in 1gland could only view Polish attempts to regain independence by 

force of arms with a great deal of reserve. 

Several conservative Catholics like Lord Beaumont, who was a member 

of the Literary Association from 184.5 to 1854, were able to justify 

their support for the independence of Poland on the grounds that she 

would counter Russia's threat to the safety and peace of nirope. Social 

and especially agrarian reforms so urgently needed to complete the 

destruction of serfdom in Poland were, however, anathema to such 

Catholics. Beaumont claimed that those Polish patriots advocating 

democratic principles who wished to terminate the influence of the land 

oining classes would create only social chaos, because Poland had no 

native middle class to "break the fall between the government and the 
58 

people". 

Stanislaw Kozmian mistakenly believed in 1849 that the ultra-Tory, 
59 

Charles de la Barre Bodenham, would be of great value to the Polish 

cause because of his connexions with leading l , -lish Catholic families 

and his projected marriage to Irena Maria, daughter of Count J6zef 
60 

Dzierzykraj-Ilorawski. From November 1858 the proprietor of The Tablet 
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was Bodenham's cousin, the Rev. Herbert Vaughan, whose policy was to 

support the Liberals in return for the Disestablishment of the Irish 

Church. Bodenham, however, was so rabidly anti-Liberal that he refused 

to support Gladstone with the hope of getting rid of "a local evil like 

the Irish Church" because, in his opinion, Gladstone was more guilty of 
61 

formenting revolution in Italy than Garibaldi. It is extremely doubtful 

whether Bodenham, who was a member of the Literary Association from 1848 

to 1883, did anything for the Poles than act as a courier for the 

Literary Association between London and Poznar'i. His wife, however, appears 

to have been instrumental in removing the children of Seweryn Boleslaw 

Dziewicki, who was drowned in 1862, from a Quaker school in Iigland to 

a Jesuit school in France. 
62 

There were Catholics, however, like the convert Thomas Chisholme Anstey, 

who condemned the anti-Polish stand taken by the majority of Catholics. In 

1844 he realized that British Catholics would be no less cordial than 

Protestants in welcoming the Tsar in &igland. The Catholic Magazine had 

published an appeal for Catholic support of Russia as the principal bulwark 

of Christianity in the East. Anstey suspected that Catholics would prefer 

the destruction of the non-Christian Ottoman 1npire to the liberation of 

the Catholic Polish nation. He considered such a policy to be a "perversion 

of faith, morality and law" and the violation of treaties. The Catholic 
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Lord Clifford had refused to meet the Russian Grand Duke Michael, in 

Rome in 1837 because of Russia's persecution of the Catholic Church in 

Poland, but Anstey correctly feared that few of the British peerage 

would emulate Lord Clifford's example in 1844. 
63 

Anstey was the only Catholic who had joined the Literary Association 

not because of political convictions or a desire to help people in 

distress but because he was an advocate of religious liberty: 

We should rally round all friends of religious freedom 

throu'out the world Lnd. especially the Liberals of 

Catholic persuasion. ... I am convinced that we should 

use the means of this 
., s:; ociation to circulate not 

only in this country and Ireland, but also on the 

Continent, the fullest information as to the persecution, 

the hopes and the present condition of the Catholic 

Church of Poland. By these means, more than by any 

other, we shall engage on our side those who are not 

to be influenced by religious considerations. 

It was left to the Protestant G. A. Young to remind Anstey that, although 

the rights of conscience were inviolable, reli0ion alone was not of 

supreme importance in the Polish question which, above all, concerned 

the problem of civil rights and political liberty. 
64 

The religious Clirlu''i. e , 11'CV(Llllll(, 11] 711I1C ýý'z'Ill. fl-Cýr !. 111'-/ ; tl, lrlli! ',. ý.., 

unfavourable for the 
__-ccution of 
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demonstrated in 1863. Napoleon Feliks Zaba had arranged a pro-Polish 

meeting in Margate at which three Protestant vicars spoke but ". -oscow 

agents were active in their policy of trying to paralyse English 

cordiality for Poland by proclaiming that the Polish insurrectionary 

movement is purely a Catholic movement". These attempts to arouse 

religious dissension and hatred were directed by the fanatically 

anti-Jesuit I-I. P. for 'arwickshire, C. 11. Newdegate. The seed of suspicion 

had been sown and Zaba considered it a great victory to Let the 

signatures of the archbishop of Canterbury and other Protestant cler; yy. 
5 6 

The anonymous author of an anti-Polish pamphlet entitled The Polish 

question from an EýnLlish Point of View, published in 1863, put forward 

the thesis that the Polish insurgents were not the "people", but an 

exclusive aristocratic and Catholic 41ite. He could hardly believe that 

it was in the interests of England to further the establishment of a 

great Catholic power in northern Europe but added: "No doubt there are 

precedents in the ministerial pigeon-holes for fostering Papal interests; 

but yet the time has scarcely arrived when such sentiments will be 

avowed. " British participation in a war against Russia on behalf of 

Poland would be tantamount both to an abolition of the liberties conferred 

on Russian Poles and the re-establishment of "the sway of a hostile and 
66 

domineering Church". ! 'irkenhead Protestants were so incensed by the 
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demands of the British, Austrian and French -overnments that Russia 

should allow unrestricted licence to the Church of Rome in Poland that 

on 21 July 1863 Newdegate presented a public petition to the House of 

Commons on their behalf. The petitioners claimed that such a measure 

would be "inconsistent with civil and religious liberty" and begged 

the Government not to "advance the pretensions of Rome in Poland or any 
67 

other country either by diplomacy or armed intervention". There were 

only two petitions of this kind in 1863 but they undoubtedly reflected 
68 

popular feeling against Rome. Not until 1873 could William Arthur 

White write to Stanislaw Kozmian from Danzig that England was comparatively 

free from religious animosity and that the attempts of some toitir up 

bad feeling against the Catholics in the Established Church had failed. 
69 

The Roman Catholic hierarchy in Great Britain was not persuaded to make 

any official pronouncements on the Polish question. In February 1862 

Stanislaw Szumlatiski wrote that the chairman of a meeting held in Preston 

to express sympathy for Poland was a well-known vicar, the Rev. Canon Parr, 

whose speech on the sufferings of the Catholic Church in Poland "... ! )ut 

to shame English Cardinals and clergy who cannot be moved to show nn;; :, i( 
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of sympathy for the martyrs of the Church in Poland". The only recorded 

instance of a Roman Catholic priest outside Ireland overtly demonstrating 

solidarity with the political cause of Polish independence is to be found 

in the Annual Report of the Literary Association for 1847. Polononhile 

sentiments earned the Rev. J. Cunningham the title of "the Dudley Coutts 

Stuart of Jersey". On 29 November each year he preached a suitable sermon 

and said mass to commemorate and keep alive the ideas of the 1830 
71 

Insurrection. The position of the Catholic hierarchy was very tenuous 

and the Papal Allocution of 1850 announcing the restoration of Catholic 

titles in ,. gland was met by fierce popular opposition and indignation. 

In a letter to Adam Czartoryski, Dudley Coutts Stuart commented that the 

Bull was an ill-advised and unfortunate measure and contended that Cardinal 

Wiseman had little understanding of general opinion in England when he 
72 

advised the Pope to adopt such a policy. Anti-Catholic prejudice in 

England was so strong that Dudley Coutts Stuart feared that Polish cause 

would suffer as a result. In November 1852 Stuart hoped that England would 
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not refuse to support the claims of Catholic France against Russia over 

the question of the Holy Places. Several members of the Literary Association 

like Thomas Milner Gibson, M. P., William Scholefield, M. P. <nd Thomas 

Slingsby : buncombe, M. P., advocated religious toleration and the removal 

of all religious disabilities and Dudley Coutts Stuart's middle-class 

radical constituency of Marylebone supported his vote recorded against 

the introduction of the Government's Ecclesiastical Assumption Bill: 

"The Bill is a piece of petty persecution and only the stepping stone 

to other measures equally unworthy of the British legislature. ... We 

want civil and religious liberty. " 
73 

The problem of the Polish Lazarite settlement near Constantinople had 

provided an earlier example of anti-Catholic feeling in Enrcland. This 

powerful Catholic order protected Polish interests against the Orthodox 

Russians and was supported both by Adam Czartoryski and the French 
74 

Government. The whole purpose of the settlement was to expand Polish 

activities to all Slav areas within the Ottoman Empire in order to 
75 

undermine the Panslav movement directed by Russia. Despite the political 

implications of the project, Dudley Coutts Stuart was forced to tell 

Adam Czartoryski in September 1843 that, although personally willing to 

co-operate, he was "afraid the decided Roman Catholic aspect under which 
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the plan presents itself may form an obstacle to its acceptance with 
ýh 

many in this country". These fears were largely proved correct but 

both Piotr Falkenhagen-Zaleski and Dudley Coutts Stuart were successful 

in collecting funds for the Catholic colony near the Bosphorus. Adam 

Czartoryskils view was that Catholics should be anxious to support the 

project and he was pleased to report that among the donors had been the 
77 

Father Superior of a monastery. There is no evidence that Colonel 

Jordan's appeal to Walerian Kalinka in June 1861 to send more details 

relating to the Bulgarians for circulation anion: ' British Catholics had 
78 

any practical effect. 

As a co-founder in May 1836 of the Dublin Review, J4'icholafý '., 'iceman 

did not approve of the Polonophile movement advocating Polish independence, 

but both he and his successor at Westminster, Henry E. 1Tanning, were 

obliged to concern themselves with the spiritual welfare of the Polish 

emigration. This task was complicated by the bitter animosities and 

acrimonious debates within the ranks of the Polish clergy. The disputes 
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of the four Polish priests in London were a source of chaLXin for Dudley 

Coutts Stuart who realized that, until the matter had been settled by the 

Catholic hierarchy, the prestige of the Literary Association would be 

80 
greatly diminished. The Committee of the Polish migrants resident in 

Great Britain and Ireland complained to Dr. Griffiths, the Catholic Bishop 

in London, that the Rev. Zienkiewicz had disgraced his sacred vocation 

by deliberately sowing discord and ill feeling among the exiles. In the 

interests of the Roman Catholic Church, Bishop Griffiths was asked to 

restrain Zienkiewicz from pursuing his political career because he had 

only succeeded in drawing "the attention and reflections of a Protestant 

country on the whole body of Polish priests in Great Britain" and expsoing 

the Roman Catholic religion to the reproof and scorn of Protestants eater 

to find scandal among the Roman Catholic clergy. 
81 

The division of the Polish clergy in }eland was along political 

Krairiski and Zienkiewicz favoured the more left-wing Poles while Brzezii: ski 

and Stasiewicz were willing to co-operate with the right-wing Literary 

Association as "the only board recognized by the English public as the 
L 82 

medium for all Polish affairs". Controversy raged over the t question 
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of the Polish school to be established in London. Underlying all the 

polemics was the question of who should exercise ultimate control over 

the school and how the necessary funds should be raised. Brzezifiski was 

content that Polish children should attend English Roman Catholic schools 

but would agree to support the establishment of a school on the condition 

that Bishop Griffiths would give his approval. This would automatically 

attract financial help from the Literary Association. On the other hand, 

Krairiski and Zienkiewicz were insistent that funds should be collected 

directly from the British public, without the sanction of conservative 

British ecclesiastical authorities. According to Brzezinski, however, 

Zienkiewicz had forfeited the confidence of the Polish emigration and, if 

he were to take over the appeal for funds, the resulting Polish 

recriminations and protests would be detrimental not only to the school 

but also to the Polish cause in Great Britain in general. 
83 

It is quite clear that the question of the school did not constitute the 

major point at issue between the Polish clergy. Kraiiiski and Zienkiewicz 

were campaigning to defame Brzeziiiski's character in order to oust him from 

his chaplaincy to the London emigration because they considered this 

position to be "a lucrative and comfortable sinecure". Irai]iski went to the 

length of covering the cost of having a libellous manuscript translated 

into English, with the intention of distributing it privately until the 

desired ý effect of discrediting not only Brzeziiiski but also the Literary 
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Association had been obtained. 
8/; 

As a result of complaints lodt, ed with the Eisiiop by ti e 

Ignacy Jackowski, Brzeziiiski and the Committee of the Polish migration, 
85 

Kraiiiski had been relieved of his chaplaincy. In order to avenge his 

dismissal, Kraiilski drew up a memorandum with statistics to prove that 

Brzeziiski had neglected his pastoral duties and deprived the emigration of 
86 

spiritual comfort. Krairiski claimed that, in an attempt to discover the 

origin of the intrigues against him, he had canvassed the most zealous 

English Catholics and was confidentially informed that the English Catholic 

Association intended to publish a manuscript purporting that the main aim 

of the Literary Association had always been to Protestantize the Catholic 

Poles, including the Portsmouth soldiers. In addition, the Literary 

Association had tried to mass its design: ^ by establishing friendly relations 

with Brzezinski, "a fornicator, tool of Russia and Prctnstants and a drunkard". 

Krairiski alley -,, )d that nki, the Committee of the Polish Emigration and 

the Li ter iry _=. ociation wore all conniving with Moscow to extirpate the 
87 

Catholic religion and prevent him from rescuing the Poles from Protestantism. 
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These allegations placed the Literary Association in an eatrei:. ely awkward 

position and rendered its ne6otiations on behalf of the Poles, with the 

Roman Catholic hierarchy in England more difficult especially since 

Kraiiski had written to Paris to demand that Adam Csarturjski should 

investigate the matter. 
88 

It was patently untrue that the Literary Association had deliberately 
09 

confined its membership to Protestants who were rabidly anti-Catholic. 

Nor was it true that only Polish Protestants such as the Socinian IL, y, ctyn 

Lach Szyrma and the Calvinists H. W. Krasiriski, F. huczyuIski and F. Grabowski 
c''0 

were given administrative duties in the Association. Brzeziriski was also 

able to disprove Krairiski's claim that he was suffering from venereal 
91 

disease by sending a medical certificate to the Bishop at L: estminstcr. 

By 1848 ', iiseman had refused to recognize either Kraiiiski or Brzezi1i: i; ki 

chaplain to the refugees and concurred with Dudley Coutts Stuart in 

thinking that the only solution was to remove both from England. During 

an interview with Wiseman on 12 January 1848 Dudley Coutts Stuart 
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counteracted 

in some measure the effects which from the Bishop's 

conversation I perceive have been made by I. raiiIski 

and Zienkiewicz to represent the Literary Association 

as encouraging infidelity. I mentioned to him that it 

had been founded by you, Prince 
[Adam 

Czartoryski], 

and counted among its members such zealous Catholics 

as Lord Beaumont and Lord Arundel and that Zamoyski 

for whom the Bishop professes the ; -eatest adr. liration, 

has great weight in its councils. I obviously made 
2 

a great impression on him. 
9 

Primitive and crude invective continued to flow from the pen of Father 

Zienkiewicz until 1853. A letter of 11 August 1853 addressed to the 'Priests', 

shows clear signs of mental derangement and would have had little 

significance had it not contained such a bitter denunciation of Dudley 

Coutts Stuart and the Literary Association at a time when British sympathy 

for the Poles was definitely waning. Father Zienkiewicz claimed to have 

proof that Stuart required the Poles to renounce Roman Catholicism as a 

condition of obtaining profitable employment. Immoral Poles, and especially 

those who had their children educated in heretical Protestant schools, were 

nothing but the paid agents and tools of Stuart. The latter was accused of 

conniving with Lord Palmerston and "lecherous revolutionaries", such as 

Mazzini, Kossuth, Ruge and Louis Blanc to destroy Catholicism. 'T'hese 

activities to; ', ether with the education received by i'oli:, h youths, were 
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responsible for the corruption and degradation of that section of the 

colis'. e: ai ration which had arrived in England after the collapse of the 

Hun, arian Revolution in 1849. The Poles in England were distin, -uished 

by amorality and blasphemy, especially among the communists, democrats, 

aristocrats and socialists. Adam Czartoryski and Dudley Coutts Stuart had 

both "created and supported this gangrene" which poisoned Catholicism. 
93 

It was, in fact, lsladyslaw Zamnoyski who had first started to petition 

in 1839 for a Polish priest to administer the sacraments to the refugees 

and he advanced a sum of fifty pounds towards a Polish chapel. The motion 

of several members of the Literary Association to allow Mass to be 

celebrated in the council room at Duke Street was only carried with great 

difficulty. Dudley Coutts Stuart wrote to Adam Czartoryski in January 1840: 

"I am of the opinion that the Association should endeavour to accomodate 

all parties and on the apprehension that the celebration of Mass might 

shock the prejudices of some bigotted Protestant members who might think 

it necessary to secede from what they would then be apt to call a 

'Papistical Association'. " It was suggested that Romanowski should apply 
94 

for permission to use the German chapel at Bow Lane but others thought 

that Zamoyski's money should be used for saying Mass at Portsea until 
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sufficient money had been collected in London. 

The wealthy Catholic landowner Thomas Wyse, who had been one of 

the first Vice-Presidents of the Literary Association, was favourably 

inclined towards Zamoycki's plan and Dudley Coutts Stuart thought his 

zeal might be stimulated "as a splendid subscription is in process for 
96 

a Protestant chapel opposite his residence". Both Wyse and Frederick 

Lucas, a barrister and convert editor of ''ß: c Tablet, agreed to supervise 

the collection of funds for a chapel. Stu<Lrt himself was obviously 

concerned with the necessity of providing religious teaching for the Poles 

and regarded the project as praiseworthy. 
97 

Lack of financial resources forced the Poles to delay the acquisition 
98 

of a Polish chapel and to adopt a more modest solution of the problem. 
99 

Through the good offices of Lord Clifford, viho entertained ideas of 
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Adam Czartoryski as the future King of Poland. Zamoyski was able to 

negotiate with the Catholic Bishop in London for the use of the Belgian 

chapel at St. Georrre's fields and it was decided to ap; )oint Brzezi2; ski 
1 j1 

as the chaplain. 

It was noted in 10.16 that after ti: e Poles iad ac(u. tired the ,., ce of the 

Belgian chapel "the principles of infidelity", which had been fashionable 
102 

anion-- the Poles, had largely disappeared. The chapel was, however, 

criticized by Brzeziiiski as being too far from the centre of the Polish 

emigration living in 1"7hitechapel and Somers Town and for Poles living 

in Soho and Lincoln's Inn Fields. It seems clear that because of the 

travelling expenses and distances involved in attending Mass, many Poles 

were forced to remain at home. 
103 

Dudley Coutts Stuart also ceased to be imuressed by the advsntat, es 

gained as a result of the Belgian connexion. The chapel was only available 

when not needed by the Belgian congregation and very little was being done 

to promote religion among the Polish refugees. In a letter to Adam 

Czartoryski, Stuart was convinced that there were sufficient Roman 

Catholics in Great Britain, favourable to Poland, to collect the money 
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necessary to build a new Polish chapel. Bishop Griffiths, however, had 

consistently refused to allow any applications to be made to the Roman 

Catholic population for this purpose. Stuart suggested that Adam 

Czartoryski might broach the subject with Wiseman, appointed Bishop of 
104 

London in 1847. In 1841 Wxadysxaw Zamoyski had renewed his acauaintance 

with Dr. Wiseman, President of Oscott College, and tried to enlist his 

aid to secure a Polish chapel for the emigration. It was clear that the 

"fearful and decrepit Bishop of London", Dr. Griffiths, entertained 

suspicions that he would be obliged to provide funds for the chapel. 

English Catholics themselves were seeking foreign money to build a church 
1 05 

in London to replace the existing chapel. These plans, including 

Wiseman's later project of building a large church in central London with 

separate chapels for each nationality, failed to materialize althouch the 
106 

Pope was in favour of the latter scheme. 

Relations were maintained between Wradyslaw 
07 

Wiseman even as late as 1O6ý'. It was probably at 

that Wiseman asked the Primate of i'oland to send Marcin Chwaliszewski 
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to act as chaplain to the Poles in London in '1862. \'lith the aid of Polish 

donations Chwaliszewski opened a chapel consecrated to Our Lady of 
108 

Czgstochowa in Hatton Gardens. By 1864, however, the chapel was in 

such financial straits that Chwalisze;, -saci eoi: melled co 

that he could no longer relieve the Poles iio to l, i:: i on L:, (, 

recommendation. Offerings given for the poor artisans, and the church 
log 

money itself had been used to help refugees in distress. The Roman 

Catholic Polish i"Iission in Great Britain was at least partly financed by 

the Ii6te1 Lambert until 1870, but there is no evidence of any Lbglish 

funds being used. Chwaliszewski insisted that both he and his successor, 

Ludwrik Jazdzewski, should be dependent on Cardinal Wiseman and Zaroyski 

was requested to send the necessary maintenance money direct to Wiseman. 

Henry E. Manning succeeded Cardinal Wiseman as Archbishop of Westminster 

in 1865 and he continued the Roman Catholic hierarchy's contacts with 

the Polish Mission. ,: meryk Podolski, former chaplain to '»c Sultan's 
111 

Cossacks in the Cri'-: f nn '. 'ar and naturalized in May 1660, was appointed 

to the care of the Polish Catholics of the archdiocese of t! nine or. 

Mass was celebrated at the Church of St. John the Evanmelist in I slin ; ton 

until Podolski opened the Polish church at 110 Gower Street. The financial 

help promised for the chapel by the Polish nobility was sent by Zwijoyski 
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to Cardinal Manning. \fl adyslaw Zanoyski had contributed fifty pounds 

every year from 1643 to his death, in an attempt to assure conctant 

reli«"ious ministrations for Poles resident in London. A renomaed 

philanthropist and humanitarian sympathetic towards the oppressed and 

persecuted, Cardinal Manning devoted much of his enerer to ameliorating 
11 3 

the conditions of poor Irish i. nrni; rants. There are no extant records 

to suggest that, apart from his spiritual obligations, Manning; was actively 

concerned with, or had any appreciation of, the difficulties under which 

the Polish emigration laboured in Great Britain. This is rather curious 

because Manning was related to the pro-Polish Harrovby family through 

his sister's marriage to Henry Ryder. It would be generally true to say 

that in the period 1832 to 1867, the homan Catholic Church in Great 

Britain was absorbed by its own internal disputes between the "Old 

Catholics" like Dr. Errington and converts such as Newman, lIanning and 

their supporters who irished to introduce Italian customs and the 'Homan 

spirit' into religious observances and organization. In addition, the 

heavy influx of innnigrant Irish labour strained the resources and capacity 

of a clergy which hitherto had only been concerned to keep the Faith alive. 

The apathy of the wealthy Catholic laity towards their needy co-religionists, 
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whether Irish or Polish, has been attributed to isolation imposed by 

their former civil disabilities. A Catholic wrote in 1863 that "the social 

exile in which they have lived and their exclusion, if not by statute, yet 

by traditional prejudice, from public and even private employment, have 
114 

seriously diminished their capacities of usefulness". 

The Evangelicals, Methodists and Dissenters who had supported the 

abolition of the slave trade were slow to rally round the Polish cause. 

At a meeting of the Literary Association in May 1838, Edmond Beales asked 

"the benevolent and devoted sons of religion and philanthropy, whose holy 

phalanxes are marshalled in eager warfare against the slave-driving planter, 

to spare us a portion of their Christian zeal for the expatriated and much 
11 5 

injured Poles". Piotr Falkenhaijen-Zaleski had hoped that the Anti-Slavery 

Society would offer financial aid to Adam Czartoryski's political project 

of establishing a Christian Slav colony at Constantinople by buying slaves 
116 

and then emancipating them. Joseph John Gurney was the only person who 

replied to the circular sent out to various people and he finally agreed 
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to subscribe to the plan despite objections repeated by advocates of the 

abolition of the slave trade, that Czartoryski's plan would only encourage 
117 

and not abolish the slave trade. At no tine were the huiaanitarian 

principles of the abolitionists as an organized movement applied to the 

Polish refugees, although their concern for the welfare of humanity led 

some in the 1830's and 1840's to support agitations of a more political 

nature, ., -i. ch as the re e-l of the Corn i^r . '. th t: e.., i on off ti, e 

In :c 18; 0ºs tae su., _)ort Of tüo ýociotJ oi' iý'r: cnds tr,: c c: ili; tad_ both 

for the emancipation of the slaves and for the material relief of the 
118 

Polish emigrants. Direct contacts between the British Quakers and the 
119 

Poles had been established as early as 1661. Under the influence of 

the Evangelical movement, Quakerism became more hu: aanit: rian in outlook 

and more intent on social activities, but remained rigidly authoritarian 
120 

in matters of faith and in obedience to the Bible. By the end of the 
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eighteenth century the widespread movement of the post-1688 period was 

largely confined to a wealthy trading and financial 4lite which condemned 

all revolutionary movements directed against despotic governments. Vested 

interests in Russian markets had resulted in some British Quakers adopting 

a hostile attitude towards Kotciuszko's Insurrection. Pacifism was regarded 
121 

as a virtue because peace was imperative for the continuation of trade. 

It might equally be said, however, that the Quakers produced sensible 

ideas on foreign policy in the nineteenth century and Polish denunciations 

of their lack of enthusiasm to advocate war in the interests of the 

re-establishment of Poland as a sovereign state were clearly dictated by 

self-interest. 

Several British Quakers, especially in ")cotlrind, were on friendly terms 

with Adam Czartoryski and Krystyn Lach Szyrma in the early nineteenth 
122 

century. Quaker Polonophilism, however, survived the 1830 Insurrection 

by little more than a decade. This period was one of crisis for the Quaker 

movement which was sharply divided between the claims of material interests 

and political conservatism, and saving its reputation as an advocate of 

social and political morality. As a result, a small but vociferous section 

of the Quakers departed from the main stream of pro-Russian sympathizers 
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and concentrated its activities on helping the Poles. The literary organ 

of this splinter group was the Friends (quarterly Review, edited by the 

novelist Amelia Opie, who was also interested in the bible Society and 

the anti-slavery movement. 
12 

The most important feature of the temporary support given to the Poles 

by this liberal wing within the Society of Friends was its essential 

aversion to any form of political commitment. With the exception of Amelia 
124 

Opie, who was a member of the Norwich Polish Association, and a few 

other Quakers who joined the Literary Association, such as the philanthropist 
125 

and educationalist Dr. George Birkbeck and Sir Henry A. Hoare, the 

descendant of a Quaker banking family, most other leading Quakers, including 

Elizabeth Fry and William Allen, refused to participate in the Literary 

Association's political aim of restoring Polish independence. In short, any 

Quaker sympathy for Poland was reduced to financial help and all military 

activities were denounced. 

The first system of relief for the Polish refugees arriving in Great 

Britain after 1830 was organized by the Quakers. Amelia Opie collected 
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money in 1834 to provide the Portsmouth soldiers with clothing. William 

Allen, who had known Adam Czartoryski in 1814, educated the , randson of 

Antoni Trembicki, the Polish political reformer and friend of the Quakers, 
1.7 

in his experimental agricultural school. A cousin of the Maker Fry 

family and an ardent advocate of the anti-slavery movement, William 

L. Hanbury of both Hanbury's Bank and Brewery offered to canvass two 

English toms each week with the object of collecting money for the exiled 

Poles in Switzerland. Plymouth was favourably inclined towards the Poles 

in October 1833, and Hanbury believed that its good example would be 
128 

sufficient to support operations of a similar nature in other toi-ms. 

The main centre of Quaker sympathy for the Poles was in Edinburgh. 

Material relief for the Polish colony in Edinburgh was based on the 

personal charity of Alexander Cruickshank, whose wine, Anna, was the 

treasurer of the Society of Ladies for the Promotion of Polish Education. 

Julian Ursyn Niemcewicz's tour of Scotland in 1833 to collect money for 

129 

the education of Polish youths had been most successful in Edinburgh where 
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Firs. Anna Cruickshank had agreed to pertly finance the Polish school at 

Nancy. Her own home was open to the Polish refugees and among others she 
130 

took care of Ryznkiewricz from Lithuania and Piotr Falkenha; en-Zaleski. 

The help 
. liven by the Quakers in Edinburgh was so extensive that secret 

instructions were sent from London to prevent any public actions which 
131 

mi.; ht have occasioned a Russian protest. 

Despite the fact that the whole Cruickshank family was notoriously 
132 

pro-Polish, neither they nor wiy other : ad yin;; intention of 

actively helping or privatel,; r condoning he ; c)ii ; ical activity of the 

Polish emigration. Major Jözef Urbanowicz's chances of receiving help 

from the Cruickshanks to book a passage on a ship travelling from Berwick 

to Memel were ruined when Piotr Falkenhagen-Zaleski told the family that 

the Major was ,; oin : to Poland to organize an irsarrection. ; Then the Major 

did apply for assistance, thinking that the Cruickshanks had been told that 

he was going to visit his wife and child, he was given religious tracts 

on peace and received a sermon "on Christian meekness and submission to 

divine Providence, considering as against the Scripture, all revolts 

against Rulers". In order not to prejudice the success of his enterprise, 
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Urbanowicz was forced to tell them that bad health had led him to change 

his plans and that he intended to reside in the South of France. 
1 33 

A similar example of the Quakers' dislike of revolutionary violence and 

war occurred at a meeting attended by Dybowski on 29 November 1838. Captain 

Acherly, both a radical and a Quaker stated that in the name of thirty 

thousand English workers he was compelled to oppose the call for war with 

Russia. The anonymous Polish writer describing this meeting concluded that 

"no advantage was to be derived from the Sectarians" because war was 
1 34 

against Quaker principles. 

On the other hand, Jan Szczepanowski wrote to Dudley Coutts Stuart in 

1842 that the Quakers in Ipswich, although men of peace, were sympathetic 

towards the Poles and did not condemn in advance future conflicts against 
135 

Russia. By this time, however, few Poles apart from Walerian Krasiiiski 
136 

had contacts with the British Quakers. Soweryn Boleslaw Dziewicki, a 

former Carbonarist and leader of Lud Polski until his expulsion from the 
1 37 

group in 1837, married an English Quaker in 1849, but his wife was 

promptly _1isovmed by the Society of Friends. After hi., death in 1862 his 

children received part of their education at the Quakers' school at 
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Acktrorth. Another Pole, Juliusz de Ravier Przyje: nski, who received 
139 

British citizenship in 055, became a Quaker after his disillusionment 

with the failure of the Peace of Paris in 1856 to advance the Polish cau; 'o. 

He introduced new methods of teaching foreign langualies in quaker schoold 
140 

and especially at Grove House School, Tottenham. 

Once it was realized after the events of 1848 that the whole Continent 

of Europe was in social and political turmoil, the Quavers finally broke 

off all relations with the Polish right-wing emigration. After tryin� to 

prevent the outbreak of the Crimean War, the Society of Friends ceased to 

follow and understand the course of political events in Poland. The climate 

of Nonconformist opinion tended to favour Russia as the bulwark of 

Christianity against the Ottoman Empire and the Polish Insurrection of 1863 

was scarcely mentioned in the Quaker press. Prince Wladyslaw C:. artoryski's 

final attempt to court Quaker support in 1867 was abortive. 
141 

British Unitarians professed to be liberal in politics 
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142 
some degree of sympathy for the Poles. The relief work organized by 

Niemcewicz in the early 1830's was not based only on Quaker support but 
1i 

also attr,;. cted the help of the Unitarians. In 1838 the British and 

Foreign Unitarian Association, whose he:. dL, uar Fors were at Lambeth, told 

Milewski that they would be willing to offer assistance in the form of 
1^i 

introducin: Poles to a trade which would allow them to earn a 

`_''he ? 'iilanthropic sentiments of the association .; ere s Lressed by the Poles 

who wrote that "amidst the general indifference towards the horrible 

sufferings of our country, we have experienced one of those rare and 

happy moments of joy, which reanimate courage and afford fresh hope of 
145 

success". In April 1838 the Committee of the Unitarians Cave the Poles 

the use of a chapel in Stamford Street, Blackfriars, for the conduc ion 

of prayer meetings on Sunday evenings. Through the intermediary of Father 

Szczepan P"Zazoch, who was an ex-Catholic priest and an ex-Lutheran, the 

Unitarians stressed their sympathy for the Polish nation and emigration. 
1 "6 
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Unlike the Quakers, the inter-denominational British and Foreigi Bible 

Society, founded in 1804 and supported by both Evangelicals and Dissenters, 

was characterized by its missionary zeal. The Warsaw Bible Society with 

two auxiliary branches at Kralcöw and Poznaü had been established as early 
147 

as 1816. The Polish Bible Society's promotion of the Scriptures had 

been approved in Poland by both Adam Czartoryski and Krystyn Lach Szyrma, 

both of whom were later to play an important role in the Literary Association. 

The German lawyer Adolf Bach, one of the founders of the Literary 

Association in 1832, was a member of the Committee of the British and 
148 

Foreign Bible Society from 1852 to 1857. Henry Birkbeck, son of William 

Lloyd Birkbeck, the Honorary Secretary of the Literary Association from 

1843 to 1879 and a life member from 1880 to his death in 1888, annually 
149 

subscribed 2100 to the Bible distributing Society. The r; arl of Harrowh-r, 

Vice-President of the Literary Association from 1846 to 1861 also donated 
150 

E100 to the Bible Society in 1837. Sir Harry Calvert Verney, an 

Evangelical and active in both the Bible Society and Church Niscionary 
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151 
Society, belonged to the Literary Association as did the wealthy 

industrialist and philanthropist John Thurston who transmitted Polish 
152 

requests for Bibles to the British and Foreign Bible Society in London. 

Thurston had also been instrumental in persuading the ;; esleyan Idissionary 

Society to render "Christian services" to the Polish refugees in Great 
153 

Britain. 

The period of greatest activity in the British and Foreign Bible Society's 

distribution of Bibles in the vernacular to Polish refugees was in the years 

immediately following the November Insurrection of 1830. Copies of the 

Bible were specially kept at Danzig for the use of Poles intending to 
154 

emigrate by sea to Western Europe and America. At the request of Biller 

in St. Petersburg, two hundred New Testaments were sent from London to 
155 

comfort Poles exiled in Russia. L'hile some of the Polish refugees in 

London were more concerned with the political aspects of the Polish question 
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and with obtaining the "relief of temporal necessities", others like the 

Polish secretary at Harwich applied to the British and Foreign Bible 

Society for copies of the Polish Scriptures. Twenty Polish Bibles, 

forty-three New Testaments and various homilies were suorlied to the 
156 

Poles on board the Union at Harwich. h, "ents of the Christian Instruction 

Society, reinforced by a grant from the Bible Society, distributed Bibles 

to the Portsmouth soldiers who had arrived from Prussian camps in 1834. 

One agent was assured by three Polish officers at Portsea that "his visit 

had produced among the soldiers a , eater spirit of resignation than they 

had before seen". 
157 

The Polish Instruction Society desperately needed Bibles in July 1834 

and was even prepared to accept English versions. _'ia. teusz Staniowicz 

applied to the Polonophile John Thurston for assistance in supplying 
158 

twenty Bibles. Thurston immediately wrote to the Bible Society that lie 

regarded "the call as Providential which I trust your Committee will be 
159 

inclined to listen to". It would appear that twelve German and ei,; hteen 
160 

Polish New Testaments were later issued in response to this appeal. 
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Not only were Bibles distributed to the Polish refugees resident in 

Great Britain at the request of the Literary Association, but they were 

given also to those Poles waiting for a passage to America or for transport 

to join the French Foreign Legion in Algeria. Krystyn Lach Szyrna asked 

the London Committee of the Bible Society to remedy the situation which 

existed among the Polish emigrants in France where even the clervy did not 

possess Bibles. The need for Bibles was so great, both for the Polish 

emigration in Europe and for the Polish exiles in Siberia, that Szyrma 

suggested the printing of a new edition of the Polish Bible if available 
161 

stocks were exhausted. Some measure of resentment, however, was 

harboured against the British and Foreign Bible Society because of its 

refusal to send a "pure and faithful" version of the Bible to Polish 

territories in Russia, Austria and Prussia. The Society had pleaded in 

its defence that the "Roman Catholic version would do better for Popish 

Poland". A report, issued in 1867 and entitled An Effort to Spread the 

Gospel in Poland, clearly stated that Jan Sobieski's defence of Christendom 

in the seventeenth century against further Islamic invasion had earned 

for Poland a claim to the sympathy of Christians. In 1878 Count Julian 

Karol WQgierski wrote a pamphlet in which he denounced "Protestant and 

Missionary England" for its obvious reluctance to help Poland while sending; 
162 

Protestant Bibles and missionaries to distant pagan countries. Individuals 
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associated with the Bible Society also ,; ave contributions towards the 

relief of the Polish emigration. Kernanway, for example, '; ave half a 

sovereign and expressed his apologies that he was unable to give more. 

Although he was willing to offer the Poles the services of the Bible 

Society he made a point of referring to the Roman Catholic persecution 

of Protestants in Ireland: "You EDudley Coutts C iuartý are the friend of 

tae distressed of one class and I am sure you .; ould be most unwillin, c to 

help the oppressors of another". 
163 

In order to supplement the dwindling resources of the Literary 

Association, the Council appealed to the provinces in 1836 to raise money 
164 

for the Poles by means of sixpenny subscription. Mark Henry Morridge 

of Sidmouth, a leading member of the Bible Society, advocated a plan of 

campaign based on the organization of the British and Foreign Bible Society. 

A large proportion of the Society's money was received from weekly penny 

subscriptions. Mogridge suggested that a printed circular containing the 

necessary information should be sent by the Literary Association to the 

secretary or treasurer of all the auxiliary branches of the Bible Society 

in Great Britain, requesting each to engage lady collectors to superintend 

the work in their capacity of 'Bible Christians'. f)idley Coutts Stuart was 

informed that "by the agents of the Bible Society you may get at the purses 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 163 
H. . i. S. XXV, 358 (Kernanway to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 20 Jo )Member 16). 
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Report of the Proceedings of the Fifth Annual General Nectin ; (1837), 9. 
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of all Christians of all denominations". Krystyn Lach Szyrma 

optimistically thought that if the Literary Association were to act under 

the authority of the Bible Society "a perpetual fund for the Poles would 
166 

be almost ensured". In reality, the project appears to have petered out 

after the first flush of enthusiasm when Mogridme was able to send ten 

guineas in sixpenny subscriptions to the Literary Association. 
1 67 

Both Dissenters and members of the Established Church had promised to 

undertake the work of supervising the sixpenny collections in 1836. The 

Rev. Dr. Payne of Pennsylvania, near Exeter, was prepared to collect money 

from Dissenters for the relief of the Poles and Dr. Bacon of Mount Radford, 
168 

Exeter, from members of the Anglican Church. Dr. Bacon was a prominent 

Polonophile and generous benefactor of the Literary Association. In 1838 

he had drawn up a statement of Polish sufferings in England for the purpose 

of circulation in Exeter and the proceeds of twenty pounds had been used 
169 

by the Association to mitigate the plight of the poorest Poles. The 
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H. ITS. XXVI, 162-183 (iHTark henry ilIo ; ridge to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 

2 November 1836). 
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Ibid., XXVII, 127 (Kr;; styn Lach Jzyrua to Dudley Coutts Jtuart, 
21 December 1836). 
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Report of the Proceedings of the Fifth : rinual ( nc: ral IIcc: tir, y (1 7), 
57-67. 
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H. MSS. XXVI, 182-183 (Mark Henry Mo, ̂, rid�e to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 
2 November 1836). 
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Report of the Proceedings of the ieverith Annual General _ieetin (13 )ý 

29. 



Polish Association in Exeter had been founded by Dr. Bacon with the 

co-operation of Wilfred and R. Abraham. 
1 70 

Dudley Coutts Stuart had also organized collections in Scotland for the 

relief of the Poles and clerrmen of different denominations had preached 

on behalf of the Polish exiles. The Rev. Archibald Bennie and Rev. W. Lindsay 

Alexander, both Presbyterians, collected Z43-8-8 at St. Andrew's Church in 
171 

Edinburgh and sent it to the Literary Association in 1337. Leon Jablonski 

wrote to the Committee of the Polish migration in London that sermons, 

especially in a religious country like Scotland, were more beneficial to 
172 

the Poles than political agitation. In contrast to the major Scottish 

towns, there were very few Polish refugees resident in Wales but £10 was 

collected in 1851 by the Methodist Calvinistic Association at Carnarvon. 

The Council of the Literary Association was very anxious "that every 

undertaking of a charitable nature should have the sanction of the heads 
174 

of the Church and distir_Cuished Ecclesiastical personages". Although 

Report of the Proceeding of the Litrhth Annual General ileetinE (1840), 

17. 
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B. P. 593/1 , VIII, No. 65 (Leon Jabxo; i:, '_. i to h. omitet O xtz, 
1837)- 

Report of the Nineteenth Annual Meeting (1851), 64-65. Calvinistic 

Methodists in North and Central ý-, o. les were generally conoervative in 

politics. Cf. L. J. Hobshawn, riet; md-:. 1 I11Y'Cýlt o1 I{, ̀ V<) 1 "]!, ion 
in Britain", 115-124. 

174 
Report of the Proceedings of the ninth amual General lieuting (1 &41) ,1j. 
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the Polish cause was strongly identified with Roman Catholicism, the 

Literary Association had more financial success with the Established 
1 75 

Church. Several Church of rIigland clerrmen were contributing members 
176 

of the Association, and some, like the Rev. J. H. Fisk who donated at 

least E500 to the Association, were among the oldest and most generous 

supporters of the Poles. Between 1640 and 1641 the Literary Association 

received contributions totalling £30 from the Archbishop of Canterbury 

and the Bishops of London, Lincoln and Ripon. 
1 77 

While members of the Church of England were often unstinting in both 

their material help for the Poles and their condemnation of Russian 

territorial expansion they were apt, like the Roman Catholics, to view 

the progress of Polish internal politics with fear and disgust. The 

Rev. Dr. James William Worthington was one of the most active members of 

the Literary Association from 1844 to his death in 1879. On 31 July 1838 

he preached a sermon on behalf of the starving Poles at St. Clement Danes, 

and in 1850 undertook to _; rovide two Poles with food and clothing until 
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According to Wladysla,, r Z; oyski's wife the 11rotectants had üclibe-oately 

avoided involvement in the Polish cause because of their hatred for 
the Papacy. äee Jeneral Zamoyski, VI, 387. 

Revds. J. H. Fisk, Henry Hart, Dr. MacDonnell, E. i. ortlock, Henry Palmer, 
Philip Summerville, Dr. James William Worthington, etc. 

Report of the Proceedings of the Ninth Annual General IIc; oting (1341), 14 

Report of the Proceedings of the Seventh Annual General Meeting, (1839), 

23. 
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179 

they were able to support themselves. He was asked by Dudley Coutts 

Stuart to join the Association in 10:; z,, but expressed doubts as to 
.., 
hother 

the Polish cause would not be "better served by indirect rather than 

direct advocacy". Dr. Worthington feared that if he expressed a definite 

tendency "towards one thing he might find it difficult to acco-aodate 

others". If commanded by the Literary Association, however, he would be 
180 

prepared to direct a "condensed grand attack against Russia". He was 

also the editor of the Foreign Quarterly Review and often published 

articles on Poland. Krystyn Lach Szyrma claimed that Dr. Uorthiný; ton was 

a far more valuable aUU:: et to the Polish cause than Kemble who edited 
181 

Thomas lientworth tee; w:. ont i3ritish and Forei-L-gi Review. Despite his 

extreme Russophobia, Dr. '; orthinjton as a Tory was critical of any signs 

indicating Polish desires to alter the structure of society. In a speech 

at the Annual ; Meeting of the Literary Association in May 1848 he expressed 

the hope that "the Poles will reject, at once, Republican principles; I 

see no necessity whatever for associating with France -- no necessity for 

adopting a Communist system, which must make Poland the horror of the 
182 

world". 
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Report of the Sixteenth Annual iIootinjý; (1848), 15. 



There is some doubt whether Dr. Worthington's sympathy for the Polish 

cause was completely disinterested. According to the Rev. Joseph Wolff 

who was also a strong Polonophile, Worthington was "a jealous, boasting, 

pushing, quarrelsome and self-interested adventurer" whose polemics with 

the Bishop of London in 1848 were the result of disappointment over his 
1 83 

failure to obtain the bishopric of the Cape of Good Hope. It is possible 

that Worthington attempted to exploit the Polish ruestion in order to 

gain recognition arid thus advance his own career in the same way as 

James Pope Hennessy in the 1860's. 

In June -1846 the Calvinist �alerian hrasiiishi wrote to Dudley Coutts 

Stuart that, unless pro-Polish sentiment in Great Britain were harnessed 

to a reli , °ion or a political party, it would die a natural death. 

,; rasiris d's aim in writin ; a. histor; j of rclir, i. on in ! 'oland "fro-, i a 

rotest nt viýa; výýoint i to British i; na ination vi s -ä-vis 

the Polish cause by attracting it to the interests and passions of a strong 
1 84 

and religious party". The book was largely dependent on subscriptions 

from the British public but Krasiaski made treat efforts to avoid placing 

too much reliance on ultra Protestants. He feared that they would put 

pressure on him to give his work less of a Polish tinge and more of a 

Protestant one: "Poland is my purpose -- their purpose is Protestantism. " 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 183 
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There is little question that several Poles were continually trying; to 

impress on the British nation that Protestant sentiments had been firmly 

established in Poland 
, '. espite the overwhelming influence of Roman 

Catholicism. i'hen Prince Adam Czartoryski was in London in Juno 1855 to 

persuade the Government of the necessity for a Polish lesion in the Ottoman 

Empire g ITa-: poleon Feliks Laba felt that the only means of revivinE; ; mpathy 

for the roles and of au renting depleted funds was to stress Poland's 

Protestant past. This desperate need for support resulted in a ludicrous 

and humiliating appeal to Protestant emotionalism. Zaba urrote to Leonard 

Niedý;: iecki in Paris that it was vital to inform the Ený, lish public that 
1 c3(c 

"Luther dedicated the Bible to the Polish King Zytnunt August". ! "ere 

is no evidence, however, that the Church of -]ngland as a body ue ever 

interested in the problem of the restoration of Poland.. On the contrary, 

individual Protestant support for the Polish refugees in England was 

encouraged rather by humanitarian and charitable instincts, while the Church 

itself tended to adopt the policy of ignoring the question of Polish 

independence. The Poles themselves were quite convinced that the stability 

of the Church of England had been severely undermined in the 1840's by the 

influence of the Oxford Movement and Nei man's conversion to the Roman 

Catholic Church. In October 1849 Krystyn Lach Szyrma wrote to Luonard 

Niedzw: wiecki that the Jesuits had begun to turn English heads and that the 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1F36 
B. K. 2411,652 (_, a )oleon 'clires Zh to Leonard 
19 June 1855). 



Archbishops of Canterbury and York had accused the whole Church of 
187 

heresy. This situation, although exaggerated by the Poles, hardly 

constituted a favourable basis for any mass Protestant support for the 

restoration of a Polish state in , Thich the reli -, ion of the : na ority wnuld 

be Roman Catholicism. 

In the nineteenth c -ntury pý o imatel,; fifty-five ; )er c : nt of Poles 
1ßO 

granted British citizenship were of Jewish origin. The majority were 

jewellers and watchmakers by profession or were engaged in modest trade 

enterprises and, to a large extent, shared the low material standard 

of living common to the whole Polish emigration. It is clear that the 

Polish Jews did not deliberately cultivate either British or ! ln, _lo-Jewish 
189 

public opinion in favour of Polish independence. 

No political leader of importance emerged from the Polish Jewish 

ghettos, largely situated in the poorer areas of London such as Whitechapel, 
190 

Houndsditch and the Minories. Scholars like Benjamin Henry Asher, born 

in Poznari, contributed az eat deal to the cultural life of Jewry in 
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Eoland but were isolated from the politically orientated core of the 
1 91 

Polish emigration in Great Britain. A few Polish Jews ,, ith left-wing 

political opinions such as Robert Lubli:: ski, concentrated their activities 

on establishing relations with the pro-Polish Committee of the Bee-ive, 

delegates to the First International which met in London <; nd with foreizn 

revolutionaries including Garibaldi. 
192 

Poor and socially unassimilated, the position of the nineteenth-century 

Polish Jewish refugees who were Ashkenazim compared very unfavourably with 

that of their longer established and largely Sephardim co-reli, ionists in 
193 

Great Britain. The economic structure of the An, -lo-Jewish community 

underwent significant changes between the years 1800 wnd 1880 and became 

increasingly prosperous and middle class in character. Until 1858 

politically conscious Jewish groups were deeply involved in the movement 

for political emancipation. As a result, little energy was devoted to 

foreign affairs except during periods of violent anti-Semitic persecutions 

abroad. Representations in favour of foreign Jewry would then be made to 

the British Government by the Anglo-Jewish Board of Deputies. : Moses 
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I. Koberdowa, Pierwsza Mi(2dzynarod6wka i lewica Wielkie_j rini;; racji, 4; 
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Montefiore travelled in Eastern Europe in 1846, in his capacity of 

President of the Board, in order to study the position of the Jews and 

on his return to England was able to put pressure on the British Government 

to raise the nuestion of freedom for the persecuted Jews. 
194 

The most wealthy An,. lo-Jews were the inter-related merchant barikin; 

families of the Rothschilds, Goldsmids, Montefiores and Salomons, all of 

whom were not only generous in their regular donations to the Literary 

Association, but were also the largest single religious group supporting 

Polish relief from 1836 to 1861. These four families alone rave a total 

of 400. Horatio Samuel and David Salomons were active members of the 
1 95 

Literary Association, but another twenty-eijht Jews also contributed 

to the funds of the Literary Association. Salomons was well known for 

his charity and benevolent activities in London. In 1832 he had founded 

the London and Westminster Bank, later he was Lord Mayor of London and 

from 1859 to 1873 was Liberal M. P. for Greenwich. 
196 

Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart's philanthropic works and support for Jewish 

admission to Parliranent brought him into close contact with the Jewish 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 194 
Persecution on a large scale in Eastern Europe did not begin until 
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197 

community in -'r-: -, land. In 1852 Stuart founded the North=, West Nightly 
198 

lefu; e for the Houseless Poor with the help of Horatio J. =iortefiore 

end in November 1848 Philip Salomons wrote to Stuart that he was an: ": ious 

to do everything possible with regard to the Polish Ball because of 
1 (")9 

sympathy for his co-religionists and other charitable causes. Utuart's 

prestige was so great in Jewish circles that the testimonial dra: rn up 

in March 1855 after his death was signed by David Salomons, Horatio} 

J. Samuel, Sir Francis Henry Goldsmid, doses Chaim Montefiore, Horatio 
200 

J. Montefiore and Ephraim Moseley. 

The inability of the Polish Jews to organize themselves into a strong 

and united group meant that the Literary Association, many of whose 
201 

members supported Jewish political e, ancipation, was given a free hand 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 197 
Jewish Chronicle, 'J, 15, q. '(9 (''q , ový ý_. i!; er 119 cý ( ̀ }., iitorial 

Obituary by M. Bresslace). 
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H. MSS. CCCCLIII, 313. 
199 

B. Cz. :, VII, 3201,265-266 (Philip Salomons to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 
8 November 1848). 

200 
H. MSS., ibid., 309. 
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The Council of the Literary Association in Jc. nuary 1833 had sho; m less 
tolerance towards Jews. Julian Ursyn Nie-ncewicz had given Adolf Bach 
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his efforts to advance the Polish cause but it appears that the Council 

so disliked Bach's authoritarian control that it not only arranged his 

removal but also did not fail to point out ýlightiný; ly that Bach was 

a Hamburg Jew. See Pairnictniki Juliana Urs a Niemcewicza, II, 21. 
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to attract the financial support of rich AnGlo-Jewish families for the 

Polish emigration as a whole rather than for the Polish Jews as a distinct 
202 

body. Sir Francis Goldsmid privately gave material assistance to Jews 

arriving from Poland. He paid Payer's expenses to visit his son in Paris, 

and also offered financial help to Stanislaw Hoga after 1845 when the 
204 

latter renounced his conversion to Christianity. 'ale Literary 

Association was also willing to help individual Polish Jews in distress 

as long as they could prove that they had fought against the Russians 
205 

in 1830 and 1831. Despite the fact that Polish Jews were recruited 
206 

from England to serve in the Sultan's Cossacks during the Crimean War, 

many Jews like Stanislaw Hoga were politically uncommitted and had gone 

into voluntary exile. In April 1848 the Literary Association provided 

Hoga's expenses to return to Poland in an attempt to influence the Jewish 

203 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 202 

(1860-1878) 
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204 
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For example, Benjamin Marcus received assistance to go to America but 
then refused to travel. He supported himself by giving religious 
lectures having been converted first to Protestantism and then to 

Roman Catholicism. He received aid from the Literary Association and 
Dudley Coutts Stuart on several occasions. See H. MSS. XXVII, 107 
(Karol Szulczewski to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 2 September 1553). 

B. Cz. 5681,463-470; 5662,109-116; 5651,621-625. See also A. G. Duker, 
"Jewish Volunteers in the Ottoman-Polish Cossack Units during the 
Crimean War", Jewish Social Studies, XVI (1954), 369-375. 
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population to embrace "patristic principles". 
207 

There was a large exodus of Jews from Russian Poland in the 1840ts in 

order to avoid conscription into the army. Many of those who arrived 

destitute in England attempted to ; et themselves placed on the Benevolent 

List of the Literary Association. Before their applications were accepted, 

however, they were forced to appear before the Committee of the Polish 

Emigration in London to establish their claim to relief. Very few succeeded 

in convincing this basically anti-Semitic Polish 'court' that they had 

left the homeland for political reasons. Indeed, it seemed to be the 

deliberate policy of the Committee to instil into the minds of the 

Literary Association Council that Polish Jews were rarely patriots. The 

majority of Jews were neither on the Government list nor given financial 

support from the Association and were cared for by -Jewish charities in 

London. 
208 

The militant methods of the Evangelical London Society for Promoting 

Christianity among the Jews progressively disrupted the religious 

solidarity of the Polish-Jewish emigration in England. When Henryk Dukat 

applied for British citizenship in 1866 he stated that his occupation 
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since 1861 had been a missionary for the London Society. Some parasitic 

Jews, like Kestenberg, who had fled from Krakow with many other Jews 

after the Galician massacre of 1846 to avoid conscription into the 

Austrian army, deluded their Christian benefactors in England with 

promises of conversion to Christianity in order to exploit Christian 
, )JO 

generosity. i_`1e celebrated Hebraist, Hoga, had been officially employed 

before 18.; 5 a translator for the London Society at an enormous salary 

of £600 per annum until he was repelled by the Society's vilification 

of Judaism for the purpose of conversion. Hoge accused the Society of 

taking advantage of the low standard of living of exiled Jews who were 

often unemployed and unable to speakEnC; lish. 
211 

'rialerian Krasiriski maintained that systematic Russian persecution 

would force Polish Jewry into a position of extreme Polish patriotism. He 

suggested that the strong ties of sympathy connecting the Polish Jews 

with their co-religionists, especially in Great Britain, should be 

exploited and that Dudley Coutts Stuart should establish a non-proselytizing 

Jewish society consisting of both Christians and Jews. According to 

Krasiriski, eminent German Jewish scholars resident in -ngland and men 

ý, 0; ý 
Home O rice 

210 
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of Jewish descent like Benjamin Disraeli could prove to be of use to the 
212 

Polish cause. English Christians were not averse to using Tsarist 

oppression of Polish Jews as a lever to excite a Russophobic climate of 
213 

opinion in Great Britain. In a speech of 3 May 1845 the Rev. Dr. James 

William Worthington disagreed with the decision taken by the Literary 

Association to maintain an attitude of passivity during the Tsar's visit 
214 

to England. Worthington argued that Nicholas I's policy in Poland 

should have been widely publicized in order that "a spirit of hostility 

to Russia might have been evoked in this country which was now, he feared, 
215 

dormant". Exaggerated German rumours of Polish pogroms against the Jews 

in Poznan during the revolutionary ferment of 1848 in Germany, resulted 

in strong anti-Polish prejudice in certain Anglo-Jewish circles. The 

perpetual exhaustion of the Literary Association's funds compelled its 

members and especially Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart to become Polish apologists 

and minimize the reported anti-Semitic incidents which had some substance 

in fact. In June 1848 Karol Szulczewski feared that the Protestant Miss 

lie Hall's translation of Jan Czyriski's Le roi de pa sans descriüin7 4; 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 212 
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It should be remembered that the Poles as a nation were also guilty of 

anti-Semitism. Cf. A. G. Duker, "Prince Czartoryski, the E'migrd on the 
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persecution of Jews by the Polish nobility and Ronan Catholic clergy 

during the reign of Kaziizierz the Great would be readily published by 
216 

British Jews influenced by the ' cal-Lumiious' reports of Polish anti-Semitism. 
217 

Several Jews including Baroness de Rothschild refused to support the 

Polish Ball on the grounds that the Poles had committed atrocities against 

the Jews. Stuart realized that arguments trying to absolve the Poles from 

such allegations by accusing the Jews of having behaved badly towards the 

Polish patriots would make little impression on English Jewry. He was 

therefore obliged to resort to pleading the innocence of Polish emigrants 

in Great Britain who had not participated in the Poznan events. The 

Baroness was begged to reconsider her decision in the light of Stuart's 

willingness to donate to Jewish charities in 1846 when one of the "chief 
218 

contrivers of the horrible massacres in Galicia" had been a Jew. `'18 

An. lo-Jewish press, on the other hand, showed no editorial intorunt in the 

Polish-Jewish problem in 1848. The Jewish Chronicle of 3 November 1848 

even published an appeal calling on its readers to support the Polish Ball 

and Concert and did not blame the Polish emigration for the anti-Jewish 

riots in Poznan. On 28 November the Chronicle observed that great numbers 
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of Jews had attended the Ball and went so far as to request more Jewish 

help for the Polish refugees. 

It is quite clear that in 1848 the attention of 1intlo-Jemmy was directed 

to domestic rather than foreign affairs. The Rev. Dr. Joseph Wolff 

suggested that he Might help the Poles by givin. - three lectures, either 

in German or English, on the subject of eminent foreign Jews in Great 

Britain. This topic was calculated to attract Jewish notice at a time of 

crisis "when the British legislature intends to throw overboard a barbarous 

avid unjust law consisting in excluding those who contribute towards the 
219 

burden of the state from enjoying the privileges of the state". The 

removal of Jewish disabilities was the focal point of Ant, -lo-Jewish 

activities and this strut; jle for political rights to a lame extent 

overshadowed other problems concerning their co-reli�Monists. 

Pro-Polish M. P. 's were a loosely organized and ineffective body. No 

election campaigns were specifically conducted with the intention of 

securing the return of as many M. P. 's as possible who would openly and 

publicly oppose Tsarist policy in Poland and, generally speaking, 

Polonophiles lacked parliamentary ability. In a letter to Dudley Coutts 

Stuart of 17 July 1,947 ', jilliam Fo°. ätran, rays was the first to ou, _;;; est 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 21 9 
H. PISS. TCVII, 192-194 (Rev. Dr. Joseph ý olff to Dudley Coutts Stuart, 
10 February 1848). Joseph Wolff, son of a Rabbi, was baptized in 1012 

and was vicar of Ile Brewers in Somerset from 1841 to his death in 181)2. 

He was very pro-Polish and donated considerable sums of money accruin, - 
both from his lectures on behalf of the Poles and his publications. 
Cf. H. MSS., ibid., 190-194" 
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that Lionel Nathan Rothschild, who was then standing for Parliament, siiould 

be nuestioned and made to give a pledge to support Poland both inside and 

outside the House of Commons, in rngland and abroad. The Jewish community 

at a pinch, might be friends worth having. You know 

I am for making des flbches de tout bois. Be sure 

you make him declare against Russia and the Holy 

Alliance by name and on 'Li- hustings -- he will 

wish himself at Jericho -- no bad seat for a Hebrew 

representative but he out°nt to be2Dut to the test 

and I know it would tell abroad. 

Rothschild in fact did not take his seat for the City of London in the 

House of Commons until 26 July 1858. No effective 'Polish party' ever 

emerged and pledges to support Polish independence were never adriinistered. 

Wealthy Jewish financiers like the Rothschilds could only express their 

disapproval of Russia's attitude towards Poland by refusing to take up 
221 

the Russian loan in 1861, and by helpin, ^; to finance the Polish A-ency 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 220 
H. MSS. XXVI, 336-337 (Willi= Fox Stran, 

, vays to iludley Coutts , tu: rt, 
17 July 1847). 

221 
Several years later, however, the situation had c"-an, ', -ed. In a letter 

of 19 February 1870 Karl Marx wrote to Urquhart: 

As you will be aware, the Russian -vt. had s ; cce ; sively, 
but vainly tried to raise money, first by Thompson and 
Bonar, then by Baring. Being hardly pressed for money, 
it succeeded at last to get from Rothschild acting through 
his agent Blttchräder at 3erlin, a loý. n o ,o:: c; l hint; liI: e 
two million C. st. 

With a view to _, et i'urther securities for t:: " re _,,,; ent 
of this loan, Rothschild undertook to bring out the last 
railway loan. 

(Reproduced by C. Abramsky in Society for the Study of Labour History, 
Bulletin 1-10.14 (Spring 1967), 16-17. ) 



in London in 1862. 

The only attempt in the nineteenth century to reconcile all the 

discordent religious groups in favour of the restoration of Poland was 

made by Peter Andrd Fox in October 1864. As a free-thinker holding 
123 

extremely left-wing political opinions, Fox was not concerned with 

religious tenets but with the possibility of exploiting potential religious 

support for a political end. He suggested to W adyslaw Zamoyski that the 

field of popular a, 'itation should be cultivated in Great Britain: 

There are lying scattered everywhere throuhout Britain 

the heterogeneous elements of a strong Polish party but 

it needs a skilful hand to group these elements together. 

In every large city in England, there are in addition to 

the general Protestant element two sections that stand 

aloof viz. the Catholics (3/4 Irish) 
224 

and freethinkers. 

The Catholics will do anything for Poland; I, leader of 

tie freethinkers pledge you the co-operation of my party. 

... he case of Poland admits of being treated from such 

an elevated historical and moral standpoint that all 

religious parties may be conciliated and all political 

parties also, that are not Russian in their sympathies, 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 222 
5695, III, 341 ("', achunel. renc. i: ol.,. -iej w Lon; '-, -nie ., rlicÜi. r; c 

luty 1862"). 
223 

Fox was a journalist, publicist and a member of the General Council 

of the First International. lie supported Marx in emphasizing the 
importance of the Polish question for the working class movement. 
Cf. J. W. Borejsza, 1ilTacja pdska 

. 
2o Povstaniu 8tyczniovrJM, 352. 

2 24 
Cf. Chapter V. 



as many, if not most of our Tories and some of our 
225 

Manchester school we. 

This idealistic project failed to take into consideration the 

fundamental conflict existing between the general conservatism of 

organized religion in Great Britain, with the exception of Ireland, and 

the social revolutionary concepts inherent in any solution of the Polish 

question. The most radical and revolutionary elements in Britain were 

largely concentrated in the metropolis and industrial areas where, 

according to the census of 1851, religious apathy was the most prevalent. 
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73. K. 2416, I, 1-4 (Peter tlndrd Fox to 10 Oc: oi cr ý 
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Chapter IV 

Polish Freemasons in Great Britain 1832-1867 

The conventional pattern of British demonstrative sympathy for Poland 

was not followed within masonic circles. A new form of passive Polonophilism 

emerged with the establishment of the Polish National Lodge in 1847 and 

the Polish National Chapter in 1848. Both organizations were characterized 

by the secrecy surrounding their membership and activities. The difficulties 

in reconciling masonic ideologies formed in two countries so different in 

terms of political and economic structure and social theory are clearly 

evident. Some Masons in Russian Poland, before the official ukaz of 1821 

forced activities underground, were influenced by revolutionary thought 

aiming at Polish independence and the overthrow of the three partitioning 

powers. British Freemasonry had developed and undergone reform in an 

entirely different context. By the nineteenth century its main concern, 

at least in theory, was philanthropic and it harboured no political or 

subversive aspirations. The object of British masonic principles was 

"to cement more firmly the bonds of social feeling and sympathetic 
1 

intercourse between man and man". At a meeting of the Polish National 

Lodge in 1851 the toasts included "The Queen and the Craft" and "Prince 
2 

Albert and the rest of the Royal Family". The attraction of British 

Masonry for Polish political emigrants cannot be wholly explained in 

ý------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2 
Oddfellows Magazine, I (1829), 149" 

Freemasons' Quarterly Magazine and Review (1851), 235-2360 
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terms of material relief. There is some evidence that at times of political 

crisis in Poland, a conscious effort was made by Polish Masons to exert 

pressure on their British counterparts to support the movement for the 

3 
re-establishment of an independent Poland. 

British Freemasonry was not included under the Unlawful Societies Act 

(39 Geo. III, c. 79) of 1799, which suppressed certain dangerous societies 

but exempted existing regular lodges of free masons, 

'the meetings thereof have been in great measure 

directed to charitable purposes', provided that each 

lodge certified the members' names annually to Quarter 

Sessions, which was empowered to order the discontinuance 

of any lodge against which a complaint was submitted. 
4 

Masonic policy in England always reflected the actual political situation 

because it depended on the support of existing authority. There was no 

fear before the Repeal of the Combination Acts in 1824 that masonic 

societies would endanger the political status quo in England and for this 

reason no repressive measures were taken. Masonry in Great Britain was 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3 

I have been unable to gain access to the Freemasons' Archives in London 

and therefore have been forced to rely mainly on secondary sources and 

various Polish memoirs. 
4 

Essex Archaeological Society, Occasional Publications, No. 2 (1946), 70. 

There are no extant certificates for the Polish National Lodge at the 

Middlesex Sessions House or the Westminster Guildhall. Duplicates of these 

certificates, giving the name of the lodge and its number, the names, 

occupations and addresses of members and the place and time of meeting, 
were sent to the General Secretary of the Freemasons. 
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either of the mystical and conservative type and therefore anti-revolutionary 

or it was educational, with great emphasis placed on a utilitarianism 

directed towards the welfare of man. In distinct contrast, the political 

aspect of continental and Polish Freemasonry was always evident. Freemasonry 

could only be a potential source of efficient political support for Polish 

exiles when nationalism or republicanism were predominant features. The 

conspiratorial tradition of the Polish army was also present before 1831 

in Polish Masonry which had as its political aim, the frontiers of 

pre-1772 Poland. 

The absorption of many Polish exiles into British lodges is significant, 

because the Poles introduced to British Masonry certain continental 

and revolutionary masonic influences often linked with the reformed 

Carbonarism of Buonarroti. Many European Freemasons concentrated on the 

destruction of the Holy Alliance and the political frontiers of Europe 

established in 1815 by the Treaty of Vienna. After 1831 Poles were welcomed 

into continental masonic lodges, because they were known to be in favour 
5 

of an international revolution. The Polish attitude to this question 

only changed with the collapse of Carbonarist movements and police 
6 

persecution. The republican Parisian lodge, Trinit4 Indivisible, included 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 
Prussian lodges were, on the whole, extremely conservative in political 
terms. 

6 
S. Kalembka, Towarzystwo Demokratyczne Polskie w latach 1832-1846,20. 
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7 
not only the names of Stanislaw Worcell, Jan Nepomucen Janowski and 

Kazimierz Pulaski, but also that of Roch Rupniewski, who was accepted as 
8 

a member of the Polish National Chapter in London on 9 October 1848. 

Jözef Michalski belonged to a French lodge and chapter and Bertold 

Wierciriski, Aleksander Rypiriski, Justyn Szymkowicz and Teodor Grabski 

belonged to French chapters and were members of the Polish National Lodge 
9 

and all, except Grabski, joined the Polish National Chapter. Some French 

lodges, however, especially in Mayenne, were decidedly anti-republican 

and pro-Orleanist in spirit. None of the twelve Poles who were members 

of the Constance des Amis-Unis were officially affiliated to the Young 
10 

Europe group. 

The first Poles in Great Britain to continue their interrupted masonic 

activities or to be initiated into Masonry after the collapse of the 1831 

Insurrection, lived in Scotland. As early as 27 December 1834 six Poles 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 7 
Worcell was resident in England from June 1834 and was in receipt of a 

government subsidy until 18 June 1849 (M. Paszkiewicz, "Lista emigrantöw 

polskich w Wielkiej Brytanii otrzymuj4cych zasilki od rzadu brytyjskiego 

w latach 1834-1899", Materialy, II, 103-104). Before 1821 he had been 

the secretary of the Lodge Doskonala Tajemnica, M6wca Cnota Uwiericzona 
(of. S. Malachowski-Lempicki, "Wykaz polskich löi wolnomularskich oraz 
ich czlonköw, 1738-1821", Archiwum Komisji Historycznej P. A. U., Seria 2, 

2 (1930), 336. 
8 

B. Limanowski, Stanislaw Worcell, 107; W. N. Copcutt, The Polish National 

Chapter No. 5349 1848-1948 (London, 1948), 75- 

9 
W. N. Copcutt, op. cit., 75. 

10 
A. Bouton and M. Lepage, Histoire de la Franc-Maconnerie dans la Mayenne 
175 951 (Le Mans, 1951), 202 and 217. 



resident in Edinburgh joined the Scottish lodge, Canongate Kilwinning 2, 
11 

where Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart was initiated in 1835. Four of them, 

Jan Bartkowski, Leon Jablonski, Julian Konstanty Ordon and Napoleon Feliks 
12 

Laba, were original members of the Polish National Lodge in 1847. Jan 

Koerner and Stanislaw Szczepanowski did not belong to any other lodge in 

Great Britain. This is also true of Teodor Weber, who became a member of 

the Canongate Kilwinning Lodge on 7 January 1835 and of the Carbonarist, 

Stanislaw Poniriski, who joined on 17 June 1835. Piotr Jastrzgbski was 

accepted on 28 January 1835 and in 1847 was an original member of the 

Polish National Lodge. 
13 

The protocol of the Scottish lodge for 11 December 

1835 includes the names of Major Jözef Urbanowicz, Wlodzimierz Gadon, 
14 

Count Wladyslaw Zamoyski and Prince Adam Czartoryski. They had arrived 

from France in order to be present as guests at a dinner given in Edinburgh 

on 8 December 1835 to celebrate the fourth anniversary of the November 

Insurrection. According to Bartkowski's figures, there were about twenty 

Poles living in Edinburgh at the end of September 1834. By June 1835, nine 

of them were members of the Canongate Kilwinning Lodge and in 1847 Adam 

- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A. Holinski, "Loza masoriska Canongate Kilwinning 2", Dziennik Polski i 

Dziennik 2olnierza, XXII, 25,149 (24 June 1961), 3; Freemasons' Quarterly 

Magazine, II (1854), 65. 
12 

H. C. Iverson, Polish National Lodge No. 534. Souvenir of Centenary 
Celebrations at Freemasons' Hall (London, 1947), 26. 

13 
For further details see Appendix VI. 

14 
A. Holinski, ibid. Adam Czartoryski had been a member of Boudier du Nord, 
Izis (Warsaw), Kazimierz Wielki (Warsaw) and the tytomierz lodge, 
Ciemnosci Rozproszone (cf. S. Malachowski-Lempicki, op. cit., 188). 



Grzybowski already belonged to Mary's Chapel Lodge in Scotland. 
15 

The republican Jan Bartkowski arrived in England in 1834, having been 

refused permission to remain in France after his participation in the 

abortive expeditions to Frankfurt in 1833 and Savoy in 1834. Polish 

dmigrds arriving from Switzerland were normally addicted to left-wing 

politics, but in 1836 Bartkowski went to Foyle College in Londonderry, 

where he remained until 1848 teaching French and German. His masonic 

activities did not end with his departure to Ireland. He belonged to the 

provincial lodge of Derry and Donegal and was Warden of the Londonderry 
16 

lodge Light of the North. 

These tenuous Polish links with British Freemasonry were consolidated 

with the consecration of the Polish National Lodge on 17 June 1847. Of the 

thirty-five original members only five were Englishmen and they included 

the two prominent Polonophiles, William Lloyd Birkbeck and Lord Dudley 

Coutts Stuart. H. C. Iverson's thesis, that the Polish National Lodge owed 

its formation to Poles who went into exile after the Insurrection of 1831 
1 7 

and after the events in Galicia of 1846, is not strictly correct. By 

checking the arrival dates of the Poles concerned, either from certificates 

of naturalization or from the list of aliens filled in by the captain of 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 15 
M. Danilewiczowa (Ed. ), J. Bartkowski, "Edynburskie plotki sprzed stulecia", 

16 
Wiadomo6ci, XVII, 24,846 (17 June 1962), 2; H. C. Iverson, op. cit., 26. 

M. Danilewiczowa, ibid. 
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H. C. Iverson, Polish National Lodge No. 534. The History of the Lodge 
and Its Masonic Associations (London, 1937), 13. 
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every ship sailing to an English port, it is clear that only Aleksander 
18 

Rypiriski arrived as late as 1846. Three of the Poles belonging to the 

Lodge in 1847 arrived in England in 1832, fifteen arrived in 1834, two 

in 1835, one in 1836, three in 1837, two in 1838, one in 1839 and two in 

1840. Lack of data prevents a definitive statement about Aleksander 

Miller-Skwarcbw and Ksawery Paszkowicz, but at least twenty-seven of the 

Poles had fought in the Polish army in 1831 and either went to England 

immediately after the collapse of the insurrection or arrived at some 

later date from France, Switzerland or from Prussian prisons. 

Polish Masons in England were never a monolithic political group. The 

theory, that the Polish left-wing movement in England was allied with 

French Masonry through the Towarzystwo Demokratyczne Polskie, whereas the 

Polish right wing was linked with British Freemasonry, is a simplification 

of a more complex problem. Emil Kipa's fragmentary study of the history of 

Masonry indicates that the Polish National Lodge was established in London 

by radical and progressive elements and was the arena of fierce ideological 
19 

conflicts which were alien to English traditions of non-political Masonry. 

The political convictions of many Poles did not always remain stable. Makary 

lukomski, a member of the Polish National Lodge in 1847, had signed the 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 18 

19 

Home Office 2-79-2432. Even Rypinski had been in England before 1846 but 

presumably only for the purpose of a short visit. 

E. Kipa, "Rzut oka na dzieje masonerii" in Studia i szkice historyczne 
(Wrocxaw--Warszawa, 1959), 203. Kipa's study was published in its 

unfinished form and no references or dates are given. 



Manifesto of the Towarzystwo Demokratyczne Polskie at Villeneuve on 1 April 

1834, but was excluded from that society in 1837 and by 1844 had declared 
20 

himself to be a follower of the H6tel Lambert. Eight of the original 

Polish members of the Lodge had signed the 1854 Manifesto condemning the 
21 

politics of Czartoryski. These signatures should not necessarily be 

considered as a definite proof of radicalism or of permanent revolt against 

the Hotel Lambert. There was a great deal of fluidity in political 

opinion even within the conservative Polish party. 

The left-wing convictions of Franciszek Hankowski, Roch Rupniewski, 

Ambrozy Smolinski, Robert Lublifiski and Konstanty Bobczyriski, are not open 

to doubts. Hankowski signed the Manifesto of the Towarzystwo Demokratyczne 

Polskie at Haguenau on 10 October 1848 and subscribed in Constantinople to 
22 

the Memorial of 23 September 1855 criticizing Czartoryski. In July 1854 

Hankowski came to England and practised as a dental surgeon in London 
23 

where he joined the Polish National Lodge and Chapter in 1866. As one of 

the co-founders of the socialist Lud Polska in 1835, Rupniewski was crossed 

off the list of the Towarzystwo Demokratyczne Polskie in 1836, but 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 20 
L. Krawiec, "Lista czlonköw Towarzyctwa Demokratycznego Polckiego z lat 
1832-1851", Materialy, I (1963), 52. 

21 
They were: Piotr Jastrzgbski, Onui'ry Kasperowicz, Saturnin Kleczyriski, 
Julian Lutostariski, Jerzy ß(2ezyriski, Ju: t, yn äzylnkowicz, Franciczek 
Welke and Felicjan Wolski. 

22 
M. Tyrowicz, Towarzystwo Dcinol: rat, yczne Polskie, 21'j. 

23 
W. N. Copcutt, op. cit., 61. 



re-entered the organization in Jersey on 7 May 1846, when he was 

secretary of the Gromada Human. He was also a signatory to the 1854 

declaration and stood as a candidate for the Centralizacja in London in 
24 

the years 1855,1857 and 1858. Ambrozy Smolinski had entered the London 

section of the Towarzystwo on 30 August 1837 and signed a document in 

Jersey on 17 August 1840, protesting against Czartoryski's political 

activities and convictions. He returned to London in 1847 and was a 

member of the Polish National Lodge and Chapter in 1850. 
25 

Not only were left-wing democratic elements evident among Polish Masons 

belonging to the Polish National Lodge and Chapter but both Konstanty 

Bobczyrnski and Robert Lublinski had connexions with the First International. 

The Jewish Lublinski arrived in England in October 1846 and, although he 

resigned from the Polish National Chapter in 1863, there is no evidence 

that he discontinued his activities in the Polish Lodge, where he was 

Worshipful Master in 1862. Together with Ludwik Oborski, Feliks Nowosielski 

and Konstanty Bobczynski, he was a member of the Polish delegation for 

Great Britain and Ireland, formed on 1 February 1863. This delegation 

worked in conjunction with the pro-Polish working class committee of the 

Bee-Hive, to collect funds for sending Polish volunteers to fight in the 
26 

insurrection. At a combined meeting of the Polish Committee in Great 

Britain and Ireland and the First International held at St. Martin's Hall 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 4 
M. Tyrowicz, op. cit., 61. 

25 
Ibid., 625; W. N. Copcutt, op. cit., 59. 
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on 22 January 1865, to commemorate the January Insurrection of 1863, 

Lubliriski took his place on the platform at the side of Karl Marx, Antoni 
27 

Zabicki, Ludwik Oborski, George Odger and Konstanty Bobczyriski. The 

latter arrived in England in 1851 with General Jerzy Buxharyn's group 

from the Polish legion in Hungary. He joined the Towarzystwo Demokratyczne 

Polskie in Nottingham on 15 November 1855 and belonged to the Glasgow 

section from 1856 to 1857. On Marx's recommendation Bobczyriski was elected 

a member of the General Council of the International Working Men's 
28 

Association on 19 September 1865. In May 1866 he became secretary for 

Polish affairs in the Central Committee of the International. During the 

sessions of this Communist organization, Bobczyxski's speeches showed 

an awareness of the radical, social implications of the 1863 Insurrection, 

which he considered to be not only a struggle for independence against a 

foreign ruling power but also a social revolution. Patriotism had to be 

synonymous with democracy because the latter was the only road leading 
29 

towards independence. Garibaldi's arrival in England in 1864 was the 

signal for a Polish left-wing demonstration in honour of the Italian 

patriot. Not only Konstanty Bobczyiski but also Teodor de Wylde, Ehrlich 
30 

and Robert Lubliriski attended the meeting and signed the address. 
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J. W. Borejsza, W kr4g'u wielkich wygnancöw (Warszawa, 1963), 470-471. 
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Ibid., 472. 
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Many left-wing foreign exiles and visitors to London, at the end of the 

1840's and beginning of the 1850's were entertained every Saturday at the 

house of Prince Marceli Lubomirski, who was an early member of the Polish 
31 

National Lodge. These meetings were important because they enabled Poles 

to make political contacts with such continental revolutionaries as Louis 
32 

Blanc and the Hungarian refugees who arrived in 1849. At least one of 

these Hungarian political dmigrds, Martin Diosy, who was secretary to 

Lajos Kossuth, joined the Polish National Lodge in 1864 and was a member 
53 

of the Chapter in 1868. Other foreigners belonging to either the Polish 

Lodge or Chapter included Augustine Belletti, the German, Derffel, and 

Constant Derra de Morode who must have had previous relations with the 

Polish emigration because on joining the Polish Chapter in 1855 he was 
34 

proposed by two Poles. 

The Poles connected with Glos Wol y, the literary organ of the Polish 

left-wing emigration in London, edited by Antoni Zabicki, Ludwik Dygat 
35 

and Adam Chrostowski, were mostly Freemasons. The first number of this 

paper appeared on 1 January 1863 but there is no proof that Ludwik Oborski, 

Zabicki and others who certainly belonged to French lodges, had any links 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 31 

32 

33 

34 
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The Lubomirski family was well known for its masonic sympathies in 

Poland. Cf. Maxachowski-Lempicki, op. cit., 248. 

J. N. Janowski, Notatki autobiograficzne 1803-1853 (Wroclaw, 1950), 
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with active Masonry in England apart from their contacts with Bobczyriski, 

Lubliriski and Rupniewski. Jözef Michalski, Rupniewski, Hankowski and 

Bobczyriski were also enrolled in the Zjednoczenie Enigracji Polskiej in 
36 

1866. This was a revolutionary political organization of the Poles in 

exile, established by the Reds after the January Insurrection. Its aim 

was to re-establish Polish independence in alliance with revolutionary 

movements in other countries but it was dissolved in 1870, having been in 

existence for only four years. 

Itj is difficult to assess Adam Czartoryski's position with regard to 

Freemasonry in Great Britain because none of his masonic papers have 

survived the Second World War. An active Freemason since his youth, 

Czartoryski was on friendly terms with the Duke of Sussex, who was the 
37 

Grand Master of British Masons. The Polish right-wing leader was a 

joining member of both the Polish National Lodge in 1847 and Chapter in 

1848. On 14 October 1847 the Lodge presented him with the Commodore's 
38 

White Eagle, a decoration only awarded for special service. Kukiel's 

thesis is that Czartoryski's contacts with Freemasonry were decidedly weak 

during this period. Although Adolf Glogowski wrote to Dudley Coutts Stuart 

on 5 February 1848 that Czartoryski was an active member of the Polish 

National Lodge, it seems to be true that he only participated in special 
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59 
masonic celebrations in Great Britain. If his role was largely limited 

to that of silent approbation, it was probably determined by the fact of 

his residence in France. Unfortunately, Iverson reproduced a copy of only 

the first short page of Czartoryski's letter to the Polish National Lodge, 

sent on the occasion of its first meeting held at the Freemasons' Tavern 
40 

on 13 January 1848. This is at least an indication of his interest and 

concern in the activities of the Lodge. 

The political supporters of the H8te1 Lambert among the Polish emigration 

in England, were deeply involved in the foundation of the Polish Lodge and 

Chapter and were prominent in masonic office. The Secretary of the Literary 

Association, Karol Szulczewski, was a founder and first Junior Warden of 
41 

the Polish Lodge in 1847. Saturnin Kleczyriski, one of the ten founders 

of the Lodge, was described by Teodor Tomasz Jez in 1851 as the 'gendarme' 

of the Literary Association because he attempted to persuade the Poles, 

arriving in Southampton from Turkey, to continue their journey to America. 

Despite the attempts of Tyrowicz to prove that Napoleon Feliks Zaba had 
43 

left-wing tendencies, he definitely belonged to Czartoryski's party. On 

42 

1 September 1863 Zaba was authorized to represent the Polish right wing in 
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its relations with the National League for the Independence of Poland which 

had its headquarters in London. 

An analysis of the structure of British membership within the Polish 

National Lodge and Chapter shows that all those more prominent in social 

circles belonged to the Literary Association and were, therefore, in some 
44 

measure, pro-Polish. Viscount Raynham, the Earl of Zetland and Lord Dudley 
45 

Coutts Stuart were Vice-Presidents of the Association. When the latter 

was installed as Worshipful Master of the Polish National Lodge in 1851, 

R. G. Alston praised the appointment as beneficial for both the Lodge and 

Masonry in general. Karol Szulczewski spoke of the connexion already 

existing between the Poles and Dudley Stuart, which would ensure that the 

Lodge would not lose its character by the election of an Englishman to the 
46 

Chair. It would appear that Polish Masons were anxious to maintain the 

distinctive Polish atmosphere of the Lodge and Chapter and were unwilling 

to admit English members who were not interested in the Polish cause. 

Edward Johnstone, Henry Seymour Westmacott, William Lloyd Birkbeck, who 

drew up the first by-laws of the Polish National Lodge, and the Earl of 

Yarborough, were members of the Council of the Literary Association. When 
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Yarborough visited the Lodge in July 1850, he spoke eloquently of the 

wrongs inflicted on suppressed Poland and hoped ere 

long to be able to congratulate those unfortunate 

Brethren who were sojourning in this country, on 

being allowed to visit their native land and old 

associates from which they had been so long exiled. 
47 

Thomas Chisholme Anstey, William H. White and Horatio Samuel were ordinary 

members of the Association. It is uncertain whether Masons within the 

Literary Association were able to attract their masonic colleagues into 

this pro-Polish organization or to influence them in support of Polish 

independence. Several members of the Association were active Masons in 

their lodges -- Lord Ebrington who succeeded as the second Earl of Fortescue 

in 1841, Benjamin Bond Cabbell, Charles Kemeys Tynte and the Duke of Sussex, 

who was the Patron of the Association from 1839 to his death in 1843. Edward 

Johnstone was also a member of the Committee while Viscount Raynham was 

Treasurer of the National League for the Independence of Poland fro formed 
48 

in 1863. 

The names of other English Masons are mostly obscure but there is a 

prima facie case for believing, in the absence of any evidence to the 

contrary, that their interest in Polish affairs directed them towards 
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the Polish National Lodge or Chapter. Excluding members of the Literary 

Association, other Englishmen undoubtedly had contacts with Polish exiles. 

This is proved by the Polish names supporting English applications to join 

the Lodge or Chapter. Thomas M. Bacon, W. B. Bagster, Henry L. Birkbeck, 

Alfred Horton and George Motion were proposed or seconded by a Pole. At a 

meeting of the Polish Lodge on 12 December 1861, Ludwik Lemanski paid 
49 

tribute to the Polish sympathy of John Boyd. It is also fairly certain 

that the actor and playwright, Benjamin Webster, who was manager of the 

Haymarket Theatre was also pro-Polish. The proceeds of a performance at 

the Haymarket in 1837, were donated towards the relief of Poles not 
50 

participating in the government grant. Although the meetings of the 

Polish National Lodge and Chapter were conducted in the English language 

and according to English masonic ritual, the Lodge had its own singular 

Polish features and until the 1860's, its essentially Polish character was 

quite clear to any Englishman wishing to join. The crucified Stanislawowski 

Eagle, with its blue and black ribbon, the colours of the Virtuti Militari, 

was symbolic of the partitioned state of Poland. In addition, masonic 

badges designed for the Lodge were decorated with the ribbon of the Polish 

Military Cross, sent specially from Paris at the request of Karol 
51 

Szulczewski. The Lodge was established under the protection of the Earl 
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of Yarborough and the Earl of Zetland presided at its consecration on 

17 June 1847, To testify to the importance of their work, the Commodore's 
52 

White Eagle was engraved with their names. 

Both Englishmen and Poles within the Polish National Lodge and Chapter 

seemed able to reconcile Catholicism with Freemasonry, despite various 

ecclesiastical censures prohibiting the taking of masonic oaths. 

The Church of Rome has always shown an inclination to 

treat freemasonry as a pantheistic system, essentially 

opposed to belief in the personality of God, subversive 

to all legitimate authority -- whether of the Church or 

of the State -- and the inspiration of most of the 

revolutionary societies of continental Europe. In short, 

the Romish authority has confounded speculative freemasonry 

with the very different and very dangerous Oriental 

freemasonry, and it has been expressly condemned by bulls 

from five Popes. 
53 

Many Catholics like Daniel O'Connell had renounced Freemasonry but Thomas 

Chisholme Anstey, a lawyer and convert and the majority of Poles who were 
54 

Catholics, were content to continue their masonic duties. Unlike the 

position of Catholics, there were no religious restrictions on Jewish 

membership of masonic lodges in the nineteenth century. Two wealthy Jews 

noted for their philanthropy in England, Horatio J. Montefiore and Horatio 
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Samuel, were both members of the Polish National Lodge and prominent 

Polonophiles. Samuel was the Worshipful Master of the Lodge in 1857 and 
55 

had joined the Literary Association two years earlier. Montefiore was 

a generous donor in the 1850's, to the funds of the Literary Association 

for the relief of Polish exiles. Three relatively rich Jews of established 

Polish nationality were also Masonss Robert Lubliiiski, Jözef Michalski and 

Aleksander Miller-Skwarcöw. It is fairly probable that the Masons Emanuel 

Ehrlich, Isaacs and Hart were also Polish Jews. 

Several Polish Jewish Masons living in Paris, among them the Frankist 

Jan Czyriski and J6zef Wien, collaborated with Napoleon Feliks Zaba to 

found in 1863 the Zbratnienie Narodowe Wszystkich W. yznan (The National 

Brotherhood of all Creeds). This organization participated in meetings to 

defend the Polish cause during the January Insurrection of 1863. Jerzy 

W. Borejsza emphasizes the Brotherhood's contacts with Masonry, but there 

is no evidence to indicate that it had any influence on British Freemasonry 

through Zaba. Armand Ldvy, a Polish Jew resident in Paris, used his 

extensive influence within French, Italian and British masonic circles 

to continue the struggle for Polish freedom. 
56 

The foundation dates of the Polish National Lodge and of the Chapter, 
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which was granted a Charter of Constitution on 2 August 1848, are 

significant when considered within the context of the contemporary 

political climate. Both the Lodge and Chapter were consolidating their 

positions at a time of revolutionary ferment in Europe. Every sober-minded 

Pole had realized by 1846 that in concrete political terms the pro-Polish 

sympathy of the Literary Association had completely negative results. In 

the face of such disillusionment a reassessment of the position and 

activities of Poles in England was necessary. As a working hypothesis, 

one might argue that right-wing Poles were seeking a more intimate alliance 

with those Englishmen who would be willing to support the movement for 

Polish independence. An inner circle of some of the most important people 

in British social circles, engaged in masonic activities and surrounded by 

secrecy, might well have been an ideal basis for the establishment of a 

common Anglo-Polish platform of understanding and action on behalf of 

Poland. If such a liaison were intended, however, it yielded no positive 
c 

results and made no impression on the political status of Poland. 

There is no doubt that English Masons belonging to the Polish Lodge or 

Chapter were better informed than the general public on the state of 
57 

Polish affairs. An understanding of the complexity of Polish problems, 

however, did not induce English Masons to offer their Polish associates 

anything more than generous sympathy. The only recorded occasion of 
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something more tangible than verbal support was a donation by the Polish 

National Lodge of £3-17-6 and £1-12-6 given by the Polish National Chapter 

to supplement the exhausted funds of the Literary Association between 

May 1860 and June 1861. No account is given of individual subscriptions 

but it is not unlikely that these small sums were offered by the Polish 
58 

Masons themselves. At a meeting of the Polish National Chapter on 

24 October 1861 William Watson who was a founder of the Chapter and 

largely responsible for its early success, expressed on behalf of the 

English members his commiseration with Poland's position and his wish for 
59 

the re-establishment of Poland. Poles were only too well aware of the 

non-political nature of British Freemasonry but in October 1861, Lemariski 

appealed to his English companions, as a favour, to 

show their sympathy with a country under persecution 

and to contradict the misrepresentations of the 

Germans. He did not wish to trespass on forbidden 

ground but he could not help alluding to the late 

massacres in his native country and he was sure that 

all felt for such misery. The gratitude of the Polish 

comp Lanionj s to their English Royaal Arch Brethren 

for their support was very deep. 

In January 1864 2aba wrote of his intention to challenge the apolitical 

principles of British Masonry as a corporate body by suggesting to the 
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Polish Lodge that it should issue an appeal to the 1500 lodges in Great 

Britain for united support in favour of the National League for the 
61 

Independence of Poland. Moral approbation of the insurrection, however, 

could only prove to be ineffectual at a time when the satisfaction of 

basic Polish needs demanded the provision of substantial sums of money 

and armaments. 

A graph indicating the rise and decline of membership in the Polish 

National Lodge and Chapter combined, for the twenty years between 1847 

and 1867, would show that the main recruitment periods were 1847 to 1849 

and 1853 to 1856. The tendency of membership to increase at times of 

political crises (the European Revolutions of 1848 and the Crimean War) 

did not apply so obviously to the years immediately preceding and 

following the Polish Insurrection of 1863. Approximately forty-eight Poles 

belonged to the Polish National Lodge between 1847 and 1867 and of these, 

thirty-four joined in 1847. In the period 1848-1849 thirteen out of 

twenty-five Poles joined the Chapter. At least eighty English Masons, 

with a sprinkling of other nationalities, belonged to the Lodge during 

this period; of these, forty-nine joined between 1847 and 1856 and of the 

eighty-six non-Polish members of the Chapter, forty-four joined during 

the same nine years. In 1854 no other lodge in England was growing more 
62 

rapidly in numbers. There were sixty-four English and Polish members in 
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1852 in the Polish National Lodge but by 1855 this number had increased 
63 

to eighty-one. Many Poles had hoped to manipulate the Eastern Question 

in the interests of the re-establishment of Poland as an independent 

political entity. If, however, the increase in English membership during 

the Crimean Wax was more than a coincidence, it is quite possible that it 

reflected the normal pattern of Russophobia, which was strong at this 

time, with pro-Polish sentiments as its corollary. 

The serious decline in the Polish membership of the Lodge began in 

1860 and is to be accounted for by the return of several Masons to Poland 

or by emigration and death. At a meeting of the Polish National Chapter 
64 

on 24 October 1861, there were only two Poles present. There are no 

entries in the Freemasons' Magazine and Masonic Mirror for 1863 and 1864, 

despite the fact that six meetings were normally held every year% It seems 

quite probable, therefore, that either the Polish Lodge and Gahpter did 

not meet during the period of the Polish Insurrection or alternatively, 

the meetings were badly attended and did not warrant attention. Between 

1862 and 1866 only six Poles joined the Chapter, although three non-Polish 

masons joined the Lodge and eight joined the Chapter between 1861 and 1864. 
65 

There were various motives behind the Polish desire to have its own 

Masonic centre in England. Bertold Wierciziski, who was presented with the 

Jewel of the Polish National Lodge in July 1848 for his efforts to establish 
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the Lodge, assured 

the assembled Brethren that in forming the Polish 

National Lodge he had no other but a pure Masonic 

wish, viz., of cementing into one close union the 

dispersed members of that ancient and honourable 
66 

craft. 

Polish Masons were scattered in English, Scottish, Irish and French lodges 

or chapters, but approximately thirty-seven of the Polish members of the 

Polish National Lodge and Chapter were living in London at the time of 

joining. Six were living in France, five in Scotland and one in Sheffield. 

The provinces were sparsely represented, possibly because of the distance 

and travelling costs involved in attending meetings held at the Freemasons' 

Tavern in London. None of the 212 Portsmouth soldiers were connected with 

the Lodge and Chapter. The Lodge fees must have been a formidable deterrent 

to the largely poverty-stricken Polish emigration. In the first by-laws 

of 1847, special provision was made for the Poles: 

The Polish National Lodge being chiefly composed of 

exiles the charges for initiation are the lowest sum 

allowed by the Statute Book of English Freemasonry 

viz. four guineas, nor does the Lodge exact any 

specified sum as 'entrance money' or 'joining feel, 

but it leaves to the good will and means of each 

joining member to give towards the Funds of the Lodge 

what he can well at the time afford. 
7 
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Despite these seemingly advantageous terms, every Pole joining the Lodge 

had to pay a registration fee, six shillings and sixpence for the Grand 

Lodge certificate, seven shillings for the decoration and the yearly 

subscription, which was one guinea until 1851, when it was raised to 

£1-11-6 and then further increased to two guineas in 1858. By 1850, owing 

to the financial embarrassment of the Lodge, a joining fee of four guineas 

was introduced and the initiation fee was raised to five guineas. In 1853 

the joining fee was reduced to two guineas but was increased again in 
68 

1858 to three guineas. The subscription of the Polish National Chapter 
69 

was raised in 1869 from one to one and a half guineas. No Pole subsisting 

only on the government allowance and especially ordinary soldiers, receiving 

one guinea every four weeks, and non-commissioned officers, with ¬1-8-0, 

could afford the outlay necessary to join the Polish National Lodge. 

Thirty-one Polish Masons were in receipt of the government grant but all 

of them were officers receiving ¬2 every four weeks until June 1849 and 

from that date until 1860, £1-10-0. Stefan Laniewski maintains that in no 

other country was the intellectual Elite so concentrated in masonic circles 

as in Poland and this tradition seems to have been perpetuated among the 

dmigrds in Great Britain. Their masonic ideals were those of fraternity, 
70 

freedom, equality, toleration and social justice. At least thirty-three 
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of the Polish Masons were officers who had fought in the 1831 Insurrection 
71 

and their average age in 1850 was forty. 

There may have been a certain amount of personal and professional 

prestige attached to Freemasonry which could have served a useful purpose 

for those Poles seeking employment. Personal contacts and recommendations 

were of vital importance for Poles not speaking good English and without 

financial resources. Many Poles secured posts teaching foreign languages, 

especially French and German but with the influx of political refugees 

into England in the 1840's and 1850's, positions as language teachers 

became highly competitive. Masonic connexions facilitated Jan Bartkowski's 

quest for employment and there were probably more examples of the same 
72 

kind. 

Some of the Poles waiting to be initiated in November 1847, were not 

genuinely interested in Masonry. Jözef Michalski complained that there 

were names of some persons on the list of candidates for initiation who 

were, to the best of his knowledge, 

not only ignorant of having been proposed, but even 

expressed themselves if not against the Craft, it 

was at all events with a great deal of indifference 

towards it. 
73 
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A utilitarian and cynical aspect was attributed by Jan Nepomucen Janowski, 

to Polish links with Freemasonry in France and England. The low material 

standard of living of the Polish emigration in England, combined with the 
74 

reasonable measure of prosperity enjoyed by English Masonry, resulted 
75 

in many Poles joining masonic organizations in order to receive relief. 

Financial support was distributed once a month in British lodges to those 

who could prove dire necessity. Janowski's thesis is disproved by an 
76 

analysis of the professional structure of forty-one Polish Masons. The 

Polish Masons seem, in fact, to have been the most wealthy group in the 

whole emigration. Konstanty Bobczyriski, Jbzef Michalski, Aleksander 

Miller-Skwarcöw and Edward Hernulewicz owned their own businesses. Napoleon 

Feliks Zaba, Leon Jablonski, Eugeniusz Detkens, J6zef Michalski and Bertold 

Wiercinski were among the few Poles who donated to the Literary Association 

for the relief of their poorer countrymen. Twenty-eight of the Polish Masons 

had sufficient money to pay for their naturalization certificates. The only 

known instance of relief was when the Polish National Lodge decided, at a 
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meeting held on 12 March 1857, to help the widow and six children of 

Eugeniusz Detkens. At a meeting of the Lodge on 14 May 1857 it was stated 
77 

that the Grand Lodge had given ¬20 to the family of Detkens. 

M. Danilewiczowa's superficial investigation of Anglo-Polish masonic 

contacts resulted in a distortion of the facts heavily weighted in favour 

of the right-wing Polish emigration. Analysis in depth has redressed the 

balance and revealed the importance of the part played by more radical 

Polish Masons in Great Britain. The framework of Masonry in England, 

however, was too narrow to allow the Poles any real scope for political 

manoeuvre and the main centres of active, revolutionary Polish Masonry in 

Europe remained in Paris and Brussels. Ewen if a tolerable degree of 

conformity existed between Polish and English Masons on the subject of 

Polish independence, nothing of importance emerged from their secret 

activities. 
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Chapter V 

IRISH NATIONALISM AND THE POLISH PROBLU4 



Chapter V 

Irish Nationalism and the Polish Problem 

The study of Irish-Polish relations during the period 1831-1867 presents 

a picture of sporadic rather than consistent support. For nineteenth 

century Ireland, Poland was a peripheral problem, interest in which was 

closely connected with the course of Irish political activity. Until the 

Polish insurrection of 1863, Irish sympathy was largely reserved for Polish 

conservatives. There was, however, a division of opinion in the crucial 

years 1846-1848 and 1862-1864 based on the controversy over the relative 

validity of the theories of physical and moral force in Irish and Polish 

politics which tended to create a fissure in the Irish pro-Polish party. 

The latter was never a clearly defined, constant entity. Basically, the 

Irish approach to the Polish question was dictated by expediency. Moral 

support was given when Ireland could expect to gain something in return, 

whether in the form of redress for Irish grievances or merely a Polish 

example to be imitated with advantage by Ireland. Polonophilism was largely 

confined to the Irish political elite and in numerical terms was unimportant. 

Irish isolation from European events, with the important exception of the 

Papacy's position in Italy, was encouraged by the multiplicity of internal 

political, social and economic problems which made the quest for survival 

a more immediate necessity than exhibiting interest in foreign affairs. 

This was true of both the Irish Parliamentary Party and of the Irish 

population as a whole. It was the similarities between the two nations 

which drew them together -- foreign oppression, a backward agrarian economy 



and the Roman Catholic religion. 

Irish-Polish contacts were first established at the meeting of Julian 

Ursyn Niemcewicz and the Dublin barrister, Andrew Valentine Kirwan, which 

was followed by their joint participation in the setting up of an 
1 

Anglo-Polish committee in the second half of November 1831. This was the 

forerunner of the Literary Association of the Friends of Poland, founded 

on 25 February 1832, with Thomas Wyse as one of the first Vice-Presidents. 
3 

Through Kirwan, Niemcewicz met Henry Grattan, who was elected M. P. for 

2 

County Meath in 1832, and other Irish people willing to discuss the problems 
4 

presented by the Polish insurrection of 1830. Had Grattan's sympathies 

been directed into active channels he might have achieved a great deal in 

raising Irish support for the Poles. In Ireland he was in a position both 

to draw on popular admiration as a result of his father's opposition to 

the Act of Union and also to popularize the Polish question in the columns 
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of the Freeman's Journal, of which he was owner and editor until 1832. 

Like the majority of Irish M. P. 's, Grattan was absorbed in pressing 

contemporary Irish problems to the exclusion of all questions concerning 

foreign policy. 

Niemcewicz also maintained friendly relations with Daniel O'Connell in 
6 

London. The latter's courage and outspoken denunciations of the Tsarist 

rdgime were admired by Niemcewicz who thought it a pity that O'Connell was 
7 

such a revolutionary. In conversation with Lord Dover on 27 February 1832, 

Niemcewicz had complained of Lord Heytesbury's attitude in St. Petersburg 

with regard to Poland but added that the Poles could always rely on 

O'Connell, Richard Lalor Sheil and other Irish M. P. 's to press for an 

enquiry into the pro-Russian sympathies of Heytesbury. At the same time, 

however, Niemcewicz stressed that he did not want to create the impression 

in England that Poles were only willing to look to the Radicals for support, 
8 

especially since their principles differed. Dover's reply was that Polish 

dmigrds should encourage Sheil to patronize their cause but spoke in a 

pejorative sense of O'Connell, whom he described as "a passionate person". 

An eloquent speaker, Sheil was one of the few Irish M. P. 's together with 

Thomas Wyse and Daniel O'Connell, to take an active and informed interest 

in debates on foreign affairs and specifically, on Poland, in the House 
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of Commons. Sheil was M. P. for Louth from 1831 to 1832 and was returned 

for Tipperary in 1832,1835 and 1837 and from 1838 when appointed 

Vice-President of the Board of Trade he began to pursue a successful 
9 

career, but was always considered an extreme Liberal. Niemcewicz referred 

Dover's advice to Adam Czartoryski, present in England at this time, and 

his reply at the end of February 1832 amounted to the adoption of a 

cautious policy in order to determine, on mature advice, whether Sheil's 

help would be detrimental to the future of the Polish cause. 
10 

It is evident that the general policy of the H8tel Lambert was to avoid 

embarrassing the British Government by raising the problem of Ireland. 

W1adyslaw Zamoyski while in Italy had met the Irishman, D'Oreilly, but it 

is not clear whether the former had suggested the contents of a letter 

written by D'Oreilly to Palmerston in 1846, proposing that Irishmen be 

allowed to join the projected Polish legion in Turkey. This was to have 

the effect of emptying Ireland of rebellious elements at a time of famine 

and general economic and political discontent. An internal problem of 

British politics was to be solved by helping the Poles in their struggle 

for independence. With Palmerston's agreement D'Oreilly went to 

Constantinople to organize the Irish contingent but Stratford Canning's 
11 

refusal resulted in the collapse of the project. It is possible that 
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D'Oreilly was in fact Andrew O'Reilly, nephew of the Austrian Field-Marshal, 
12 

Count O'Reilly, and the Paris correspondent of The Times. 

Conservative Poles were not blind, however, to the potential support 

that Daniel O'Connell was in a position to offer. In 1832 the Irish Party 

was the largest unified group in the House of Commons independent of both 

the Government and the official Opposition. In practical terms, this meant 

that O'Connell controlled a concentration of political power which could 

be used as an instrument of pressure. In January 1832 O'Connell saved the 

Government from defeat over the Russo-Dutch loan question by arranging for 
13 

the abstention of some Irish M. P. 's. O'Connell's social programme was 

sufficiently undefined, especially with regard to the economic grievances 

of the peasantry, not to alienate the Hotel Lambert. As a landlord, 

O'Connell had vested interests in the maintenance of existing property 

relations, a change in which would endanger his rents. A definite alliance 

was never sought either by the Poles or by O'Connell. The latter probably 

equated the value of a Polish alliance with that of Ledru-Rollin's offer 

of sympathy with the Irish Repealers in 1843, which was refused on the 

grounds that O'Connell did not want to give the semblance of desiring 
14 

a "foreign alliance in a constitutional struggle". 
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The disadvantages of close contacts with the Irish from the Polish point 

of view were in fact considerable. There was always the danger that British 

sympathy and support for the Poles would decline if they exhibited pro-Irish 

inclinations. Irish-Polish relations in February 1848 caused profound 

distrust and resentment in English Polonophile circles. A commemorative 

funeral service to be performed in Paris for Daniel O'Connell was to be 
15 

followed by a dinner at the Hotel Lambert for his son John O'Connell. The 

object was to honour the memory of a champion of civil and religious liberty 

and a warm friend of Poland. Stuart realized that it was not Czartoryski's 

intention to ally or identify the Polish conservatives with the party 

represented by John O'Connell but the Vice-President of the Literary 

Association feared at the same time that the English public would not draw 

such fine distinctions at a time when the name of O'Connell 

is now odious and contemptible. The Polish cause cannot 

afford to attract any unpopularity which does not belong 

to it, or which is not occasioned by circumstances 

naturally connected with itself and it is too bad to 

saddle it with any portion of the disfavour belonging 

to other causes with which it has no connection. 

Stuart's condemnation of any links between the Polish question and John 

O'Connell was a result of the latter's 

15 
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extreme opinions supported with all the violence 

and without any of the talents of his father and 

carried to the length of hostility not only to 
16 

the government but to the English nation. 

There was also an element of personal dislike in Stuart's opposition to 

the dinner, having its origins in the debate on the Crime and Outrage 

(Ireland) Bill in the House of Commons on 9 December 1847. The Protestant 

cousin of Feargus O'Connor had accused the Government of sympathizing 
1 7 

with Poland and other nations while making a "Golgotha of Ireland". 

Stuart was willing to support the Bill with or without remedial legislation 

in order to give the Government the means of protecting property and life 

and opposed any financial aid for Ireland until proof was given of the 
18 

exhaustion of Irish resources. Maurice O'Connell protested that Stuart 

was a well-known philanthropist and sympathetic to all oppressed nations 

except Ireland. Stuart pointed out in the House of Commons that Daniel 

O'Connell's sons were unworthy to represent him and denied their claims 
19 

to speak for the Irish nation. In angry reply, Maurice O'Connell said 

that the oppression of Poland had its origins only in the last quarter 

of the century 
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and the difference between the case of Poland and 

of Ireland was that in supporting the Poles, the 

noble lord was supporting those who were rebels 

against their sovereign; whilst Irishmen were 

anxious only to procure relief and redress for 

evils of long standing; he was an advocate of 

protection elsewhere, and of oppression in Ireland. 
20 

Stuart's charity had "gone abroad and never come home at all". It is 

clear that Stuart had no real appreciation of the economic and social 

distress in Ireland resulting from the famine and wholesale evictions 

and was incapable of understanding the logic of such calumnies against 
21 

the Poles whom, in his opinion, Daniel O'Connell had always defended. 

The right-wing Poles in England were also anxious about the dinner and 

resented the insult offered to Dudley Coutts Stuart and the Poles. Karol 

Szulczewski writing to Leonard Niediwiecki on 11 February 1848, expressed 

the hope that the Hbtel Lambert would be able to justify its decision in 
22 

the event of polemics. 

This episode however did not symbolize the ostracization of John O'Connell 

by the Polish emigration in England. Stanislaw Kozmian had asked William 

Scholefield to arrange a meeting for him with John O'Connell in April 1848. 
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In a note written on 22 April 1848 Koimian enquired about the possibilities 

of buying muskets in Birmingham and of renewing pro-Polish agitation in 
23 

England. The possibility cannot be eliminated of Koimian wanting John 

O'Connell to campaign in Ireland for a strong expression of Polish sympathy 

at a time of incipient revolution in Irish agrarian districts. It is 

perhaps significant that conservative Poles still persisted in clinging to 

the remnants of the O'Connellite movement, based on the principle of moral 

agitation whereas effective power had already passed to William Smith 

O'Brien and the militant Young Ireland group. 

It is difficult to determine the exact motives behind Irish expressions 

of sympathy with the Poles. Support was neither consistent nor widespread 

but rather tended to coincide with moments of crisis in Ireland. Irish 

Polonophilism was most prominent in 1833-1834,1846-1848 and in 1863. There 

was relatively little aid of a benevolent nature afforded to the Poles. 

From figures given by the Literary Association of the Friends of Poland in 

London, only ¬97-1-6 was donated by Irishmen for the relief of destitute 

Polish refugees resident in Great Britain during the period 1834-1855. The 

prevalence of endemic poverty in Ireland and, until 1846, general ignorance 

of Polish a$äirs was reflected in the paucity of material help for the Poles. 

No conscious attempt was ever made by the Poles to form a pressure group 

of politically and nationally conscious Irish in Polish interests. 

Niemcewicz's abortive mission to Ireland in 1833 was avowedly apolitical. 
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His main object was to collect funds for the education of Polish youths 
24 

exiled in England. Both the wealthy and the Irish Catholic hierarchy 

responded to such appeals with apathy, evasion and an attitude of overt 

non-co-operation. On the grounds of financial embarrassment, Bishop Crawley 

of Belfast refused to consider the formation of a society on the model of 

those already in existence in London, Glasgow and Edinburgh to further the 

education of young Poles. The maximum concession of the Bishop was to agree 

to the holding of a bazaar, the proceeds of which would be placed at the 
25 

disposal of the Poles. Murray, Archbishop of Dublin, a cautious neutralist 

favouring the government connexion, resorted to the device of visiting 

Niemcewicz when he knew that the latter would be out, leaving a note 
26 

advising his departure from Dublin. In a cold non-committal letter of 

29 July 1833, Murray made no reference to Niemcewicz's request that Irish 
27 

seminaries be opened to the Poles. Convinced that the Irish Administration 

had received instructions to oppose his efforts to raise money, Niemcewicz 

also suspected the malevolent influence of the Russian Ambassador Lieven, 

who had engaged the services of Malinowski, alias Korzeniewski, to spy on 

2a 
his activities in Ireland. These obstacles combined with the behaviour of 

Poles in Ireland before 1833 were sufficient in the opinion of Niemcewicz 

to raise hostility against his efforts for a benevolent cause. There is 
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little evidence of Poles resident in Ireland in the 1830's. Napoleon 

Czapski, a refugee from Poznazi, did not create a favourable impression on 
29 

Niemcewicz in 1833. Daniel O'Connell told Stanislaw Kozmian in 1844 that 

the Irish had collected ¬50 in pennies to pay Czapski's fine for speaking 

at public meetings in Ireland in 1843 without having the certificate of 
30 

registration, required of resident aliens. Even though the Irish 

authorities disliked Czapski's campaign of holding meetings around Ireland, 

it is clear that, contrary to the suspicions of Niemcewicz, he did not 

alienate Irish public opinion from the Polish cause. It is true, however, 

that there were certain influences in Ireland militating against a climate 

of sympathy for Poland. When Jan Bartkowski went to Londonderry in 1836 to 

take up his post as teacher of foreign languages, he was told by Hay, a 

Presbyterian minister, that a Mrs. Simpson, the widow of a Russian Consul 

and drawing money from Moscow, hated the Poles to the extent of trying to 
31 

prevent Bartkowski's arrival in Ireland. Malinowski spread rumours in 

1833 that the official reason given by Niemcewicz for his presence in 

Ireland was merely a figment of the imagination or, at least, that his 
32 

visit had not received the approval of other Polish dmigrds. 

Only the Protestant clergy showed any signs of sympathy, but they did not 

promise substantial help. The Quaker, Dr. Harvey, was prepared to do all 
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possible for the Poles but even the Quakers in Ireland, known as advocates 

of every liberal cause, were divided on the Polish question. Joshua Abell 

of the Society of Friends, editor of the Dublin Literary Journal, accused 

the Poles in 1846 of supporting French attempts during the Napoleonic wars 

to establish a universal hegemony: 

... we pity her as a nation in trouble and distress; 

but she is now only drinking of the bitter cup which 

she handed without scruple or necessity to every nation 

whose evil fortune compelled them to submit to the 

unfeeling aggression of Napoleon. Poland is unhappy 

and we pity her; she is oppressed and we would relieve 
her. 

33 

The Rev. Massie, la Puritan, agreed to the request of Niemcewicz to call 

a meeting in favour of the Poles on 3 August 1833, at which the Lord Mayor 
34 

of Dublin, Archer, presided. Attendance was confined to about a hundred 

people, who apart from Richard Lalor Sheil, were all political nonentities. 

It was the summer season and people of wealth and influence had retired to 

the country and rumours of internecine quarrels within the Polish emigration 

had alienated many Irishmen. As a result of the meeting a temporary 

committee was established, including Sheil, Harvey and Massie, with the aim 
35 

of forming a society to promote Polish education among the emigres. The 

society seems to have existed on paper only, although Adam Czartoryski sent 
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letters from Paris at the end of 1833 to J. W. Massie in Dublin through 

Arthur White and K. H. Mackenzie, the Honorary Secretary of the Literary 
36 

Association of the Friends of Poland. 

The Solicitor-General of Ireland, Crampton, had warned Niemcewicz that 

Dublin was the worst place to advocate "causes". He himself was too closely 

connected with the Government to be involved in any aspect of the Polish 
37 

question, which was pregnant with political implications. Niemcewicz 

realized that the fundamental barrier in Ireland to expressions of sympathy 

for the Poles was that of ignorance of Polish problems in general and he 

regretted the omission of Adolf Bach and Krystyn Lach Szyrma to send copies 

of Polonia, the organ of the Literary Association, to Ireland. Theoretically, 

on the basis of national similarities, Ireland should have been the ideal 

place for the formation of a wide network of Polish committees. Niemcewicz, 

however, was unwilling to exploit parallels in Irish and Polish conditions. 

He was deeply offended by an article which appeared in the Morning Post in 

March 1833 containing an appreciation of Anglo-Irish and Russo-Polish 

38 
conflicts. The article attempted to indicate the inconsistency of 

Parliamentary involvement in the Polish question when the Tsar had not sent 

his plenipotentiary offering mediation in the quarrels between England and 
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Ireland. Niemcewicz was always convinced of the superiority of Irish 

conditions and of English rule in Ireland to the Tsarist rdgime in the 
39 

Congress Kingdom. 

There were no men of calibre in the Repeal Party, apart from Daniel 

O'Connell and Richard Lalor Sheil, able or willing to cogently argue the 

Polish case in Parliament. Both Thomas Wyse and William Smith O'Brien were 

Liberals. The Poles attempted to remedy the general lack of interest in 

foreign affairs which characterized Irish M. P. 's in the 1830's and early 

1840's. Leonard Niediwiecki prepared information for Sheil, who brought 

forward a motion in the House of Commons in March 1845, concerning the 

opening of correspondence addressed to Poles in England at the time of the 
40 

Tsar's visit in 1844. Daniel O'Connell was also provided with information 
41 

on Polish affairs in 1832 by Niemcewicz. Disaffected Irish M. P. 's could 

have exploited their position in the House of Commons to support Poland in 

the hope of simultaneously raising the Irish question. The reports of 

Hansard, however, show that a well-defined group of Irish Repealer and 

Liberal M. P. 's consistently supporting the re-establishment of Poland did 

not exist in reality. Until the Lichfield House Compact in 1835, O'Connell 

supported the Polish issue as an auxiliary means of attracting the sympathy 

of English radicals for the redress of Irish grievances. The radical Hunt's 

appeal for the dismissal of Palmerston on 8 August 1831 in the House of 
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Commons for his failure to intervene on behalf of Poland was withdrawn, 

but during the debate Daniel O'Connell forecast an expansionist French 

policy aimed at the military domination of Europe. For this reason, 

according to O'Connell's reasoning, Britain should pursue a policy of 

decisive action in support of the Poles, in order to forestall French 
42 

intervention in the Polish question. In the second debate regarding 

Poland the motion of Colonel De Lacy Evans for the production of papers 

relative to the Polish question was seconded by Dominick Browne, Whig M. P. 

for Mayo, but he later advised the withdrawal of the motion because its 

object had been merely to obtain a display of pro-Polish sympathy and was 

not designed to complicate negotiations pending between England and Russia. 

Browne professed confidence in Lord Grey's policy towards the Poles, which 

was, in effect, one of strict non-intervention. Despite generous public 

sympathy, Daniel O'Connell thought that the time was not opportune for the 

introduction of the Polish problem in the House of Commons. He offered 

little beyond a pious hope that the Poles would be militarily successful 
43 

against Russia. O'Connell attempted to arouse British fears against the 

expansion of Russia into Europe by stressing the danger both to European 

peace and security. This theory of an independent Poland as an effective 

bulwark preventing Russian entrance into Europe was to become increasingly 

stereotyped as a major argument used by Polonophiles in Parliament. 
44 
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Contrary to the normal practice of basing Polish rights on the Treaty of 

Vienna, Daniel O'Connell maintained that they existed before the partition 

of 1772. In an anti-Tsarist speech O'Connell, M. P. for Kerry, expressed 

the hope that the effect of the Reform Bill in England would be to inject 

new life into the principle of democracy and result in public pressure on 

the governments of Great Britain and France in addition to encouraging the 
45 

German nations to support demands for justice with regard to Poland. In 

the same debate Thomas Wyse thought that a demonstration of free speech 

on the Polish question would raise a moral barrier against Russian 

despotism. He had no concrete proposals to offer, contenting himself with 

the idealistic vision of ultimate Polish success as a result of united 

English sympathy. 

Feargus O'Connor, a Protestant barrister and M. P. for County Cork, was 

the first Irish Member to denounce the disparity of attitude in the House 

of Commons, whose Polish and Greek sympathies contrasted strangely with 

its demands for coercion and 'despotism' in Ireland. Examples of oppression 

on England's doorstep urgently required the attention of the House. Within 

the confines of a debate on Poland, O'Connor had spoken in order to raise 
46 

discussion on the state of Ireland. Niemcewicz criticized the timing of 

Matthew Davenport Hill's motion asking the Government to condemn Russian 

47 
persecution in Poland and to restore Polish rights, because it was 
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generally agreed among Polonophiles that the Polish cause in Parliament 
48 

should be deferred until the settlement of the Irish question. 

The Irish attitude to a Government grant for the relief of Polish 

refugees was favourable. As early as 18 April 1832 Sheil maintained that 

Ireland was as sympathetic towards the Poles as England and suggested that 
49 

financial support should be given by the Government to the exiles. Daniel 

O'Connell considered the Government's subsidy of ¬10,000, voted in June 
50 

1833, "an extremely stingy grant". This description indicates that 

O'Connell would have been willing to agree to a larger contribution from 

the Treasury for the maintenance of the Poles in Great Britain despite the 

continuing poverty evident in Ireland. Lord Sandon's motion on 27 July 1839 

for the augmentation of the Parliamentary grant to include two hundred Poles 

not on the Government list because of the restrictions linked with the grant 

of 1835, necessitated a concentration in the House of a certain number of 

influential M. P. 's when the question was brought up in the Committee of 
51 

Supply. Daniel O'Connell was brought back from the street for the debate 

on 27 July 1839 and his arguments materially contributed to the increase 
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of the grant, which was also supported by Wyse. 
52 

Divisions in the House of Commons indicate the importance of a political 

issue. The first of only two divisions on a subject connected with Poland 

for the whole period 1832-1867, was on Cutlar Fergusson's motion of 9 July 

1833 that no sanction should be given to the political state of Poland 

resulting from the Russian violation of the Treaty of Vienna. This is an 

occasion on which the attitude of the Irish M. P. 's as a body can be 

evaluated. The motion was lost by 177 votes to 95 but twenty-four Irish 

M. P. 's, of which eighteen were Repealers, voted for the motion and only 

nine against, including the Repealer Frederick W. B. Mullins, M. P. for 

County Kerry, and eight Protestant M. P. 's ranging from the anti-Catholic, 

ultra-Tory D. T. Lefroy to Whig ministerialists like Viscount Acheson. Out 

of a total of 104 Irish M. P. 's only thirty-three were present at the debate, 

but nineteen out of the thirty-nine Repealers returned in the General 

Election of 1832 were present. From these figures alone it is not possible 

to indicate the existence of a strongly pro-Polish pressure group of Irish 

M. P. 's in the House of Commons, but it is clear that the most politically 

active Repealers led by Daniel O'Connell, were not indifferent to the 

Polish question. Thomas Wyse had been defeated at Waterford in 1832 and the 

Polonophile Matthew E. Corbally was elected for Meath only in 1837, but 

J. E. Tennent, The O'Connor Don and Fitzstephen French, all members of the 
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Council of the London Literary Association in 1834, were absent from the 
53 

debate. Sheil, M. P. for Tipperary, defined the two possible alternatives 

before the Government as either the risk of war or the loss of national 

honour and pressed for a division on the basis that sympathy otherwise 

expressed would be barren of all importance. O'Connell claimed that the 

motion would commit not the Government but the British nation and would 

serve as a warning to the Tsar that he could not violate human rights 

with impunity. 

The autocrat must be taught that these are not days 

when that outrageous public prostitute, the notorious 

Catherine, the grandmother of this emperor, could 

display her profligacy in the face of day ... 

With a change in the tactics of warfare from swords to opinions, O'Connell 

was convinced that a display of public indignation would compel the 
54 

submission of Nicholas I. Lord John Russell's counter-argument in 

opposition to dividing the House finally proved to be correct, because 

the division destroyed the unanimity of the House in its expression of 

sympathy for the Poles. The Ministry was compelled to resist the motion 

which, if successfully carried, would have been incompatible with the 

maintenance of peace. 

Stanislaw Koimian testified to the willingness of Daniel O'Connell to 

listen to Polish representations whether within or outside Parliament. 
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He first met O'Connell and his three sons at the beginning of 1833 on the 

occasion of a meeting held by the Birmingham Political Committee for the 

Advancement of the Reform Bill. O'Connell presided several times at meetings 
55 

concerning Poland and was respected by English Polonophiles. Polish 

Democrats, connected with General Jözef Dwernicki in Paris, tried to 

establish contacts in England with moderate Radicals such as Thomas Attwood, 

Hume and O'Connell. Owernicki during his mission to England in May 1836 as 

a representative of Dwernicki's right-wing Democratic Committee was in touch 
56 

with O'Connell, but it is doubtful whether the latter supported the 

mission's aim of uniting the Polish emigration on a democratic basis. 

O'Connell was deeply involved with the London Literary Association which 

was avoided by Owernicki. 

The only Irish protest against the military occupation of Cracow by 

Austria, Prussia and Russia in 1836 was O'Connell's condemnation in the 

House of Commons on 18 March 1856. He realized that actual and potential 

pro-Polish sympathy in Great Britain was being undermined by the currency 

of views equating the restoration of Poland with the revival of feudalism. 

To combat such theories O'Connell emphasized that the Constitution of 

3 May 1791 had, among other things, abolished serfdom. He solemnly warned 

the House that, unless the Ministry adopted a firm policy, Russia would 

seize the Bosphorus and Constantinople and he favoured enquiries into the 
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continued necessity of Britain's payment of the Russo-Dutch loan. 
57 

Following the debate a dinner was given for O'Connell in April 1836 at 

Hull. The last toast was proposed by O'Connell for the restoration of 
58 

Poland. 

Demonstrations were held throughout England in 1837 demanding the 

appointment of a diplomatic agent to Cracow. After the influx into Great 

Britain of refugees from Cracow, public donations had been unable to 

keep pace with increasing demands, but the intensity of public sympathy 

for the Poles was demonstrated on 29 November 1857 at a meeting in the 

Freemasons' Tavern to commemorate the 1830 Revolution. O'Connell had 
59 

taken the chair at this meeting. General Antoni Ostrowski, formerly 

Commander of the National Guard in Warsaw, appealed to O'Connell from 

Paris on 11 December 1837 to continue his efforts in the Polish cause. 

Ostrowski described the Irish leader as the "bold defender of peoples and 

nations" and "an expression of powerful and free Albion". O'Connell's 
60 

support was clearly seen within a British and not an Irish context. His 

speeches would inspire new support for Poland and consolidate the 

convictions of Polonophiles in addition to serving as a warning to those 
61 

responsible for a mistaken policy towards Poland. The Polish right-wing 
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emigration in France did not regard O'Connell as the mouthpiece of Irish 

nationalism struggling to gain redress from Westminster for economic, 

social and political grievances, but as a member of the House of Commons 

who could exert influence on the British Ministry to pursue a policy 

favourable to Poland. This was the content of Ostrowski's second letter 

to O'Connell dated Paris 22 September 1839. 
62 

Nobody is more capable of being able to indicate the 

steps convenient to take towards the British Government 

to obtain for members of the3 [Polish] Diet un accueil 

bienveillant et convenable. 
6 

With the visit of the Grand Duke Alexander to England in June 1839 the 

London Literary Association decided to call the largest meeting on the 

subject of Poland ever held in England in an attempt to combat a 

pro-Russian climate of opinion and to neutralize the effects of the open 

praise for Alexander which emanated from the Russian Company in the City 
64 

of London. There were four Irish M. P. 's present at the meeting held on 

15 June 1839 at Freemasons' Tavern: the two Repealers, Daniel O'Connell 

and Sir David Roche, the Liberal Thomas Wyse and 0tway Cave, while 

J. E. Tennent sent his regrets at being unable to attend. O'Connell advised 

the Poles to show a united front, lest the differences of opinion fragmenting 
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the emigration should be ridiculed. In O'Connell's opinion the Poles had 
65 

only to imitate the Irish in order to obtain justice. It is not clear 

what O'Connell had in mind. In return for an alliance with the Whigs in 

1835 and moderate, piecemeal reform the Irish had virtually dropped their 

demand for Repeal and national self-determination. O'Connell had never 

openly advised the Poles to co-operate with St. Petersburg in return for 

concessions. Prior to the demonstration, Wladyslaw Zamoyski wrote to 

O'Connell on 13 June 1839 in order to brief the Irish on the Polish 

situation, but at the same time he asked for more than O'Connell was ever 

able or willing to give. 

In fact to speak of Poland would be a loss of time, 

practically speaking, or even cruelty to its inhabitants 

and wanton increase of sufferings to them, if there be 

not a strong and positive conviction that Poland has 

chances for the future as a nation, i. e., that she is 

still ready to rise in arms at the first favourable 

opportunity. 

Efforts on behalf of Poland were to be directed towards the building up 

of Polish strength and her ability to act. O'Connell was to work for an 

increase in the confidence of the British Government in Poland's military 

capacity so that assistance would be given when the opportunity arose. 

Polish liberty is possible only by successful war, 

consequently the Poles should think of nothing but 

the means of rendering that war successful, of 

moving like a body of men led to battle. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Zamoyski begged that his letter be regarded as a proof of his "unbounded 
66 

admiration for the liberation of Ireland". Such a separatist nationalism 

did not correspond with the realities of Irish politics in 1039. O'Connell 

was not, in practice, leading a movement for Irish independence and his 

tactics were always those of the moral force school, whereas Zamoyski was 

convinced of the necessity of war to gain independence for Poland. The 

HStel Lambert was never in a position to command mass support within the 

emigration and was largely divorced from Polish politics in the homeland. 

In an attempt to unify the emigration under conservative leadership 

Zamoyski asked O'Connell to personally advise the Poles of the need for 

obedience to a strong leadership. This was virtually a plea for support 

of aristocratic rule in Poland, based on the Constitution of 3 May 1791 

and was O'Connell's maximum concession at the Freemasons' Tavern. 

Alexander's visit resulted in a temporary alliance between the Chartists 
67 

and the Irish Nationalists of the Precursor Society in England. Fearing 

the disintegration of the existing social structure, O'Connell opposed 
68 

Chartism. By 1839 the finances of the Precursor Society in Ireland were 

controlled by O'Connell, who wanted the Society to be the vanguard of a 

new nationalist campaign in addition to its duties of supervising the 
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registration of votes. The Lichfield House Compact meant in effect that 

Repeal had to be tacitly dropped from the Society's programme, but it is 

doubtful whether the more radical Precursor Society in England conformed 

to O'Connell's dictates. A meeting held at Birmingham by the Irish Precursor 

Society with a pro-Polish platform was followed by the more important 

gathering of Irish Nationalists, Chartists and Poles in London on 31 May 

1839. John Henry Keane, a poet and secretary of the Irish Precursors 

presided over the meeting, but both Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart and Daniel 

O'Connell declined invitations to attend this left-wing, anti-Russian and 
70 

pro-Polish meeting. A. N. Dybowski and B. Beniowski were both struck off 

the Government subsidy list as a result of their attendance, which indicates 
71 

the radical nature of the event. In October 1835 J. H. Keane and 

A. N. Dybowski founded the Polish Monthly Magazine, which was a polemical 

journal whose two numbers were strongly critical of the London Literary 

Association, Czartoryski's conservative party and the British and Foreign 
72 

Review edited by T. W. Beaumont, President of the Literary Association. 

The specific aim of the Magazine was to convince the English reading public 
73 

that "Republican democracy is now the only medium to save Poland". Gromada 
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Grudziq, z proposed an address of thanks, dated 29 June 1839 and drafted by 

Worcell, for the expression of solidarity with the Poles. This document 

pleaded for the co-operation of the Irish, Poles and English to eliminate 

the dangers of purely national movements which would result only in 
74 

temporary success. The Socialist concepts of the Gromada could never be 

attractive to a landowner like O'Connell. He realized that the Irish 

tenantry, engaged in subsistence farming and economically insecure, was 

a potentially revolutionary movement, but O'Connell exploited its mass 

support only in order to put pressure on England to pass ameliorative 

reform. He had no common ground with the Polish Socialists and because of 

lack of evidence it is difficult to determine whether those Irish 

Nationalists who supported them in 1839 in England were sympathetic to the 

social and economic doctrines propounded by the Gromada. It has been 

suggested that there were links in 1834 between French revolutionaries, 

the Irish nationalist revolutionary movement and the increasingly radical 

sector of the Polish emigration. There is a paucity of evidence concerning 

the appeal of the Gmina Lon n to the Polish emigration on 6 September 1834 

accusing the conservative party of attempting to prejudice Polish dmigrds 

against left-wing groups by issuing a warning that the latter would have 
75 

them sent on an expedition to Ireland and the Lithuanian town of Poxaga. 

Brock surmised that the instability and ferment in Ireland in 1834 gave 
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rise to rumours about an intended invasion of Ireland, on the model of 

the unsuccessful French attempt in 1798, to support the revolutionary 

movement. It would appear, however, that there was no sound basis in 
76 

fact for these fears. 

Left-wing Polish associations with Ireland in the 1830's were an 

aberration from the normal pattern of Irish-Polish contacts through the 

conservative Literary Association in London. This meant that the Irish 

acknowledged the claim of the monarchist H6tel Lambert party to be the 

official representative of the Polish emigration. Two Vice-Presidents of 

the Literary Association were Irish -- Thomas Wyse in 1832 and Earl 

Fitzwilliam from 1849 to 1857. Wyse's support for Poland was only a 

subsidiary interest in a variety of humanitarian and liberal causes, 

such as national education and the abolition of slavery. He was considered 

a useful contact by the Committee of the Polish Emigration in England in 
77 

November 1838. There were eleven Irish members in the Council of the 

Literary Association during the period 1832-1857 -- approximately ten 

per cent of the total number. Eight were wealthy landowners and Isaac Butt 

was a lawyer, but only The O'Connor Don and Andrew Carew O'Dwyer were 

Repealers. Dominick Browne, Matthew E. Corbally, The O'Connor Don and 

A. C. O'Dwyer were Roman Catholics and seven were Protestants. Of the seven 

M. P. 's who were Council members none were prominent in Parliament as 
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advocates of the restoration of Polish independence, which suggests that 

their sympathy was of a symbolic rather than a practical nature. They did 
78 

not constitute a strong pro-Polish parliamentary lobby. 

It is not possible to suppose that Irish M. P. 's supported the Poles 

merely to embarrass the Government, because apart from Daniel O'Connell, 

Wyse and Sheil they showed little interest in parliamentary debates on 

foreign affairs. The only logical reasons which would explain the 

registration of their sympathy for the Poles by joining the Literary 

Association were either because they thought Polish independence was a just 

cause or because they hoped that they would establish within the 

Association useful contacts willing to support reform in Ireland. More 

Irish contacts were made with the Literary Association in 1834 than in 
79 

any other year. Interest in the Polish issue had been generated by the 

division in the House of Commons on 9 July 1833 and this could explain 

the increased activity of the Irish in the following year. The decline 
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evident after 1835 can be explained by the Irish alliance with the Whigs 

which freed Irish M. P. 's from the necessity of independent Radical support 

on Irish issues. 

The Irish press showed little interest in Polish affairs in the period 

1830 to 1846. Factual details concerning Polish events were copied from 

French and German newspapers without comment. Newspapers in Ireland were 

noted for their politician-editors and the press, therefore, tended not 

merely to reflect but to direct public opinion. Daniel OtConnell controlled 

three of the four left-wing Dublin papers; the Pilot was the official 

organ of the Repeal Party and the Freeman's Journal and the Morning 
80 

Register generally supported the O'Connellite political line. Not until 

the appearance of the Nation, founded by Gavan Duffy in October 1842 to 

popularize the idea of "comprehensive nationalism", was Ireland brought 

into contact with political doctrines sweeping the Continent and with 

events in Poland. Irish interest in Poland became more prominent in 

Ireland itself. Instability in Irish politics following the anticlimax 

of Clontarf in 1843 resulted in the impotence of Ireland's representatives 

at Westminster. Any expectations of Irish support for the Polish question 

in the House of Commons were no longer possible. And O'Connell's hope that 

Providence would soon deliver the Poles from foreign domination was not 

given any extra weight by the fact that it was expressed in Richmond Gaol 

in August 1844.. 
81 
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The O'Connellites tended to sympathize with the Poles as co-religionists 

and were critical of the Russian persecution of the Basilian Convent at 
82 

Minsk. The Nation did not neglect to proclaim its support for persecuted 

Polish Catholics, despite the Young Irelanders' attempts to conciliate 

Irish Protestant opinion by advocating a drastic reduction in the influence 
83 

of the Catholic clergy in the sphere of Repeal politics. 

We the Irish Nation, are more especially bound to 

know and to avow the truth in this matter Mirisk 

because we are for the present unwillingly joined 

in some of these acts of tyranny; we seem to be 

parties to them; our money -- our very blood -- 

are expended in the execution of them and therefore 

alike we are compelled to seem on the wrong side, 
it does the more urgently lie upon us to keep up 

a continual protest against what is done in our 

name, and to pray for the time when we can take, 

in this world struggle, that part to which our 

interest, our honour, and our feelings impel us,, 
84 

The Protestant conservative section of Irish public opinion, expressed in 

the Dublin Evening Mail, was less interested in the religious aspect of 

the Polish problem than in the realization that Polish and European 

revolutionary movements, if imitated in Ireland, would produce radical 
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85 
changes in the structure of Irish society. The Dublin University 

Magazine, on the other hand, was permeated by anti-Papal fears and 

thought that the concept of Russian policy in Poland threatening 

European liberties was exaggerated, whereas the Holy See's desire for 

spiritual domination was a reality. Poland's fate was a less pressing 
86 

problem than that of the Papal States. The Catholic hierarchy, and 

noticeably the Archbishop of Tuam, was able to exploit the existence of 

religious persecution in Poland to warn against the evils of the mixed 
87 

educational system in Ireland proposed by Peel in 1845. For both the 

Poles and the Irish Catholicism was virtually synonymous with nationalism. 

In 1845 Gavan Duffy published in Dublin a translation of Frederick Lucas's 

anonymous French pamphlet in which was written: "... in Posen ... schools 

are employed not only to decatholicize but also to denationalize the 

people. " 
88 

With the transference from Irish clerical education in France to Irish 

seminaries the dominant tradition of the Catholic Church in Ireland of 

abstinence from political action underwent a major transformation. The 

struggle for Catholic emancipation served to attract the clergy into 
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politics and this political consciousness was linked with an opposition 
89 

to the electoral influence of landlords over the Catholic tenantry. The 

Irish and Polish parochial clergy were largely drawn from the peasantry 

which meant that the political outlook of the clergy and peasantry were 

to some extent identical. "At Cracow ... the priests bless the arms of 
9o 

the men and preach revolt. " The Young Irelanders admired the patriotic 

attitude of the Polish clergy and Father T. O'Malley wished to inject 

similar sentiments into the Irish clergy and wrote an article on this 
91 

theme. After 1829 and until the revival of Repeal agitation in 1841 

the Irish clergy had deliberately withdrawn from politics. Clerical 

participation in political controversies was determined by the fear of 

losing influence over the Catholic peasantry if the Church failed to 

adjust itself to popular demands by supporting Repeal as the only 

alternative to the proved failure of evolutionary reform. The climax of 

clerical activity was between 1852 and the beginning of the Home Rule 

movement, but it was not until the Polish Insurrection of 1863 that the 

Fenians, proscribed and condemned by the Irish Catholic hierarchy as a 

revolutionary, secret brotherhood, could justify their revolt from 

clerical authority by pointing to the latter's inconsistency on the 

question of rebellion. The Fenians, especially Charles Kickham, manipulated 
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the Polish question to criticize the hierarchy, which had forbidden 

rebellion in Ireland and the establishment of an Irish Republic, while 
92 

simultaneously admitting the right of Polish priests to rebel. 

The fanatically anti-Jesuit M. P. for North Warwickshire, Newdegate, 

maintained that the Jesuits had stirred up the Polish rebellion and were 

connected with Fenianism: 

It is this sect which has sworn perpetual hostility 

to every government that is not Catholic; and I more 

than suspect that this sect is at the bottom of the 

Fenian Movement, not only in Ireland but in New York. 

There are those, and I speak from information, who 

are connected with that sect and a particular order 

of the Church of Rome who have stimulated and are 

Ireland, as they stimulated the rebellion in Poland. 
95 

still stimulating this disposition to rebellion in 

Initial, although unsustained, English popular sympathy for the Poles in 

1863 was interpreted by the Irish as a virtual recognition of the rights 

of the Catholic clergy to support insurrection against any government. 

In the same way, the approval of Palmerston and Lord John Russell for 

Cavour and Mazzini in their fight against the temporal power of the Papacy 

in 1859-1860 on the grounds of the Pope's inadequate preparations for 

the welfare of his people was regarded by the Irish as an approval for 
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any revolution if supported by a majority as was the case in Ireland. 
94 

Archbishop Cullen of Dublin was totally ignorant of the principles on 

which the Insurrection of 1863 was fought in Poland. He did not appreciate 

the conflict between Reds and Whites concerning the future social and 

economic structure of Poland. Cullen donated ¬10 to the Polish Committee 
95 

established in Dublin at the end of 1863. In November 1863 in his 

pastoral letter to the clergy in Ireland he asked for special prayers 

for Poland so long the European bulwark "against pagan and Mahometan 

superstition". Abandoned by the Great Powers, only the Pope had given 
96 

the Poles moral support. The Poles were not fighting for the defence 

of Catholicism and political independence alone, but were also internally 

divided on questions of social organization which threatened to destroy 

the existing fabric of society, a development which was anathema to Cullen. 

It is quite clear that Cullen's appreciation of the Polish question was 

strictly limited to its religious aspects. He could hardly advocate the 

restoration of a Polish state when he was himself a prominent supporter 

of the Irish union with England. The Fenians deliberately misinterpreted 

Cullen's letter of sympathy for the Polish cause, seeing in it an 

assurance that should the day ever arrive when Irishmen 

upon Irish soil will prove themselves as good men as 
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Poles upon Polish soil, the blessing of the Church 

will be freely given to those 'whose only hope is 

in the God of battles'. 
98 

This was virtually an assertion that, following the Polish example, the 

Catholic Church in Ireland would ally with the population if they 

resorted to rebellion. 

The most patriotic Irish clergy were prominent in the material support 

of the Polish cause by subscribing to the Polish Committee, which was 

linked with the Polish conservatives at the H6tel Lambert. The clergy of 
99 

Dr. J. Cantwell's diocese of Meath were conspicuous donators. Cantwell 

himself often sided with the more radical Archbishop MacHale of Tuam 
100 

against Cullen over political issues. Widespread poverty in Ireland 

obviously limited the amount of money sent to Czartoryski in Paris but 

it is clear that the Polish cause did not excite popular Irish imagination 

to the same extent as the defence of Papal territories. In 1859 the 

Catholics of Dublin alone raised ¬10,000 in one week to send an Irish 

brigade to fight for the Pope and more than ¬100,000 was collected in 
101 

Ireland as a whole. 

The Nation published the Papal Letter to Polish Bishops condemning 

Russian cruelties, but at the same time disapproving of the Polish 
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insurrection on the grounds that Catholics were duty bound to obey the 

civil authority. The Pope promised Divine Justice for the persecutors, 
102 

but denied the rights of the Poles to rebel. The publication of the 

Letter tended to stabilize the ideological divisions in Ireland over 

the right to rebel. The Fenian John O'Mahony clearly defined the dilemma 

facing the Irish clergy in his letter to the Nation on 19 March 1864. His 

thesis was that Irish people were asked to believe that a new 

ecclesiastical canon had been enacted to maintain British domination in 

Ireland, whereas separate laws had been applied to Polish conditions 
103 

which basically were similar to those in Ireland. Religious 

inconsistency on the questions of Poland and Ireland could only result 

in the introduction of a conflict between religion and patriotism which 

would have disastrous consequences both for the Church and for Ireland. 

In February 1862 Father Patrick Lavelle provided Irish secret societies 

with an apologia for rebellion with his lecture, "The Catholic Doctrine 
104 

of the Right of Revolution". He was openly identified with Fenianism 

and was the Vice-President of the pro-Polish Brotherhood of St. Patrick. 

Paul Cullen, the Apostolic Delegate to Ireland and a certain section of 

the Church were denounced as preferring a "seven years famine to any Irish 

movement going beyond a petition to Parliament, or a deputation to the 
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minister of the day". Lavelle accused Cullen of ignorance of the real 

desires of the Irish and of forcing the clergy to act as though they were 

subjects of the Pontifical States. Misgovernment and oppression were 
106 

sufficient justification for insurrection as in Poland. D. Holland, the 

editor of the Irishman, registered a protest against tendencies to treat 

Irish and Polish problems as fundamentally issues of religion: 

The most thoroughly Catholic nation, at present, in 

Europe, is perhaps, the nation of Poland. Well, nobody 

tells the Poles they are a nation of 'Saints and 

Martyrs': on the contrary, when even their priests 

speak to them, they tell them they are a nation of 

men who carry scythes. A pious and distinguished 

ecclesiastic 
[Dr. Cullen has requested our prayers 

for the Poles, as fighting a tyrannous and schismatic 

empires but, my friends, the Poles do not use their 

scythes to cut the Russians short at the knees, 

because they are schismatics -- they are fighting them 

now because the same Russians interfere with their 

liberty, their right of living -- in point of fact, 
107 

as I said before, their bread and butter. 

Holland was attempting to place the Polish and Irish question on a 

different plane by emphasizing the importance of economic problems in the 

struggle for national independence. 
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Irish Catholicism in England was a potential pro-Polish force in the 
108 

1860's. P. Andr6 Fox, the leader of the Freethinkers in England, thought 

that the Catholics in England, of which two thirds in his estimation were 

Irish, would do everything in their power for Poland. Irish immigrant 

labour in England was largely proletarian and more religiously conscious 

than its British counterpart, because Catholicism was a distinctive symbol 
log 

of Irish nationalism. There is no evidence of Polish emigre Catholics 

attempting to raise support in Ireland on the basis of religious identity. 

Father Hieronim Kajsiewicz visited Dublin in September 1844 and had talks 

with the Bishop of Cork, whom he had known in London, but apart from the 

fact that he had met the O'Connell's and John O'Connell had served Mass 

for him, there is nothing in his letter to Stanislaw Koimian to suggest 

that he was deliberately trying to establish contacts with either the 
110 

Catholic hierarchy or politically influential Catholics. 

Although the OtConnellites were linked to the Poles by a bond of 

religious sympathy they disowned the doctrine of physical force. Thomas 

Steele wrote on 11 March 1846, at the time of the insurrection in Galicia, 

that "the Poles have no O'Connell to show them the superior potency of a 

moral force revolution and they have therefore, no resource but that of 
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the Greeks and the Belgians, the battlefield of blood". The partitioning 

powers were jointly denounced by the O'Connellites in 1846, but this was 

a matter of form rather than of conviction. It was not until 1847 that the 

friendly attitude of Daniel O'Connell towards Austria was terminated by 

the Austro-Papal conflict in Italy. O'Connell's speech at St. Bonifacius 

Catholic Chapel in London on 13 February 1846 eulogized the Habsburg 
112 

empire as the "friend of liberty". The Pilot printed the Address of the 

Polish emigres in Great Britain and Ireland asking for moral support for 

the insurrection and the Dublin Evening Mail inserted in its columns the 
113 

emigres' promise to obey the orders of the H8tel Lambert. By 11 March 

1846 O'Connell had already forecast the failure of the movement, because 

Poland's geographical position was not conducive to attracting material 
114 

support from Europe. The insurrection was regarded by O'Connellites as 

premature and the work of "some young enthusiasts who eschew a Fabian 
115 

policy as deceit and regard prudence as cowardice". This was a reflection 

of 'Old Ireland's' attitude to 'Young Ireland'. The latter refused to agree 

with O'Connell's concept formed at the end of 1845 and the beginning of 

1846 of the utility of an alliance with the Whigs, which automatically 

excluded any constitutional changes in the status of Ireland. Not until 

the great famine of the winter 1846 to 1847 was revolution in Ireland a 
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practical or seriously considered proposition. Young Ireland withdrew 

from the Repeal Association because of O'Connell's refusal Lo agree to the 
116 

use of physical force as a last resort. The Austrian Rescript of 

6 November 1846, announcing the incorporation of Cracow, appeared at a 

time of social and economic distress and political dissension in Ireland. 

The London Literary Association had drafted an "Address to the People of 

Great Britain and Ireland", asking for a Polonophile display of opposition 

to extremist doctrines among the Poles by giving moral support to those 

"whose sound opinions and high character, ability and patriotism make them 

fit leaders". The insurrection was regarded as premature and, because of 

the general conviction in Great Britain of its failure, encouragement and 

open support was deemed to be injurious. 
117 

The annexation of Cracow was condemned at a meeting called by the London 

Literary Association on 2 March 1847 at Freemasonst Tavern, which was 

attended by the Marquis of Sligo and Lord Fitzwilliam, both of whom had 
118 

joined the Association in 1846 or 1847. The O'Connellites suspected the 

sincerity of the Association's motives and criticized its advocacy of 

Polish independence while remaining Unionists in relation to Ireland. John 

O'Connell derisively described Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart's sympathy for 

Poland as a "hobby" and a typical example of the practice of young M. P. 's 

allying themselves with one particular subject in order to make their mark 
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in the House of Commons. Morgan J. O'Connell and Lord Oranmore, formerly 

Dominick Browne, had, however, attended the public dinner given to Lord 

Dudley Coutts Stuart on 16 May 1846 on the occasion of his presentation 

with a tapestry testifying Polish gratitude for his efforts in the Polish 
120 

cause. It would appear that there was a certain amount of indecision 

in the position of O'Connell's party in relation to Poland. The Polish 

issue was sometimes manipulated in order to bring Ireland into the 

parliamentary forum. In the adjourned debate on Cracow on 11 March 1847 

Morgan J. O'Connell stated that "there was no subject on which Irish 

Members had more right to feel strongly, than upon the affairs of that 

country which was the Ireland of the East of Europe", but on 9 December 
121 

1847 Maurice O'Connell scathingly denounced the Poles as "rebels". 

O'Connellite M. P. 's could never understand the logic or justice of a 

situation in which British Polonophiles supported the re-establishment 

of Polish independence while denying the right of redress for Irish 

national grievances. Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart himself had drafted the 

address of the Literary Association to the People of Great Britain and 

Ireland in 1846, in which could be found a generalization, which the Irish 

regarded as significant and applicable to Ireland: "A nation can never 

lose the right of independence, or be bound to submit to the rule of 
122 

foreigners. " In the subsequent debate on Cracow John O'Connell rose 
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merely to register his protest as an M. P. "against the attempted 

palliation, nay, of the attempted vindication of the horrible massacre 
123 

of the Galician nobles" instigated by the Austrians. The only effective 

counter-weight to Austria and Russia in John O'Connell's opinion was 

"liberty" as defined by the Pope in his fight against Austria, despotism 

and imperialism. This "liberty" was to be supported by Ireland, Poland 
124 

and Italy. Such fantasies indicate John O'Connell's failure to 

understand the European situation and the course of events in Poland. 

In March 1848 the Pilot thought that a war against Russia was inevitable 

with the appearance of Adam Czartoryski's appeal for co-operation between 

the Poles and the Germans against Russian despotism. Assuming England's 

involvement in an anti-Russian coalition, the Pilot advised the British 

Government to render justice to "her Poland before joining the war". 
125 

This Irish assessment of the situation in 1848 was completely unrealistic, 

because England was absorbed by problems of economic and social distress 

and faced the challenge of a potential internal revolution led by the 

Chartists. 

The Young Irelanders' approach to the Polish question from 1846 to 1848 

was generally more informed, especially on economic aspects, and uncritical 

than that of the O'Connellites. Moral support was given unreservedly to 
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any national movement revolting against a "foreign tyrant foe". An 

objective appraisal of events in Poland was made difficult by the fact 

that it took ten days for news from Poland to arrive in Ireland in 1846 

and seven days in 1848. Distortion of facts and false information resulted 

in the support of the Young Irelanders for "The Manifesto of the National 

Government", signed by Ludwik Gorzkowski, which was published in the Nation 

on 14 March 1846. Unwittingly the Nation expressed its approval of the 

abolition of serfdom without compensation to the landowners and a division 

of income according to merit and ability, in short, a programme of Socialism 

which would have alienated all but the most extreme of the Young 
127 

Irelanders. The advice of James Fintan Lalor to enforce tenant rights 

by unconstitutional means had shocked Gavan Duffy and William Smith O'Brien 

who both feared a "democratic revolution" in 1848 and the destruction of 
128 

the middle class. The antagonism between Polish landowners and serfs 

were fully analyzed by John Mitchel in a lecture delivered at the Swift 

Confederate Club on European land tenures. The conclusion reached by 

Mitchel was that the Polish peasant was in a comparatively better position 

than the Irish tenant because he "cannot be shaken off at pleasure and, on 
129 

the whole, the Polish peasantry are sure of their daily bread". Details 
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of Polish agrarian conditions, as described in the Irish press, were 

generally copied from the Breslau Gazette. The effect of elemental 

disasters in Poland in 1846 on Irish public opinion seem to have been 

minimized by the Nation's publication of a letter to William Smith O'Brien 

from his friend Alexander Schneer, describing the Prussian land system, 

in which eviction and consolidation of estates were held in check. Little 

notice was given to the disparity in the land systems of Prussia and those 
130 

of Austrian and Russian Poland, where economic conditions were worse. 

The implications of the jacquerie in Galicia were not lost on the Young 

Ireland group, who realized that in a struggle for Irish independence the 

support of the peasantry was indispensable and that, therefore, concessions 

were inevitable, though perhaps not desired. An extract from a Nuremberg 

correspondent was printed in the Nation on 11 April 1846 concerning the 
131 

Galician peasantry's refusal to continue their labour dues. For the 

Irish tenant the landlords were a hated alien, rent-racking and largely 

absentee body, but the Young Irelanders, like the O'Connellites, had no 

intention of agitating for, or conceding more, than security of tenure. 

Thomas Francis Meagher denounced class war and the aim of the Young 

Irelanders was not to provoke counter-revolution by encroaching on the 

interests of the aristocracy and middle classes. The positive policy of 

this politically conscious minority group was to gain the confidence of 
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the whole nation by advocating an all-embracing nationalism. At a meeting 

of the Irish Confederates on 12 February 1848, T. F. Meagher told the 

Republican John Mitchel who advocated social radicalism: 

Poland is no warning to you. The Polish peasants cut 

the throats of the Polish nobles and, before the 

Vistula had washed away the blood, the Free City of 
132 

Cracow was proclaimed a dungeon. 

There was a recognition within the Young Ireland party that premature 

and unprepared insurrection was criminal, but at the same time the Nation 

conceded that peaceful agitation to gain political amelioration of Polish 

conditions was impossible and, under such circumstances, armed rebellion 
1 33 

in Poland was declared lawful. European military revolutions were 

studied by men like John Mitchel, who considered that in the revolutionary 

ferment on the Continent Ireland could find the justification of her own 
134 

struggle. At the same time, however, the Young Irelanders were cautious 

in their assessment of Polish methods of gaining independence. Diplomacy 

had made Greece and rained Poland and was therefore "a weapon which it 

were folly and ignorance to despise". Insurrection was to be the last 
1 35 

resort after the exhaustion of all constitutional methods. In the 

opinion of the Young Irelanders the political system established in Europe 
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in 1815 was morally at an end. The Treaty of Vienna was not necessary for 

the maintenance of stability in Europe: "We must look at the annexation 
136 

of Cracow from an Irish and not an English point of view. " Any political 

system, which denied the principle of nationality and the right to 

self-determination, was unacceptable to the Young Irelanders. 

The controversy in Ireland between the Federalists and the Confederates 

was embittered in June 1848 by the accusations of David Ross of Bladensburg, 

that the Young Irelanders, having withheld sympathy and support for the 

Poles had denied themselves the right to establish an Irish Parliament at 

College Green. The Irish could not go to war and call on French help, 

because the latter could not sympathize "with what they do not understand", 

having rendered ineffective their sympathy for Poland by the conquest of 

Algiers in 1830. If Smith O'Brien insisted on begging for the sympathy of 

every robber in Europe he should "go to the oppressor of the Pole and the 
137 

Exterminator of the heroic Circassian". Ross was an Urquhartite and a 

Russophobe and therefore pro-Polish, but there is no record of his 

consistently advocating in Ireland a more pronounced display of support 

for the Poles, while his criticisms of the Young Irelanders were unfair. 

In 1846 they had denounced the French desertion of the Poles and advised 

the concealment of the tricolour, which had been tainted by the shame: 
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"Now enslaved, Polandized as we are, we would not change our honest 
138 

nothingness for her mighty infamy. " In March 1848 G. H. Bindon wanted 

O'Brien and Dillon to supervise the formation of an Irish brigade to 
139 

fight for the Poles. The outbreak of insurrection in Ireland would 

have prevented the realization of this project had it been seriously 

entertained. 

The Young Irelanders wished to dissociate themselves from, and disclaim 

responsibility for British policy, conducted in Ireland's name, towards 
140 

both Poland and India. It was hoped that commercial issues would 

result in an Anglo-Russian conflict in the last. This would present an 
141 

opportunity for Poland and Ireland to gain their independence. 

William Smith O'Brien's speech in the House of Commons during the debate 

on the annexation of Cracow made little impact. He confessed that he 

rarely spoke in debates on foreign affairs because of the claims made on 

his time by Irish affairs, but the similarity between the loss of national 

independence by Poland and Ireland was sufficient to compel him to 

register a protest against the violation of the Treaty of Vienna. He 

warned the House that the infraction of the Treaty would justify rebellion 

on the part of all discontented subjects. This was obviously intended to 

be a warning to the British Government of potential revolution in its own 
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domains. The absurd view was put forward that Anglo-French conflict 

over the Spanish Marriages had been Metternich's opportunity and 

Cracow's fate had been sealed in Madrid. Smith O'Brien had no practical 

solution to offer and his vain hope that Great Britain would re-echo 

the French statement concerning the "imperishability of Polish nationality" 
1 42 

was scarcely likely to console the Poles. The speech was inconsistent 

with the declaration, which appeared in the Nation on 28 December 1846, 

denouncing the immorality of the political system established by the 
143 

Treaty of Vienna. This indicates a division of opinion within the 

Young Ireland party on Polish problems. 

Irish dissension was unfavourably contrasted with alleged unity within 

Polish ranks, but with the establishment of Dwernicki's Provisional 

Government in Paris the Young Irelanders wrongly thought that France 
144 

would help both Poland and Ireland to gain independence. At the end 

of March 1848 Polish 4migres and French volunteers marching to Polish 

territories appealed to the Young Irelanders to 

take up arms, but at first for the advantage of 

others; the benefit will not be slow in returning 

to yourselves. What revolt could not obtain for 

you a crusade will give you. 
145 
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In short, militant Irishmen were asked to defer their attack against 

British rule and subordinate their immediate national aspirations to the 
146 

task of liberating Poland, and thus the world, from despotism. By 

this time, however, Ireland was incapable of responding or of showing 

any further interest in the Polish cause. The suspension of Habeas 

Corpus on 21 July 1848 provoked a premature rebellion in the Irish 

south-eastern counties led by Smith O'Brien. 

There is evidence of only one Pole joining the rebellion in Ireland. 

J. Sinowski was arrested on 29 July 1848 in Carlow and accused of 

instructing the Irish in pike exercises conducted by the Confederates 

in Limerick. Sinowski must have been in Ireland for some time before 
147 

1848, because he spoke Irish. The Literary Association in London 

disclaimed all knowledge of Sinowski at the end of 1848, when there was 

a great deal of opposition in England to relieving the Poles. The Times 

led a virulent, anti-Polish campaign just before the Guildhall Ball was 

to be held for needy Poles on the grounds that Irish and English distress 

should be given priority, especially when the Poles had been on every 

European barricade. The Council of the Literary Association was forced 

to defend Polish conduct in Great Britain and Ireland after Lord Eglinton's 

speech in the House of Lords on 19 March 1849 referring to the Poles as 
148 

a "fierce, turbulent revolutionary race". The Literary Association 
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forwarded the opinion that only the conduct of the Poles resident in 

Great Britain should be judged, because they were the only Polish dmi 

in receipt of British support: 

England and Ireland have, during the last fourteen 

months, not been completely free from the spirit of 

rebellion. Many Poles must, from their unfortunate 

position, have been brought into contact with the 

most disaffected classes; the military knowledge and 

experience possessed in some degree at least, by nearly 

every political refugee, could not fail to be appreciated 

by the physical force repealers and chartists; and a 

trifling inducement held out for joining their ranks 

must appear a strong temptation in the eyes of men 

suffering under severe privations. How many then of 

these 'fierce and turbulent individuals who are always 

ranged on the side of insurrection and rebellion' have 

been convicted of conspiring with chartists in England 

or levying war with repealers in Ireland? 

Apart from Sinowski no Pole had been convicted in England on any charge 

of treason, conspiracy or sedition and Sinowski had been released after 
149 

a few days. 

The period 1849-1862 was marked by a lull in Irish sympathy for the 

Poles as a result of the political torpor following famine and mass 

emigration. The only former Repealer to maintain direct contact with the 

Polish question was the Catholic barrister Andrew Carew O'Dwyer who joined 
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150 
the Literary Association in 1849. He had retired from political life 

in 1837 when appointed Filacer of the Exchequer with the annual pension 
151 

of ¬3,000. It was only with the growth of Fenianism in the late 1850's 

that Irish interest was once more concentrated on Poland but although 

Ireland was by that time covered with a network of revolutionary, 

agrarian conspiratorial societies, Irish support for the Poles was still 

extended to the less radical and revolutionary elements of Polish society. 

In social terms, it is clear that Irish revolutionaries were more 

conservative than the Reds in Poland. 

The National Brotherhood of St. Patrick and Fenianism supplied both 

organization and leadership to the Irish peasantry at a time when events 

in Italy and Poland stimulated demands for self-determination. Increasing 

awareness of the importance of international affairs for Ireland succeeded 

in breaking down the barriers of Irish insularity. The fundamental 

political objective of the Fenians was to overthrow British hegemony in 

Ireland by armed insurrection and they had no ideological difficulties 

in recognizing the legitimacy of Polish methods in 1863. Irish 

constitutionalists like Smith O'Brien, on the other hand, preferred to 

solve their own national grievances by legal methods and, therefore, found 

themselves compromised by the Polish insurrection. Their position in 

Ireland had been weakened by the failure of the short-lived tenant right 
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movement in 1852. They could scarcely deny Polish demands for independence 

but at the same time did not wish to be identified with the most militant 

and enthusiastic supporters of the Poles: the National Brotherhood of 

St. Patrick and the Fenians who were advocating immediate armed rebellion 

in Ireland. 

Both political groups were able to co-operate on an amicable basis 

within the Polish Committee established in Dublin after William Smith 

O'Brien's Rotunda speech of 1 July 1863. Regular donations were to be 

sent to the right-wing Polish emigration in Paris probably because only 

the Hbtel Lambert had organized facilities to transmit money to the 
152 

insurgents in Poland. The Committee of 40 was largely composed of 

Dublin dignitaries and the City Corporation was well represented. Paul 

P. MacSwiney, the Lord Mayor, was appointed Treasurer. In December 1846 

MacSwiney was associated with the foundation of the National Association 

and urged that people should "not heed the counsels of those who would 

seek to turn them aside from the sure and safe paths of constitutional 
153 

agitation". John Blake Dillon had suspicions that the Polish Committee 

objected to Smith O'Brien's address on Poland because of' the demand for 

armed help on behalf of the insurgents: 

It is difficult for us to write or speak on any subject 

without giving offence to those who think that the first 
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duty of an Irishman is to follow and sustain Great 

Britain in every iniquity. 
154 

Most of the money collected, however, seems to have come from the Irish 

clergy, branches of the St. Patrick Brotherhood in England and the Irish 
155 

poor, both in England and Ireland. Joseph M'Corry, secretary of the 

Manchester Branch of the National Brotherhood, wrote to the Irishman 

in October 1863 that money must be sent to the Poles, whose struggle 

against the Tsar was one of life and death. He compared the Irish very 

unfavourably with the Polish insurgents: 

... the slavish disposition of our countrymen at home 

debars them from any claim to our sympathies. They can 

kiss the rod which hits them but if another famine occurs, 

we will not send another farthing. Ireland can remain in 
1 56 

dependence. 

An argument frequently used in favour of establishing auxiliary Polish 

committees in Irish counties and parishes, was that Ireland should make 

friends in advance with countries which might in future be able to offer 

help when needed: 

Do Irishmen in Ireland never dream of requiring aid 
from Poland or other nations under the same circumstances 

that the Poles demand it now? 
157 
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In 1863, as in 1848, there was some talk in Ireland of forming a 

brigade in order to give the Poles more substantial support than had 

hitherto been offered. Twelve members of the Liverpool branch of the 
158 

National Brotherhood were willing to give their services. Irish 

peasants evicted from their farms and with no desire to emigrate to 
159 

British territories or to America, were also anxious to go to Poland. 

The Irishman thought that the hundreds of Irish leaving the country to 

fight in the American civil war would have been better advised had they 

gone to Poland. An Irish brigade under French officers 

would contribute largely to make Ireland known and 

respected upon the continent, and to bring about 

that grand desideratum, an alliance between Ireland 

and France. 

The paper was fully aware that such an organization would be illegal 

because England and Russia were at peace, but it was confident that 
160 

such complications could be resolved if necessary. Smith O'Brien was 

equally optimistic about the French Government's wish to intervene in 

the struggle between Poland and Russia: 

Fellow-countrymeni I ask you to authorize me to tell 

the Emperor of France that if he be disposed to raise 

a brigade in Ireland for the redemption of Poland he 

shall have as many thousands as he may desire to enrol. 
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It was suggested that Irishmen should not join the Polish insurgents 
161 

until organized under the French banner. Pro-Polish sympathy was 

clearly not disinterested. Many Irishmen were eager to see the French 

re-established on the Rhine as a strong European power. This would 

weaken Britain's position in 

the inevitable struggle which is, at last, to decide 

between the Empire of commercial Selfishness abroad 

and aristocratic Exclusiveness at home, and the Empire 

of Glory and Honour, which proclaims itself based on 

the principles of the Revolution of 1789, and professes 

for its mission on earth the restoration of the 
162 

Nationalities to life and freedom. 

Within the context of international diplomacy in 1863 and 1864 this 

assessment of Napoleon III's policy was wholly unrealistic and only served 

to illustrate Irish misunderstanding of the French Government's position 

with regard to the Poles. 

A few pro-Polish sympathizers in Ireland were conscious of the dangers 

presented by political and religious dissension to a united Irish front 

in favour of Polish independence. William Smith O'Brien realized that 

only by deliberately isolating the cause of Poland from such controversial 

problems as Italy and the question of union, autonomy or independence as 

a panacea for Irish misfortunes, could general co-operation and support 
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for the insurgents be secured: 

We owe to each other this forbearance as a matter of 

justice, and in point of expediency, it is of infinite 

importance that we should shew to the world that 

Irishmen, who dissent from each other upon some questions, 

those objects can meet in a friendly spirit to 
163 

with respect to which they agree. 
3 

As a Protestant, O'Brien had also been instrumental in the formation 

of the Polish Committee in Dublin as a central organization for the 

collection of subscriptions. While working in the interests of the 

Poles, he could not be open to the Catholic accusations which had been 

levelled against him in 1861 for supporting the Hungarian patriot, Teleki: 

These men are characterized by a determination to 

subvert and exterminate the Church of Rome. Politics 

is a pretext, patriotism a fiction, a murderous cheat 

in continental liberals. The Irish have no sympathy 

for such men but England their home and their source has. 
164 

On the other hand, it was suggested by the Belgian L. Jottrand that 

subscriptions for Poland might increase more rapidly if collections were 

to be left entirely to Catholic control because "they alone (with the 

balance of a few exceptions) are sincere in their wishes for the Poles". 
165 
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Despite O'Brien's warnings about the necessity of unanimity on the 

Polish question, the majority of Irishmen in the 1860's were only too 

eager to see in Polish conditions lessons which could be beneficially 

applied to sustain Irish opposition to English hegemony. This not only 

involved the problem of an alien Church but was also a question of the 

national social structure, the virtues of ameliorative reform, 

insurrectionary techniques and the validity of revolution itself. 

Financial contributions from Tralee in December 1863 were sent to 

Dublin not solely for the purpose of relieving the sufferings of the 

Poles at war against a foreign government but also as an act of social 

solidarity with an oppressed peasantry against the exactions of the 
166 

landlords. There was, however, little accurate knowledge of economic 

conditions in the Congress Kingdom and Irishmen tended towards the view 

that the tenantry in Ireland was in a more depressed and precarious 

condition than the Polish peasant. The Irishman put forward the theory 

that the Russian Government had sadly blundered in its policy of 

protecting the peasants in order to win their gratitude because, basically, 

they remained nationalist in sentiment. Irish farmers could have no 

concept of the agricultural prosperity existing in Russian Poland. If the 

Tsarist regime had imitated England's example by exterminating the 

peasantry and corrupting the landlords, Russia's control of her Polish 

territories would have been more secure. 
7 16 
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Polish rejection of both organic work and Wielopolski's policy of 

extracting piecemeal reform from the Russians was regarded by Irishmen 

as an example which could profitably be followed by Ireland herself. John 

Martin maintained in June 1863 that it was possible to respect 

Wielopolski's desire to continue the union with Russia because Poland 

was unable of her own resources to gain independence. Alien government 

did not result, as in Ireland, in the destruction of Polish industry, 

robbing the peasantry of the soil's produce and reducing it to starvation. 

On the contrary, commerce with Russia tended to enrich rather than 

pauperize the population. Irish nationalists themselves were justified 

in condemning Wielopolski "but for our West-British journals to hark 
168 

in with the English howl against him is scandalous indeed". Both 

Poland and Ireland were forced to save and strengthen the political 

interests of foreign rule and their revolts were cruelly suppressed but 

the Tsar at least allowed "the Poles to prosper at home, to eat bread 

in the sweat of their brow and increase and multiply in comfort in their 
169 

native land". Polish grievances were minimized in the Irishman in 

order to emphasize the more pressing need of Ireland to follow the course 

pursued by the Polish insurgents. Duffy, Lucas, Sadleir, Keogh, Fitzgerald 

and Deasy were accused of being guilty of the same mistake as Wielopolski 

in accpeting a submissive "Parliamentary Policy" in the interest of 

"Tenant Right" legislation, and in the hope of legislative suppression 
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of the Anglican Church Establishment and its educational snares as a 

substitute 

for a persistent, manly demand of that which the nation 

had solemnly pledged itself to insist on, as the only 

alternative to separation from England -- namely, the 

REPEAL OF THE UNION. 
170 

Jeremiah Vaughan, parish priest of Lisdoonvarna, wrote to the Polish 

Committee in Dublin that sympathy for Poland was "anomalous" when the 

Irish were doing nothing to lighten the burdens of their own country. 
171 

Polish revolutionary theory and the efficient centralized organization 

of the National Government in Warsaw were admired by more radical Irish 

nationalists, They acutely felt the lack of an authoritative centre able 

to exploit the land question "as the immediate fulcrum of a new lever 
172 

of popular power". Ireland would remain an English province for as 

long as the "Machiavellian policy" of the Government was able to manipulate 

political disunity: "The Irish have much to learn in Revolutionary 

education. Every nation on the Continent is a generation in advance of 

us at the least. " According to P. J. O'Byrne, lack of political maturity 

in Ireland was a legacy of the agitation led by O'Connell: 

Trusting the one great idol, we distrusted each other, 

and the consequence of this total abnegation of our 
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manhood was our total prostration after O'Connell's 

death and the disastrous X48 fiasco. 
173 

As far as insurrection was concerned, the Irish were merely theorists 

while the Poles were able to translate revolutionary concepts into 

some practical form. In Poland, independence was not regarded merely 

as an ideal but as an ultimatum to be accepted or rejected by the enemy 

on the field of battle. Moral force agitation in Ireland was not 

sufficiently dangerous for the Government to have no alternative but to 

grant the Irish their freedom. Finnerty's speech at a meeting of the 

Irish nationalists held at Slievenamon in August 1863, was a call for 
1 74 

"bloodletting in imitation of the Poles". The difference between the 

will to resist in both countries was an obvious indication of the weakness 

of patriotism in Ireland: 

... the name and shadow may be present; but the substance 

will most certainly be absent. ... such a patriotism would 

be better altogether dead, than living a passive existence, 

chrysalislike, wrapped up in the folds of torpor. 
175 

Usurping planters, the English connexion and a privileged landed 

aristocracy had to be eliminated in Ireland. On the other hand, revolution 
176 

in Ireland was not to be synonymous with socialism or communism. William 

Smith O'Brien had gone to Poland from Constantinople in 1863 with the 
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specific intention of finding out whether the insurrection "had been 

merely a movement generated by the turbulence of the revolutionary 

elements of society, as it has been characterized by the Russian 
177 

minister". He was obviously supplied with information by the Whites 

because he was convinced that it was solely a national and religious 

conflict and not a struggle for the right to determine the social 

structure of the nation once independence had been restored. John Martin 

was equally averse to the destruction of the existing settlement of 

property in Ireland. He claimed that republicans in Ireland were a small 

minority "and a true patriot must shrink from exposing the people of 

Ireland to the dangers of Socialist or Red Republican frenzy". 
1 78 

The Fenian stronghold of Skibbereen in County Cork, however, was far 
179 

from being repelled by the Polish Reds. It differed from other towns 

by being lavish in its praise for Garibaldi's activities in Italy and 

in its demonstration of solidarity with the Poles on 5 March 1863. The 

constabulary had been called in to prevent a torchlit procession and 

the marchers were compelled to abandon both their red flag with the 

symbols of liberty, equality and fraternity and a flag with Polish and 

and Irish hands grasping for liberty. O'Donovan Rossa's address at the 

meeting identified Ireland's cause with that of Poland and stated that 

the defeat of rebellion was infinitely preferable to a "fall by slow, 
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subtle poison, whose first effect is to steal from them their souls, and 

degrade them below the beast". It was openly recognized that Irish 

sympathy for the Poles was a matter of self-interest but Rossa claimed 

that it was, nevertheless, sincere. Tangible proof could not be offered 
180 

because Ireland had to plead poverty. The Irishman, with more than 

a hint of bitterness, maintained that popular manifestations of support 

for Poland were denied to the Irish for fear of promoting nationalism 

and subversive tendencies. England could always use the Party Emblems 

Act as a pretext for paralysing demonstrations. 
181 

It was easy for Irish nationalists to justify the absence of armed 

resistance in Ireland on the grounds that they had to contend with the 

insidious English policy of 'civil coercion' whereas the military 

despotism of the Tsarist r4gime in the Kingdom of Poland was a more 
182 

immediate provocation to insurrection. At a meeting of the National 

Brotherhood of St. Patrick in Nenagh, Michael O'Cleary produced a lucid 

exposition of this thesis: 

The uprising of the Poles at present or at any other 

former period is not to be attributed to famine, brought 

on for the purpose of making them 'go with a vengeance, 

as it was the case in Ireland, but rather to that 

inextinguishable desire which survives under every 

circumstance with a people so situated to establish 
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themselves an independent nation. The Poles have nothing 

to complain of from bad landlordism, or perpetual famine 

(things utterly unknown amongst them) but for the 

slightest murmur against 'the powers that be', they are 

sent into exile or otherwise severely punished. This is 

not exactly the case in Ireland, where we may say nearly 

all the bad things we like of our rulers, without 

incurring their displeasure, but we are starved in the 

meantime, as a return for this precious liberty. Hence, 

whilst the state of things in Ireland is by far the 

most wretched, the cunning of our rulers so balances 

liberty with starvation, that we are rendered unable 

to unite in any practical endeavour for the good of 

our common country. This boasted freedom, my friends, 

is the safety-valve through which Irish braggodocia is 

allowed to escape, and it is the means by which your 

alien rulers perpetuate their tyranny and spoliation, 

which, were it not in existence, Saxon sway in Ireland 
183 

would be of infinitely short duration. 

It was felt that massacres and deportations to Siberia served the same 

purpose in Poland as the British policy of creating 'artificial famine' 

in Ireland. Some Irish nationalists believed that revolution in Ireland 

was a question of life and death, of existence itself, while independence 

for the Poles was not an objective closely related to the desire for 

material prosperity but to the atonement for a 'moral wrong'. The 

systematic clearance and depopulation of Ireland for the purpose of 
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establishing 'a large grazing farm' was the prime reason for the Irish 

peasant's fascination with "the intellectual abstraction of national 
184 

liberty". 

Once it was clear in 1864 that the defeat of the Poles was an 

accomplished fact, the Nation was able to declare that Tsarist policy 

of intense Russification was almost identical with England's method of 

paralysing nationalism in Ireland: 

A wholesale confiscation of native property, and a 

'plantation' of the foreign race upon the soil, are to 

be resorted to as the best means of keeping Poland in 

subjection for the future. 

If Alexander II were able to pursue this policy consistently, the Kingdom 

of Poland would before long be "a very fair copy of this 'pacified 
1 85 

country"'. The Poles were piously advised to learn patience and never 

again to resort to premature, ill-conceived revolutions incapable of 
186 

success in the face of a numerically superior army. 

The schism between unconstitutional and proscribed secret societies in 

Ireland and the Irish Parliamentary Party on the Polish issue in the 1860's 

was reflected in the diametrically opposed approach of the Irishman and 

John Pope Hennessy. Up to 1848 the most politically conscious Irishmen 

were generally those with parliamentary experience. By the early 1860's 
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effective power was based on organizations within both Ireland and 

Poland and did not rest in the hands of Irish M. P. 's or Polish emigrants. 

This fact virtually meant that the London Literary Association was an 

anomaly. Irish membership of the Association from the 1840's was notably 

conservative in composition. Earl Fitzwilliam was Vice-President from 

1849 to 1857 and members of the Council included Lord Blayney in 1842, 

the Marquis of Sligo from 1847 to 1849 and the lawyer and future advocate 

of Home Rule, Isaac Butt, in 1857-1858. The Roman Catholic English 

lawyer and Independent Irish M. P. for Youghal, Thomas Chisholme Anstey, 

had attended the annual meetings of the Association in 1849 and 1851. 

Although an Urquhartite and opposed to Palmerston's foreign policy, he 
187 

strongly condemned in April 1848 impending rebellion in Ireland. He 

feared an Anglo-Russian alliance formed on the pretext of pacifying the 

Continent and keeping invasion away from Irish shores. Anstey clearly 

thought that Britain might be tempted to thwart Polish independence in 

order to counteract French aggressive tendencies. With little grasp of 

the realities of the European situation, Anstey believed in 1848 that 

Poland would be restored not by an insurrection in Warsaw, but by the 

magnanimity of the German Powers and therefore recommended a policy of 
188 

non-intervention in the affairs of independent European states. Anstey 

disappeared from the parliamentary scene in 1854, when he was appointed 
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Attorney-General of Hong Kong. Like Dudley Coutts Stuart, he was able 

to reconcile his advocacy of Polish independence with the maintenance 

of British oppression in Ireland, a fact which caused so much bitterness 

within Irish Polonophile circles and probably contributed in part to 

keeping potential Irish sympathy 'on ices. 

Of the three Irish M. P. 's in the 1860's who spoke in support of 

Poland in the House of Commons, only John Pope Hennessy was actively 

committed to the Hotel Lambert. John Francis Maguire, M. P. for Dungarvan 

(1852-1865), Vincent Scully, M. P. for Cork (1852-1857 and 1859-1865) and 

Hennessy, M. P. for Kings County (1859-1865) were all distinguished by 

being extremely pro-Papal in sympathy. Hennessy voluntarily offered his 

services to the Hotel Lambert at the age of twenty-six in July 1861, at 

a time when the campaign conducted by Wladyslaw Zamoyski and Adam 

Czartoryski to solicit support in the House of Commons had proved to be 

fruitless. Few M. P. 's in 1861 favoured an attempt at solving the Polish 

problem and none were prepared to involve Britain in war in the interests 

of Poland. All able members tended to excuse their neutrality or passive 

attitudes by pleading pressure of work and, according to Wladyslaw 

Zamoyski, the less competent either feared the taunt of quixotism, or 

were inclined to avoid the hard work involved in acquainting themselves 
189 

with details of the Polish issue. Hennessy's devotion to the Polish 

question was, however, far from being unselfish. Acutely aware of his 

ignominious position as an Irish Catholic with neither the advantages of 
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birth nor wealth in a largely Protestant House of Commons, Hennessy was 

conscious of the personal advantages to be gained by his championing of 

a cause popular with public opinion. He recorded his gratitude to 

Zamoyski after the parliamentary discussion on 2 July 1861 and openly 

admitted that Poland was for him the only means of securing the favour 
190 

of the House. Under the circumstances, Hennessy was extremely 

reluctant to renounce such a potential source of social advancement and, 

as late as 1886, Wxadyslaw Czartoryski was able to ask him to mention 
191 

Poland in the House of Commons. For Hennessy Poland was basically a 

means to an end, a political stepping stone to Cabinet rank, in the same 

way as in 1860 he had considered that the "Italian question will be the 
192 

great one for some time to come". 

In Ireland Hennessy was neither an important nor popular politician. 

His election in 1859 had been secured by only 1,301 votes in a county of 

90,000 inhabitants. It is doubtful whether his pro-Polish sympathies 

represented the unanimous opinion of his constituents in view of the fact 

that he lost the seat by seven votes in 1865. The pro-Polish parliamentary 

speeches of Maguire and Hennessy in 1863 were generally regarded in 

Ireland as constituting the beginning of another phase of agitation in 

England to put pressure on the Government to pursue an active, but not 
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warlike, policy in Polish interests. The Irishman did not foresee support 

of a generous nature, because immediate English interests were not at 

stake. The possibility of Ireland exploiting British involvement in 

Central Europe was also considered to be a practical deterrent from the 
193 

English point of view. William Smith O'Brien, who had recently returned 

to Ireland from Van Dieman's Land, where he had served his sentence as 

a political convict after the abortive rebellion of 1848, condemned 

parliamentary speeches which favoured the Poles in a moral sense without 

advocating material support. Such a policy only created a basis for 

illusory hopes among the Poles that practical aid would ultimately be 
1 94 

forthcoming. The Polish insurrection was partially sustained by the 

conviction that Western Europe would not allow a Russian victory and 

Hennessy, with Zamoyski's connivance, was certainly guilty of misleading 

the Poles in this respect. 

Unlike Hennessy the more radical Irish nationalists by the late 1850's 

had no confidence in parliamentary agitation whether in the spheres of 

Irish or Polish needs. The refusal to acknowledge the power and right 

of the English Crown and Parliament to legislate for Ireland symbolized 

the return of Irish politics to Ireland itself. This situation had the 

effect of ýisolating Hennessy, Maguire and Scully in the early 1860's 

from the real strength of Irish sympathy for Poland. After the 1830 

Insurrection in Poland Irish Polonophilism had tended to find its 
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expression in England, whereas from 1862 it was largely concentrated in 

Ireland. The Irish were very dubious about Hennessy's real value to the 

Irish cause. Tipperary praised his defence of the Poles and suggested 

that Hennessy would also be more inclined to help Ireland were she to 

assume an heroic attitude of passive resistance or bloody revolt like 

the Poles. 
195 

There were tenuous contacts between Hennessy and the strongly Polonophile 

branches of the National Brotherhood of St. Patrick scattered throughout 

England and composed of hard cores of left-wing revolutionary Irish 

Nationalists. St. Patrick Day celebrations in 1863 presented the 

opportunity for a demonstration of Irish solidarity with the Poles. At 

the Fleet Street branch of the London organization Pope Hennessy, as 

guest speaker, toasted the independence of Ireland and Poland. One branch 

of the Brotherhood presented him with an Address acknowledging his services 

in the Polish cause 'which redounded to his honour as an Irishman'. "The 

present champion of Poland in England, he whose maxim is 'Ireland first 

and Poland after', will not forget the cause of his own poor unfortunate 
196 

country. " At the request of several members of the Southwark branch 

of the London Brotherhood at the end of May 1863 Hennessy attended a 

session immediately after having presided over a Polish meeting in the 

vicinity. Adam Czartoryski and Wladyslaw Zamoyski were with Hennessy when 
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he received the message and each donated ¬5 to the funds of the 
197 

Brotherhood. This phenomenon of conservative Polish support for an 

organization, which openly publicized its demands for repeal of the Union, 

was not calculated to meet with British approval at a time when the idea 

of an Irish Parliament was anathema in every stratum of British society. 

The donation can be regarded as an aberration in the normally consistent 

policy of the Hotel Lambert, careful not to raise the Irish question for 

fear of alienating potential British support for Polish independence. 

Hennessy's first motion for the production of papers concerning Poland 

in 1830-1831 on 2 July 1861 reveals the extent to which he was under the 

influence of Zamoyski's political ideas. His appreciation of the situation 

in Poland was extremely naive and distorted. It was a mere reproduction 

of Zamoyski's misinterpretation of the realities existing in Poland. 

Hennessy had no concept of the internal Polish conflict between Reds and 

Whites and denounced as mythical 'destructive and revolutionary passions'. 

He attempted to place the Polish question in a European context by calling 

into question the validity of the general impression in Great Britain 

that a demonstration of pro-Polish sympathy inevitably implied hostility 

against all three partitioning powers. For Hennessy the Tsarist regime 

was always the real enemy and was supported by the 'specious cant of 
198 

liberalism'. In an attempt to prove that Austria favoured Polish 
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independence Hennessy was merely repeating the illusions of the Hotel 

Lambert and, more particularly, those of Zamoyski, whose belief in 

Austrian willingness to renounce her rights to Galicia, was often 
1 99 

exposed by Palmerston. In Zamoyski's opinion Hennessy had spoken 

'concisely and soberly', but the truth was that the fallacies publicized 

by the Irish M. P. were ably disproved by Palmerston both then and 
200 

subsequently. Zamoyski did not fully appreciate the significance of 

the thin attendance in the House, which illustrated a grave lack of 

interest in Hennessy's motion by the majority of M. P. 's. During the 

debate the Speaker had to count the number of M. P. 's present because of 

the rule that an attendance of forty was necessary for a Private Motion. 

Only the arrival of M. P. 's from the library and restaurant enabled the 
201 

discussion to continue. On 4 March Hennessy had disgusted and 

alienated a large section of the House by attacking Russell's 

pro-Piedmontese policy and supporting the temporal power of the Papacy. 
202 

When G. Denman, M. P. for Tiverton, called for Papers on the condition 

of Poland on 4 April 1862, Hennessy attacked Palmerston's declaration 

that the Poles should co-operate with Wielopolski's programme of organic 
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reform and wait for Russian concessions. According to Hennessy, both 

France and Austria and the Russian people, as distinct from the Tsarist 

Government, were pro-Polish in sentiment and on these grounds he advised 

the Poles to refuse all Russian concessions in favour of a policy aiming 
203 

at independence within pre-1772 frontiers. Both Denman and Hennessy 

had been instructed by the Poles before the debate, but it would appear 

that the latters' view exceeded the demands of the H6tel Lambert, who 

in 1862 based their arguments for Polish independence on the Treaty of 

Vienna. Little encouragement was given in the House to the speakers, 

because there was a general desire to discuss the problem of fortifications 

in Portsmouth. Many M. P. 's left during Hennessy's speech and several 

times there were no more than forty-three members present. Walerian 

Kalinka had been impressed by the lack of interest shown in the House, 

but thought that the eloquent and passionate Irishman had a great future 

ahead of him. 
204 

The Countess Zamoyska attributed the liberal applause 

given to Palmerston as a sign that in the House the person speaking, and 

not the contents of the speech, was the decisive factor. In this way 
205 

she was able to explain the silence which greeted Hennessy's speech. 

Before the motion took place Zamoyski felt the necessity of reassuring 

Poles in Paris that Hennessy would not harm the Polish cause. Zamoyski 

was convinced that it would have been easy to persuade Hennessy to say 
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nothing about Poland, but, on the other hand, thought that it was a 

mistake to suspect that Hennessy would irritate those who otherwise 

would be favourable to Polish demands. In the contemporary British 

political situation Zamoyski's assessment of Hennessy's value was 

probably correct, because nobody in the spring of 1861, apart from the 

Irish M. P., had been willing to speak for Poland. The Hotel Lambert and, 

particularly, Zamoyski realized that British Protestants were faced 

with a fundamental difficulty when they encountered the Catholic interest 

in the Polish cause, but Hennessy had been only too willing to give an 

assurance that he would avoid anything which would result in antagonizing 
206 

the majority of the House. Stanislaw Szumlaiiski in a letter to 

Leonard Niedzwiecki wrote that Hennessy himself had taken the decision 

to allow the lawyer Denman to introduce the motion, because the chances 

of success were greater for a debate not initiated by an Irish 
207 

Ultramontane. Hennessy was a member of the Stafford Club, the 

headquarters of Roman Catholic conservative circles in England. 

Poles were impressed by the amount of time Hennessy was willing to 

sacrifice in order to prepare his speeches. On 2 April 1862 he spent 

three hours with Polish conservatives and was so persistent and incisive 

in questioning that the Poles regretted that they were not encyclopedias 

of knowledge about Poland, when confronted with a barrage of queries from 
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people like Denman, Kinnaird and Hennessy. Hennessy, however, was never 

in complete command of all the facts and this did not raise his standing 

in government circles. He was described by a Pole as "guessing at the 
208 

misfortunes of Poland with his heart". Hennessy's anti-Government 

polemics were applauded by the Tory party in opposition, but he failed 

to undermine the reputation of the Whig administration. Determined to 

make a dramatic entrance into politics, Hennessy had decided to be the 

first Irish Roman Catholic to stand as a Tory M. P. This decision was 

partly controlled by his opposition to the Whig scheme of mixed education 

in Ireland, but the decisive factor was Hennessy's belief that he would 

prove himself so indispensable to Disraeli by attracting English and Irish 

Roman Catholic opinion to the Tories that he would be rewarded by office 
209 

in a Tory government. Hennessy, however, failed to make any permanent 

impact on the Tories with the issue of Polish independence. 

The English Agency of the H6tel Lambert in Paris strictly controlled 

Hennessy's activities on behalf of the Poles. When he announced his 

intention early in 1862 to mention Poland in a general discussion on the 

Italian question, Zamoyski was ordered to advise Hennessy of the danger 

which might result to the Polish cause if he persisted in his intentions. 

In the following April Zamoyski asked Hennessy to concert action with 

Denman in order to obtain the publication of documents relating to Poland 

210 
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in 1855-1856. At the same time Zamoyski was anxious to draw Hennessy's 

attention to the 'rapprochement' indicated between Poland and Ireland 

in the letters of several bishops. It was imperative that either Hennessy 

or another Catholic writer should demonstrate that there was no basis 

in fact for this Orapprochementl and that essential differences existed 
211 

between the two nations. The headquarters of the conservative Polish 

4migr4 party was concerned that those unfriendly to the Polish cause 

should not be given the opportunity to make capital out of Irish-Polish 

0 
links in order to divide and paralyse the movement of Polo4philism in 

Great Britain. 

From mid-February 1863 with the official dismissal of Cwierciakiewicz 

from his position as Polish representative in England, Zamoyski began a 

new campaign to build up a nucleus of permanent and consistent supporters. 

He exerted strong pressure on Hennessy to keep the Polish question in the 

parliamentary arena and this policy was designed also to serve the purpose 

of not allowing public opinion to forget Poland. Hennessy's attempts, 

however, on 9 and 10 February 1863 to prove that Britain had failed to 

act in Poland's favour when invited to do so by Austria, were rendered 

ineffective by Palmerston's accusation that he was guilty of misleading 

information concerning Austrian policy during the Crimean War. The 

Habsburgs had a vested interest in the maintenance of a partitioned Poland. 

By the second half of February 1863 Hennessy's tactics were to persuade 
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the Government to combine with France on the basis of opposition to the 

Alvensleben Convention, signed on 8 February, between Prussia and Russia. 

There is no doubt that Hennessy's activity severely embarrassed the 

Government, which was not inclined to accept the French proposal of an 

identical note to Bismarck, especially when Palmerston considered that 

in the interests of Poland herself the Government should confine its 

representations to Russia. 

If Hennessy comes on tomorrow I shall have to dance 

in fetters, but must exercise my ingenuity to say 

nothing except to concur in any censures that may be 
212 

bestowed on the Russian government. 

Hennessy hoped to gain the support of Disraeli and other Tory M. P. 's in 

order to put pressure on the Whig Government, whose position was 

sufficiently weak to make it sensitive to public and parliamentary opinion. 

The House was unanimously pro-Polish and Hennessy's thesis was that a 

combination of the signatories of the Vienna Treaty in diplomatic action 

against Russia and not armed intervention would secure Polish independence. 

On the other hand, John Maguire felt that such vague resolutions were 

insufficient. It was better to do nothing than to raise Polish hopes 

without cause. Hennessy did not press the motion to a division after 

Palmerston had cogently argued that England had the right but not the 

obligation to intervene under the terms of the Treaty of Vienna. In the 

event of the diplomatic representations being unsuccessful, the Address 
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in its existing form would necessitate the enforcement of allied 
213 

stipulations by arms. Despite the clear divergence of English and 

French opinion regarding the Alvensleben Convention, both Hennessy and 

Zamoyski naively hoped that the result of the motion would be the joint 

diplomatic activity of England, France, Austria, Turkey and Sweden in 
214 

Polish interests. Napoleon III was anxious not to undermine the 

already weak Franco-Russian agreement of 3 March 1859 and hoped to appease 

French sympathy for Poland by administering a warning to Berlin, whereas 

Palmerston realized that Russia controlled the fate of Poland. The 

parliamentary discussion was of no practical value to Poland; the concept 

that Russia and Prussia would yield to a unanimous display of 

parliamentary opinion was politically immature. 

Hennessy was a careerist and wanted to make his name in the Tory party. 

His policy was to allow nothing concerning Poland to pass unnoticed, if 

there was a faint suspicion of pro-Russian activities on the part of the 

Whig Government. Four times in March 1863 Hennessy tried to extort an 

admission from the Home Secretary, Sir George Grey, that at the request 

of the Russian Government two English police officers had been sent to 

Warsaw in August 1862 during the Russian state of siege, political 

disturbances and the arrests of Polish political prisoners. Despite Grey's 

explanation that the two officers had been sent to reform the Russian 
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police with a view to ending martial law in Poland, Hennessy saw 

anti-Polish motives in the affair, especially when each officer had 
215 

received ¬1,000 from the Russian Government for services rendered. The 

Abicht case seemed to strengthen Hennessy's suspicion that the British 

Government was in league with the Russians. Palmerston denied that the 

Russian Government had applied for, or that Britain had given, information 

concerning the Polish exile, Abicht, arrested in January 1863 in Cracow 

while travelling with a British passport under the assumed name of John 
216 

Brett. 

Before his journey to Vienna in April 1863 Hennessy tried to force the 

Government to give an explicit definition of British official policy with 

regard to Poland. He called on Palmerston to pay more attention to public 

opinion demanding an Anglo-French alliance to further Polish interests; 

reliance on Tsarist clemency and benevolence towards the Poles was no 

longer a feasible solution. 
217 

Palmerston's reply emphasized that the 

Government was already negotiating in Paris with a view to joint action 

of a diplomatic nature; this conformed to the maximum demands of the 
218 

House itself. The only slight deviation made by Hennessy from his 

normal declarations of pacific intentions was his Mansion House speech 

of 17 March 1863, when he openly stated that it was necessary to threaten 
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Russia with a display of strength in order to avert war and force Russia 

to conform to Western European diplomatic representations. If England, 

France, Austria, Sweden and Turkey broke off diplomatic relations with 

St. Petersburg, Russian isolation would not encourage her to fight. 

On 11 April 1863 Prince Napoleon, in conversation with Wladyslaw 

21 9 

220 
Czartoryski, considered Hennessy to be inexperienced in political matters. 

Since his Polish policy was determined by the HStel Lambert, it follows 

that Polish conservatives also had a weak grasp of the political situation. 

Palmerston was fully aware of the fact that a breach in diplomatic 

relations with Russia would paralyse all British diplomatic activities in 

Poland's favour and was therefore not in the interests of the insurgents. 

In equally misguided vein Hennessy went to Vienna in April on the 

initiative of the HStel Lambert, in order to persuade Franz Josef to 
221 

pursue a forward policy with regard to Poland. For Zamoyski this was 

the raison d'etre of all the trouble attendant on the mission: "If it 

only results in a dinner in Cracow, it will be worth as much as my 
222 

meetings 
[in England] ." On the way to Vienna Hennessy was received by 

Napoleon III in Paris. His exaggerated and indiscreet report in Vienna of 

Napoleon's bellicose attitude and of the pro-Polish sentiments of the 
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British Parliament failed to impress Rechberg who wrote to the Austrian 

Ambassador in London that Hennessy had merely expressed that which the 

Poles desired and had not presented an objective report of either 
223 

Napoleon's policy or the internal situation in England. While promoting 

Polish interests in Vienna, Hennessy at the same time was trying to 

consolidate his own political position in England by impressing Disraeli 

with his abilities to act as an intermediary between Napoleon and Disraeli. 

Always inclined to inflate his own importance, Hennessy wrote a private 

letter to Disraeli informing him of Napoleon's messages to the Conservative 

leader, which were of too important and secret a nature to be sent by 
224 

post. 

Hennessy felt the insecurity of his position in Vienna as a 

representative of the Polish conservative emigration and asked Wladyslaw 

Zamoyski to get Montalembert to write to any eminent Catholic in the 

Austrian capital, praising Hennessy's activities in the interests of Irish 

and English Catholics. In short, this was an attempt to bolster up his 

weak, non-official position during his representations to the Austrian 

Emperor. Prince Leon 5apieha was able to give Hennessy details of the 
225 

Polish situation, and also approved of the Irish M. P. 's idea of a 

memorial to be signed by leading English Catholics and sent to Rome to 
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influence the Pope in Poland's favour. Sapieha regarded Hennessy as 

a clever and sincere Polonophile, but more inclined to talk than to 
227 

listen, with the result that Rechberg gave little useful information. 

Franz Josef in his conversation with Hennessy made an analogy between 

Galicia and Ireland: "What would be said in England, Mr. Hennessy, if 
228 

you proposed to give up Ireland from Great Britain? ". Hennessy, as a 

Nationalist and later in his career a Home Ruler, suggested that Galicia 

be given her independence in return for compensation to be sought elsewhere 

for the Austrian Empire. 

On 15 April Hennessy left for Cracow where he was well received as a 

symbol of British help. His visit raised the morale of moderate Poles, 
229 

but did not result in any concrete advantages for the insurrection. 

Hennessy seemed to be far more impressed by his own social importance in 

Cracow than by the tragedy of events. 

I am staying at the house of Count Potocki, the principal 

person in the province; and to give you an idea of the 

gratitude of the Poles, for the last two hours over two 

hundred and fifty visiting cards had been left for me. 

My arrival in Poland was announced in the Czas, the Crown 

Journal, this morning and since twelve o'clock the hall 

porter is constantly employed taking in the cards of those 
230 

who are calling on me. 
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The urgent need of the Poles for a loan was to be discussed by Hennessy 

on his return to England, but when he met Wladyslaw Czartoryski in Paris 

on the way home, he was unable to give any kind of information about the 
231 

National Government's plans to raise money. Sapieha considered Laurence 

Oliphant to be a more useful intermediary for Poland in this matter of 
232 

finance because of his more sober judgement. Hennessy's failure to 

attract the Tories to the Polish standard resulted in Zamoyski's appeal 

to Wladyslaw Czartoryski in Paris to travel to England and agitate for 

support within Tory circles since Zamoyski's own personal relations were 

more cordial with Whig salons. Apart from the speeches of Disraeli and 

Seymour Fitzgerald on 27 February 1863, the Tories were keeping their 

distance and Malmesbury warned Zamoyski that had the Tories been in power 

they would have pursued the same course regarding Poland as the Whig 

Ministry. Even the organ of the Tory Party, the Standard, formerly 

favourable to Poland, had adopted anti-Polish undertones. 
233 
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Oliphant went to Cracow as an observer early in 1863 and covered the 
insurrection in articles to Blackwood's. On one occasion he wrote: 

However much the British public may sympathize with oppressed 
nationalities, a revolution which is likely to lead to a 
European war can only be considered in England in the light 
of a nuisance, particularly at a moment when our relations 
with America are in the last degree critical. 
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Hennessy felt that the moment was now opportune for something more 

tangible than mere speeches in the House yet it was only with great 

reluctance that he brought up the question of Prussia's status with 
234 

regard to the Polish insurrection in May 1863. But the real issue 

in May was not the academic controversy concerning Prussia's right as a 

neutral state to give arms and ammunition to either or both belligerents, 

but was rather a basic shift in Polish demands. The Poles now considered 

that priority should be given to a declaration in both Houses that the 

British Government ceased to recognize the legality of the Tsarist regime 

in Poland because of Russia's failure to fulfill her obligations under 

the Treaty of Vienna. Western diplomacy, however, was based on Polish 

rights and Russian obligations under the Treaty. To relieve Russia of her 

obligations would be tantamount, in Palmerston's opinion, to denying the 
235 

validity of any Polish rights. Hennessy was prepared to move a motion 

on the subject simultaneously with Lord Shaftesbury in the Lords and 

asked for Sir Hugh Cairrids legal advice concerning the wording of the 

motion. The result was that Cairns rewrote the motion in terms thought 

to be acceptable to the whole House. 
236 

Theoretically, Palmerston's 

greatest deviation from the stipulations of the Treaty of Vienna was his 

concept of a break in the dynastic ties between Russia and the Congress 

Kingdom and the restoration of the independence of Cracow with slight 
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modifications. In practice, however, this idea was never presented for 
237 

Cabinet approval. While Palmerston refused to grant belligerent rights 

to the Poles, the latter in turn were not prepared to accept any arrangement 

which did not include the territory within the pre-1772 frontiers of 

Poland. Palmerston refused to answer questions prepared by Wodzicki and 

put by Hennessy, as long as negotiations continued and he also declined 

Wladyslaw Czartoryski's request that Hennessy should ask a question in the 

House in such a way as to allow Palmerston to say a few words in Poland's 
238 

favour. The advice given to the Poles by Palmerston was that they should 

be satisfied with the Government's demand for an armistice as a necessary 

precondition to negotiations with Russia and he warned Czartoryski neither 
239 

to play with words nor to seek any declaration of belligerent rights. 

Hennessy maintained his efforts in the House of Commons but on 22 June 

1863 a majority of fifty-five decided against continuing the debate until 

the British and French notes to St. Petersburg of 17 June and the Russian 

reply were known. Palmerston indiscreetly revealed the contents of the 

Anglo-French dispatches and made it clear that war was not intended, even 

in the event of a Russian rebuff. Hennessy agreed to postpone the motion, 

but Vincent Scully, M. P. for Cork, delivered a vicious attack against the 
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Six Points. The Poles would be unwise to lay down their arms before the 

conclusion of a treaty and it was equally ludicrous to expect the Russian 

Government to agree to a Polish administration: "If any foreign Power 

were to ask Her Majesty's Government to place Irishmen in that position 
241 

in Ireland, they would be told to mind their own affairs. " The agents 

of the H6tel Lambert had put pressure on Scully since 1861 to raise the 

Polish question in the House of Commons, but, with a more realistic 

approach to the problem than Hennessy, he had warned them that expectations 

of success were delusory; nothing but mere 'vapouring' would issue from 

the House. Scully revealed that he had been approached by a Pole for 2,000 

rifles from Ireland. It was impossible for an 'unarmed' Ireland to meet 
242 

this request. As early as 2 July 1861 Scully had been willing to concur 

in sympathy for Poland, but unlike Hennessy he aimed at manipulating the 

problem in the interests of Ireland by publicizing in the House the 

inconsistency between pro-Polish sentiment and British antipathy towards 

Ireland. Scully was willing to prove to the Poles by inviting them to a 

debate on Ireland that the grievances of any country in the world would 

arouse more response in the Commons than Irish distress. 
243 
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Hennessy based his pro-Polish policy on the fact that public opinion 

generally, concerning Poland, was far in advance of that of the House. By 

July 1863 the Government felt that only the rising of Parliament would 
244 

save the Administration from trouble. Despite all Hennessy's efforts, 

however, it was abundantly clear to the Poles in England that no material 

aid would be sent to the insurgents and that the most likely course of 

events would be joint Anglo-Russian activities to force the Poles to 
245 

respect peace in Europe. 

The motion in the House of Commons of 20 July 1863, that the Treaty of 

Vienna should not be the basis of a settlement, because it had failed to 

secure either the good government of Poland or European peace, was proposed 

by the wealthy lawyer, M. P. for Stroud, Edward Horsman, who was a 
246 

relatively recent convert to the Polish cause. Hennessy's decision not 

to lead the debate was the result of the open and declared opposition of 

several Protestants in the House to any Papist sympathizer. This turn of 

events resulted in a reassessment of the situation by certain Poles, who 

considered that Poland should pursue a policy of 'fara da set and achieve 
247 

salvation by her own efforts. During the debate Hennessy called for 

"something more creditable to England and more useful to Poland than 

diplomatic notes", but was unable to offer anything more constructive than 
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the withdrawal of the sanction to rule Poland from Russia and the 

repetition of tLord Harrowby's project' to recognize the Poles as 
248 

belligerents, a concept first expressed on 8 May 1863. On 5 September 

Wladyslaw Zamoyski wrote to Hennessy and Beales from Plombibres that it 

was inadvisable for him to come forward in England in view of the prevailing 

uncertainty. The diplomatic representations of the Western powers had not 

been effective and Palmerston had categorically refused to concede 

Hennessy's demand for an official declaration that the Tsar had forfeited 

his title to rule in Poland. Because of Russian tendencies "to treat the 

Kingdom as the whole of what should be called Poland"9 Zamoyski was forced 

to give Hennessy new and contradictory instructions. The Treaty of Vienna 

for reasons of expediency was now to be regarded as the strongest ground 

on which to fight Russia's definition of Polish territories: 

However wounding to Poland by sanctioning its partition, 

it Treaty of Vienna] no less maintains entire the 

Polish nation as such under whatever Government. 

The British Government, according to Zamoyski's interpretation of the 

Treaty of Vienna, was entitled to an oversight of the situation not only 

in the Congress Kingdom, but also in Lithuania and Ruthenia, because all 

were equally "Poles, subjects of the Tsar". In diametrical opposition to 

his previous statements Hennessy was now to publicize the view that 
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English agitation can have no greater strength than 

when resting on law -- written, binding law. It does 

not prevent saying that that law was far from 

satisfactory: on the contrary, it doubly justifies 

honest people in demanding that nothing less should 

ever receive the assent and sanction of a British 

government. 
249 

By September 1863, however, Wladyslaw Czartoryski had doubts concerning 

the utility of Hennessy for the Polish cause. The acceptance of Hennessy 

was always considered by the H6tel Lambert to be a stopgap solution until 

a more influential Englishman came forward to offer his services. The 

Poles really wanted a second Dudley Coutts Stuart and Edmond Beales was 

designed to fulfil this need. On 16/17 September 1863 Wladyslaw Czartoryski 

wrote to the Rz4d Narodowy asking them to find ¬300 to finance the election 

of Beales to Parliament to replace Viscount Raynham who had gone to the 

Lords on the death of his father Lord Townshend. Czartoryski thought that 

the introduction of Beales into Parliament would be of great value to 

Poland, because he could replace Hennessy as the main spokesman for the 

Poles. Hennessy was not qualified, although nobody was more willing, to 

attract the most influential political circles in Great Britain to pursue 

a forward policy favouring the insurgent Poles. 
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With the failure of these plans to materialize the Hotel Lambert was 

forced to fall back on Hennessy. In January and February 1864 Zamoyski 
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had reverted to the theme of Anglo-French recognition of the Poles as 

belligerents and began to prepare for another debate in the Commons. 

Hennessy was the obvious choice to move the motion but läladyslaw 

Czartoryski continually suspected that his phrasing of the problem and 
251 

his name were not advantageous to Poland. Hennessy, on his own 

initiative, decided to move an amendment to the Address to the Queen, 
252 

denying Russia's Treaty rights in Poland. 

I determined to move an amendment to the Address, mainly 

because public men in England are apparently trying to 

ignore the Polish cause. Whilst I am heartily sick of the 

'statesmen', I am still convinced that the people of the 

United Kingdom are completely with us. An amendment would 

also call attention to the gravity of Lord Russell's 

declaration, and give the debate more of a Polish character, 

than it otherwise can have. At the same time, whatever I 

am to do must be decided by You and the General. I have 

always taken your advice and to that advice I chiefly 
253 

attribute the success which sometimes attended the debates. 

At this juncture Hennessy told Wladyslaw Czartoryski that there was a 

possibility of securing a promise from all Irish M. P. 's to the effect that 

they would make the Polish cause a condition of support for either one or 
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other party in Parliament. This was merely wishful thinking on 

Hennessy's part. He was always inclined to exaggerate his own influence 

within the Irish Parliamentary Party. Both the Poles and English had 

warned Hennessy that any reference to Poland in the Commons would meet 

with indifference, because of the complications connected with the Danish 
255 

question. In this situation Zamoyski decided on 21 February at a 

meeting of the English Agency in Paris, convened to discuss its programme 

with the departure of Prince Konstanty Czartoryski to London, that, only 

when it was possible to count on the support of at least ten M. P. 's to 

sign a motion in this spirit, would the Poles exploit the possibility. 

Hennessy's popularity among the Poles was clearly waning. This time 

Horsman and John Abel Smith, M. P. for Chichester, were to be entrusted 
256 

with the motion. The Poles, however, were not in a position to choose 

their representatives in England. In a letter to his wife of 5 March 1864 

Zamoyski wrote that only Hennessy "whom we so often despise" remained 
257 

constant to the Polish cause. 

Napoleon had communicated to Hennessy the dispatch concerning Poland, 

sent by Russell on 8 October 1863 to St. Petersburg after his speech at 
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Blairgowrie on 26 September 1863. The dispatch was withdrawn before 

presentation because of Rechberg's objections to the last paragraph which 

had conceded the Polish demand that Russian sovereignty in Poland could 

claim international sanction only if Polish rights and Russian obligations 

under the Treaty of Vienna were respected. Acting on the instructions of 

the Hotel Lambert, Hennessy in a speech on 12 February 1864 attempted to 

use the abortive dispatch of 8 October 1863 to put pressure on the 

Government to commit itself officially to the contents of the Blairgowrie 

speech. Hennessy considered the dispatch to be the most important step 

taken by the British Cabinet in relation to Poland since 1815. Palmerston 

remained consistent in refusing to condone the renunciation of the Treaty 

of Vienna, which would have given Russia a carte blanche in Poland. M. E. 

Grant Duff who represented Elgin, voiced the general impression of 
259 

Parliament that Polish resistance was already weak. Despite popular 

feelings that the Polish insurrection was almost at an end and that the 

Schleswig-Holstein question was the most important international issues 

Hennessy made one final attempt in May 1864 to force the Government to 

admit that Russia's right in Poland was one of conquest. Palmerston ably 

demonstrated the fundamental fallacy contained in Hennessy's demands. 

Military intervention had never been considered by Hennessy as a serious 

solution and the only other alternative following the failure of repeated 

diplomatic representations to St. Petersburg was to adopt a policy of 
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silence. It was not in Hennessy's interests to drop the Polish question 

entirely. His advocacy of the Polish cause, apart from ideals of freedom 

from oppression, was coldly calculated to assist his rise in social circles. 

In 1863 Palmerston had been forced by the strength of middle and lower 

class Polonophilism, represented in the Commons by Hennessy, to persist 
261 

in diplomatic activity in order to conciliate public opinion. By 1864 

Hennessy could no longer rely on this source of support, and despite his 

energetic preparations on the eve of the motion, when he asked Zamoyski 

to write a letter to all the M. P. 's requesting that they remain in the 

House during the discussion and despite Scully's demand for a division, 

he withdrew the motion without protest, possibly realizing that the House 

was unanimously inclined towards Palmerston's interpretation of the 

situation. 

In very unfavourable circumstances it was decided in November 1864, 

during Hennessy's visit to Burgundy with Zamoyski and Montalembert, to 
262 

make a final attempt to rouse flagging enthusiasm for Poland. On 

17 March 1865 Hennessy stated in the Commons that Russia's violation of 

the Treaty of Vienna was tantamount to forfeiture of the Russo-Dutch Loan 

payments. Stephen Cave, M. P. for Shoreham, criticized such debates, which 

in the past had only served to create a climate of Anglophobia in Russia 
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while doing nothing to help the Poles. Palmerston accused Hennessy of 

weakening the position of the sympathy formerly shown in the House for 

Poland by mere repetition without any expression of new opinions concerning 

Russian conduct in Poland. The Poles could only be insulted at a time of 

defeat by such fruitless sentiments. In Butler Johnstone's opinion the 

Government had either gone too far or not far enough. The anti-Polish Derby 

Griffith taunted Hennessy by saying that, if the latter "were to raise the 

green flag of rebellion in the middle of a cabbage garden in Ireland", the 

rebellion would be crushed in the same way as in Poland. The motion was 

withdrawn once again with nothing concrete having emerged in the interests 
263 

of Poland. 

Hennessy's parliamentary activities on behalf of the Poles proved to be 

of a negative character. Politically and socially ambitious, he approached 

the Polish cause in the spirit of a statement he made in 1659: "The few 

acquaintances I have in London are all men who can be of assistance in 

pushing me on. " Despite his accumulating debts and the fact that the 

H6tel Lambert nad refused Zamoyski's request in 1861 to extend the 

substantial monthly donation, received by Edmond Beales, to Hennessy, he 

remained the most faithful of Polish sympathizers in Great Britain during 
264 

the 1860's. 
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on 29 August 1844) 

Tennent James Emmerson 
(created Baronet 
on 14 February 1867) 

Townshend John (Capt., R. N. ) 
(succeeded as 4th Marquis of Townshend 
on 31 December 1855) 

Toynbee Joseph 

Travers John 

Urquhart David 

1846 
184F3-1£361 

1834-1861 

1836-183 j 

1855-1857 

1858 

1834-1836 

1844-1855 

1845 

1854 

1835-1856 

Verney Henry 1836 
(succeeded as Baronet 1861 
on 3 September 1826) 1878 

1880-1883 
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Voller W. S. 

Wade Arthur (Rev. ) 

Webb Henry 
(succeeded as 7th Baronet 
on 26 March 1823 

1842 

1832 

1838 

Webster George (M. D. ) 1852 

Westmacott Henry Seymour 1847-1849 

Wilbraham George 1839-1840 
1843-1850 

Williams William Addams 1835-1836 

Williamson Bedworth 1642-1843 
7th Baronet 

Wise John Ayshford 1856-1858 

Yarborough Charles Anderson Worsley Anderson 1854-1861 
Pelham 
2nd Earl 

Yorke Henry Galgacas Redhead 1843 

Young Gilbert Ainslie 1834-1839 
1844-1845 

Zetland Thomas Ihmdas 1846-1855 
2nd Earl 



A I)I: L IV 

THE LITE: tU}: >'Y AS: iOCI11`i'ION OF THE FfMilDS 01' POLAND 

llembersili 

Date of election 

Alcock Thomas (1801 
- 22/8/1866) 1852/1853 

Amory Samuel (1783 
- 17/11/1857) 1834 

Angerstein John (Lt. -Col. 
) (1777 

- 10/4/1858) 1841 

Anstey J. 1841/1842 
4- 

Anstey ` itioms Chisholme (1816 -1 /ö/1 e'j )1 iJ42 

re;, i, ied in 
November 1851 

Ardy E. S. 1855 

Arundel and Surrey Henry Granville r'itzAlan Howard 1846/1847 
14th Duke of Norfolk 
(1815 - 25/11/1860) 

Ash Richard Holland 1841/1842 

Ashley Antony Ashley Cooper (1801 
- 110/1884) 1846/1847 

(succeeded as 7th Earl of Shaftesbury 
on 2 June 1851) 

Babington James Pelly 

Bach Adolph (? 
- 189) 

Baillie Henry T. 

Baillie Thomas 

BL; nfield Thomas Colin 

1E341/1 842 

1832 

1843 

20/9/1852 

between May 1855 and Nay 1856) 1847/1848 (? 
Barnard John A. L. 1838 

Bathe William Potts 1853/1854 

Beales Edmond (1803 - 26/6/1881) 1832 (uniil death) 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

+ 

This is the first reference to membership although it is quite possible 
that election to the Association took place before this date. 



T- 

Beaumont E. Barber (? 
- 1841/1842) 

Beaumont J. A. 

Beaumont John Thomas Barber (1774 - 18-1) 

Beaumont Miles Thomas Stapleton (1805 
- 16/8/1854) 

8th Baron 

Beaumont Thomas Wentworth (1792 
- 20/12/1848) 

Bell George (? - 1841/1842) 

Bentinck William Henry Cavendish (1774 - 1839) 
(2nd son of 3rd Duke of Portland) 

Birkbeck George (Dr. ) (1776 - 1/12/1841) 

Birkbeck William Lloyd (1807 - 25/5/1888) 

Blayney Cadwaller Davis (1802 - 1874) 
(representative Peer of Ireland 
from 12 June 1841 until death) 

Bligh Edward 

Blundell Edward S. (M. D. ) 

Blundell James (M. D. ) (1790 - 15/1/1878) 

Blundell Thomas Weld 

Blune John Elijah (1797 - 28/6/1856) 

Boddington Samuel (? - 1842/1843) 

Bodenham de la Barre Charles (1813 
- 1883) 

Bowyer George (1811 
- 7/6/1883) 

(succeeded as 7th and 3rd Baronet 1860) 

Bowyer Henry George (1813 
- 26/9/1883) 

Breadalbane John Campbell (1796 
- 8/11/1862) 

2nd Marquis 

Bridgeman William 

Date of election 

1832 (until death 

1 841 

1839 

1845 (until death) 

1832 (until cieath) 
+ 

1838 

+ 
1837 

1640 

1840 (until death) 

1841/1842 

1855/1656 

Honorary Secretary 
from 1837 

(resigned 1855/1856) 

1843/1844 

1848/1849 

1842/1843 

1849/1850 
(until death) 

1838 
+ 

1846/1847 
+ 

1854 

1 ßE1 
+ 



Date of election 

Brohier (M. D. ) (? 
- January 1858 

Brougham and Vaux Henry Peter (1718 - 7/5/1868) 
1st Baron 

Browne Dominick (1787 - 30/1/1860) 
(created Baron Oranmore and Browne 
on 4 May 1836) 

Bruce William Downing (1824 
- 1875) 

Buckingham James Silk (1786 
- 30/6/1855) 

Bullen Charles (Rear-Admiral) (1769 
- 2/VII/1853) 

(knighted in 1835) 

Bullen Simeon (M. D. ) (? 
-- 1843) 

Burdett Francis, Sir (1770 
- 23/1/1844) 

Burns John (M. D. ) 

Butler Pierce Somerset (Hon. Col. ) (1801 - 28/7/1865) 

Butt Isaac (1513 - 5/5/1879) 

Cabbell Benjamin Bond (1781 - 9/12/1874) 

Caldwell Henry (Capt., R. N. ) (1815 - 7/4/1568) 

Campbell Thomas (1777 - 15/6/1844) 

Campbell Thomas (1790 - 4/2/1858) 

(Honorary Medical 
Officer in Jersey 
from 1842) 

1835 

1ü54 
+ 

1846/1847 
1 

1045 

1840/1841 

(Honorary Sur�eon of 
the Association from 
at least 189 until 
death) 

1841/1842 

1847/1848 

1834 

18551856 

1855/1856 
+ 

1861 

1652 (until death) 

1854/1855 

Camperdown Robert Dundas Duncan Haldane (1785 
- 22/12/1859)1832 

(created Earl on 1.2 September 1831) 

Carr James Rowland ('? - 1056 or 1859) 1852/1853 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Accordiri' to the reports of the Literary Association J Buckitit iam was 
elected member on two different occasions: in 1845 and 18511852. ; gee 
Report of the Fourteenth Annual Meeting (1846), 

'1-5 and Report of tile 
Twentieth Annual Meeting (1852), 11. 



Date of election 

Carter John (1804 - 8/5/1878) 1846/1847 

Champion Francis 1854 

Chesterton George Latal (Col. ) 1852/1853 

Clarke William Henry 1843/1844 

Cliffe Leigh 1840 

Clifford Charles Thomas (Hon. ) 1843/1844 

Cockburn Alexander James Edmund (1802 
- 20/11/1880) 184.8/1849 

(knighted on 14 August 1850 and succeeded as 
10th Baronet on 30 April 1858) 

Compton Charles Douglas (1816 
- 1877) 

(succeeded as 3rd Marquis of Northampton 
on 17 January 1851) 

Corbally Matthew Elias (1797 
- 25/11/1870) 

Cortazzi Frederick 

Craig William Gibson (1797 - 12/3/1878) 
(succeeded as 2nd Baronet 

on 6 March 1850) 

Cranstoun James Edward (1809 - 18/6/1869) 

Crawford William (1780 - 27/4/1843) 

Crawshay George (1821 - 13/3/1896) 

Crowe E. C. 

Damer Lionel Seymour William Dawoon (Capt. ) (1052 - ?) 
(grandson of 1st Earl of Portarlington and 
Lord Hugh Seymour) 

1840 
+ 

1840 

1839 

1859 

1 840 
+ 

1832 

1849/1850 

1857 

1860/1661 

Daniel Thomas 18521853 

Dawson Francis Denis Massy 18541855 

Denison William Joseph (1770 
- 2/8/1849) 1840/1841 



470 

Date of election 
2 

Bering George (Lt. 
-Col. 

) (? 
- 1879) 

D'Eyncourt Charles Tennyson (1784 
- 21/7/1861) 

Dickens Charles John Huffam (1812 
- 9/6/18'70) 

Doran (Capt. ) (? - 1843/1844) 

Buncombe Thomas Slingsby (1f96 
- 13/11/1861) 

Edlin P. Henry 

Ellis Wynn (1790 - 20/11/1875) 

Elmore J. R. 

Elphinstone John (1807 - 19/7/1860) 
13th Baron 

Elphinstone Mountstuart (1779 
- 20/11/1859) 

(youngest son of 11th Baron Elphinstone) 

Ely John Henry Loftus (1814 
-I 

V7/1857) 

3rd Marquis 

Evans de Lacy George (1787 - 9/1/1870) 
(knighted in August 1837 and promoted to General 

on 10 March 1861) 

Ferguson John Clarke 

Ferguson Joseph (1788 
- 17/2/1863) 

Ferguson Robert (? - 1841) 

Ferguson Robert Munro (Lt. 
-Col. 

) (1802 - 28/11/1868) 

Fergusson Robert Cutiar (1768 - '16/11/1838) 

1846/1847 

1853/1854 

1843/1844 

1832 (until death) 

1842/1843 

1841/1842 

1840 

1832 

1843/1844 

18401841 

1845 
+ 

1832 

1851/1852 

1846/1847 

1858 
+ 

1845/1846 

1854 
+ 

Fiennes William Thomas Eardley Twisleton (1798 - 31/3/1847) 1834 
(succeeded as 15th Baron Saye and Sole 
on 13 November 1844) 

Fisher H. Z. (M. D. ) 1861 
+ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2 
According to the reporst of the Literary Association G. bering was elected 
member on two different occasions: in 18461847 and 1660/1861. See Report 
of the Fifteenth Annual Meeting (1047), 10 and &port of the Twenty-Ninth 
Annual Meetin (1861), 10. 
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Fitzgerald Gerald (1621 - 1666) 
(2nd son of jrd Duke of Leinster) 

Fitzroy Charles, Lord (1791 
- 17/6/1865) 

(2nd son of 4th Duke of Grazton) 

Fitzwilliam Charles William Wentworth (1786 - 4/10/1£357) 
5th Earl 

Foley Thomas Henry (1808 
- 20/11/1869) 

4th Baron 

Fortescue Hugh (1783 - 14/9/1861) 
2nd Earl 
(styled Viscount Ebrin'ton from 1789 to 1841) 

Frederick Charles (Capt., R. N. ) (1797 
- 2312/1875) 

(Admiral from July 1875) 

Freestun William Lockyer (Col. ) (1804 
- 16/4/1862) 

(knighted on 20 June 1860) 

French Fitzstephen (1801 - 4/6/1873) 

Fyler George 

Gairdner William (M. D. ) (1793 
- 28/4/1867) 

Gallenga Antonio Carlo Napoleone (1810 - 17/12/1895) 

Gibson Thomas Milner (1806 - 25/2/1884) 

Gillon William Downe (1801 
- 7/10/1846) 

Gisborne Thomas (1794 
- 20/7/1852) 

Gordon Hunter 

Gore Montague (1800 
- 5/10/1864) 

Gregson Samuel (1795 
- 8/2/1865) 

Grey Ralph William (1819 
- 1/10/1869) 

Grosvenor Robert, Lord (1801 
- 18/11/1893) 

(created Baron Ebury 
on 15 September 1857) 

Date of election 

1861 

1840 (resigned 

either in 1847 or 
1848) 

18461847 

18411842 

1032 (until death) 

1845 

1854 
+ 

+ 
1834 

+ 
1848 

1841/1642 

1652/1853 

1843/1844 
+ 

1834 

1834 

1834 

1832 

1832 

1861 

1845/1846 

1842/1843 

+ 



Hail Benjamin (1802 
- 27/4/1867) 

(created Baronet on 16 August 1858 and 
Baron Llanover on 29 June 1859 

Handley Edwin Hill (? 
- 1843) 

Hankey Thomson (1805 - 13/1/1893) 

Hansard James Luke 

Harford Summers (1795 - 2/6/1873) 

Hart Henry (Rev. ) 

Heron Robert (1765 - 29/5/1854) 

Hill Arthur 

Hill Matthew Davenport (1792 - 7/6/1872) 

Hill Rowland (1795 
- 27/8/1879) 

(knighted on 10 February 1860) 

Hoare Henry Ainslie (1824 
- 7/7/1894) 

5th Baronet 

Date of election 

1847/1848 

+ 
1838 (until death) 

1841/1842 

1846/1847 

1845 

1853/1854 

(until death) 

1860/1861 

1 J34 
+ 

1846/1841 
(until death) 

1859/1860 

Hodgson Kirkman Daniel (1814 - 111911879) 1041/1842 

Hutt William (1801 - 24/11/1882) 1834 
(knighted on 27 November 1865) 

Jocelyn Robert, Viscount (1816 - 12/8/1854) 
(eldest son of 3rd Earl of Roden) 

Johnes Arthur James (1808 - 23/7/18'(1) 

1842/1843 

1849/1850 

Johnston Alexander Robert Campbell (1812 - 1888) 1852/1853 

Johnston Charles James (Capt., R. N. ) (1765 
- 16/10/1856) 1853/1854 

Johnston James (? - 1641) 1832 (until death) 

Johnston Patrick T. Campbell 1852/1853 

Johnstone Edward (1804 
- 20/9/1881) 1852 (until death) 

Johnstone F. E. 

Johnstone Junes (d. D. ) (1606 
- 1869) 

1854 

1851/1852 



r}() 

Jones Jacob 

Kater Edward (? 
- 1366) 

Kennedy Arthur Edward (Calýt. ) (1610 
- 1883) 

Kinglake Alexander William (11809 
- ßd91) 

Kinnaird George William Fox (1807 
- 7/1/1878) 

9th Baron 

Kirby John Blake (? - 1858) 

Kirwan Andrew Valentine (1804 
- 20/10/1870) 

Knight Henry Gally (1786 
- 9/2/1846) 

Knowles James Sheridan (1784 - 30/11/1862) 

Lalor John (1814 - 5/2/1856) 

Lambert James Staunton (1789 
- 1/7/1867) 

Langham Andrew 

Langton William Henry Powell Gore (1824 - ?) 

Lardner Dionysius (Rev. Dr. ) (1793 - 29/4/1859) 

Laughnan A. 

Leicester Thomas William (1822 
- 24/1/1909) 

2nd Earl of Leicester and Holkham 

Leigh William Henry (1824 
- 21/10/1905) 

2nd Baron 

Lewis Griffith George (Col. ) (1784 - 24/10/1859) 

Lindsay Hughes Hamilton (1802 
- 29/5/1881) 

Lister Daniel 

Litchfield (Dr. ) 

Lloyd William Horton 

Date of election 

1856 

1840 

1854/1855 
(until death) 

+ 
1854 

1843/1844 

1832 (until death) 

1832 

1842/1843 
(until death) 

1841/1842 

1840 

1832 

1845/1844 

1861 
+ 

186 

1844 
+ 

+ 
'i t3'ý9 

1851 
+ 

17/12/1841 

1842/1843 

1839 

18; 7 

1834 (probably 

resigned in May 18j7) 



Date of election 

Lovett H. W. 

Lumley John Lumley 5avile (1788 - 29/10/1856) 
(succeeded as 8th Earl of Scarborough 
on 21 February 1835) 

Lushington Stephen (Dr. ) (1782 
- 19/1/1873) 

MacDorinell Richard (Rev. Dr. ) (1787 
- 24/l/1867) 

MacDonnell Richard Graves (1814 - 5/2/1881) 
(knighted in January 1856) 

M'Evoy Edward Francis (1826 - February 1899) 1861 

Mackenzie Colin (1806 
- 23/10/1881) 

(promoted to Lt. -Gen. on 1 October 1877) 

Mackenzie Kenneth Francis H. 

+ 
1 is ý7 

+ 
1 b54 

1834 
+ 

1842/1845 
+ 

"1839 

1832 

i832 

+ 

Mackinnon William Alexander (1789 - 30/4/1870) 1832 

Malahide de, James Talbot (1605 - 14/4/1883) 
4th Baron 

Marshall James (1806 
- 1893) 

Marx Francis 

Medhurst Frank 

Milne; Richard Monckton (1809 - 118/1885) 
(created Baron Houghton on 20 August 1863) 

Monteith Robert 

Moray Francis Stuart (1795 
- 6/5/1859) 

11th Earl 

Morrison John 

Mowatt Francis (1803 
- February 1891) 

Murray Thomas Lamie 

1860/1861 
(until death) 

1854/1855 
+ 

1847 

1847/1648 

1843/1844 

1843/1844 

1d55/1e56 

1853/1854 

18g. 811849 
1832 

+ Northampton Spencer Joshua. Aiwyne Compton (1790 
- 17/1/1851 1845 

2nd Marquis and 10th Earl 



417 

Norton J. (Capt. ) 

Nugent George Nugent Grenville (1789 
- 26%11/18)0) 

jrd Baron 

O'Conor Don The, Denis O'Connor 

O'Dwyer Andrew Carew (1800 
- 15/11/1877) 

O'Ferrall Richard More (1797 
- 1880) 

Ord J. C. 

Palmer Henry (Rev. ) 

Panmure William Maule (1771 - 15/4/1852) 
1st Baron 

Patten John Wilson 
(created Baron Winmarleigh 
on 16 March 1874) 

Phillips Henry Cramer March (? - 1880) 

Phinn Thomas (1814 - X1/10/1866) 

Pickford John 

Pigou Edward 

Pigou Frederick 

Pinney William (1806 - 50/5/1898) 
(promoted Colonel on r January 1850) 

Ponsonby W. G. (? 
- 1841) 

Potter William Siinpson (1805 - 16/1/1879) 

Pritchard William (? 
- 1b58) 

Raven 

Reeve Henry (1813 
- 21/10/1895) 

Rodwell Lionel 

Date of election 

1 852 
+ 

1t)36 

1854 
+ 

1848/1849 

1861 
+ 

"I 8> 9 

1853/1854 

1832 

+ 
1855 

1854/1855 
(until death) 

1854/1855 

1845/1846 
+ 

1853 
+ 

1 83.1 
1841/1842 

May 840 

1841 

1842 

October 1832 

1356 

1642 (until early 
1 1345 when insane) 

1841 



Rogers Samuel (1763 
- 18/12/1855) 

Romilly Edward (1804 
- 12/10/1870) 

Ross David Robert (1797 
- 27/7/1851) 

Rumbold Cavendish Stuart (1815 
- 27/3/1853) 

4th Baronet 

Salomons David (1797 
- 16/7/1873) 

(created Baronet on 26 October 1869) 

Salwey Henry (Col. ) (1794. - 10/3/1874) 

Samuel Horatio S. 

Sandon Dudley Francis Stuart (1831 -2_8/3/1)00) 
(succeeded as 3rd Earl on 19 November 1882) 

Sandon Dudley Ryder (1798 
- 19/11/1882) 

(succeeded as 2nd Earl on 26 December 1847) 

Saunders John Nash 

Scholefield William (1809 - 9/7/1867) 

Scott John (M. D. ) 

Selson George (? 
- 1540) 

Seymour William Digby (1822 
- 16/3/1895) 

Shelley John Villiers (180ß - 26/1/1567) 
7th Baronet 

Sheridan Charles Brinsley (? 
- 29/11/154.3) 

Sigrmond G. G. (M. D. ) 

Sinclair J. G. J. 

Singleton James 

Sligo George John Browne (1820 
- 30/12/1896) 

3rd Marquis 

Smith Benjamin (1783 - 12/4/1060) 

Date of election 

1842/1843 

184 

1843/1844 

1852/1853 

1645/1046 

1648/1849 

i654/1855 

1660/1861 

1843/1844 

20/9/1832 

1846 

1Sj2 

1 842 (until 

1652/1653 
+ 

1854 

+ 
18j6 

1852 
+ 

+ 
1840 

1846/184.7 

+ 
1855 

1 U41) 

death) 
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Smith John Abel (1802 
- 7/1/1871) 

Smith 1. lilliam Adams 

Somerville Phillip (Rev. ) 

Staines Matthew 

Stanhope Leicester Fitzgerald Charles Stanhope 
(1784 

- 7/9/1862) 
(succeeded as 5th Earl of Harrington in March 1851) 

Stanley Edward Henry (Hon. ) (1827 
- 10/12/1905) 

(succeeded as 3rd Baron of Alderley on 16 June 1869) 

Stewart Douglas 

Stewart Patrick Maxwell (? 
- 1846) 

Strangways William Thomas Horner Fox (1795 
- 10/1/1865) 

(succeeded as 4th Earl of Ilchester on 3 January 1858) 

Stuart Dudley Coutts, Lord (1803 
- 17/11/1854) 

(8th son of John Stuart, 1st Marquis of Bute) 

Stuart Henry Windsor Villiers (1827 
- 12/10/1895) 

(only son of 1st Baron Stuart de Decies) 

Stuart Paul Amadeus Francis Coutts (Capt. ) 
(1823 

- 1/8/1889) 
(only son of Lord Dudley Coutts Stuart) 

Sutherland George Granville Sutherland Leveson Gower 
(1786 - 28/2/1861) 
2nd Duke 

Swarm Edward Gibbon 

Tancred Thomas (1808 
- October 1880) 

(succeeded as 7th Baronet on 29 Au'ust 1844) 

Taylor Pringle (1756 
- 3/4/1884) 

(promoted to General on 19 November 1871) 

Tennent James Eherson (1804 
- 6/3/1869) 

(created Baronet in February 1867) 

Date of election 

+ 
1843 

1832 

1841/1842 

1832 

1852 (until death) 

1853/1854 

1852/1853 

1836 

1852 (unLil death) 

1ßj3 

+ 
184 7 

10,17/1848 

1841/1842 

1846/1047 

1838 

18451844 

1854 
ý 

Thurston John probably 1L32 



Date of election 

+ 
Torrens William Torrens McCullagh (1813 

- 26/4/1894) 1861 

Towneley Charles (1803 
- 4/111876) 1847/1848 

Townshend John (Capt., R. N. ) 
(succeeded as 4th Marquis 
51 December 1855) 

1845/1 844 

+ 
Townshend John Villiers Stuart (1831 - 26/10/1899) 1855 
(styled Viscount Raynham from 31 December 1855 

until succeeded as 5th , Marquis of Townshend 
on 10 September 1863) 

Toynbee Joseph (1815 - 7/7/1866) 

Traill George (1790- "'9/9/1871) 

Travers John 

Turner J. C. 

Tyler George 

Tynte Charles John Kemeys (1800 - 16/9/1882) 

Urquhart David (1805 
- 16/5/18'77) 

Varden Thomas (? 
- 12 April 1857) 

+ 
1845 

+ 
18ý3 

+ 
1834 

+ 
1841 

+ 
1850 

+ 
1835 

1843/1844 
+ 

185 

Verney Henry (1801 - 12/2/1894) 1856 
2nd Baronet 

Vickers W. 1845/1846 

Voller W. S. 1842 

Wade Arthur (Rev. ) iu)2 

Walpole Frederick (Hon. ) (1 t; z2 - 1/4/18'(6) "1; 41/1842 
(3rd son of 3rd Earl of Oxford) 

Ward John 1832 

Warre John Ashley (1787 
- 18/11/1860) 1843/1844 

Watson Carroll 1837 

Webb Henry (1806 
- 19/8/1874) 1838 

7th Baronet 
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Date of election 

Webster George (M. D. ) (1797 
- 19/11/1875) 1832 

Webster Henry, Sir 1843/1844 

Westhead Joshua Procter Brown (1807 
- 25/7/1877) 1861 

Westmacott Henry Seymour (? - 1859) 1843/1844 

White Arthur (? 
- 24/3/1856) 1835 

White William Henry 1845 

Wilbraham George (1779-24/1/1852) 1859 

Willcock John William (1800 - 5/4/1881) 1848/1849 

Willcox Brodie McGhie (1785 - 6/11/1862) 1849/1850 

Willes James Shaw (1814 - 18'(2) 1840 
(knighted on 14 August 1855) 

Williams John (1802 
- 29/11/1855) 1847/1648 

Williams William Addams (1787 
- 5/9/1861) 1855 

Williamson Hedworth (1797 
- 24/4/1861) /641/1842 

7th Baronet 

Wilson John (Rev. ) 1257 

'Wise John Ayshford (1815 
- 9/9/1870) 1855/1856 

Worthington James William (Rev. Dr. ) (1799 - 29/3/18'(9) 1844 

Wyse Thomas (1791 - 15/4/1862) 1832 
(knighted on 27 March 1857) 

Yarborough Charles Anderson Worsley Anderson Pelham 1855/1854 
(1809 

- 7/1/1862) 
2nd Earl 

Yorke Henry Galgacas Redhead (? 
- 1848) 1842/1843 

Young Gilbert Ainslie 1854 

Young Thomas (M. D. ) 1841 

Zetland Thomas Dundas (1795 
- 6/5/1873) 1845/1846 

2nd Earl 



.. 
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)1. i V 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON M. P. 'S WHO WERE MEMBERS 

OF THE LITERARY ASSOCIATION OF 'I'HE FRIENDS OF POLAND 

Alcock Thomas: M. P. for Newton (9/6/1826 - 24/7/1830), Ludlow (6/6/1839 
- 

13/4/1840; unseated on petition) and East Surrey (11/8/1847 
- 6/7/1865). 

Magistrate; favoured extension of the franchise and anti-sectarian; spent 

over £40,000 on erection and endowments of churches and schools; Liberal 

in politics. 

Angerstein John: M. P. for Greenwich (10/1/1835 - 17/7/1837). Father, John 

Julius, was Russian by birth and a Russian merchant in London; an "honest 

and sincere Reformer"; promoted to Major-General in army; of Woodlands, 

Blackheath and Weeting Hall in Norfolk; between 1837 and 1841 donated X37 

to the Literary Association. 

Anstey Thomas Chisholme: Liberal M. P. for Youghal (7/8/1844.7 - 1/7/1852). 

Convert to Rome; barrister and Professor of law and jurisprudence at 

colleges of St. Peter and St. Paul in Bath; introduced Bills in 1848 and 

1849 for the repeal of penal laws against Roman Catholics; Attorney-General 

in Hong Kong (1855 
- 1859); practised at Bombay Bar (1860 - 1866 and 

1869 - 1873). 

Arundel and Surrey Henry Granville FitzAlan Howard, isarl (styled Lord 

FitzAlan from 1815 to 1842): M. P. for Arundel (1857 
- 1851) and Limerick 

(1851 
- 1852). Broke with the Whigs over the Lccleui,,. sl, ical Titles mill 

and was returned for Limerick on a R. C. ticket. 

Ashley Antony Ashley Cooper, Lord: M. P. for Woodstock (1826 - 18ýO), 

Dorchester (1830 
- 1831), Dorset (1831 

- 1846) and Bath (1847 
- 11351). 

Paternal Tory with advanced views on social reform; noted philanthropist; 

between 1837 and 1839 donated ¬4 to the Literary Association. 



Beaumont Thomas Wentworth: M. P. for Northumberland (1818 
- 1826), Stafford 

(1826 
- 1bj0), Northumberland (1830 

- 1832) and South Northumberland 

(1832 - 1837). Visited Poland in youth; acquired large properties and 

wealth on death of mother, daughter of Sir S. W. Blackett of Hexham Abbey; 

founded and financed the British and Foreign Review; notorious for change 

in political opinions from Tory to advanced Liberal in 1820; virtually 

kept the Literary Association solvent between 1852 and 1848. 

Bentinck William Henry Cavendish: Tory T. i. P. for Glasgow from i6j6 to i£s37 

when accepted the Chiltern Hundreds. 

Bowyer George: M. P. for Dundalk (July 1652 - 1668); reLurned for Wexford 

as a Home Ruler (December 1874 - March 1880). Prominent in R. C. activities 

after conversion in 1850; barrister and magistrate; favoured vote by ballot 

and tenant right in Ireland; ceased to belong to Liberal Party after 1875 

and expelled from Reform Club; donated £4-10-0 to the Literary Association 

in 1850. 

Browne Dominick: M. P. for Mayo (1813 - 1826 and 1850 - 1856. supported 

Catholic Emancipation and political reform; related to Tory Marquis of 

Sligo; Wig in politics; donated £5 to the Literary Association in 1842. 

Burdett Francis, Sir: M. P. for Westminster (1807 - 1u37) and North Wiltshire 

(1837 - 1844). Radical in politics and ardent advocate of political reform; 

became a Conservative after 1837; together with Lady Burdett donated £270 

to the Literary Association between 1857 and 1841. 

j ). Butler Pierce Somerset (Hon. ) : Repeal M. P. for Co. iLiixcruw (i t, )2- io ,j 

Protestant; landowner and Colonel in army; donated £5 to the Literary 

Association in 1834. 

Butt Isaac: M. P. for Harwich (8/5/1852 
- 1/'1/1852), Youghal (July 13)2 - 

July 1865) and Limerick (20/9/1871 
- 1879). Barrister and Q. C.; leader of 

Home Rule Party from 1871 until death; favoured agricultural protection; 

conservative in politics. 



Cabbell Benjamin Bond: M. P. for St. Albans (1846 - 1547) and Boston 

(1847 
- 1857). Barrister and sheriff of Norfolk in 1654; Conservative and 

Protectionist but advocated social reform; patron of arts. 

Cockburn Alexander James Edmund: Whig M. P. for Southampton (11/7/1847 
- 

November 1856). Barrister; Q. C., 1841; Solicitor-General, 1850; Attorney- 

General (March 1851 - February 1852 and December 1852 - November 1856); 

Lord Chief Justice of Court of Common Pleas (November 1856), of the Queen's 

Bench (June 1859) and of England (November 1874 until death); G. C. B., 1871. 

Corbally Matthew Elias: M. P. for Meath (1837 - 1870). O'Connellite Liberal 

before 1841 and then Liberal Unionist; had been in Poland; advocated 

abolition of tithes, ballot and corporation reform. 

Craig William Gibson: M. P. for Co. Edinburgh (1837 - 1041) and City of 

Edinburgh (1841 
- 1852). Advocate at Scottish Bar; a Lord of the Treasury 

(1846 
- 1852); Lord Clerk Register and Keeper of Signet of Scotland 

(3/7/1862 until death); Privy Councillor (8/12/1863); Brooks's Club and 

liberal in politics; four members of the family contributed a total of 

L10-1-0 to the Literary Association between 1841 and 1849. 

Crawford William: M. P. for London (1833 - 1841). Made fortune in India; 

partner in commercial house of Crawford, Colvin and Company; Whig in 

politics. 

Darner Lionel äeymour tiiiliam Dawson: M. P. for Portariin, ý,, ton 

"Of Conservative principles, free and uncontrolled"; m. 2nd daughter of 

6th Lord Rokeby in 1855; served in Crimea as Captain but left army in 18)b. 

Denison William Joseph: M. P. for Camelford (1796 
- 1u02), Kingston upon Hull 

(1806) and West Surrey (1818 - 1849). Father Joseph Denison made fortune in 

commerce; London banker and millionaire; large landed estates in Surrey and 
Yorkshire; in Poland when Constitution of 3 May 1791 proclaimed; brother of 
Dowager Marchioness of Conyngham; Whig in politics and voted for agricultural 

protection in 1846; donated C85-10-0 to the Literary Association between 
1832 and 1844, 
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Duncombe Thomas Slingsby: M. P. for Hertford (15/6/1b26 
- 3%12/1832) and 

Finsbury (2/7/1854 
- 1861). liadical in politics; prescrrtea a petition to 

the Commons for the People's Charter on 2 May 1842; belonged to the 

Society or the Regeneration of Poland whose president was Ernest Jones 

and secretary George Julian Harney; donated £35-16-0 to the Literary 

Association between 1840 and 1851. 

Ebrington Hugh, Viscount: Liberal M. F. for Devon (18 0- 13 2) and North 

Devon (15/12/1832 
- 1/3/1839). Harried Lady Susan Ryder,, daughter of 1st 

Earl of Harrowby, on 4 July 1817; Lord Lieutenant of Ireland as 2nd ; earl 

Fortescue (1/3/189 
- 15/91841); Lord Steward of Her Majesty's Household 

(1846 
- 1850); Parlia: ientary Secretary of the Poor Law Board (184.7 - 1851); 

K. G., 12 July 1856; family donated £46-7-0 to the Literary Association 

between 1839 and 1856. 

Ellis Wynn: M. P. for Leicester (1831 - 1834 and 1839 - 1841). Largest 

wholesale silk merchant in London 1830 - 1871; J. P.; advocated Free Trade 

and total repeal of the Corn Laws; advanced liberal in politics; donated 

E25 to the Literary Association between 1837 and 1840. 

Evas de Lacy George, Sir: M. P. for Rye (1830 - 1831) and Westminster 

(1853 
- 1841 and 1846 - 1865). Distinguished military career in India and 

the Peninsular wars; led the British Legion in Spain (1835 
- 1837) against 

Don Carlos; Colonel, August 1837, Major-General, November 1846 and General, 

March 1661; K. C. B., August 1837; saw service in the Crimea; advanced 

political reformer. 

Ferguson Joseph: M. P. for Carlisle (8/7/1852 
- 20/3/1857). 8i eping partner 

in manufacturing concern in Carlisle; president of the Carlisle Mechanics 

Institute from 1833; Mayor of Carlisle, 1837; liberal, favoured F'ree Trade 

and parliamentary reform; Reform Club; donated -140-4-0 to the Litraty 

Association between 1847 and 1860. 
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Ferguson Robert: M. P. for Kirkaldy Burghs (1832 
- 11341). Of Raith louse 

near Kirkaldy; ardent opponent of foreign oppression; donated £55-5-0 to 

the Literary Association between 1838 and 1840. 

Ferguson Robert Munro: M. P. for Kirkaldy Burghs (1641 
- 1862). Nephew of 

Robert Ferguson of Raith; Lt. -Col. 79 Foot, 185) - 1841; Liberal, favoured 

extension of the franchise and education for all; Brooks's and Reform Club. 

Fergusson Robert Cutlar: M. Y. for Kirkudbrightshire (1826 
- 1838). Made 

fortune after thirty years at Supreme Court of Judicature in Calcutta and 

returned to England in 1825; Director of the East India Company, 1830 - 1855; 

Judge-Advocate-General, 1834 and Privy Councillor, July 1854; advocate of 

all liberal measures . W, d i2oli h iridepe1iaence; donated x; 20 Lo ,;. le Li Lerary 

., csociation in 1857. 

Fitzroy Cn: xies, Lord: I4. F. for ` hetiord (1818 -l o52) ant iiury ; 3t. Ldrundo 

(1852 
- 1647). Major 55 Foot, January 1820 but sold out, 1834; Privy 

Councillor, 1 July 1835; Vice-Chamberlain of H. M. Household, June 18. )5 - May 

1838; together with Lady Fitzroy donated £11-10-0 to the Literary AsaocJL4tion 

between 1840 and 1850. 

Freestun William Lockyer: M. P. for Weymouth (184'7 
- 1359). B. in May Park, 

Co. Waterford; received Order of Charles III (Kniý, lit Commander) and first 

class Orders of San Fernando and Isabella; served on staff of the British 

Legion in Spain under de Lacy Evans; Major in Syria, December 1840 - 1142; 

knighted on 20 June 1860; liberal, favoured the ballot and progressive iree 

Trade. 

French Fitzstephen: M. P. for Co. Roscommon (7/12/1832 - 4/6/1873). Of Norman 

descent with estates in Roscommon, Sligo, Galway and Mayo; youngest son of 

Arthur French of French Park, Co. Roscommon and nephew of wealthy partner 

of the firm French, Barton and Company; Privy Councillor, Ireland, 1866; 

Whig family; donated ¬1 to the Literary Association in 1834. 



Gibson Thomas Milner: M. P. for Ipswich (165'( 
- 18 9), Manchester (1641 

- 1ü57) 

and Ashton-under-Lyne (187 - 1868). Born in Trinidad; Privy Councillor, 

July 1846; Vice-President of the Board of Trade, 1846 -1 848 and 'resident, 

1859 - 1866; President of the Poor Law Board, 1859; Free Trader but defended 

industrialists against restrictions on child labour; large fortune and 

aristocratic connexions; ambitious for political power; wife donated £4 to 

the Literary <nssociation between 1850 and 1855, 

Gillon William Dow, mo: M. P. for Linlithgow (1831 
- 1832) and Falkirk 

(1; 33 - 1834,1835 - 1837 and 1837 - 1841). 1i landed and West Indian 

proprietor; Deputy-Lieutenant of Linlithgowshire; very liberal principles. 

Gisborne Thomas: M. P. for Worth Derbyshire (1832 
- ýo)O , Carlow 

(1a59 
- 1d41) and Nottingham (1843 - 1847). Landed and business interests; 

author of Esser s on Agriculture (1854); radical Free Trader and advocated 

extension of franchise. 

Gore Montague: I. P. for Devizes (1832 
- 1834) and Barnstaple (1841 - 1847). 

Oxford and Lincolns Inn; author of twenty pamphlets on political and social 

subjects; noted for his literary pursuits. 

Gregson Samuel: M. P. for Lancaster (1847 - 1d. _18; unseated on petition) and 

(1852 
- 1865). Head of London firm Gregson and Company, East India and China 

Agents; director of the East and West India Docks; chairman of East India 

and China Association; liberal in politics; Reform Club; lived at Overton 

Hall, Cheshire. 

Grey italph William: M. P. for Tynemouth (1847 - 1052) and LiLikcard r, iarch 

(1854 
- 1061). Private Secretary to Lord Sydenham, Governor-General of 

Canada, 1559 and to Lord John Russell, 1850; Parliamentary Secretary to the 

Poor Law Board, January 1851 - March 1852 and 1856 - 1858; Commissioner of 

the Customs, 1859 until death; a Liberal, Brooks's and 't'ravellers' Club; 

lived at Chipchase Castle, Northumberland. 



Grosvenor Robert, Lord: M. Y. for Chester (1826 
- January 1847) and Middlesex 

(12/8/1847 
- August 1857). Comptroller of the Royal Household, November 

1830 - December 1834; Privy Councillor, 1/12/1830; married 1831 Charlotte 

Arbuthnot, daughter of 1st Baron Cowley and niece of Duke of Wellington; 

founded the Prayer Book Revision Society, 1854; President to 1881; created 

Baron Ebury of Ebury Manor, Middlesex, 15/9/1857; liberal in politics; 

donated L22-1-0 to the Literary As, -, ociation between 18.0 and 1850 andi 18 

between 1860 and 1861. 

Hall Benjamine M. P. for Monmouth (j/5/1851 - i8/7/1äj1; uno eated on peLiLion) 

and (1832 
- 1837) and Marylebone (1837 - 1839). Eldest son of Benjamin Hall 

of Hensol Castle, Glamorganshire; Baronet, 16 August 1838 and created Baron 

Llanover of Llanover and Abercarn, Co. Monmouth, 29/6/1859; carried through 

the House of Commons an act which established the Metropolitan Board of 

Works, 1855; first Commissioner of Works and Public Buildings, July 1855 - 

February 1858; Lord Lieutenant of Monmouth, 20/11/1861 until death; active 

in cause of ecclesiastical reform. 

Harkey Thomson: M. P. for Peterborough (15/8/1853 - 11/11/18(8 and 3/2/1874 - 

24/3/1880). Partner and from 1857 senior partner in father's firm of West 

India merchants; a director of the Bank of England, 1835, deputy-director, 

1849 - 1851 and Governor, 1851 - 1853; a Liberal who favoured the further 

development of Free Trade, the ballot and parliamentary reform; Travellers' 

and Political Economy Club; the family donated £20-12-0 to the LiLerary 

Association between 1841 and 1861. 

Heron Robert: M. P. for Grimsby (1812 - 1818) and Peterborough (1819 - 1147). 

Succeeded uncle as 2nd Baronet in January 1805 and in 1813 inherited largo 

property on death of uncle, Rev. Robert Heron; of Chilharn Castle, Kent; 

donated ¬10 to the Literary Association in 1841. 

Hill Matthew Davenport: M. P. for Hull (1832 - 1855). Brother of Rowland Hill; 

barrister and Q. C.; leading counsel for Daniel O'Connell in 1844; Recorder of 
Birmingham, 1839 - January 1866; served for 18 years as a commissioner of 

court of bankruptcy for Bristol and on abolition of the office in 1869 receiv(, C 
£1,800; advanced Liberal in politics. 
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Hoare Henry Ainslie: M. P. for Windsor (12/7/1865 
- 26/4/1366; election 

void on petition) and Chelsea (1711/1868 
- 26/1/1874). Father was a partner 

in Hoare's Bank, Fleet Street; succeeded uncle as 5th -Baronet, 10/1/1857; 

favoured extension of the 1867 Reform Bill and education for all; 3roor ss 

Club; donated ä5-2-0 to the Literary Association between 1860 and 1861. 

Hod'tion iýirkman Daniel: M. P. for Bridport (1857 
- 1868) and BrisLol 

(1870 
- 10'78). Partner in merchant firm of Baring Bros. and Co.; a director 

of the Bank of England, 1849 - 1878 and deputy Governor, 1862 and 1863 - 1864; 

liberal in favour of the ballot and abolition of Church rates; Brooks1s, 

Union and Athenaeum Clubs; at death personally sworn under £400,000. 

Hutt William: M. P. for Hull (1832 - 1841) and Gateshead (1841 - 18(4). 

Married in 1831 Mary Countess of Stra! hmore, widow of 10th Earl and in 1861 

Fanny Anna Jane, daughter of Sir Francis Stanhope and niece of 5th Earl of 

Harrington; Vice-President of the Board of Trade and Paymaster-General, 

1860 - 1865; negotiated treaty of commerce between Great Britain and Austria, 

27/2/1865; knighted 27/11/1865; liberal in politics; United Service, Oxford 

and Cambridge Clubs; donated £5 to the Literary Association in 18A . 

Jocelyn Robert, Viscount: M. P. for Lynn Regis (1842 
- 12/8/1854). Married 

youngest daughter of Earl Cowper; military secretary to Lord Saltoun's 

Chinese expedition, 1842; a secretary to the Board of Control, 17/2/1845 - 

6/7/1846; Conservative but favoured Free Trade; donated £5 to the Literary 

Association in 1840; Lady Jocelyn donated £1 in 1850. 

Kinglake Alexander William: M. P. for Bridgewater (18ý'j - 1868). Barrister, 

1837 - 1856; historian of the Crimean War; advanced Liberal but did riot enter. 

Parliament as pledged adherent of any minis ier; t3euo ctc':,, ruvuiý cr: ', 

Athenaeum and Oxford and Cambridge Clubs. 

Knight Henry Gally: M. P. for Aldborough (1824 - 1628), 11-Ialton (1t3ý0) hind 
North Nottinghamshire (18ýj 

- 9/2/1846). 'eiealthy Tory landed proprietor; 

succeeded to estates of Langold Hall, Yorkiohire, 1808 and owned the Firbeck, 
Kirton and Warsop estates; poet and writer on architecture; Deputy-Lieutenant 
of Nottinghamshire; lest the Firbeck estate and mansion to the ecclesiastical 
commissioners for cüaritable purposes. 



Lambert James Staunton: M. P. for Co. Galway (6/7/1Z;, ,O : )/'12/1852). Eldest 

on of Walter Lambert of Creg Clare, Co. Galway; educated Trinity College 

Dublin; Sheriff of Galway, 1615. 

Langton William Henry Powell Gore: M. P. for Somerset West (1851 
- 1U)7 and 

1863 - 1366). Deputy-Lieutenant of äomerset, 1852; Conservative. 

Lindsay Hughes Hamilton: M. P. for Sandwich (May 18i1 - July 1847). i'iain 

interest lay in field of Anglo-Chinese relations; author of A Leger to 

Viscount Palmerston on British Relations with China (16j6) and Is the War 

with China a Just One? (1840); donated £5 Co the Literary Association in 

1842. 

Lumley John Lumley Savile, Lord: 1L1'. for 1Jo L Liiq nwn (1 u»u -i, ý2) Uid ýor Lh 

Nottingham (1832 - 1835), tiucceeded as 8th Earl of Scarborough, 21/2/1855; 

Lord-Lieutenant of Nottinghamshire, 111711859 until death; donated E10 to 

the Literary Association between 185( and 1841. 

Lushington Stephen (Dr. ): M. Y. for Great Yarmouth (1806 - IuUS), ilci. ieuter 
(1820 

- 1826 and 1851), Tregony (1826 - 18)0) and Tower lwnlets (1052 - 1841). 

Son of Sir Stephen Lushington, a director and chairman of the East India Co.; 

barrister and judge of the consistory court of London, 1623 - 1858 and high 

court of the Admiralty, 1838 - 1867; Chancellor of the diuce:, e of icochc:; tc: r, 

1826 - 1856 and London, 1628 - 1858; ardent ý:, ocial reformo: r. 

M'Evoy Edward Francis: M. P. for Co. Meath (1'(/12/1855 
- 26/1/1 '(4). Liouuunwit 

Cornet, 1846 - 1861; received order of ýA. Gregory the Great; a Liberal but 

voted for Derby's Reform Bill in March 181)9; the Irish problem consumed most 

of his time in Parliament. 

Mackinnon William Alexander: i"I. P. for Bunwich (1 d19 -1 Jß-'U), Lon (1,; -)1 - 
1832 and 1835 - 1852) and Rye (1853 - 1865). A commissioner for the 

colonization of South Australia; F. R. S., 14/6/1827; author of The history 

of Civilization (1846); introduced ßi11:; to abate smoke and prevent interment 

in walls; a liberal towards cud of career but previously ranked as a 
Conservative; Brooks's and Oriental Clubs; bad three re:; idic: nces: in 
Canterbury, Broadstairs and Ulverstone. 



Milnes Richard Monckton: M. P. for Pontefract (1 dj'j - 1865). Nephew of 

Viscount Galway, Lord Gambier and the Countess Dowa; cr of Cork and Orrery; 

Milnes family were rich cloth manufacturer: from Wakefield; married 

Annabella, daughter of Earl of Crewe; D. C. L., Oxford, 1054 and F. R.; i., 1065; 

writer and poet; politically ambitious and after 1846 supported the Whigs. 

idiowatt Francis: *M. P. for Penryn and Falmouth (50/7/1847 
- 1/7/1852) and 

Cambridge (18/8/1854 - 20/3/1857). A Liberal in politics; advocated state 

as opposed to sectarian education; Athenaeum Club; donated 18 shillinrs to 

the Literary Association in 1851. 

Nugent George Nugent Grenville: I"I. P. for Aylesbury (1812 
- 18ý2 and 

1847 - 1850). Succeeded as 3rd Baron Nugent of Carlanwtown, 16/3/1812; a 

Lord of the 'T'reasury, 1850 - 1832; Lord High Commissioner for the Ionian 

Islands, 1832 - 1835; Whig Radical in politics; in 1832 published the 

den. Memorials of John Hump 

O'Connell Daniel: I. P. for Co. Clare (1829 - 1830), d, tLerford City (1830 - 

1831), Co. Kerry (1831 - 1832), Dublin City (1832 - 1856), Kilkenny Borough 

(1836 
- 1837), Dublin City (1837 

- 1841) and Co. Cork (1841 - 1Liej'O. Large 

Catholic landowner in Kerry; J. P. for Kerry, 18j> - 184.3 and 18: 56 - 1847; 

director then Governor in 1841 of National Bank of Ireland; shares in tile 

O'Connell Brewery; led the Repeal movement in Ireland. 

O'Conor Don The, Denis O'Connor: A. P. for Roscommon (1u51 - lU47). Large 

landed proprietor of aristocratic family; J. P.; a Lord of the Treasury in 

Lord Russell's first Administration; "conventional Whig in politics" and 

Repealer in name only; donated ¬2 to the Literary Association in 1834. 

O'Ferrall Richard More: M. P. for Co. Kildare (11350 
- 1347 and 1359 - 1L65) 

and Co. Longford (April 13)1 - July 1852. A Lord of the Treasury, W)5-1 ddý9; 

Secretary to the Admiralty, October 16: )') - June 1841 and to the 'i'z ýn: nzry, 

9/6/1841; Governor of Malta, 110/1947 - 1u51, 



Patten John Wilson: M. P. for North Lancashire (17/12/1832 - 16/3/1874). U'ter 

mother's death inherited the extensive estates of the House of Bold; sister 

married Eustachy Sapieha; Colonel; Aide-de-camp to the Queen, 13/3/1857 until 

death; Privy Councillor, 26/6/1867 and Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, 

26/6/1867 - 7/11/1868; Chief Secretary for Ireland, September - December 1868; 

moderate Tory; donated £30 to the Literary Association in 1857. 

Phinn Thomas: M. P. for Bath (1852 - 1855). Barrister and Q. C.; Recorder of 

Portsmouth, 1848 - 1852 and Devonport, 1852 - 185; Counsel to the Board of 

Stamps and Taxes in the Exchequer, February 1852 and to the Admiralty, 1854 

and November 1863; liberal in politics. 

Pinney William: M. P. for Lyme Regis (14/12/1632 
- 3Uj5/1842 and L/'(/1852 - 

6/7/1865; unseated on petition) and East Somerset (10/4/184.7 
- 1/7/1852). 

Colonel of Somerset Militia, 1851 and Hon. Colonel from 1871; i'lagistrate for 

Somerset and Devon; Deputy-Lieutenant of Somerset; a Liberal, favoured Free 

Trade; Reform, Travellers' ,: mid iirooks Clues; son, tLed i. 1 to Lhe Li Lcrury 

Association in 1853. 

Raynham John Villiers Stuart, Viscount: M. P. for Tamworth 

10/9/1863). Supernumerary Clerk in the Foreign Office, 1850 - 1854.; 

Lieutenant of Staffordshire Yeomanry, 1854; devoted time and money to ochc, ries 

for the relief of the London poor from 1868; active participant in foundation 

of the Cab-drivers Benevolent Association, 1870; married in 1865 Lady Anne 

Elizabeth Clementina Duff, daughter of 5th i; arl of Fife; liberal in politics; 

left only £3,000 gross, net nil; donated £4-16-0 to the Literary Association 

between 1854 and 1855. 

Romilly Edward: M. P. for Ludlow (13/12/18j2 - ý0/12/18ý4). , on of : sir Swnuel 

Romilly, the law reformer and brother of 1st Baron Romilly; a commissioner i'or 

auditing public accounts, 1836 and chairman of Audit Board, 1854 - 1865; 

Sheriff of Glamorgan, 1869; donated £12-2-O to the Literary A:: ý3oeiaLion 

between 1834 and 1850. 
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Ross David Robert: M. P. for Belfast (19/8/1842 - July 1847. A prominent 

Ulster Liberal of the Sharman Crawford School; Sheriff of Down, 18j7; 

Lieutenant-Governor of Tobago, 14/2/1851 - X7/7/1851 when killed. 

Salomons David: M. P. for Greenwich (18>9 
- 1873). Second son of Levy 

Salomons, merchant and underwriýer; related to wealthy family of Cohens; a 

founder of the London and Westminster Bank, 1832; called to the Bar, 134y; 

Lord Mayor of London, 1855; Sheriff of London and Middlesex, 1835; ifigh 

Sheriff of Kent, 1839 - 1840; Magistrate and Deputy-Lieutenant for Kent, 

Sussex and Middlesex; distinguished in field of charity; created Baronet, 

10/10/1869; liberal in politics; donated z16-16-0 to the Literary Association 

between 1845 and 1856. 

Salwey Henry: M. P. for Ludlow (1837 
- 1b41 and 1847 - 1b)2). Colonel; liberal, 

favoured ballot and triennial parliaments; opposed all religious endowments; 

donated £3-19-O to the Literary Association in 1852. 

Sandon Dudley Francis tuart, Lord: M. P. for Lii. chfield (13`A) 
- 1u79) and 

Liverpool (1868 
- 1882). Vice-President of the Committee of London on 

Education, 1874 - 1878; President of the Board of Trade, 18'(8 - 1880; Lord 

Privy Seal, 1885 - 1886; married in 1861 Mary Frances, daughter of 2nd Marquis 

of Exeter; prominent Evangelical and President of the British and Foreign 

Bible Society, 1886 - 1900; Palmerstonian Liberal but stood as Conservative 

candidate for Liverpool. 

Bandon Dudley Ryder, Lord: N. P. for Tiverton (18i9 - 1u51) and Livc: rhool (1031 

- 1847). B. A., M. A., D. C. L.; Conservative and strong Protestant but supported 

tiucial reform Lnd R. C. emancipation; good landlord; m. Lady Frances Stuart, Ott 

daughter of John Stuart, 1st Marquis of Bute; Secretary to the India Board, 

December 1830 - May 1831; an ecclesiastic commissioner, 1847 - 1880; 1'. d.,.., 

November 1853; Privy Councillor and Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, 

March - December 1855; Lord Privy Seal, December 1855 - February 1858; K. G., 
28/6/1859; in 1883 the family estates were worth £20,291 p. a.; lot ; arl of 
Harro, �by donated ;2 to the Literary Association in 1844, Lord Jwidon and wife 
x: 36 between 1838 and 1844 rid as 2nd Earl and Countess of 11c. rrrowby, £50 
between 1849 and 1860. 



Scholefield William: M. P. for Birmingham (31/7/1847 
- 9/7/1bß, 7). -terchant and 

manufacturer in Birmingham and director of the Birmingham and ilidland Bank; 

elected 1st Mayor of Birmingham, 1838; Magistrate and Deputy-Lieutenant for 

Warwickshire; supported land and building societies and mechanics, 

institutes; radical reformer; voted for the People's Charter, advocated wide 

extension of the franchise, the ballot and removal of all religious 

disabilities; donated £5 to the Literary Association in 1838. 

Seymour William Digby: M. P. for Sunderland (1852 - 1854) and ý; outri; unpton 
(1859 - 1865). Educated at Trinity College Dublin; barrister and Recorder of 

Newcastle, December 1854 until death; chairman of the Waller Gold Mining Co.; 

censured by Middle Temple for conduct in some cormnercial transactions in 

January 1859; Q. C.; drew up the Admiralty hei'orin Act, 1061 ; el acted to 

Southampton as a "popular representative". 

Shelley John Villiers, Sir: M. P. for Westminster (9/(/1852 - 6ý7ý1t3ýý1" 

Chairman of the Bank of London; Lieutenant-Colonel, 161 until death; 

unsuccessful claimant to ancient Barony of ; rudely in abeyance since 15j6. 

smith Benjamin: H. P. for Sudbury (6/1/1d5 and , ox t/icil 
(14/5/1838 

- 23/7/1847). 

Smith John Abel: H. P. for Chichester (1651 
- 1839 and 1863 - lbob). chief 

partner of Smith, Payne and Smith, Bankers; West Indian proprietor with 

extensive estates in England; cousin of Lord Carrington; Whig Magistrate for 

Middlesex; actively supported 1832 Reform Bill; Brooks's Club; together with 

wife donated £36-1-0 to the Literary Association between 18,10 and 1850. 

Jtewart Patrick Maxwell: M. P. for Lancaster (1832 - 1837) and Renfrewshire 

(July 1841 - 1846). Brother of Sir IvIicra, el Shaw Stewart, M. P. and Agent for 

Tobago; Whig with considerable landed interests; donated Lj to the Literary 

Association in 1838. 
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Stuart Dudley Coutts, Lord: iI. P. for Arundel (1830 
- 1837) and Marylebone 

(51/7/1847 
- 17/11/L354). Married Christina Alexarldrina Lrypta, daughter of 

Lucien Bonaparte and her sister married Thomas Wyse; related to Oir O'rancis 

Burdett Coutts, Angela Burdett Coutts and the Townshend and Harrowby 

families; supported many charitable institutions despite the fact that was 

disinherited as a result of his marriage; liberal principles; Reform Club; 

officially donated ¬270 to the Literary Association between 1854 and 1053 and 

;1 , 000. left a legacy of i'i 

Talbot John Hyacinth: M. F. for New Ross (1652 - 1641 and 11; 47 - I3 2). 

Catholic landowner related to the Earls of Shrewsbury; active in Repeal 

movement. 

Tennent James Emerson: H. P. for Belfast (21/12/1832 
-1 t3 7, March 1 036 - 1224.1 ; 

unseated on petition; and 1842 - July 1845) and Lisburn (10/1/1852 - December 

1852). Philhellene; in 1831 married Letitia, daughter of William Tennent, a 

wealthy Belfast banker; Secretary to the India Board, 8/9/1841 - '); '8/iü45; 

Civil Secretary to the Colonial Government of Ceylon, August 18/15 - December 

1850; did not take up appointment in December 1850 as Governor of 2t. Helena; 

Secretary to the Board of Trade, November 1852 - 1867 when created a Baronet; 

a liberal Conservative after 16,42; donated -2-2-0 to the Literary ; ls:: ociia. tion 

in 1854. 

Torrens William Torrens iii'Cullagh: ii. Z'. for Dundalk (1 i "i - fu mouLh 

(1857 
- 1865) and Finsbury (1865 

- 1885). Author and barri.: uLer; wrote for and 

owned the i caaniner, 1667 - 1870; author of several books including the Memoirs 

of Richard Lalor Sheil and Viscount Melbourne; an independent Liberal in 

ParliuacmL, : core colic crried wiLii :, ocial Liiual puliulcal or" ol"ýý. i,; i 

affairs. 

Towneley Cherries: M. F. for 51igo (111411848 
- July 1848 and 15/7/1L; )2 - June 

1853; unseated on petition on both occasions). EducaLed at St. Mary's College, 

Oscott; Towneley marbles collected by uncle, Charles Towneley at the British 

Museum; F. S. A. and F. R. S.; sheriff of Lancashire, 1857. 
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Townshend John: M. Y. for Tamworth (18/12/1847 
- 31/12/1855). Of Raynham hall, 

Norfolk; married in 1825 Elizabeth Jane, daughter of Rear-Admiral Lord 

George Stuart and grand-daughter of 1st Marquis of Bute; Captain, 1634; 

Naval Aide-de-camp to the Queen, 4/9/1854 - 112/1856 when retired a:; a 
Rear-Admiral; a Liberal, favoured the ballot arid removal of all disabilities 

affecting Roman Catholics; Brooks's Club; donated f; 3-7-0 to the Literary 

Association between 1845 and 1849 and the Marchioness of Townshend gave E10 

between 1860 and -1861. 

Traill George: M. F. for Orxney and ohetiaxid (1 b jU -1 i3,4) and Cai thnessi ire 

(8/7/1841 
- August 1869). Educated at Edinburgh Univer:; ity; called to the 

Scottish Bar, 1811. 

Tynte Charles John Kemeys: li. P. for Ves L Jonieruet ý 16)', - 1i-7) and 

Bridgewater (1847 - 186)). Coheir to the Baronies of Wharton and 

Grey-de-Wilton; Magistrate for Somerset, Glamorganshire and Noru. iouthshire and 

Deputy-Lieutenant for the two former counties; author of Sketch of the French 

Revolution of 1830; Freemason; donated £2-2-0 to the Literary Association 

in 1850. 

Urquhart David: M. P. for Stafford (30/7/1847 - 1/7/1852). ioutiht in Greek 

War of Independence, 1827 - 1828; employed by Sir Stratford Canning at 

Constantinople, November 1831 - September 1832 and Seci-t-! UcLry of the Embassy, 

September 1835 - August 1837; edited the Portfolio, 15 - 11356 and 1843 - 
1845; founded the Free Press, 1855; a Conservative opposed to Palmerston. 

Verney Henry Calvert, Sir: M. Y. for Buckingham (10/12/18ý2 - )/6/1841 and 

28/5/1857 - February 1874) and Bedford (3/8/1347 
- 1/7/1iß)2), Aosumed name of 

Verney in 1827 when succeeded to Claydon House, Buci; in,; hamshire; related Lo 

the family of Kinnaird by marriage and sister married into the Abel Smith 

family of bankers; model landlord; Evangelical and active in the Bible 

Society and Church Missionary Society; Military Secretary to Lord William 

Cavendish Bentinck, 1827; Governor-General of India, but as a result of 
illness, travelled no further than aouth 1,; nerica; a 11o, iuraLo Liboral in 

politics. 



Walpole Frederick (lion. ): M. P. for North Norfolk (23/11/11368 - 1876). Retired 

from the Navy as a Commander, 1/10/1864; served in China and India and author 

of Four Years in the Pacific in Her Majesty's ýihip Collinpyood 1844 1848 

(1849)" 

Warre John Ashley: 11. P. for Lostwithiel (1612), Taunton (1620 
- 1b26), 

Hastings (29/4/1831 - 29/12/1834) and Ripon (27/3/1857 - 18/11/1860). harrow 

and Oxford; F. R. S.; a Liberal; Reform Laub; donated x: 16 to the Lite, "airy 

Association between 1837 and 184.4. 

Westhead Joshua Procter Brown: M. P. for Knaresborough (1347 - 1852) and York 

(1857 
- 1865 and 1868 - 18'(1 . Assumed name of Brown in co,,, a fiance with the 

will of his uncle, John Brown, in 1850; Deputy-Lieutenant for Worcestershire, 

i"1ay 1852. 

Wilbraham George: M. P. for Stockbridge (1826 - 1u)1) and , ouLh Chculiire 

(1512/1632 
- 23/6/1841). From old and influential Cheshire family; cousin 

Lo Lord Skelmersdale and in 1814 married daughter of 1st Earl of Fortescue; 

sheriff' of Cheshire, 1844; F. R. S.; Whig; the Wilbraham fa_Lnily donated s: 34 

to the Literary Association between 1837 and 1645. 

Willcox Brodie McGhie: M. P. for Southampton (51/7/1d47 

shipowner and East Indian proprietor; Managing Director of the Peninsular 

and Oriental Company, 1840 and chairman until death; chairman of ;; outha:;; -ton 

Docks, 1860 until death; chairman of the Universal Life Assurance SocioLy-. 

Williams John: M. P. for Macclesfield (31/7/18,17 
- 1/7/1852). Born in 

Denbighshire; rose from errand-boy to foreman of a drapery firm in London; 

Treasurer of the National Parliamentary and Financial Reform Association, 

1849 - 1855; sheriff of Carnarvonshire, 1851; a Liberal, favoured the ballot 

and supported the repeal of the Corn Laws. 

Williams William Addams: M. Y. for MorunouLiishire (bý7ý1d 1- January Iui11). 

Of Llangibby Castle, Newport; large landed proprietor; Whig; donatod ;2 to 

the Literary Association in 1838. 



Williamson Bedworth, Sir: M. P. for Co. Durham (1O/5/1831 
- :) 12/1832), North 

Durham (21/12/1852 
- '1'7/7/1837) and Sunderland (22/12/1847 

- 1/7/1852). Of 

Whitburn Hall, near Sunderland; married daughter of Lord inavonsworth; landed 

proprietor; Lord Mayor of Sunderland, 1841 - 1842 and 184'7 - 16,18; Whig;. 

Wise John yshford: M. P. for Stafford (8/7/1852 - August 1860). ; iieriff of 
Staffordshire, 1852; took active interest in the Poor Law Lrnd Le Law of 
Settlement; a Liberal; Reform Club. 

Wyse Thomas: M. P. for Co. Tipperary (1830 - 1832) and Waterford (1855 
- 1847). 

Wealthy Catholic landowner; married in 1821 Laetitia, daughter of Lucien 

Bonaparte but separated in 1828; active in movement for R. C. emancipation but 

in the 1830's repudiated Repeal of the Union; a Lord of the Treasury, 1859 - 
1641; Secretary for the Board of Control (India), 6/7/1846; British Minister 

at Athens, 1849; enlightened Liberal, supported the Reform Bill, abol. ]Lion 

of slavery, repeal of the Corn Laws and extension of popular education. 

Yorke Henry Galgacas Redhead: M. P. for York (18,11 - 1348) . Of s, y:; ton Park, 

Yorkshire; moderate reformer; Brooks Is and Reform Clubs; committed ; uici3e; 

donated 0110 to the Literary Association between 1859 and 18.0. 
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Dates of joining 

------------------------------------------------- 
Canongate Polish Polish Other Lodges 
Kilwinning 2 National National and 

Lodge Chapter Chapters 

(1) Bartkowski Jan 27/12/1834 Lodge of Derry 
and Donegal 
(1836? 

-1848) 
and Lodge Light 
of the North 
(Londonderry) 

(2) Bobczyriski Konstanty in or 1866 
before 
1866 

(3) Branicki Ksawery 1847/48? 

(4) Czartoryski Adam present 1847 1848 Paris Chapter 
11/12/1835 in or before 

1848 

1 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The only available lists of Polish Freemasons iclonging to the Polish 

National Lodge and Chapter are to be found in the sketches by W. N. Copcutt, 

H. C. Iverson and in the Freemasons' Magazine and Masonic Mirror. Lack of 
knowledge of the Polish language combined with the possibility of several 
illegible Polish signatures has resulted in some names being given in a 
distorted form. Below is a list of names given in the printed sources above, 

preceded by what I think to be the true form in Polish: Edward Hernulewicz 
is given as Hermilewicz (W. N. Copcutt, op. cit., 6), r; razm August Karol 
Holtorp as Karol Holtrop (H. C. Iverson, Polish National Lodge No. 534. 
Souvenir of Centenary Celebrations, 26), Wincenty Franciszek Kuczynski as 
V. J. Knazynski (ibid., 4), Wilhelm Krosnowski as Krasinski Wilhelms 
(W. N. Copcutt, op. cit., 68) and K. Wilhelms (ibid., 61), Aleksunder. 
Miller-Skwarcöw as Aloxcýnder Miller (H. C. Iverson, op. cit., 26), Ludwik 
Rulikowski as Rulinski (Freemasons' Magazine and Masonic Mirror, lI (18bu), 

356) and Roch Rupniewski as R. Rupinceski (W. N. Copcutt, op. cit., 58). 
English print does not cater for Polish diacritical marks c. c1(1 Llhece 1 have 
added when necessary. 



Dat es of joining 
--------------------------------------------------- 
Canongate Polish Polish Other Lodges s 
Kilwinning 2 National National and 

Lodge Chapter Chapters 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -- 

(5) Czartoryski Witold initiated 
1851 

(6) Detkens Eugeniusz in or 1851 
before 
1851 

(7) Duv, 6 Karol in or 
before 
June 1856 

(8) Ehrlich Emanuel initiated 
(Polish Jew? ) December 

1861 

(9) Gadon Wlodzimierz present 
11/12/1835 

(10) Giexgud Jan 1847 1848 Lodge of 
School of 
Socrates, 
Vilna 
(before 1831) 

(11) Gielgud Henryk initiated 
1864 

(12) Glogowski Ksawery Adolf 

(13) Grabski Tadeusz 

(14) Grzybowski Adam 

1847 

1847 

1847 

White Eagle 
Lodge (France) 

in or before 
1848 

9 

a French 
Chapter in 
or before 
1 8,18 

Mary I. Chapol 
Lodge, 
Scotland in or 
before 1847 



Dates of joining 
------------------------------------------------ 
Canongate Polish Polish Other Lodges 
Kilwinning 2 National National and 

Lodge Chapter Chapters 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(15) Hankowski Franciszek 

(16) Hernulewicz Edward 

in or 1866 
before 
1866 

October a Scottish 
1848 Chapter in 

or before 
1848 

(17) Holtorp Erazm August Karol 1847 

(18) Jablonski Leon 27/12/1834 1847 1848 probably 
Mason in 
Dijon and 
Warsaw 
before 1848 

2 
(19) Jastrz4ýbski Piotr 28/1/1835 1847 

(20) Kasperowicz Onufry 1847 

(21) Kleczynski Saturnin 1847 Besr3nyon 
Lodge 
18j1-1834? 

(22) Koerner Jan 27/12/1834 

(23) Krasiriski Walerian 

(24) Krosnowski Wilhelm 

1847 

in or 1863 
before 
1863 

(25) Kuczynski Wincenty Franciszek 1647 St. Gcoi", -'; ets 
Lod ;c 
Donc.. ; tc; r in 
or before 
113-17 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Published a series of sketches of County Angus including drawings of 
Kilwinning. 
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Dates of joining 

------------------------------------------------- 
Canon ate Polish Polish Other Lodges 
Kilwinning 2 National National and 

Lodge Chapter Chapters 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(26) Lemadiski Ludwik 1847 1849 

(27) Loewenstark Abraham Dawid in or 1850 
before 
1850 

(28) Lubliriski Robert in or 1859 
before 
1859 

(29) Lubomirski Marceli 1847/48? 

(30) Lutostariski Julian 1847 

(31) Lukomski Makary 1847 

(32) Mercik Ludwik in or 1862 
bei'ure 
1861 

(35) Michalski Jözef ' vg 7 1848 

(34) Miller-Skwarcöw Aleksander 1847 

(35) Nowakowski Stanislaw initiated 1862 
1856 

(36) Olizar Narcyz 1847148? 

4 
(37) Ordon Julian Konstanty 27/12/1834 1847 

(38) Paszkowicz Ksawery 1847 

A famous 
Mason in 
Poland. Mas tEr 
of the 
Katedralny 
Prowinc, ji 
lluhno 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 3 

4 
See S. Naiachowski-hernpicki, op. cit., 272. 

This is the legendary Ordon of Adam Mickiewicz's Reduta Ordona. 



JrlLC: :ioijoi rl i rl t; 

------------------------------------------------- 
Canongate Polish Polish Other Lodges 
Kilwinnirit; 2 National National and 

Lodge Chapter Chapters 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(39) Poniiiski Stanislaw 1'1/6/1855 

(40) R czyriski Jerzy 1847 1848 Stirling 
1i. A. 76 
Lodge in or 
before 1848 

(41) Ritterbrandt Ludwik Antoni 

(42) Rulikowski Ludwik 

1 847 1851 

in or 
before 
1860 

(43) Rupniewski Roch 9/10/1848 Trinitd 
Indivi;, i hle, 
Marie, 1832 

(44) Rypiriski Aleksander 1847 1848 White Eagle 
Lodge 
(France 
before 1852 

(45) Smoliriski Ambrozy in or 1850 
before 
1850 

(46) Stopiriski Jan 1847 

(47) Szczepanowski Stanislaw 2'j/12/1834 

(48) Szulczewski Karol 1847 1849 

(49) Szymkowicz Justyn 1847 1848 French Lodge 
in or before 
1848 

(50) Terlecki Jan 

(51) Urbanowicz Jözef present 
11/12/1835 

(52) Weber Teodor 7/1/1835 

184 7 
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Dates of joining 
------------------------------------------------- 
Canongate Polish Polish Unier Lodge,; 
Kilwinning 2 National National and 

Lodge Chapter Chapters 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(53) Welke Franciszek 1847 

(54) Wierciriski Bertold 1847 18,18 a French 
Chapter in or 
before 184.8 

(55) Wolski Felicjan 1847 

(56) Wyldd de, Teodor in or 1865 
before 
1865 

(57) Zamoyski Wladyslaw present 1847/48? 
11/12/1835 

(58) Zaba Napoleon Foliks 27/12/1834 1847 9/10/1848 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

It is quite possible that the following four people were also Poles: 

(1) 

British citizenship 
on 9 June 1858 

Hart in or 
(This could be Natan before 
Hart, a Jew from Russian February 
Poland who received 1857 

(2) Isaacs 
(could be one of the 
five Polish Isaacs 
who received British 
citizenship) 

initiated 
14/12/1855 

(5) Merak B. in or 185 
(This i: i clearly a Lufore 
Polish surname and two 1Uý3 
Poles supported his 
entrance to the Polish 
National Chapter) 

(4) Zach J. 1353 Bri tioh 
Lod, e8 



BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF POLISH 1'REiý iiAjOILS IN GREAT BRITAIN 

PART I 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Date of Date of Place of Profession 
birth arrival residence 
--------------------------------------------------- 

(1) Bartkowski Jan 1811 1834 1834-1856 lan; uafe Leacher 
Edinburgh 
1836-1848 
Londonderry 

(2) Bobczyriski Konstanty 1818 6/7/1851 1851-1855 coiunission agent 
Leicester 
and 
Nottingham 
1856-1859 
Glasgow 
June 1862-1866 
London 
November 1866 
Birmingham 
1867 returned 
to Galicia 

(3) Detkens Ezgeniusz 1813 1834 1834-1839 librarian and 
Mitcham, sLaLioncr 
Surrey 
1839-1866 
London 

(4) Duvd Karol 1808 1850 1850-1858 jeweller and 
London watchmaker 

(5) Giexgud Henryk 1839 1839 1855-1865 clerk 
(from London 
Brussels) 

(6) Giexgud Jan 1795 1836 1841-1852 tithe commissiorrr. 
London in 1842; clerk in 

London a,, oncy of 
the Cossacks of 
the Sultan 

(7) Glogowski Ksawery 1807 1837 1842-1855 clerk 
Adolf London 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Date of Date of Place of Protcuoion 
birth arrival residence 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(8) Grabski Tadeusz 1797 1834 1847 WalworLh painter 

(9) Grzybowski Adam 1810 1852 10/6/1834- surgeon 
27/10/1834 
Edinburgh 
27/10/1834- 
1848, London 

(10) Hankowski Franciszek 1826 1854 1854-1866 dental surgeon 
London 

(11) Hernulewicz Edward 1810 1839 1839-1854 
Edinburgh 
1854, Glasgow 

(12)lloltorp Erazm August 1812 1840 1847, London 
Karol 

(13) Jablonski Leon 1804 May December 1854 

-- at least 
January 1 838 
Edinburgh 
November 1848 
London 

manufacturer of 
iron wire 
fencing 

tutor 

1847, clerk 
1848, co-owner 
of a trading 
firm 

(14) Jastrzgbski Piotr 1811 1834 at least from painter 
January 1835- 
1847 
Edinburgh 

(15) Kasperowicz Onufry 1807 1834 at least printer 
from 1847 (compositor) 
to 1849 in 1849 
London 

(16) Kleczyriski Saturnin 1807 1834 1847-1854 clerk 
London 

(17) Koerner Jan 1834 Edinburgh 
July 1834 
Glasgow 
August 1849 

(18) Krasiüski Walerian 1795 1834 1847, London historian 



Date of Date of Place of 
birth arrival residence 

(19) Krosnowski Wilhelm 1823 1839 18)7-16b3 
London 

(20) Kuczynski Wincenty 

(21) Lemariski Ludwik 

(22) Loewenstark Abraham 
Dawid 

(23) Lubliriski Robert 

(24) Lubomirski Marceli 

(25) Lutostariski Julian 

(26) Lukomski Makary 

(27) Mercik Ludwik 

(28) Michalski Jözef 

(29) Miller-Skwarcöw 
Aleksander 

1807? 9/6/18j2 1847-1848 
London 
before then 
Doncaster 

1809 1835 1835-1850 
London 

at the 18413-1850 
latest London 
1843 

1817 October 1850-1867 
1846 London 

1847-1849? 1847-1849? 
to 1850-1851 
London 

1806 16/6/1854 1854-1854 
London 

in or 1845-1847 
before London 
1838 

1822 1834 at least 
1857-1862 
London 

1803? 1835 1834 at least 
to 1866 
London 

1810 1859? 1 X347-1 02 
; irief'field 
September 
1661, Forest 
Hill 

Profession 

18i)7, tailor 

1847, clerk 

zinc merchant 
1835-1847 

manufacturer of 
walking-sticks 

lived on borrowed 

money 

watchmaker 

bookbinder 

tailor 

tobacconist 

grain merchant 

(30) Nowakowski Stanislaw 1824 May 1845 1849-1861 furrier 
London 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
Date of Date of' Place of Profession 
birth arrival rojidence 
---------------------------------------------------- 

(ý1) Ordon Julian 1800? 18A September tutor, 184? 
Konstanty 1854 to July 

1836, Edinburgh 
1856, Hamburg 
1/5/1841 
Greenock 

(32) Paszkowicz Ksawery 1810? 21/10/1840 October 1840 tutor, 1847 
London Anglican priest 
1847 and teacher 
Fleetwood 1856 
Augu., t 8`, 6 
Glouc.,. 

(33) Poniriski Stanislaw 1806 1834 1 9/101)1- t, u l. oc- 
summer 1851. ) 
Edinburgh 
Paris, six 
months, 1836 
Liverpool 
end 1856 
returned to 
France 

(34) R(2czyriski Jerzy 1808 1834 1834-1841 language teacher 
London 
May 1841-1860 
Stirling 
1860-1899 
Londonderry 

(35) Ritterbrandt Ludwik 1809 1837 1857-1847 staff :; urL; eon, 
London Polish Army; 

1042, uecretary 
and inventor 

(36) Rulikowski Ludwik 9/9/1850 

(37) Rupniewski Roch 1802 1834 1854-1835 active left-wing 
London and politician in 
Plymouth emigration 
1835-1848 
Jersey 
26/2/1849, London 
1866, Liverpool 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Date of Date of Place of Profession 
birth arrival residence 

---------------------------------------------------- 

(38) Rypiriski Aleksander 1811 before August 1bj7 language teacher, 
1835 London poet and printer 

1839-1845 1856, War Office 
Jersey as Russian 
1846-1858 translator 
London 
1858 went to 
Russia 

(39) Smoliriski Ambrozy 1807 

(40) Stopirski, Jan 1807 

(41) Szczepanowski 1814 
Stanislaw 

1834 May 1841 to 
1851, London 

1858? 18/1'1, London 

1833 December 1834 
Edinburgh 
and 1U40-1846 

(42) Szulczewskl Karol 1813 1837 

(43) Szymkowicz Justyn 1799 1834 

(44) `rerlecki Jan 1802 1834 

(45) Weber Teodor 1834 

(46) Welke Franciszek 1802 1832 

1837-1866 
London 

London zinc 
works, 1851 

tailor, 1847 

, ui tariut, 1534 
music teacher 
1846 

secretary and 
treasurer, 
Literary 
Association, 
teacher 

1841, London 1847, clerk 
1847, Kelwedon 1647-1849t 
1849 and 1854 railway worker 
London 10/1/1849 

unemployed 

184(, London 

1äA -1854 tu tor 
Edinburgh 

1832-1854 clerk 
London 

(47) Wierciriski Bertold 1811 October 1838-1857 prof'esuional 
1854 London soldier 

(48) Woislti Felicjan 1812 29/7/1854 1835-1870 schoolmuster 
Glasgow 1855-1660 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Date of Date of Place of Profession 
birth arrival residence 

(49) Wylde de, Teodor 1606 1855 1655-1865 "^; entleý; ian" 
London 

(50) Zaba Napoleon Feliks 1805? 1834 1834-1836 1847, lecturer 
Edinburgh 1851, "man of 
1836-1866 letters" 
London 
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF POLISH FREETIASONS IN GRbAT BRITAIN 

PART II 

iýtilitar, y rank 

(1) Bartkowski Jan sublieutenant 

(2) Bobczyriski Konstanty captain 

(3) Detkens Eugeniusz sublieutenant 

(4) DUV4 Karol 

(5) Gielgud Henryk none 

(6) Gielgud Jan major 

(7) Glogowski Ksawery Adolf lieutenant 

(8) Grabski Tadeusz captain 

(9) Grzybowski Adam officer cadet 

(10) Hankowski Franciszek 

(11) Hermilewicz Edward sublieutenant? 

02) Holtorp Erazm August ensign 
Karol 

(13) Jablonski Leon captain 

(14) Jastrzgbski Piotr 

(15) Kasperowicz Onufry officer cadet 

Government Naturalization 
List 

10/6/1834 left eland 
--3/8/1848 1848 

31/4/1859 

10/6/1834 16/9/1847 
--z0/5/1850 

6/11/1858 

26/9/1860 

29/8 1839 26/11/1852 

--20/1877 

June 1838 27/2/1855 
--20/5/1850 

10/6/1834 
--21/8/1855 

10/6/1834 left gland 
--3/4/1848 1848 

5/6/1861 

11/11 1844 8/11/1856 
--17/7/1849 

13/l/1847 

10/6/1854 11/11/18,18 

--25/10/1848 

10/6/1854 
--4/8/1849 

10/6/1834 
--28/7/1849 

1848 
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(16) Kleczyriski Saturnin 

(17) Koerner Jan 

(18) Krasiriski Walerian 

(19) Krasnowski Wilhelm 

(20) Kuczynski Wincenty 
Franciszek 

Military rank Government 
List 

sublieutenant 

lieutenant 

sublieutenant 

10/6/1834 
--23/4/1849 

10/6/1854 
--11/8/1849 

10/6/1834 

9/6/1839 
--24/6/1839 

officer cadet 

(21) Lemariski Ludwik 

(22) Loewenstark Abraham 
Dawid 

(23) Lubliriski Robert 

(24) Lubomirski Marceli 

(25) bukomski Makary 

(26) Mercik Ludwik 

(27) Michalski J6zef 

10/6/1834 

--18/6/1849 

sublieutenant June 1858 

--6/8/1849 

captain 

(28) Miller-Skwa. rcöw 
Aleksander 

June 18J8 

--18/6/1849 

(29) Nowakowski Stanislaw 

(30) Ordon Julian Konstanty sublieutenant 10/6/1Ü54 
--21/5/1849 

(31) Paszkowicz Ksawery 

(32) Poniriski Stanislaw lieutenant 1/9/1834 
--5/5/1840 

Naturalization 

(died in 1855) 

17/5/1857 

27/8/1848 

12/6/1844 

6/5/1848 

9/9/1867 

11 /12/1849 

rejected 

8/5/1862 

3/'7/1 84 9 

10/4/1852 

-jO/3/1861 

8/8/18'6 

(went to France 
before 185'() 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Miiitary rank Government Naturaiization 

Li: mt 
------------------------------------------------- 

(33) Rgczynski Jerzy captain 1O/6/1634 
--24/2/1699 

17/8/1869 

(34) Ritterbrandt Ludwik Staff Surgeon 12/3/1842 
Antoni captain? 

(35) Rupniewski Roch captain 10/7/1834876 (died in 1876) 

(36) Rypinski Aleksander captain 

(37) Smolinski Ambrozy sublieutenant? 

7/5/1857 

between May applied 
1856 and 16/12/1852 
1/1/1837 (no evidence if 

--17/8/1849 rejected or 
accepted 

(38) Stopiriski Jan sublieutenant? June 1838 
--7/7/1849 

(39) Szczepanowski Stanislaw sublieutenant? 10/6/1834 24/1/1646 

--after 
17/3/1856 and 
before 13/3/1860 

(40) Szulczewski Karol lieutenant June 1638 14/12/1647 

--25/10/1848 

(41) Szymkowicz Justyn sublieutenant 10/6/1634 (died between 

--after last two dates) 

17/5/1856 and 
before 15/3/1860 

(42) Terlecki Jan lieutenant? 10/6/1654 (died between 

--after last two dates) 
1'1/3/1856 and 
before 13/3/1860 

(43) Urbanowicz J6zef general 26/9/1838 (left Eng-land 

--28/9/11339 for Prussia in 
1839) 

(44) Weber Teodor sublieutenant? from June 1834 
commuted 
29/'1/1859 



Military rank Government Naturalization 
List 

(45) Welke FrunciL; zek sublieutenant 

(46) Wierciiiski Bertold colonel 9/6/1835 4/8/1854 

--27/7/1863 

(47) Wolski Felicjan 18/4/1860 

(48) Wylde de, Teodor 2/12/1862 

(49) Zaba Napoleon Feliks sublieutenant from 10/6/1834 13/3/1851 
resigned 
25/10/1848 

rý 



Ai'1' H iiIX VIII 

ENGLISH ME[vIBERSHIP OF THE POLISH NATIONAL LODGE AND/OR CHAPTER 

AND OF THE LITERARY ASSOCIATION OF THE FRIENDS OF POLAND 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Date of joining 

"'--'"'-'°--------"- Literary Association 
Polish Polish the Friends of Poland 
National National 
Lodge Chapter 

(1) Anstey Thomas Chisholme 

(2) Birkbeck William Lloyd 

(3) Johnstone Edward 

(4) Raynham, viscount 
(became 5th Marquis 
Townshend 
10 September 1863 

(5) Samuel Horatio S. 

(6) Stuart Dudley Coutts 

------------------------------------------------- 

in or 1852 member 1835-1851 
before resigned when resigned 
1852 1862 

1847 1848 member of Council 
1840-1842 
Honorary : secretary 
1843-1879 
life member 1880-1882 

in or 1853 member of Council 
before 1845-1847,1849-1361 
1853 and 1878-1881 

joined 1832 

1847-1 ö4b? 1864 

in or 
before 1856 

1847 

(7) Westmacott Henry Seymour in or 
before 
1857 

Vice-President 
1861 and 1878-1882 
member of Council 
1855-1860 

joined between May 
and May 1855 

1 F3>4 

1849 joined 1833 
Vice-President 18j4-1848 
President 1848-1854 
(when died 

1857 joined between May 1843 

and May 1844 

member of Council 
1847-1649 (when died) 

There are no extant Reports for tic years 1862-1867. 

11 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----Dateof 
joining 

------------- Li Luru:. y . "iwociation 
Poiish Polish of the 2riends of 
National National Poland 
Lodge Chapter 

------------------------------------------------- 

(8) White William Henry Honorary joined in or before 
Member 1845 
2/8/1848 

(9) Yarborough, Earl of Honorary joined between May 
Member 1853 and May 1854 
1847 member of Council 

1854-1861 
(died in January 1662) 

(10) Zetland, Earl of Honorary joined between May 
Member 1845 and May 1846 
November member of Council 
1847 1846-1855 

Vice-Pre3ident 
1855-1861 



APPIl1 ilL. IX 

FREEMASONS WHO WERE MF1(BERS OF THE LITERARY ASSOCIATION 

OF THE FRIENDS OF POLAND 
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(1) Cabbell Benjamin Bond Provincial Grand Master of 
(M. P. for Bridgwater 1820-1837) Freemasons in Norfolk. Joined 

the Literary Association 
between May 1855 and May 1856. 

(2) Elphinstone John (13th Baron Provincial Grand Master of 
Madras Lodge when Governor 
of Madras (1837-1842). Joined 
the Literary Association 
between May 1843 and May 1844. 
Returned to India as Governor 
of Bombay (1853-1060, when 
died). 

(3) Fortescue Hugh (2nd Earl) Provincial Grand Master of 
Devon. Joined the Literary 
Association in 1852 as 
Viscount Ebrington (succeeded 
to the title in 1841). Member 
of Council from 1850 to 1851. 
Vice-President from 1855 to 
1861 (when died). 

(4) Kemeys-Tynte Charles Provincial Grand Master of 
(M. P. for St. Alban's 1846-1847, Preemasons in Somerset from 
M. P. for Boston 1847-1857) 1820 to 1860. Joined the 

Literary Association in or 
before May 1835. 

Y 



Aj-11 !; DIX X 

ENGLISH M IBERSHIP OF THE POLISH NATIONAL LODGE AND/OR CHAP`JTER 

Date of joining 
-------------------------- 
Polish Polish 

(1) Adams H. Austin 

(2) Adams J. W. 

(3) Andrew T. R. 

(4) Archer John T. 

(5) Arnold Bening 

(6) Attwood M. 

(7) Bacon Thomas M. 

(8) Bagster W. B. 

(9) Banks B. 

(10) Barnes John 

(11) Beadon William 
Frederick 

(12) Beckett J. 

(13) Belletti Augustine 

National 
Lodge 

in or before 

in or before 

National 
Chapter 

516 

Membership of other 
Lodges and Chapters 

1849 Lodge of Faith 105 

1 849 1849 

1850 Pomfret Lodge 463 

1848 a Founder Lodge of Regularity 
1848 91/108 and 

Bedford Lodge 137/183 

initiated 1855 

in or before 
1866 

1 849 Universal Lodge 212 

1848 Chapter 8 
resigned 
1850 

1866 
excluded 
1872 

in or before 1852 1852 

in or before 

1847 
1849 awarded 
Commander's 
White Eagle 

in or before 

initiated 
February 1857 

Universal Lodge 212 

1848 1848 Chapter 30 

1857 

a Founder Grand Warden of 
1848 Grand Lodge of 

Lngland 
well-known Freemason 

(14) Berger Leo in or before 1851 1851 Lodge of Unity 183 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Date of joining 

----------f 
joining 

Membership of other Polish Polish 
Lodges and Chapters 

National National 
Lodge Chapter 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(15) Birkbeck Henry L. in or before 1856 1856 

(16) Blackburn William 1849 24/1/1850 Robert Burns 
resigned Chapter 25 
1860 Globe Lodge 23 

Chapter 12 

(17) Bowen Owen 11/6/1857 1858 St. Alban'E Lodge 
resigned 1832, Chapter 268 
1861 

(18) Boyd John before 1861 1849 Robert Burns Lodge 25 
Founder of 
Prudent Brethren 
Chapter 145 

(19) Braidley Henry 1847 

(20) Brandt F. C. W. 

(21) Bridges W. 

(22) Brooke J. W. 

(23) Bryant C. I. 

(24) Chaplin J. 

(25) Chapman F. 

(26) Clendinning J. A. initiated 
12/12/1861 

(27) Clift A. 

Lodge of Antiquity 

1867 Globe Lodge 23 

1 U, a 9 Lodge 165 and 
East Surrey Lodge 
of Concord 

1853 Lodge 202 

1860 Lodge 201 
1860, Old Concord 
LodE; e 1'121202 

1863 Old Concord Lodge 1'72 
ro igned 
. 1O97 

1851 Chapter 7 

1850 Albion boU,; e 9 
resigned 
'1655 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
of joining 

------ 
Date ate----------------------Member;; 

hip of oLner 
Polish Polish Lodges and Chapters 
National National 
Lodge Chapter 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(28) Coggin J. in or before 1855 1855 Chapter 25 

(29) Cole W. H. V. 1859 Chapter 52 
2 

(30) Cook Matthew 1861 Globe Lodge 23 
Epttian Lodge 29 
Royal Union Lodge 

(31) Cox J. E. (Rev. 27/1/1854 
(Grand Chaplain) 

(32) Crew F. in or before 1857 

(33) Crouch F. H. W. Honorary 
Member 
October 
1848 

(34) Derffel initiated 14/10/1858 

(35) Derra de Morode in or before 1855 1855 
Constant 

(36) Diosy Martin initiated 1864 1868 

(37) Dixon H. L. 1060 Lodge 201 
excluded 
1872 

(38) Drew John initiated 10/11/1859 1865 
exiuded 
1868 

(39) Elgee J. S. 1860 Lodge 902 

(40) Elkington in or before l, 
-)')9 

(41) Erwood W. F. 1357 Lodge of Prudent 
tiro thron 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
One of cno be;; t- ; nown nineteenth-century Masons. Ju Lhor of textbook;; on 
Masonry. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
DaLe of joining 

------------------------------- Membership of other Polish Polish Lodges and Chapters 
National National 
Lodge Chapter 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(42) Evans W. B. R. in or before 1849 1849 Chapter 7 

(43) Farmer Richard 1847 Burlington Lodge 

(44) Funchal in or 
before 1860 

(45) Gilbart Frederick in or before 1865 1865 
Hughes resigned 

1870 

(46) Goodison A. in or before 1856 

(47) Goring W. in or before 1849 

secretary, 1849-1856 

(48) Gosden C. 

(49) Grant E. F. 

(50) Gurton J. 

(51) Hammond J. J. 1851 

(52) Harris Peter George 

(53) Harris R. L. 

8/1/1857 

(54) Heywood J. 

Chapter 25 

1867 Lodge of 
excluded Prudent Brethren 
1L372 

1861 Lodge 276 

1855 St. James's Union 
resigned Lodge 211 
1861 

Provincial Grand 
Master of Jer:, ey 
and Guernsey 

1859 Lodge 63 

resigned 
1863 

in or before 1853 1853 Lodge 752 and 
Lod,, e 23 

(55) Higgs G. 

(56) Hooper C. 11/1/187 

1357 Lode 196 

Lodge 169 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

--------Date 
of joining 

-----------------------iiernborihip of other 
Polish Polish 
National National 
Lodge Chapter 

Lodges and Chapters 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

Horton Alfred in or before 1866 1866 

Hutchings in or before 1857 

Ionides in or before 1856 

(60) Johnson John 1847 
Robert 

(61) Jones W. in or before 1857 

(62) Kerby H. 

(63) Kingsale Lord initiated March 1854 

1867 Globe Lodge 

(64) Kirby W. 1363 Dalhousie Lodge 
excluded and Chapter 25 
1868 

(65) Leith 

(66) Levinger 

(67) Louringer 

(68) Lynch 

(69) Manby Charles 

14/12/1855 

in or before 1857 

in or before June 1856 

in or before December 
1861 

in or before 1850 1850 

(70) McEntire J. B. 1859 Phoenix Lodge 202 

(71) Menzies (Capt. ) initiated 14/10/1U`)3 

(72) Miles T. 161ý8 Scottish Lodge 

(73) Montel iore in ei before %Liy 1d )f 
Horatio J. 

(74) Morbey C. in or before 1854 1854 

(75) Morris R. 1860 Phoenix Lodge 202 

_.. ý 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

--------Dateofjoining ----------Membership of other 
Polish Polish Lodges and Chapters 
National National 
Lodge Chapter 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(76) Motion G. 1359 Lodge of Fidelity 
Chapter 663 

(77) Murray 14/12/1855 

(78) Norris Thomas in or before 1864 1864 Camden Lodge 
excluded Dalhousie Lodge 
1875 

(79) O'Grady de Courcy 
Richard 

(80) Paas William May 1854 

secretary 1857-1884 

(81) Panchaud Louis in or before 1857 

(82) Perker T. 

(83) Pleydell-Bouverie P. 

(84) Pringle C. J. 

1848 Robert Burns 
Lodge 25 

1859 Enoch Lodge 11 
Old Kings' Arms 
Lodge 

1857 Royal York Lodge 
resigned of Perseverance 
1862 

1u49 Chapter 30 

1855 London Lodge 125 

St. Janes 's Union 
Lodge 211 

(85) Pyne William Henry in or bcd'ore 1868 1868 

(86) Radford J. 6360 Brecknoch Lodge 

(87) Rice W. 1,367 Egyptian Lodge 27 

(88) Saunders D. H. in or before 1657 1857 French Lodge 
of Trinosoph 

(89) Scott J. in or before 1849 1849 Lodge of Fidelity 
resigned 
1866 

(90) Sharman H. R. 1855 Phoenix Lodge 202 
resigned 
1865 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Date of joining 

---------- -- "Membership of other Polish Polish 
National National 

Lodges and Chapters 

Lodge Chapter 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(91) Shrewsbury D. in or before 1d 1853 Lodge 

excluded of Regularity 108 
1867 

(92) Sibley Charles in or before 1850 1850 

(93) Simonds in or before 
December löbl 

(94) Smith initiated 14/121855 

(95) Smith R. M. 185'7 Globe Lodge 23 
resigned 
1861 

(96) Stacey H. A. 

(97) States George S. 

1857 . )t" Jtunes 's 

resi6ned Union Lodge 211 
1859 

1859 5t. Thomas's 
resigned Lodge 166 
1166 

(98) St. Clare in or before June 1857 

(99) Stewart R. H. 1858 ScotLish Lodge 

(100) Swan C. o67 P. P. G. D. Herts. 
.,: cluded and Chapter 22 
�75 

(101) Taylor G. F. in or before 1849 1849 Robert Burns Lodge 
royd6ned 
1866 

(102) Tibbets Herbert in or before 1866 1866 
resigned 
1868 

(103) Tombleson Thomas in or before 26/10/1848 Founder of Robert 
October 1848 Burns Chapter 25 

Chapter 91 Graves 
End, Robert Burns 
Lodge 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Date-of 

- 
joining 

-------- -----------------Membership of other 
Polish Polish Lodges and Chapters 
National National 
Lodge Chapter 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(104) Truss 12/6/1856 Lodge 671 

(105) Tyler W. J. B. initiated 12/12/1861 

(106) Warner J. 1867 Globe Lodge 23 
resigned 
1885 

(107) Warren H. G. in or before 1852 1852 Hobert Burns 
Lodge 25 

(108) Warrington J. in or before 1853 1853 

(109) Watson William 184.7 a Founder 

(110) Webber John D. 1849 

(111) Webster Benjamin 1847 

184 8 

1853 Moira Lodge 109 
Chapter 109 

9/10/1848 Bedford Lodge 183 
Chapter 25 

(112) Williams E. J. in or before 1856 Phoenix Lodge 202 
June 1859 

(113) Wolft Theodore in or before 1868 1868 
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